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ABSTRACT 

Time is assigned a central place in Pindar's Epinicians. The overriding concern of 

encomiastic poetry is to confer immortality on the victor's name, his family and city, and 

Pindar constantly emphasizes the need to transcend the fragmented and transient human 

chronos and inscribe the athletic victory on the complete and eternal chronos of the gods. 
In addition to this, however, Pindar also seeks to transform the performance per se into a 

unique experience for his audience; on the one hand, his song unveils and manifests the 

divine plan that lies behind the phenomenological contingency of human temporality, on 

the other, it serves to collapse past, present, and future thus transforming the performative 

`here and now' into an `eternal present'. The thesis examines the means by which both 

the metaphorical `immortalization' of the laudandus and the collapse of the three 

temporal dimensions are achieved, taking a close look at the various `times' we come 

across in Pindar's poetic oeuvre: cosmic, human, historical, narrative, generic, prophetic 

and performance time. How does Pindar represent chronos? What is the place of `human 

temporality' in relation to `superior' modes of existence? What is Pindar's vision of 
history? How does he reconstruct the past and why? What temporality does his narrative 

serve to set up and how does this relate to his view of time and the temporality of the 
lyric genre? How do prophecies work in the Epinicians? How does the performance 

affect the audience's experience of time? These are some of the questions that this thesis 

will attempt to explore and discuss. As will become clear, throughout his poetry Pindar is 

concerned not only to underline his poetry's role in the preservation and dissemination of 

a victor's kleos but also to present himself as a maitre du temps. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Time is the most common human experience in so far as human lives unfold in time. 

It is, however, very difficult to define because, in contrast to space, it can be 

apprehended only by the dynamic unfolding of events. Time has puzzled a number 

of philosophers and scientists throughout centuries and has given rise to a number of 
divergent theories; the phenomenological time of Heidegger, the transcendental time 

of Kant, the inner duree of Bergson and Einstein's theory of relativity -to mention 
but a few- manifest in the most eloquent way time's complex and elusive nature. 
One of the major achievements of the twentieth century was the realization and 

acknowledgement of the relativity and multiplicity of time. As Paul Ricoeur has 

said, `Time is a mystery precisely in that the observations that are to be made 

regarding it cannot be unified'. Recent surveys in cross-cultural and social 

psychology have drawn attention to the cultural construction of time and tried to 

explain many cross-cultural differences based on this heterochronicity. l It has also 
been argued that the concept of time profoundly influences human behaviour and 

perception of the world. Concepts such as blame and guilt emanate from the belief 

that time is closed, while entirely different feelings are evoked when time is 

perceived as open. According to Saul Morson, `intellectual models -whether 
pertaining to the natural or the social world, to history or psychology, to ethics or 

politics- implicitly depend on a specific sense of time'. 2 

This is in a nutshell the prevailing attitude towards time today. But what of the 

ancient Greeks? Did they know about time? How did they conceptualize it? Is it 

possible to talk about the Greek notion of time? For many years the dominant theory 

was that the Greeks entertained a cyclical view of time, 3 and therefore that they had 

no historical consciousness. As Puech wrote: `For Hellenism... the passage of time is 

cyclical and not linear..... it considers motion and becoming as lower levels of reality, 

where identity is -at best- no longer grasped except under the forms of permanence 

'See McGrath (1988) for a number of diverse essays on the Social Psychology of Time. See esp. 
Jones (1988) 21-38 and Levine (1988) 39-62 who point out that the differing conceptualisations and 
attitudes towards time are reflected in the overall pace of life within a society. 2 Morson (1994) 1. 
3 See Momigliano (1966) who provides a detailed discussion and cites relevant bibliography. 
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and continuity, through the laws of recurrence'. 4 This monolithic and fallacious 

theory has been challenged by a number of historians and scholars. As Vidal-Naquet 

has observed, `If classical antiquity really lived "in terror of history" (M. Eliade), 

this fact should be visible everywhere. One need only open a collection of 

inscriptions to find that it is nonexistent'. 5 Starr suggested that this misconception 

about the Greeks being a-historical might have resulted from confusion between 

historical and philosophical/poetical representations of time, in so far as the latter 

manifest a predominantly cyclical perception. 6 Whether this is the case or not, 

Starr's remark is significant, for it brings to the fore the notion of genre and draws 

attention to the fact that time can be configured differently among different genres. 

Herman Fränkel was the first scholar to study the notion of time in antiquity in 

his influential essay ̀ Die Zeitauffassung in der griechischen Literatur'.? But whereas 

Fränkel was successful in showing the diverse ways in which Greek poets 

approached and treated time, he was drawn to the biased conclusion that the Greeks 

discovered time progressively. Based merely on lexicographical evidence and 

without taking into account generic and literary conventions, Fränkel proclaimed 

that the notion of time underwent a great development from the archaic to the 

classical period; for the Homeric man chronos was perceived as intervals and it was 

not until the classical period and Aischylos that it was apprehended as an extended 

continuum. Pindar stands somewhere in the middle of this development and, 

according to Frankel, although his sense of time is more advanced than Homer's, it 

still exhibits traces of archaism. Fränkel's ideas were very influential and found 

acceptance with many scholars, among them Silvio Accame, Paolo Vivante, and 

Jacqueline de Romilly. Today still, an archaic sense of time is ascribed to Pindar and 

he is often cited as the Greek exemplum par excellence of the cyclical view. As 

Toohey recently wrote: 

411. C. Puech, `Temps, Histoire et Mythe dans le christianisme des premiers siecles', Proceedings of 
the Seventh Congress for the History of Religions (Amsterdam 1951) 34, cited in Vidal-Naquet 
(1986) 40. See also Collingwood (1956) 25-9. 
S Vidal-Naquet (1986) 40. 
6 Starr (1979). 
7 The essay was first published in Beilagenheft zur Zeitschrift fur Aesthetik und allgemeine 
Kunstwissenschaft 25 (1931) 97-118 and was reprinted in Wege und Formen frühgriechischen 
Denkens (Munich 1955) 1-22.1 follow here the latter publication. 
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Pindar's epinicians perhaps provide the earliest and most striking 
example of a conception of mythology that relies on a cyclical, 
non-linear concept of time. For Pindar, as has often been noted, 
the significance of the competitor's victory resides to a very large 
degree in that it is envisaged as repeating or re-enacting in the 
present, past mythical victories.... The past in this way becomes 
immanent in the present, through the recursive force of the 
triumph of the games victor. 8 

Certainly, Pindar's poetry brings to the fore a notion of stability and rest. Yet, is this 

enough to agree with Finley that Pindar `lacked any hope of social progress or desire 

for it, and... the sense of evolutionary reason'? 9 In other words, is Pindar's belief in 

eternal values that endure the corrosive work of time proof of his ignorance of 
history and the linearity of time, or does it need to be related to the epinician genre, 
its conventions and ideology? A caveat is necessary. Even though a close 

examination of Pindar's oeuvre can reveal a lot about his concept of time and his 

view of history, we will never be able to know exactly what he believed. 

Accordingly, the primary concern of this thesis will be not so much to reconstruct 

what Pindar, the individual from Thebes, believed about time, but rather to examine 

how Pindar, the poet, presents time and its contours in his poetry and to ascertain the 

ways by which he attempts to suspend ̀ real time', immortalize his laudandus, and 

transform the festive moment of the epinician performance into a kairos; into a 

unique moment where past, present, and future meet, and where the audience are 

invited to experience what Mullen succinctly called an `absolute present'. 1° 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. In Chapter 1I provide a 

lexicographic essay on the three main temporal words used in Pindar, chronos, aion 

and kairos. I examine their meaning in Pindar and in the literature before him, and I 

try to inform my conclusions by taking into consideration the conventions and 

ideology of the epinician genre. In Chapter 2I discuss the different time-zones we 

encounter in the Epinicians: a) human realm, b) Hades, c) Istrian Land, d) Isle of the 

Blessed, e) divine realm, trying to identify their distinctive features. Chapter 3 

surveys Pindar's vision of the past and history; and Chapter 4 focuses on the ways in 

which Pindar attempts to approach and reconstruct the past. Special emphasis is laid 

upon the poet's relation to his Muse and to the role that he attributes to tradition. 

S Toohey (2004) 205. 
9 Finley (1955) 286. 
10 Mullen (1982) 27. 
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Chapter 5 embarks on an analysis of narrative time in an attempt to establish 

whether Pindar's view of time (as this is presented in chapters 1-4) is reflected in the 

way he structures his narrative. Chapter 6 dwells on performance time, investigating 

the means Pindar utilizes in order to transcend the spatiotemporal limits of the 

performance. It also tries to consider the effects that music, song and dance might 
have had upon the audience's perception of time and space. In Chapter 7I offer a 

close narratological analysis of the way in which Pindar structures his mythical 

prophecies in order to illustrate some of the conclusions of Chapter 6. Finally, in 

Chapter 8I attempt to apply what has been learnt in the preceding chapters by 

looking at a particular ode, Olympian 10. 

4 



CHAPTER 1 

PRESENTATION OF TIME IN PINDAR 
"Anava' ö aaxeös xdvapI ijroS %Pövos 
pet r' äöi; Aa xat' tpav¬vra xxGarerar 

(Soph. Aj. 646-647) 

The aim of the first chapter is to give a broad idea of the way in which Pindar 

portrays time explicitly in his poetry. In the first part, which is lexical in nature, I 

focus on the three main terms that Pindar employs in order to denote time: chronos, 

afon and kairos. I briefly discuss the meaning of each of these words in the literature 

before Pindar and examine the semantic value they bear in his poetry. The chapter 

closes with a review of the main scholarly views on Pindar's perception of time 

followed by a critical discussion. 

1.1 Chronos 

Chronos is the general Greek word for `time' in antiquity. In Homer it occurs thirty- 

one times' and is normally tagged with quantitative adjectives such as 8,004, r6ocos, 

noAüs, A&os 2 It is always used in the accusative form (, xeövov) and denotes duration. 

In 11.3.157 the old men of Troy recall the woes that Greeks and Trojans suffer 

because of Helen for a long time (n&u. )v xeovov) and in 11.24.670 Achilles promises 

Priamos that he will stop the war for as long as needed for the Trojans to carry out 

Hektor's funeral (o ? 'pw 7w'A cov ro'oavv xeo'vov oooov ävwyas). The only case where 

chronos denotes an instant/point instead of duration is 11.15.511, where Aias 

exclaims that it is better for one `either to die instantly or live, than to be straitened 

1 For discussions regarding time in Homer see: Frlinkel (1955) 1-7 and 15-18; Accame (1961) 359- 
81; Treu (1968) 123-35; Kullmann (1968) and id. (2001); Rengakos (1995) and id. (1998); Vivante 
(1972) 118-23 and id. (1979). 
2 Cf. 7roAi)v yövov (11.2.343,3.157,12.9, Od. 2.115,4.543); Alyov xeövov (11.19.157,23.418); elrl xQovov 
(11.2.299, Od. 12.407); ägpdv xyövov (11.14.206). Apart from chronos, Homer also uses the adjective 
chronios in Od. 17.110-12: aef vos ajar xaryos'v v , Ao; cr, aouo, o-v / E'vaux'w 'paEi, (s ti T 'rat 
töv &d / £AS6vra xpovrov veov WAY. 
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in dread conflict for long'. In Hesiod chronos occurs only four times. As in Homer, 

it is used in the accusative and is accompanied by quantitative adjectives such as 

iron %ui (Theog. 190), iraveIBros (Op. 133) and naüeos (Op. 326). In the lyric and 

elegiac poetry of the seventh and sixth centuries one comes across only a few 

instances of the words Chronos is for the first time substantiated and presented as a 

living being in the poetry of Solon who in 10.1 and 36.3 exclaims that chronos will 

act as a witness and prove the validity of his views. 6 Pindar's older contemporary 

Simonides also personifies chronos and depicts him as being all-mastering 

(7ravaa/u rcoef and as having teeth (ö -rot Xeövos ZV; ööövras / xai iravra kxet xai rä 
ßrarözara). 8 

During the sixth century philosophers such as Thales, Anaximander and the 

Pythagoreans show a lively interest in time and discourse about astronomy, solar 

cycles, solstices and equinoxes. 9 The oldest philosophical reference to chronos 

comes from a fragment of Anaximander, preserved by the Neoplatonist Simplikios 

in his commentary on Aristotle's Physics. 1° Here Anaximander ascribes change to 

3 ßialzFQov rroAe'oýar Eva y, o'vov ie ß: i vat, / öij9ä oTQetiyzo--$ar ev aivO h; 7 Tart. On this passage see 
Accame (1961) 362. 
4 Hes. Theog. 190; Op. 133,326,754. In Theog. 269 the adjective chronios is found in the compound 
adjective Asra o'vros which Hesiod ascribes to the Harpies: ö' Wxeiav TEXEY ''Qrv / 1uxöic0us 3' 
AQnuias A5Kk T' 11xV7dT12v re, / at p' iiv4v nvorfo: xa: oiwvoir 3a' Eaovrat / wxew trreQ oo: 

AzraaQöv: ar yae Ta. AAov. Although it is clear that the adjective is compound from pcera+%Qovov 
(=happening afterwards), here it takes the meaning of 'high in the air'. For a detailed discussion see 
West (1966) ad 269. Cf. Hsch s. v. lcaraiarov, who translates it as AeTaaQo'vrov, Sud. s. v. perax%ovia 
interprets the noun as ' ei' LVos rpeQoic¬v''. 
S See e. g. Sapph. fr. 56.2 PLF; Hipponax 64; Mimn. 2.3 (West); Sol. 4.16,10.1,19.1,36.3 (West); 
Semon. 3.1 (West); Thgn. 93,907,967,1273 (West); Sim. 8.11,13.1 (West), 521.2,527.2,531.5 
PMG. One can also find a few occurrences of the word in the Homeric Hymns. See e. g. Hymn. Hom. 
Cer. 94 and 282; See also Hymn. Horn. Merc. 125 where the compound adjective iroau%eövioc is used. 
6 Sol. 10.1 (West): deiýer öj 14av4', Vv juiv 

eAjv ßatö; xeovos 4m T; -, 36.3 (West): ovWaerueoii rau"r' äv ev 
3Ixv XXo'vou 
7 Sim. 531.5 PMG. See also Bacch. Ep. 13.205-207: ; T. - iraY3a rwQ I geovos rr xaAic / t7Q7W'Yov aiiv 

8 Sim. 13 (West). On the metaphor of the 'tooth of Time' in Simonides and later poets see Pontani 
(2001) 5-36. 
9 See e. g. Diog. Laert. 1.22-25 and 11.1-2 on Thales of Miletos and Anaximander. As he informs us, 
Anaximander invented the gnomon and set it up for a sundial in Lakedaimon in order to mark the 
solstices and the equinoxes; cf. Robertson (1940) 180-2. On the Pythagorean notion of time see 
Guthrie (1962) 336-40. On Greek philosophical ideas of time in general see Lloyd-Jones (1976) 127- 
46. Eclipsis was a phenomenon which attracted the attention not only of philosophers but also of 
poets. Archilochus (122 West) and Pindar (Pae. 9.2-5) both express their awe at the eclipsis of the sun 
they experienced in 648 and 463 BC respectively. According to Plutarch, (De fac. 19.931 e) 
Mimnermos and Stesichoros also made references to particular eclipses in their poetry. 
10 Simplic. adPhys. 24.13. The fragment is discussed in detail in Kahn (1960) 166-96. 
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Necessity but points out that chronos is the means by which this natural law is 

realized: 

From the source from which they arise, to that they return of 
necessity when they are destroyed, 'for they suffer punishment 
and make reparation to one another for their injustice according to 
the assessment of time' as he says in somewhat poetical terms'. 11 

In Pindar chronos occurs 47 times, 12 a very high rate compared to the 

word's occurrence in the previous literature. 13 Just like Solon and Simonides before 

him, Pindar personifies chronos and attributes physical qualities to it (A yas 52b. 27). 

Yet, as has been rightly observed, this is the first time that chronos is presented as a 

vivid force and as an active agent in the happening of events. As Frankel succinctly 

put it, chronos in Pindar becomes ̀ geladen mit Energien'. 14 The active role alloted 

to time as a participant in events is evident throughout the Pindaric corpus. In 

01.8.28 Pindar wishes that chronos might not grow weary (xalwt) accomplishing 

(ire ocrwv) Aigina's bliss, and in 01.6.97 and Pyth. 1.46 he prays that it might not 

disrupt Hieron's happiness ($ vvi) but keep his wealth on course (ez voi). In 

Pyth. 12.31 and 01.10.7-8 Chronos is even blamed for striking people with surprise 

(Try' 4. -AnTlg ßa kmv) and bringing shame. 15 But although Chronos can determine the 

course of events, it cannot alter or reverse the past. This point is clearly stated in 

01.2.17: `Once deeds are done, whether in justice or contrary to it, not even Time, 

the father of all, could undo their outcome'. 16 Of course, this does not make chronos 

subordinate to destiny, as has been suggested, '7 but merely emphasizes its 

11 Although there is only one explicit reference to time in Herakleitos (see below), from a second- 
hand report of Sextus Empiricus (Adversus mathematicos 10.216 and 233) we learn that the 
philosopher compared time to a body. The reference is cited in Ariotti (1975) 72 and n. 16. Moreover, 
according to Aitios 1.21.1 (- Dox. Graec. 318.4-5 Diels) Pythagoras had defined chronos as 'the 
sphere of the universe' (ayai av roü nzetaxovros). Cf. Arist. Ph. 4.10.218a33-35 which might be an 
allusion to this Pythagorean view. On this see also Guthrie (1962) 339. 
12 01.1.43,115,2.17,30,37,4.27,6.36,56,97,7.94,8.28,10.7,55,85,102,12.12a, 13.26; Pyth. 1.46, 
57,3.96,4.55,78,258,291,5.121,8.15,11.32,12.30; Nem. 1.46,69,3.49,4.43,7.39,7.68; 
Isthm. 3.6,5.28; fr. 33.2,33.1,52b. 27,52c. 14,52f. 5,70dd. 1,94a. 14,133.5,159.1,168b. 7,227.2. 
There are also four instances of the adjective chronios: 01.4.10; Pyth. 3.115,11.36; Nem. 4.6. 
13 On chronos in Pindar see Frankel (1955) 10-12 and 20-1; Accame (1961) 386-8; Vivante (1972) 
107-31; Komornicka (1976) 5-15; Gerber (1962); Segal (1974) 29-39 and id. (1986) 180-93. 
14 Frankel (1955) 10. 
15 01.10.7-8: fxaSev rae eirFX dw ö jdAAani y vos / tµöv xaTaIc pve ß i) x os. See the detailed 
discussion in Ch. 8. 
16 See e. g. Brisson (1997) 161-4. 
17 Brisson (1997) 162. 
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irreversibility. Besides, as we will see in Chapter 3, Pindar often identifies Chronos 

with Fate and Ananke. 18 

Apart from setting things in movement and being an agent of causality, 
Chronos is itself also in constant movement and its course is often compared to a 

path or flux. 19 Verbs of movement such as Fpirw, Fca irw, neooienw and FT, ur are 

normally employed in order to articulate its march which is not always forwards, 

extending from the present to the future, as one would naturally expect. 2° In fact, in 

the majority of cases Chronos is presented as coming towards the present from afar. 
The `coming view' is adopted whenever there is something due that needs to be 

done or accomplished. In 01.10.7-8, for instance, Pindar says that chronos 

approached from afar and shamed his indebtedness, and in Nem. 4 that coming time 

will accomplish whatever kind of excellence destiny has given him. The same view 
is adopted when Pindar prays for the endurance of a present situation in the future21 

The `going view' is employed only in 01.10.55 where chronos is said to have 

revealed Herakles' deeds icvv 7röea-m. 22 However, as has been pointed out by 

Fleischman, the coming and going representation of the future need to be seen as 

psychologically rather than semantically nuanced; 23 therefore, this must not be taken 

as an indication of an archaic mentality. Another point that needs to be made here is 

that in Pindar the word chronos is normally used to denote future time. When Pindar 

wants to refer to the past, alternative words such as the adverb Iranar and the 

indefinite conjuction iroTe are normally employed. The only exception is 01.10, 

where Pindar refers to the time he saw his laudandus Hagesidamos winning in the 

games by the phrase xeivov xazä xeövov. 24 

In addition to a physical hypostasis, Pindaric Chronos is also ascribed a 

moral character. Among its most significant moral attributes are its wisdom and 

truthfulness. Chronos is very often described as a witness of Truth, in so far as it 

18 See Ch. 3 for examples. Ananke is associated with chronos in the Orphic Theogonies as well. In 
Damasc. De principiis 123 (=Orph. fr. 54 West) Ananke is depicted as encircling the Universe and as 
being Chronos' mate. See also Bacch. fr. 20a. 17-18: `but Time mastered him and powerful avenging 
Ananke'. 
19 See e. g. 01.2.33 and Nem. 11.46 where Pindar refers to the tides ('oai) of chronos. 20 Xe vos... ecoi irwv (01.6.97); röv npoo-ee7rovra xeivov (Pyth. 1.57); aori xQövos Fpnot (Nem. 7.68); ze rwv... 
xpövos (fr. 52b. 25-26). 
21 See e. g 01.6.97,8.28-29; Pyth. 1.56; Nem. 7.67-68. 
22 See e. g. 01.10.55. 
23 Fleischman (1982). 
24 Accame (1961) 388 also draws attention to passage 01.2.17 where chronos also refers to the past. 
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reveals the true value of events. Although it cannot alter past events, it can, however, 

change their significance. As Pindar puts it in 01.10, `Chronos is the only one who 

can refute and vindicate the real Truth'. 25 Likewise, in 01.1.33-34 the days to come 

are designated as `the wisest witnesses' (äuzeai 8' hr12tonrol / j. Gaerue; o'ol tTaroi). 26 

This view is recurrent not only in Pindar but also in the literature before and after 

him. In a saying attributed to Thales of Miletos, Chronos is described as the `wisest 

of all' because it reveals everything (oocpü, Tarov xeövos" avEVeioxei yae 7ücvra). Z' 

Theognis also proclaims that `time reveals the true character of everybody'. 28 But 

Chronos contributes to A-latheia in the sense of `not-forgetting' as well. In Pyth. 1 

Pindar declares that future time will remind xEV äµviias1FV 47) Hieron of the 

bravery and courage he showed in the recent battles. It is due to this attribute that in 

fr. 159.1 Chronos is hailed as `the saviour of virtuous men' (avýewv 8ixatcuv Xeovoc 

o-c)z'e apto-ros). 

Notwithstanding its association with memory, Chronos is also associated 

with oblivion (Lethe). So, in addition to reminding Hieron of his martial glory, 

Chronos will also enable him to forget his toils (E yAe ö 7TTS xQövoc.... xaAaTCOv 

huRavrv iraeSo or Pyth. 1.46). Likewise, in 01.2.18-20 a fortunate destiny is said to 

bring forgetfulness of pain. 29 Both of these examples bring to the fore Chronos' 

quality as a healer. 30 However, as Pindar very often stresses, Chronos is not only the 

effacer of toil but also of noble accomplishments. As he says in Nem. 9.6, a noble 

deed which is not commemorated in song is covered with silence. Even so, it is 

significant to bear in mind that Pindar never presents Chronos as a source of all 

ignorance. 1 As Starr rightly remarks, Pindar `does not fulminate against the brutal 

ZS ö z' F f, sAi lov µövos / aAS9erav er rvp. ov / Xpövos (01.10.53-55). Cf. Aulus Gellius Noct. Att. XII 
11.7, who declares that Truth was considered to be the daughter of Chronos. 
26 According to Simplic. ad Arist. Phys. 4.13.222b16, Simonides praised time as being wisest at 
Olympia (probably in a hymn to Zeus or an epinician), because men become knowledgeable thanks to 

time (örr yivovrar emorrpcoveS WO y o'vou). 
27 Diog. Laert. 1.35. 
28 Thgn 967 (West). 
29 For Chronos' association with both Alatheia and Lethe see 01.10.3-9 and the analysis of the 

passage in Ch. 8. 
° See Komornicka (1976) 15. 

;1 As Aristotle (Phys. 4.13.222b. 16) informs us, the Pythagorean Paro proclaimed that far from being 
'wise', Chronos is the source of all ignorance because it is associated with lethe. Commenting on the 

passage Simplikios notes that Paro's proclamation was a response to Simonides, who argued that 
time is the wisest of all because teaming and reminisence occur in time. 
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mastery of an all destructive time'. 32 Apart from being a source of forgetting and 

silence, Chronos is also presented as a source of truth, remembering and light. The 

same applies to Bacchylides who, although he is conscious of the all-destructive 

power of Chronos (7rav3aAaT we), is confident that this can be eliminated by the truth 

of poetry: 
ßeoTiv öe A@, ao5 

irävzeaoI /L V IOTrv ea' Feyo(is" 
a a' ciJia9ea vtAz7 

vrxäv, ö To 7ravö(aJf2 rwe 
xeovos, To xaAws 

e'Jey evov ai'v AU t 
(Ep. 13.202-207) 

Pindar does not merely allot an active role to Chronos but also presents it as 

a cosmogonic power. In fr. 33 chronos is said to be superior to the Olympians 

(dva(xra) röv 7TTVTmv MEg6M0YTa Xeövov , UaXgewv), 33 while in 01.2 it is even 

ascribed the reverent title of `the father of everything': 

TWV N 7rE1rQay/GFvwv 
ev aix{L TE xai aaea aixav a7roi9]TOv oLä' äv 

Xpövos o irdvmv TraTVV 
EvaiTo M1 ev eeymv rLkos" 

(15-17)34 

In addition to being the first principle, Chronos is also associated with the overall 

order of the universe. This ordering quality is implied in its portrayal as a revealer of 

truth and as a witness. The way in which Pindar refers to the three Horai, Eunomia 

(Order), Eirene (Peace), and Dike (Justice) also points to the same idea. 35 Like 

Hesiod, Pindar presents the Horai as the daughters of Themis (Order) and Zeus 

(Tf pa[iJ zF S I7'ovoi fr. 52a 6) and in fr. 33 he calls them `true' (AAa. Nas 'Deac ), a 

32 Starr (1967) 396. 
33 Contrast Brisson (1997) 163 who takes the genitive n9vrwv µax4a)v with ungo$0Llovra and not 
with äva(xra), arguing that the meaning here is 'time has the same power over the gods as it does 
over men'. 
34 Contrast Brisson (1997) 162 who argues that irävrcuv in line 17 needs to be taken in conjunction 
with Tmv öe aeapayuivaiv. According to him, what Pindar says here is not that Chronos is the father of 
everything but that he is the father of all the things past, in so far as all actions are performed at a 
moment of time. See the discussion of the passage below. 
35 Lloyd (1976) 121. 
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characteristic which alludes to their unfailing recurrence and their contribution to 

keeping the temporal order. 36 

By presenting chronos as the first principle, Pindar contrasts with Homer, 

who ascribes the generation of things to the river Okeanos, 37 and Hesiod, who in his 

Theogony names Chaos, Gaia, and Eros as the first principles. 38 Nonetheless, the 

conception of Chronos as a cosmogonic power does not originate with Pindar. As 

we are informed by ancient sources, Pherekydes of Syros, a sixth-century 

philosopher, was the first to present Chronos among the creating deities: 

Oepzxüa, js as' ö Eüpros Zävra 
, uev eTvar id xai Xeovov39 xai 

X, ýoviav r¢s reels lrpcihras aeXa;, rev Aiav mAt apö rCav auoiv, 
xar rac auo Asia r1Jv (, Grau, Tov a8 Xpovov 7lor7Jo-at ax roV yovou 

eauroü früp xai 7rvev a xai MOP, rjv rpraArv, oTAar, cpüo-iv rouu 
voljroü, wv ev dVTE AUxois a! Vel; Aivwv aoAA, )V 3 Ul'! ]v yeveav 

ovo-rivar » V, Ti Y 7rEVreuuxov xa4uµev'v, Taüröv ae To-w; 
Ei7re%Y, aFVrexoo", aov. 

Pherekydes recognizes three first principles: XSIoW , Zas and Xeövos. 40 Chronos 

without a consort produces with auto-erotic creation41 three primary elements (air, 

water, fire), which he then deposits in five nooks. From these substances the second 

36 The Horai bring to the fore the cyclical aspect of time. The same applies to the word eviaurös which 
means 'year' and which indicates a time that moves not linearly but in circles; see e. g. Pind. 
Pyth. 4.104,10.65; fr. 52a. 5; fr. 52p. 9. Eniautos could depend either on the stars or the seasons. As 
Parker (2005) 194 points out, during the archaic and classical periods the beginning and ending of a 
year was arbitrary and there was not a fixed calendar year for all Greek cities. 
I Hom. 11.14.246: xai dv norauor"o ei a I'lxeavou, 3s nse YFVeors ncivzeo"Ol Tfruxrar". But see Onians 

(1973) 250ff who discusses the close relationship and similarities between Chronos and Okeanos; cf. 
Vernant (1983) 88. 
39 See Iles. Theog. 116-122. These three deities just appear, while the rest of the gods come to 
existence by means of procreation. 
39 Pherekydes' reference to Chronos is attested by Damasc. De principiis 124b (=fr. 60 Schibli) and 
Diog. Laert. I. 119 (=fr. 14 Schibli). Probus In Vergilii Bucolica 6.31 (= fr. 65 Schibli) writes KQövoc 
instead of XQövoc, but interprets Kronos as 'time', and the same applies to Hermias Irrisio gentilium 
philosophorum 12 (= fr. 66 Schibli): OeQExOvs uh, 4exds aTvar Mywv ZZva xai X, &oviv xar Keovov" 

17 öe yý rö näa ov, ö ZZva tdy T6v ai ci, X. ovijv öe Ti v ? Iv, K o'vov öe röv %Qo'vov ö uc-v ai QT noroüv, 
ÖE yy6vo; fv (%1 ra 77YÖEGEza. The reading Xeivoc has been rejected, among others, by Fränkel (1955) 19- 
20 and Brisson (1985) 52 n. 2 and id. (1997) 159-61. Contrast Schibli (1990) 14-38 esp. 14-29. 
40 See Brisson (1997) 159-64 who challenges the view that Chronos was the primordial divinity in 
Pherekydes. 
41 Kritias (18.14-16 DK) also presents chronos producing with auto-erotic creation: äxäp. as re ZQövos 
ireet r' irsväyp / Qeüuarr 7A1 , i7S rporr¢ rixrcov / avrc eauröv. See also Hermippos fr. 4 (Kock): ixeivös 
10-ri cTQon'Jlos Ti7v Orv, ý novr)Qt, / gyro's 3' (%cov nsetiex rat xWgP rä irayT' ev aITq"r / 'gs äe Tixret 
wegre xmv rqv ryjv airaýarrao-av / oüöejJciv oüd' ¢Qiv ixet, xuxi i' ö' dri rö v4pa / ou lralwaTar är' 
i uiias öo owear rc gwv. West (1983) 198-9 points out that auto-erotic creation is a common feature 

also in the oriental Time-gods such as the Egyptian Re', the Phoenician 'U16m, the Iranian Zuvrän 

and the Indian K51a. 
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generation of gods is created and the world comes to being. As Schibli has rightly 

observed, in Pherekydes Chronos figures not only as a cosmogonic but also as a 

procreative power, in so far as it contributes to both Cosmogonia and Theogonia. 

Yet, unlike Pindar, Pherekydes does not present chronos as the father of gods since 

he includes Zeus and Chthonie among the first principles. 

Chronos is conceptualized as the primary divinity in the Orphic poems as 

well 42 In the Rhapsodic Theogony, Chronos is figured as a winged snake43 which 

encircles the Universe and which fashions in the divine aither a silver egg, `the 

orphic world egg'. Frr. 66 and 70 read: 44 

This Time unaging, of immortal resource, begot 
Aither and a great Chasm, vast this way and that, 
no limit below it, no base, no place to settle. 

Then great Time fashioned from (or in) divine Aither a bright 

white egg. 

Although the Orphic Chronos is a cosmogonic power, it is not held responsible for 

the creation of the world. This task is here taken over by Phanes or Protogonos, an 

hermaphrodite deity who is born from the cosmic egg and creates the cosmos. 45 The 

representation of time as encircling the Universe and the breaking of the egg are 

significant because they signify the passage from cyclical to linear time and the 

beginning of change. As Eliade observes: 

To break the shell of the egg is equivalent, in the parable of the 
Buddha, to breaking out of samsara, out of the wheel of existence- 
that is, to the transcending both of cosmic space and cyclic time 46 

It has been suggested that this cosmogonic Orphic Chronos might have featured in 

the earlier orphic poems as in the poem commented on in the Derveni Papyrus 47 

02 We know of four Orphic Theogonies. Damaskios reports that the Rhapsodic Theogony or Hieros 
Logos was the current Orphic Theogony in his period. He also refers to two other Theogonies, the 

ones by Hieronymos and Eudemos. West (1983) 35 and 68ff argues that the Rhapsodic Theogony is 

probably a conflation of earlier Orphic poems which go back to the classical period (sixth century), a 
claim which is supported by the recent discovery of the Derveni Papyrus, a commentary on an older 
poem (fifth century) similar to the Orphic Rhapsodies. On the Orphic Theogonies in general see West 
(1983). 
43 For a possible explanation of the depiction of chronos as a snake see West (1983) 191 and n. 39. 
44 Both fragments are cited in West (1983) 198. 
as For the background of such representations see West (1971) 28ff. 
46 Eliade (1961) 78. 
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This suggestion has been challenged by Brisson, who contends that the cosmogonic 

dimension allotted to Chronos occurs relatively late and that neither Pherekydes nor 

Pindar depicted it as such. 48 To be sure, Schibli has made a good case with regard to 

Pherekydes and has convincingly shown that the philosopher must have presented 

Chronos as the originator of the cosmogonic process. In Pindar, as we have seen, 

Chronos' cosmogonic power is explicitly attested in fr. 33 and 01.2. It is also 

implied, I believe, in the links that Pindar attempts to draw between Chronos and 

Kronos. 

In antiquity Chronos was often identified with Kronos. 49 This identification 

might have something to do with Chronos' association with wisdom and 

truthfulness. As Plutarch reports, one of the possible reasons why the Romans 

considered Kronos as `the father of truth' might have been that Kronos was often 

identified with Chronos, who always reveals the truth. 50 An anthropological 

explanation of this identification has been proposed by Leach. According to him, the 

stories about Kronos (i. e castration of his father Ouranos, swallowing and vomiting 

his children) bring to the fore a notion of repetition and flowing back and forth 

which squares well with the Greek conceptualization of the time process as a zig- 

zag, as a repetition of reversals and a sequence of oscillations between polar 

opposites. sl As he remarks, the myth of Kronos `is a creation myth, not a story of 

the beginning of the world, but a story of the beginning of time, of the beginning of 

becoming' 52 

Pindar never explicitly relates Chronos with Kronos; it is, however, 

reasonable to assume that he was familiar with this association which, according to 

47 See e. g. West (1983) 87; see also Tortorelli-Ghidini (1985) 419-25 and ead. (1991) 254-60 esp. 256. 
48 Brisson (1997) 159-64. According to him `the version of the Orphic Theogony commented on in 
the Derveni Papyrus seems to be the one known to Aristophanes and Eudemos, in which Night is the 
primary divinity, and not the version of the Rhapsodies in which Chronos is the primary divinity' 
(164). 
" Apart from the evidence we have from Pherekydes of Syros, an assimilation of Chronos with 
Kronos also seems to occur in an inscription of Elatea dating from the fifth century BC. On the 
inscription see Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique 10 (1886) 368 (cited in Brisson [1997] 161 

n. 24). This association is also clear in the Orphic Hymn 13, where Kronos is presented as the `all 
father of time' (almvos K o've zrar v'hop). McCartney (1928) 187-8, suggests that the very common 
expression 'Father Time' was probably derived from the association of Chronos with Kronos. 
Contrast de Romilly (1968) 34 who rejects such an association. 
so glut. Quest. Rom. 266e-f. 

Leach (1975) 124-32 esp. 128ff. 
52 Leach (1975) 131. 
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Plutarch, was common among the Greeks. 53 It is not, I believe, mere coincidence 

that on 10 occasions within the Epinicians the word chronos is placed in close 

proximity to the word Kronos or the patronymic kronios. 54 This assumption is 

reinforced by the apparent links that Pindar seeks to draw between chronos and 

Kronos in 01.2 and 01.10. In 01.2.17-18 Pindar refers to chronos by calling him `the 

father of all' (Xeovos o 7rävrcuv harre) while a few lines below he refers to Kronos in 

a very similar mode, by calling him the `great father' (irar A dyas 76). Scholars 

have paid no attention to this striking similarity; it is, however, notable and needs to 

be acknowledged. By designating both Chronos and Kronos as `fathers' Pindar 

actually assimilates them. 55 This point gains further significance if we take into 

account that the title of the `father of gods' was normally allotted to Zeus not to 

Kronos. 56 This detail shows clearly that Pindar wanted to steer his audience to 

identify Kronos with Chronos in the passage. 57 A similar play between Kronos and 
Chronos occurs again in 01.10. The ode's mythical narrative dwells upon the 

foundation of the Olympic Games by Herakles and in lines 51-55 Pindar focuses his 

attention on the foundation ceremony during which both the Fates and chronos stood 

near at hand: 

xai 7Ta'YOv 
KKövou 7ROoecp9ey7aTO" 7TQ Oe yae 

vwvvAvos, hs Oivöpcaos clexe, ßi ro ro/Uý 
TatTc ö' Fv aQWTOyövw TdJT4 

aaeeo rav rev äea Mo7ear chi 
0 T' Eý. Ae? xwv /LOvo; 

a.. Aa_Elav 
ETrrvFiov 

XQOvo;. 

(01.10.49-55) 

33 Plut. De Is. et Os. 363d: 6o7rep 'EWs ves Kpövov Wioropo5at röv XQövov. 
54 See 01.1.112 (KQövrov) - 115 (, jpövov); 2.12 (Kpövrs) - 17 (, %pövos); 4.6 (KQövov) - 10 (, %povuörarov); 
10.50 (KeJvov) - 55 (X o'vos); Pyth. 3.94 (Kpövou) - 96 (xpö'q); 4.55 (, xpöv(P) - 56 (Kpovi? a); 5.118 
(Kpo I ar) - 121(xeZvov); Nem. 1.69 (zQövov) - 72 (Kpow'öi); 3.47 (KpovwBäv) -9 (xpövov); 4.6 (Xpov1ür8pov) 

-9 (KQoviö¢). Cf. fr. 94a. 12 (KQovsöars) - 14 (xpövov). 
55 Robinson (1995) argues that Chronos' designation as `father of all' in 01.10.17 does not 
necessarily imply identification with Kronos because in Homer the aarrp is Zeus not Kronos. 
Robinson, however, does not notice that in line 76 K o'vos is also called iraryjp. 56 In Homer Zeus is normally referred to as `father of gods and mortals' (harre gYJe@v . . 9rmv ii): 
11.5.426,8.49,11.182. Cf. Calhoun (1935) 1-17. 
57 On the implications of this identification see Ch. 2, p. 52. 
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Two things capture our attention here: 1) Pindar says that the kronion hill was 

anonymous before the foundation ceremony although, as Pausanias reports, there 

was a cult of Kronos on the hill even before the establishment of the games58,2) 

given that the hill was dedicated to Kronos, one would expect that, along with the 

Fates and Chronos, Kronos would also be present during the ceremony. Yet no 

mention is made of him. I would suggest that Pindar deliberately omits any 

reference to Kronos in order to encourage his audience to identify him with the 

Chronos of line 55 which, just like the hill, was `standing near' during the 

ceremony. This suggestion is reinforced by the fact that both Chronos and Kronos 

seem to function in the same way in the passage. On the one hand, by participating 
in the `birth' of the Olympic Games, Chronos initiates their `history'. On the other 
hand, Kronos' name serves to pluck the hill from obscurity and anonymity thus 

marking the beginning of its history. 59 There is also another detail in the passage 

which might support my point: the way in which Pindar describes the hill of Kronos, 

as being `covered with much snow' (, ßeß%Fro noU vggl). The ancient scholia take 

the phrase as an equivalent of the verb xarao-iwnoüua:; either because of its lack of 

name or because the king of Elis Oinomaos was not famous, the hill was not 
known. 60 Scholars tend to take the phrase literally without identifying any other 

associations. 1 Based on Pindar's emphasis on the hill's covering with snow, I would 
like to put forward another interpretation which, although purely speculative, might 

shed some light upon the matter. Commenting on the verse `so as to reign on the 

beautiful dwelling place that is snow-capped Olympos (vi oevros OAVA7rou)'62 in 

column xii of the Derveni Papyrus, the commentator declares that Olympos and time 

are the same thing ("OAuuirfos xai x]pövos TZ aü v) criticizing those who identify 

Olympos with heaven. Now, if we assume that this identification between the snow- 

S$ Paus. 5.7.6,6.201. 
59 See also Quincey (1963) 146 who, although he points to the close association between Kronos and 
Chronos in O1.10, does not pursue further its implications. 
60 Schol. ad 01.10 62a (Drachmann I, 326). 
61 Gildersleeve (1890) 217 declares that the snow of old times serves as a contrast to the sun of the 
time of Herakles. However, nowhere in the passage is it indicated that there was no snow after the 
foundation of the games and it would not be logical to think so. Norwood (1945) 235 n. 35, although 
he notices the peculiarity of the phrase, argues that Pindar probably took this piece of information 
from an account of the district of Elis which he might have found in a chronicle and in which 'the 
snowfall was somehow genuinely relevant'. 
62 It has been suggested that apart from snow-capped, the adjective vicpöwwros might indicate the ideas 
of coldness and whiteness, or even being related to the idea of a cloud [see e. g. Tortorelli-Ghidini 
(1989) 29-36]. For a discussion of its possible connotations see Brisson (1997) 157-8. 
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capped mountain Olympos and chronos was already known when 01.10 was 

performed, it might be the case that Pindar's peculiar emphasis on the snowfall 

aimed at evoking this association, thus inviting his audience to identify the Chronos 

of the passage with the snow-capped kronion hill and accordingly with Kronos. 

From what has been said so far it becomes clear that Pindar portrays Chronos 

as the first progenitor and originator of the cosmogonic process and as an active 

agent in the course of events. What needs to be added here is that occasionally 

chronos is also presented as a texture and frame within which events unfold. In 

01.6.36 Pindar says that Evadne could not escape Aipytos' ken for the whole period 

of her pregnancy (Fv iravzi xpövý, ), while in 01.12.12 he declares that everything can 

change in a short period of time (Fv , urxe, xpöv(p). In fr. 227 he asserts that deeds 

shine forth in time (ý Aa rer as' xeovqj / Feya Aer' ai. Fe' <iFe)Mvra) and in fr. 33b 

Apollo is said to have been born ev xeo'vq,. 63 The same idea is implied in phases such 

as azmev xeövq, (01.1.43) and xeövcv vo-r (Pyth. 4.55-6). Chronos bears similar 

connotations when used in the accusative case. In Pyth. 1, for example, Pindar 

wishes Hieron to remain happy for the rest of his life (roirrovz oü xeovov 7raTety 
01.1.115), while in Nem. 7.39 he says that Neoptolemos had ruled in Molossia 3A17'ov 

xee you In the same vein is fr. 168b although chronos here is in the nominative. 64 

Duration is also implied when chronos is tagged with adjectives such as h2os, 

oü, zrras, a ras, Aüeios (3Aov xeovov 01.2.30; a /zmravzr xeovV 01.6.56; a'7ravra xeövov 

Nem. 1.69; , w' iov xeövov Isthm. 5.28). 

1.2 Aion 
', l ozuyvo alan', cri j er: öjz' execs ävw 

ßAe'aovra xoüx icýpixas dis Ä: öou; COAer"v; 
(Soph. Ph. 1348-1349) 

Aion is another word used for time. 65 Unlike chronos, which is an enduring 

continuum totally independent from human beings, aion originally expresses limited 

63 See also Pyth. 3.96,4.291,8.15,11.32. 
64 Fr. 168b. 6: iv laxpr"var iö vra noýU4 Ev xaIpw xpövos. See also Accame (1961) 386 who points out 
that the adjective chronios also denotes duration. 
65 On aion see the thorough study by Degani (1961), which examines the history of the term from 
Homer to Aristotle. See also Philippson (1949). 
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time and chiefly denotes 'lifetime'. 6 Gradually aion acquires a broader meaning and 

its semantic field widens. In Plato, for example, it denotes the timeless eternity of 

the forms, 67 whereas in Aristotle it indicates the everlasting life of the universe. 68 

Finally, in the Hellenistic period aion comes to denote time infinite. 69 

The usage of aion in the literature before Pindar is limited. In Homer it 

occurs twelve times70 and it normally bears a non-temporal meaning. It denotes 

`life', not in the sense of `lifetime', but in the broader sense of `vital force'. 7' 

Notably, in a couple of cases it is also used as an equivalent to psyche. Although in 

11.16.453 and Od. 9.523 both aion and psyche are said to abandon the body during 

death, in all other instances where a similar context occurs, the two words are used 

interchangeably. 72 Occasionally aion even acquires a physical substance, since the 

`vital force' was often identified with the spinal marrow, which was considered to be 

the `stuff of life' 73 In addition to this non-temporal sense, aion can also bear a 

temporal meaning. In this case it indicates `life' in the sense of gios and is tagged 

with quantitative and qualitative adjectives such as , urvvv»äaros (11.4.478,17.302), 

a, qeös (11.9.415), rhxüs (Od. 5.152), and coAos (11.22.58). West argues that in 

11.24.725, Od. 5.160, and 18.204 74 the meaning of the word is narrowed down to 

signify a specific and shorter period of one's life, and that aion here can be taken as 

equivalent to ißli. 75 There is nothing, however, in these three examples that favours 

66 Hsch. s. v. aiuiv- J ßios räv civ$e(Lirwv, o riS cwjs xeovoc. 
67 See Plat. Ti. 37d where he outlines his definition of aion. 
68 Arist. De Cael. 1.9.279a 24-28: rö yip ribs rö ireetaxov röv rqs exaorou cw17s xeövov, oü ici 9' Etw 
xara (p{ atv, aZY Exalt TOU xW gTat. xara TöV a! lröv ÖE Aöyov xai rö TO 7ravr&S oveaYOÜ r Aos xal rö röv 

irävra "övov xai r4v äaereiav ireerexov rilos ak iv eorn', am ro55 aei skal 6, t itpwS rev fawvu hlav, 
&, 4ävaros xai S it 

. 
See Kahn (1960) 189 n. 1. 

69 For aion from Plato onwards see Nock (1934) 78ff. For a detailed discussion about the meaning 
and representations of aion in Late Antiquity see Levi (1944) 269-314; cf. Festugiere (1949) 172. 
70 Hom. 11.4.478,5.685,9.415,16.453,17.302,22.58,24.725; Od. 5.152,5.160,7.222,9.523,18.204. 
71 On the usage of aion in Homer see Degani (1961) 17-25. 
72 See the comments by Janko (1992) ad 11.16.450-455: `lvy and aiwv are functional equivalents, 
since 453 blends Mina a. (5.685, Od. 7.224) and '. A. (Od. 18.91)'. 
71 Cf. Sud. aicüv" ö vwrvaios AveU j xeövoc ci iog, Hsch. s. v. xai o ev navri i- v4carl 1w8A0s. On aion 
as life-fluid see Onians (1973) 200-15. 
74 11.24.725 (Andromache to Hektor): Lee sir' ai'owos viol Mao; Od. 5.160-161 (Kalypso to Odysseus): 
"Kdap. ops, pj EcoI Fr' MM T Weso, h1 rot aiibv / (pSrverwr'; Od. 18.204-205 (Penelope): "... fva j ipdr' 
Z&eoµeviq xarm . 9vp öv / aiwva rp»rvü. Sw. " 
75 West (1966) ad 609. 
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this above the more general sense of `lifetime'; hence, I would prefer to keep the 

generic `lifetime' instead. 76 

As Degani remarks, after Homer `il significato vittalistico ed atemporale si 

va perdendo e lo si incontra sempre piü raramente'. 77 In Hesiod aion is used four 

times and it normally bears the sense of `lifetime' or ßios. 78 The only exception is the 

phrase car' aimvos in Theog. 609.79 At first sight the phrase seems to mean `from the 

beginning'. Yet, as West points out, the sense of aion as `beginning' occurs first in 

the Septuagint, and its usage cannot be attributed to Hesiod. 80 Therefore he 

tentatively follows Degani, who renders the phrase as `during his lifetime'. 1 

Simonides also uses aion four times in the sense of 'lifetime'. 82 However, Simonides 

is the first to associate aion not with human life alone but with the lifetime of the 

gods as well. As he declares `life without tyranny has nothing to be jealous of the 

life (aiwv) of the gods'. 83 Given that gods are immortal, the semantic field of the 

word seems to be wider here. Finally, in the Homeric Hymns aion is used once in the 

sense of `lifetime' and twice in order to denote the marrow shed from the tortoise 

which the baby Hermes used in order to make a lyre. 84 

Aion appears 18 times in Pindar: 14 in the Epinicians and 4 in the remaining 
fragments. 85 Slater in his Lexicon classifies all these instances (apart from one) 

under the meaning 'lifetime'. 86 Even though this is the dominant sense of the word, 

as Degani rightly observes in Pindar aion is used `in una ricca gamma di sfumature 

76 The ancient scholia translate aion as 'lifetime' in all three cases. Cf. Eust. ad Od. 5.160 and schol. 
ad 11.24.705 (Dindorfius 77). 
77 Degani (1961) 45. 
78 6ir' aiCuvos (Theog. 609), yAuxiej; aI' vos (Sc. 331), a0 va ßioro (fr. 276.1 and 4). Aion is also used is 
the compound adjective b-aIC011f; in fr. 1.8. 
79 Tfl 3 r' sir' ai7, vos xaxdv Fo-SA) ävrIcsEQi'et; see the discussion in West (1966) ad loc and in Degani 
(1961) 25-7. 
80 West (1966) ad 609. 
81 See West (1966) ad loc. Degani (1961) 26-7 argues that there must have been an emendation in the 
text and that the initial phrase should have been äa' aiwvos instead of 47T' ak vos. 
82 Simon. 520.3,541.12,542.23,584.4 PMG; West (1966) ad 609 argues that in Sim. 541.12 aion 
means ; j&q and renders the phrase Si' almvos as 'from his prime onward'. However, there is nothing in 
the text which favours this sense over 'lifetime'. Therefore, I follow Campbell (1991) 433, who 
renders the phrase as ̀ throughout his life'. 
83 Td, 7ae [tyrannidos] 9TIe oä43 &6y !; ý Amrös atw'v (584.4 PMG). 
84 Hymn. Hom. Merc. 42,119; Hymn. Hom. 20.6. 
85 01.2.10,. 67,9.60; Pyth. 3.86,4.186,5.7,8.97; Nem. 2.7-8,3.74-75,9.44,10.59; Isthm. 3.18,7.41-42, 
8.14; fr. 111.5,126.2,131 b. 2,165.1 
86 Slater (1969) s. v. ak, y, Rumpel (1883) s. v. ar'uiv gives a wider range of meanings: aevum, aetas, 
vita, time of the universe. 
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semantiche'. 87 One of the most interesting references to aion in Pindar occurs in 

Pyth. 5, where the king of Kyrene Arkesilas is said to have enjoyed the favour of the 

gods `from the very first steps of his glorious life' (x)vräs / aiWVos ix av ßa», u3wv 
a ro 6-7). Here aion (=lifetime) is represented as a huge ladder with steps and, as far 

as I know, this is first time that the ladder metaphor is used to describe life. In the 

sense of `lifetime' aion is usually tagged with descriptive adjectives such as äaaxevs 

(01.2.67), äo-g aA? s (Pyth. 3.86), äxiAvos (Pyth. 4.186), x)LUTos (Pyth. 5.7), Az i os 

(Pyth. 8.97), FG. iiirouros (Nem. 2.7), ý, a a (Nem. 9.44), TTemös (fr. 126.2), tcöearµos 
(01.2.10, Isthm. 7.41), 88 NAros (Isthm. 8.14) and . 9vaz6s (Nem. 3.75). As we can see, all 

of the above adjectives, with the exception of the last three, are positively charged. 

These adjectives are used when the poet refers either to the aion of a specific person 

that he considers blessed, or to the aion of men who are just and enjoy the favour of 

gods. Accordingly, these adjectives do not express distinctive features of aion but 

are relative and merely indicate how Won can be under certain circumstances. As 

Wilamowitz observed, `in contrast to chronos which is time absolute, aion is 

oiuos, relatively determined by the subject to whom it belongs'. 89 The adjectives 14690,11W, 
MAros and &=' 

, on the other hand, are employed when aion is used to denote life in 

a more general sense. In this respect, they signify distinctive and intrinsic features of 

aion, such as its limited span and unexpected shifts. Degani rightly notes that the 

adjectives a o'Qo7tcos and Svazds serve to present Won as something fixed and 

determined that better translates as `fate' and `destiny', rather than as 'lifetime'. 90 

Aion denotes here the time appointed by fate, as the Homeric , uo' o-raov jAae denotes 

87 Degani (1961) 46. In Bacchylides aion is employed three times and in all bears the sense of 
`lifetime': ßegxi; eoTrv aimv- (Ep. 3.74), xpuo-elav äö av aoMpavrov ev al/ iivrJ Teerger rraüeol; ßpo 6Y / 

atv (Ep. 13.61-63). Notable is Ep. 1.153-154 where aion is described as a kind of bond that is unbound 
at the end of one's life: akZv' Duo-v fn]evre Arai/ 3aS weyarvj(ToJis ilnrcöv. 88 aico, v 3' e`rpena µöpOl/1. O , n7wirröv Te xai xäprv äymv / yvý7o-iaiS fr' ciperarS (01.2.10-11). See also 
Isthm. 7.41: ExaAoS iire, p, 7 eac e; T8 To'Y / o'Qaiuov akkma. . 

9vjo-xoµev y&Q ö/uc a'iravreS-. Johansen and 
Whittle (1980) 45, take aiwva in this passage to refer to the old age (? leas) allotted to the speaker and 
not to `lifetime' in general. 
89 Wilamowitz (1895) 170 n. 3. See also Fraenkel (1950) ad 554, where he comments on the phrase 
Try 3, ' aiü, voS xyo'vov in Aischylos' Agamemnon and ad 105 where he lists a number of examples from 
tragedy. 
90 See Degani (1961) 47-9. Contrast Bury (1890) ad Nem. 2.8, who asserts that aion is not 
synonymous with icoTpa and therefore that it must not be rendered as ̀ fate'. 
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one's fated day of death. 91 The fact that Pindar ascribes qualitative adjectives to aion 

and not to chronos is a clear indication that he did not perceive chronos as an 

`affectively charged phenomenon'92 but as something which can be experienced 

differently by different people. It is not chronos per se which is `fated', `sweet' or 

`treacherous'; all these qualities are associated with a person's psychology and relate 

to how individuals experience time. 

Like chronos, aion is personified and depicted as a 8a%uwv who controls life; 

it carries things (01.2.10, Nem. 3.74), bids (Nem. 3.75), guides (Nem. 2) and destroys 

(01.9.60-61). As Degani puts it, aion becomes ̀ una forza trascendente ed esterna all' 

uomo the agisce su tutto il genere umano, determinandone le gioie ed i dolori'. 93 

This is nicely articulated in Isthm. 8, where aion is described as hanging imminently 

over our heads, similar to the boulder of Tantalos, and as unrolling the course of life: 

Wtos 7& akin' Fn' ävaeaat xeeuarat, / 2io-owv ßlou lrogov (14-15). 94 In the same vein 

is 01.9.60-61, where the poet says that Zeus brought the daughter of Opous to 

Lokros, after impregnating her, `lest time destroy him and impose a destiny without 

children' (A j xaS- Aot vrv aiiov 7roTAov F964ais / öetpavöv raveäc). 
As can be inferred from the examples above, when personified, aion does not 

express limited time but acquires a broader meaning and is identified with chronos 95 

In Isthm. 3.18-18b, for instance, aion indicates `time' in general rather than `life' or 

`lifetime': aidiv öe xuAtvaouevats aueeats ä1A1' VJkor' eý/ L Aatey. Herakleitos was the 

first to expand the semantic field of Won to mean chronos, as can be inferred from 

B52, where aion is compared to a child that plays the dice: aiwv irais 'om iraIcwv, 

7reoo wv: 7rarcös ri ßaoiA'nj. 96 Here aion carries a meaning equivalent to chronos and 

is elevated to the power that controls the changes of the world. Herakleitos also uses 

91 See also fr. 165 (Snell): kroöevJ ou TexAae ai'i vos &6(peao-rov Aaxo o-a. The fragment seems to be a 
reference to the Dryads who were allotted a life equal to the tree which they were born with. Cf. 
Hymn. Hom Ven. 257-272. 
92 Lloyd-Jones (1973) 119. 
93 Degani (1961) 49. 
90 If we interpret aion as ̀ lifetime' here then we will have a tautology with $iou njeov, which does not 
really make sense. For representations of aion turning the wheel of life see Levi (1944) 284ff. 
95 See the discussion by Degani (1961) 49ff. Contrast West (1966) ad 609 who argues that aion in the 
sense of `all time' first occurs in Herakleitos B52 DK and Aesch. Supp. 574 (ei' aii-vos xpeo)v 
4=6o-rou) without any reference to Pindar; cf. Festugiere (1949) 173 who declares that in Homer and 
Pindar aion indicates the `duree de la vie individuelle' arguing that its association with Fate is 
encountered for the first time in tragedy. 
96 Cf. Murray (1951) 120, who argues that aion in Ilerakleitos denotes ̀ the age of a particular man or 
generation or Age' and contrasts it with chronos which denotes time absolute. 
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the adjective atw'yios in the sense of `eternal'. So he defines fire as ai'iwov 7rve 
(B64.2) and rö mräv as M? 'ov aic-ova (B50.2). It is probable that Pindar knew 

Herakleitos and that he was influenced by him in using Won in this broader sense. A 

possible implicit allusion to Herakleitos occurs in Pyth. 4 where, in referring to the 

Argonautic expedition, Pindar declares that Hera inspired the heroes with the 

longing to participate in the mission ̀ so that no one might be left behind to remain 

with his mother and coddle a life without risk' (a rrva A. -Mo evov / TaY axivauvov 

rrapä Aazpi /. i vErv ahem rrio-o-ovT' 185-186). Although this might be sheer 

coincidence, it is possible that the phrase ak va neoaovr' and the local dative rrapä 

tcarei serve as a playful allusion to Herakleitos B52 where aion is described as a irar; 
7TE07078I WY. 

Even though in Pindar aion is predominantly temporal, twice it is used in a 

non-temporal sense: in frr. 11l and 131b. In the former, aion signifies the `marrow', 

the soft inner parts of the body. The passage is fragmented but most likely describes 

Herakles' fight with the giant Antaios 97 As we are told, Herakles `crushed him 

[Antaios] against his ribs, and his marrow was shattered throughout his bones' (ireo; 

oYrgaea's F' oraea z eas, ar"wv ' o'a7FCOV eeearm' S' 4-5). 98 ýrýlFU N 8r The fragment was 

transmitted in the Hippokratic glossae of Erotianos and was cited by Hellenistic 

scholars in illustration of Hippokrates' usage of aion to denote the spinal marrow. 99 

However, as Zuntz points out, in the Pindaric text aion must not be taken as 

referring specifically to the spinal marrow, but to marrow in general. '°° 

In fr. 131 b Pindar refers to the mortality of the human body, contrasting it to 

the immortality of the soul: crc a An, 7rcivz(Ov Eiara, ýavärt) nzeia-hv T,, ýw v a' Err 

? ihrszar ar'Z, vos ziöw)lov". Slater takes aion here to mean `lifetime', and so does Race, 

who renders the passage as `but a living image [=soul] of life remains'. 10' Yet I do 

not think that this interpretation does justice to the passage, since the soul is not 

merely `an image of life' but the force of life. Accordingly, I would prefer to take 

aion in its Homeric non-temporal sense and translate as `but the vital force (=soul) 

91 See e. g. Race (1997) 11.345 n. 1. 
98 For a general discussion of the fragment see Zuntz (1957) 401-13. 
" See Zuntz (1957) 401. 
10° Zuntz (1957) 406 n. 3. Although Rumpel (1883) s. v. ak, v2 cites Erotianos, he translates aion 
merely as medulla (marrow). So Slater (1969) s. v aimv, who translates as ̀ marrow'. 
101 See also Degani (1961) 49. 
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still remains alive', taking the locution aiä, vos FRcwAov as a periphrasis for aion (=vital 

force) rather than as genitive objective, and the adjective cwöv as a predicate. 102 

1.3 Kairos 

Kairos points to the qualitative character of time and denotes the `right' or `wrong' 

time to do something. In other words, it refers to time's critical points, `to a season 

when something appropriately happens that cannot happen at `any' time, but only at 

`that time', to a time that marks an opportunity which may not recur'. 103 In this 

respect, it is distinguished from chronos which is linear and unqualified time and 

indicates the `uniform time of the cosmic system'. '°4 As has been shown, kairos has 

both an ontological/objective and practical/subjective dimension; although it seems 

to refer to subjective judgement, it has objective qualities as well and represents 

more than a human standpoint. According to Smith, `there will always be a subject- 

situation correlation where kairos is concerned, since someone will have to know or 

believe that he knows the right `when', but this insight does not create that `when' 

out of itself. los In order to illustrate his argument, Smith brings in the example of 

the aging of the wine: 

The chemistry of wine making tells us that whereas virtually any 
wine, once it has been initially constituted as such, can be 
consumed while it is 'young', there is, for great wines at any rate, 
a time of 'maturity' when the development reaches a peak. It is at 
this time that the wine will be at its best. The evidence for 
determining when the crucial time occurs is, of course, partly 
qualitative in character, being dependent on the talent, experience 
and sensitivity of the taster. On the other hand, it is the objective 
quality of the wine itself that is involved and this quality is a 
function of the particular length of time required for bringing the 
wine to maturity. There is a 'critical' or 'right time' for the wine; 
before this critical point, the wine has not yet matured, and after 
this time, the wine begins to decline and is said to be "past" its 
peak'. 106 

102 See Cannata Fera (1990) 191 who observes that aion indicates here `la vita come forza 
transcendente ed estema all' uomo'. Contrast Degani (1961) 18 n. 2 and Johansen and Whittle (1980) 

ad 46 who argue that the sense of aion as `life' is not attested outside epic. In addition to the Homeric 
examples, Degani cites Aesch. PV 862 (aiwvos creesi) as the only other example where aion carries 
the meaning of 'vital force'. 
103 Smith (1969) 1. 
104 Smith (1969) 1. 
'05 Smith (2002) 48. 
106 Smith (1969) 5. 
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Like aion, the word kairos does not bear a temporal meaning from the very 
beginning. Initially it is used to denote what is right and appropriate, the `due 

measure'. It is no sooner than the fifth century that kairos acquires a temporal 

meaning and starts denoting the `right time'. 107 From this period onwards, kairos is 

invested with special significance and is even raised to a divinity. 108 Although we 

have no evidence of the existence of a cult or visual representations of either 

chronos or aion in the archaic and classical period, 109 Pausanias mentions an altar of 

Kairos at Olympia, and reports that Ion of Chios had written a hymn to Kairos, 

naming this god as the youngest son of Zeus. 11° A stele with the inscription 

`Olympian Kairos' found at Elea in Italy is also dated to the fifth century. " Finally, 

we know of a famous bronze sculpture in Sikyon fashioned by Lysippos (fourth 

century BC), which represents Kairos as a youth standing on tip-toes and holding a 

razor, 112 and of a bas-relief from Trogir dated to the third century BC, where Kairos 

is depicted as a naked youth with wings on his feet. 113 

Homer never employs the word kairos as such. He uses, however, the 

cognate adjective kairios which has a spatial sense and denotes the point of the body 

where a weapon can penetrate to the life within, that is, the physically critical point. 
In 11.4.185 the arrow is said to have hit far from the critical point (oüx Fv xai i'p 6P 

rr2 iß Aos, irUä naeorSev), while in 11.8.325-326 the poet defines the part of the 

shoulder where the collar-bone parts the neck and the breast as being the deadliest 

107 For the history of the meaning of kairos see Wilson (1980); Race (1981); Barrett (1964) 231. Both 
Wilson and Race argue that the normative meaning of kairos predominates before the fourth century. 
108 On the deification of kairos see Allan (2005) 123-34. It is also notable that in classical times the 
notion of kairos acquires a great significance in rhetoric. On this matter see now Sipiora and Baumlin 
(2002). 
109 The earliest evidence we have of a cult of Aion comes from the fourth century AD. Epiphanios 
(Haer. 51.22) reports a festival called 'Koreum' held at Alexandria every fifth of January, in which 
Aion was celebrated as the son of Kore (Persephone). There is also an inscription found at Eleusis 
about a dedication of a statue of Aion on behalf of the Roman Empire, which indicates an earlier 
deification of Aion. Zunzt (1989) has dated the inscription to 17 BC, arguing that it was Augustus 
himself who proclaimed Aion a god. See also Liebeschuetz (1992) 212-13, who questions such an 
early dating. To the period of Augustus is also assigned the Zoilos-monument in Aphrodisias where 
Aion depicted as a bearded old man is pictured sitting on a throne and leaning on his right hand. On 
the Zoilos-monument see, A. Alfbldi, Aion in Merida undAphrodisias (Mainz 1979) Ch. 3. 
110 Paus. 5.14.9.2-7 (=742 PMG). 
111 See Allan (2005) 124. 
112 The statue is described in an epigram of Poseidippos (AP 16.275). The epigram takes the form of a 
dialogue between a questioner and the statue itself. Kallistratos (Descriptions 6) also provides a 
detailed and long description of the statue; cf. Pollift (1986) 53-4. 
113 The relief was found in 1928 and is now kept at the Benedictine nunnery in Croatia. 
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(ö3'i xAi Ii a7roEpyE: / avx%va rr o-rj&ös r, l4awra öý xaieiov eaýrr). 114 Kairos occurs for 

the first time in Hesiod, who uses the term in a non-temporal sense in order to 

denote the `right degree': `If one overloads a wagon', Hesiod says, `then the axle 

will break. Accordingly, one must always keep the measure'. 115 There are also two 

instances in Theognis, where kairos expresses ̀due measure' and appropriateness. 116 

There are 20 references to kairos in Pindar, a significant number compared to 

the word's low frequency in the literature before him. Yet, there is no unanimity 

among scholars about its meaning. According to Bundy, kairos in Pindar always 
denotes `propriety': `In Pindar it [kairos] never has any other meaning: 
`opportunity', `the fitting time', `due season', `chance', all do it very scant 
justice'. ' 17 On the contrary, Slater in his Lexicon attributes an exclusively temporal 

meaning to the word and interprets it to mean `fitting/right time', `opportunity' and 
'chance'. ' 18 More recently, Wilson has pointed out that kairos in Pindar has a broad 

flexibility and bears both a spatial/normative (right point) and temporal (right time) 

sense. ' 19 He too, though, notes that the non-temporal sense prevails . 
120 

It is true that the exact meaning of the Pindaric kairos cannot be easily 
defined, especially because in many instances the word can equally bear a temporal 

and normative nuance. Exemplary is Pyth. 1.56-57 where Pindar prays about 
Hieron's future: 

otrrw ö' 7epwv, Se öe»wz3p 7r Aor 
TOY 7TeOl7Ce7rovra %QOVOV, (0v Sparar xaieov 

NOW. 

114 See also 11.8.84. Cf. 11.11.439 where Homer uses the compound adjective xaraxaiprov. i's ei x' hr' i4=fay ü7ripßrov gxý9os &teas /9 'ova xavdcars xai rpopria uavew, sh). /µdrea rpvýlaroeo9ar 
xarp ö' eni aäarv 4io-ros. (Op. 692-694). Hesiod also uses the compound adjective rraeaxaipros in 
Op. 329 in order to indicate what is done without appropriateness. 
116 Thgn. 199 (s ö' adixws rraea xarpöv icvie cprAoxEeB', . 9vAy / xTT; 1 erar) and 401 (West) (Mvab äyav 
o=üöerv: xarpk 3' %ri rävrv 4to-ros i 'paorv icv-ýQ(Lawv). Allan (2005) 126 suggests that kairos in 
Theognis bears a moral/ethical quality as well. 
117 Bundy (1972) 82 n. 100. See also Burton (1962) 46 who argues that kairos in Pindar may never be 
temporal: 'Kairos signifies the limit or right mark between the too much and the too little, and not the 
opportune moment of time'. 
i's Slater (1969) s. v. kairos. On the Pindaric kairos see also Hoey (1970) 243-5, who defines the 
Pindaric kairos as ̀ a fusion of opposities... but a fusion in precise proportion', and Walsh (1984) 43ff. 
119 In Bacchylides kairos also bears both meanings: in Ep. 14.16-17 it is temporal, while in fr. 25 it 
denotes appropriateness. 
120 Wilson (1980) 187-204. Pfeijffer (1999a), holds a similar view, arguing that the Pindaric kairos 
bears both a local and temporal meaning. 
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Here the translation can either be `may the god.. . give him due measure of his 

desires' or `may the god... give him fitting opportunity for his desires'. Both readings 

are possible. 121 The same applies to the interpretation of kairos in Isthm. 2.22, 

fr. 52b. 34 and fr. 23. Occasionally, the context renders it easy to choose between a 

temporal and normative meaning. In fr. 168, for example, it is straightforward that 

kairos bears a temporal meaning and that it is used to signify a specific period of 

time during which something occurred (Jv a'axeTvar ! vra rroAAl ev xalew xQövoS)" 
Conversely, Nem. 8.4, in 01.8 and Nem. 7.58 kairos seems to express appropriateness 

and `due measure'. In Nem. 8.4, the poet says that one must fulfil his aims without 

straying from `due measure' (xareo5 , uff nr? lavaS vra), 122 in 01.8 he asserts that it is 

difficult to decide with correct judgement when many things are concerned (ö zr yäP 

lrX xai 7 , U4 Vn? 7 / öP ý &axPivsty APPFviýý7 IraPis xarP S o'v / 8vo, raýlF- 23-25), while in 4ý 

Nem. 7.58-59 Fate is said to give to Thearion a `fitting measure of prosperity' 

(OFaekov, ziv ö' Fo=ra xauPöv b2 8ou / autooll). 

What needs to be stressed is that even in those instances where a normative 

rendering is more likely, a temporal meaning is always implied. This occurs because 

what is appropriate and correct is inevitably effective as well, in the sense that it has 

an impact on someone and can contribute to bring something to fulfilment. In other 

words, whatever is characterized by `propriety' has the capacity to turn an 

unqualified period of time into a kairos, that is, into an opportune moment within 

which an action can find a telos. Let us take the example of 01.2.53-54: 

o 
, aav nAou"ros äearar"S öeöaröaAuevos 

( QE1 Taw TE xal Twv 

xateov ßa&iav i rrxcwv Izeet vav äyeMeav. 

Race renders kairos as temporal and translates: `Truly, wealth embellished with 

virtues provides fit occasion for various achievements by supporting a profound and 

questing ambition'. Wilson, on the other hand, prefers to translate kairos as 

normative: `In Theron a combination of wealth, talent (aretai) and savage 

determination will produce "the right degree of this and that. "' 123 It is clear that, 

121 Race (1997) 220 gives both renderings of kairos. 
"a Pfeijffer (1999a) points out that the participle rrAavaSivra serves to invest kairos with a spatial 
meaning. 
123 Wilson (1980) 184. 
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even if we take kairos as normative, a temporal meaning is also at stake. As Wilson 

himself admits, the locution Twv Te xai rrWV refers to the effective employment of 

word and deed. 124 Due to their appropriateness, Theron's speech and action will be 

effective as well and, in this respect, Theron will be able to transform the 

unqualified chronos into a kairos. '25 

This point is of great significance, for it brings to the fore an idea which has 

not received the necessary attention by scholars so far, namely that the temporal 

kairos (opportune / right moment) is not something that is always given and merely 

needs `to be grasped by its tuft', 126 so to speak, but can also be created by 

appropriate behaviour, deeds, words, and actions. This double aspect of kairos is 

traced out in Pyth. 4. In lines 286-287 Pindar declares that Damophilos does not 

delay any accomplishment because he is aware that `opportunity in men's affairs has 

a brief span'. He moves on to clarify this statement with a metaphor, stating that 

Damophilos serves the kairos as an attendant rather than as a hireling: 127 

ovaE gaxvvwv TEMos ovaEV. 
o rae xar- 

Qös IQös dvýpciýnwv ßßazÜ 1d+ ov frEi. 

Eü vrv eyvwxEV" 3EQaltWY aE ot, ob aea- 

ozae önaaeT 

From the passage it can be inferred that: 1) kairos has a metaphysical dimension and 

lasts only for a limited span of time; 2) it is associated with human temporality since 

in times-zones where time is non-sequential there are no critical points, no `right' or 

`wrong' time; 3) kairos always depends upon its end (rDlos) in so far as it is the end 

that designates whether a period of chronos is a kairos or not. As Kermode remarks, 

kairos is `a point in time filled with significance, charged with a meaning derived 

from its relation to the end' . 
128 By delaying the end, what could be a kairos remains 

just an unmarked period of chronos. The metaphor employed here is also 

124 Wilson (1980) 184: `In Theron the proper blend of wealth, talent and will produces correctly 
proportioned speech and action'. 
zs See also Pyth. 8.7 where Hesychia is said to give and receive kindness xaIQ/i ov 4reex-*7 Wilson 

(1980) 184 argues that kairos here needs to be translated as `correctness' rather than as 'appropriate 
time', although he concedes that a temporal meaning is also implied. 
126 In both the statue of Lysippos and the bas-relief from Trogir Kairos is depicted bald with a single 
tuft of hair on his forehead. According to the epigram of Poseidippos the tuft symbolizes the 
fleetingness of Kairos. 
127 Contrast Bowra (1964) 264 who takes kairos and not Damophilos as the subject of the sentence 
and translates, ̀ time is now his servant and not running away'. 
128 Kermode (1967) 47. 
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illuminating. As Braswell notes, a Szea )Y was of relatively high status and capable 

of quick response to the needs of any situation, while a aecio-ras was probably unfree 

and therefore void of any initiative. 129 As many scholars have observed, the 

metaphor illustrates the point made in lines 286-287, namely that when the kairos 

appears one needs to act without delay, like an attendant. However, another equally 
important point can be adduced; that one must not wait servilely, like a drudge, for 

the right moment to appear, but needs to try actively and perform what is fitting and 

appropriate in different situations, like an attendant, in order to make it appear. 130 

This last point helps us to elucidate what I have said above, namely that temporal 

kairos has both an objective and subjective dimension. It is not merely something 

that simply occurs, a given moment for humans to grasp; it is also something which 

can be created and brought about by humans themselves. 

In addition to the foregoing occurrences of kairos the word occurs six more 
times in passages which are closely related to the poet's art: in 01.9.38,01.13.48, 

Pyth. 1.81, Pyth. 9.78, Pyth. 10.4 and Nem. 1.18. As Wilson has rightly observed, this 

literary kairos is usually drawn attention to when the poet wants to abbreviate or 

make a transition. 131 Wilson interprets all literary kairoi as normative and non- 

temporal. The same stance is adopted by Pfeijffer, who notes that `In such contexts 

xareös refers to what is "expedient" from the poet's point of view, the criterion being 

effectiveness in the light of the encomiastic aims of his [Pindar's] odes'. 132 In Pyth. 1 

Pindar asserts that it is better if one gives the gist of something (xaieöv) by 

compressing many things together, because thereby criticism by mortals is less and 

their interest remains vivid: 

xateov ei tp 9'eyýaro, iroU, v 7reieara ovvravioars 
ev ßpa%er, fLCIWv Faera1 iwios a16 Qw- 

nwv- d7rý yae xoeos ßAvve: 
aiav35 raxeias Llrr&&a;, 

(Pyth. 1.81-83) 

129 Braswell (1988) ad loc. 
130 See also fr. 43, where Amphiaraos advises his son to fit his behaviour to different situations, and 
act like an octopus which changes colours according to the environment. 
13. Wilson (1980) 181. 
132 Pfeijffer (1999a) 651. 
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As we can see, kairos is here contradistinguished with the quantitative adjective 

nvA? wv and associated with the locution lv Reazzi From this it can be easily inferred 

that it bears a non-temporal meaning and indicates the `right point'. 133 Similar is the 

passage in Pyth. 9, where Pindar interrupts his narration of the foundation of Kyrene 

declaring that the kairos conveys the essence of the whole: 

aesrai ö' alai jusyc lai 7roAu/cv3or 
gala a'Fv, uaxpoio-i irorxi AFiv 
ixoä oocpois" 6 öe xaieös oAoiws 

7ravrös i%EI xoevrpdv. 

(Pyth. 9.76-79) 

As in the previous example, kairos is once again juxtaposed with notions of 

quantity (1wraai, 7ro4tw&t, j axeoio-i) which make it clear that it expresses the 

fitting/appropriate point. In 01.13.48 the reference to kairos follows the poet's 

refusal to enumerate all the victories of his patron's family due to their great 

number. As above, kairos is once again contrasted to quantity: 

E7TETat a' 
Ev EXa0T4) 

µezpov" vo'oat öE xaIQos äptoTos. 134 

In Pyth. 10 and 01.9 kairos is used with the preposition iraeä in order to denote 

inappropriateness. In both cases the poet embarks on a subject which is either 
irrelevant (Herakles' praise in Pyth. 10) or unfitting to the occasion (story of 
Herakles' encounter with the three gods at Pylos in 01.9); therefore, he breaks off 
his narrative as being raea xarpöv and exhorts himself to pursue a more appropriate 

subject. Finally, kairos is also employed in Nem. 1.18, where Pindar comments on 

the veracity of his poem: 

'ro1Ac v Fkreßav 
xaieöv ob ýzOzt 8aAthv. 

Kairos here can be translated in two different ways, depending on how we construe 

the passage. If we take xareöv as an object to Fdrdßav135 and translate as `I have 

133 See also Farnell (1932) Pyth. l ad 81. 
130 See Wilson (1980) 181. 'Measure attends everything: appropriateness is the superior knowledge'. 
Farrell (1932) 01.13 ad loc. translates kairos as temporal: `The fitting occasion is the best thing to be 
able to discern'. 
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embarked on an occasion for many topics without casting any falsehood', '36 kairos 

bears a temporal meaning. Yet, if we take iron A Zv as the object of hrzßav, xarpos 

acquires a normative meaning and signifies what is fitting and appropriate. In that 

case the translation would be: `I have touched on many things, striking the target 

unerringly'. 137 Although both interpretations are possible, considering that all other 
literary kairoi bear a non-temporal sense, I believe that the latter interpretation is 

more likely. The fact that kairos here is once again juxtaposed with a term of 

quantity (irolvlmv) also reinforces the second interpretation. 

Three observations are in order here: a) by claiming that he always hits the 

kairos, namely what is fitting and appropriate, Pindar actually presents his poetry as 

a `unitä di xateoi ; 138 b) it is notable that in all the above examples, Pindar does not 

merely make referential statements about the appropriateness of his art but actually 

enacts the kairos, in so far as all these references occur where there is a break-off or 

transition. By breaking off his narrative or shifting to a new topic the poet imposes a 

telos to what precedes and in this way manages both to keep the measure and 

prevent himself from evoking the koros of his audience or expanding on an 
irrelevant and unfitting subject-matter; c) although kairos bears an essentially 

normative meaning when it is used in relation to Pindar's poetic art, it has temporal 

implications as well. Due to its appropriateness (normative kairoi), Pindar's poetry 

serves to transform the chronos of the performance into a kairos (temporal), that is, 

into an opportune moment when the victor's name can enter eternity. 

1.4 Critical Discussion 

Heretofore I have tried to examine the representation of time in Pindar from a lexical 

point of view. But is a lexical survey alone enough to lead to valid conclusions? As 

already mentioned in the introduction, it was the focus on exclusively lexical 

evidence that led Hermann Frankel to his theory about the progressive development 

of the notion of time from the archaic to the classical period. The limited usage of 

135 See e. g. LSJ s. v. Em9ai w III where this syntax is proposed. See also Bury (1890) ad loc. 
136 Race (1997) ad loc. 
137 Wilson (1980) 182. 
138 Untersteiner (1951) 35ff. See also 65-102 where he argues that for Pindar poetry is `armonia di 
kairoi'. 
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the word chronos in Homer, its use merely as an adverbial modifier, and the fact that 

it always denotes intervals of time, sufficed to lead Fränkel to the conclusion that in 

the Homeric period the concept of time is still undeveloped and that chronos is not 

experienced as a continuum. As he argued, it is in the process of waiting that time is 

discovered because only then man realizes its passage. 139 That is the reason why, 

according to Fränkel, Homeric chronos is always employed with verbs which mean 

`to wait', `to withhold', `to stay' 140 and why it always refers to intervals which are 

empty of any sort of activity (leere Zeit). 141 Archaic man does not conceive time as 

an abstract concept and as a frame within which events unfold, but rather as 

something which is included in the events themselves. 142 It is to this archaic sense of 

time that Fränkel ascribes Homer's tendency to narrate simultaneous events as 

sequential143 and to employ the more concrete notion of the day (jaap) whenever he 

wants to indicate the passage of time. ' 44 Moreover, expressions such as vo' rrµov 

&ae and öoriAtov J, wz were taken as an indication that for the Homeric man time was 

qualitatively charged and that the days were considered to assume the quality of the 

events they contain. Similar are the observations proposed by Silvio Accame in his 

essay ̀ La concezione del tempo nell' eta omerica cd arcaica'. 145 Accame, however, 

declares that the notion of time in epic is more complex than Frankel recognizes and 

that one can trace a development in the perception of time from the Iliad to the 

Odyssey. In the Odyssey, Accame writes, there is a predominance of the word 

chronos over &ae; time now becomes more abstract and reflects a more mature and 

conscious community. Additionally, the chronology is also more precise and the 

notion of the `day' also acquires objective value. '46 

139 Fränkel (1960) 2: `Beim Warten hat man also die Zeit entdeckt; im übrigen sah man nicht sie 
sondern nur die geschehenden Dinge'. 
Sao See e. g 11.3.157 (näoxerv), 14.206,305 (dirt ovrar), 24.670 (o 5ow), Od. 4.594 (epuxe), 6.295,9.138 
Wivar), 11.2.299 (LEiva-r'). 
141 Frankel (1955) 2. 
142 Fränkel (1955) 2: 'xpövoc ist nie Subjekt und tritt nie selbständig hervor; er ist immer nur etwas an 
Ereignissen- oder richtiger: an Zuständen'. 
13 Frankel (1955) 3-4. Frankel is here following the law formulated at the beginning of the twentieth 
century by the Polish classicist Thaddeus Zielinski (1901). According to him, the Greek epic never 
presents two events as having occurred simultaneously. Simultaneous actions are always presented 
consecutively, as following one another. Zielinski's objection to the `spatial layering' of time in 
Homer has been criticized by a number of scholars. See e. g. Scodel and Whitman (1981); cf. Purves 
(2004) who discusses the 'horizontal space' of time in Hesiod. Contrast Frazer (1981). 
144 Frankel (1955) 5-7. 
las Accame (1961). 
146 Accame (1961) 361. 
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According to Fränkel, the ceaseless unfolding of time and the realization of 

its bearing upon individuals comes to the fore with Archilochos147 and the arrival of 

the `Lyric Age' since then for the first time the ego becomes more conscious of itself 

and is aware of being carried along by the stream of time (FCpäµeeos). 148 The fact that 

chronos is now personified (Solon, Simonides, Pindar) and endowed with power 

(Pindar) is for Frankel a clear indication of a more developed notion of time which 

still exhibits, however, traces of an archaic mentality. 149 Based on the fact that 

Pindaric chronos is usually used to signify the future, Fränkel suggests that Pindar 

apprehends chronos to indicate merely `future time': 

'... die Zeit ist immer einseitig gerichtete Bewegung. Will Pindar 
die andere Richtung erfassen, so muß er das Wort, also den 
Begriff, wechseln; er sagt dann irdrlar (vor alters) oder no-re 
(einmal), oder ähnlich. Seine Darstellung greift auch fortwährend 
in die Vergangenheit hinein, und sie scheut sich nicht 
Gegenwärtiges und Vergangenes verschiedener Stufen so 
durcheinander zu schieben daß sich unser Zeitsinn mißhandelt 
fühlt. Er kann also die Zeitfolge ignorieren und tut es oft. Aber 
sobald er ausdrücklich von `Zeit' spricht und sie nennt, kann er 
sie nur in der einen Richtung gemäß ihrer eigenen Bewegung 
sehen. Auch wo er einen Punkt fixiert, liegt er in dieser Richtung. ' 
150 

The future orientation of chronos, Fränkel argues, is a clear indication that for 

Pindar there is no `dead time'. The past is not seen as something `fixed' and finite 

which and can be observed and examined, but it is very much `alive' and in constant 

change. Consequently no history can exist. 's' This reasoning led to the conclusion 

that Pindar is not conscious of the notion of `becoming in time'. According to 

Fränkel, this awareness is something that comes to the fore in the Classical period 

and is for the first time evidenced in the Oresteia. It is only then that chronos 

acquires a historical dimension and time is conceived as an extended continuum. '52 

147 Frankel is based on Archil. 128 (West), where the poet makes reference to the rhythm (pvo-ýcös) that 
governs human life. 
48 Frankel (1955) 7ff. 
149 Fränkel (1955) 12. 
150 Fränkel (1955) 11. 
151 Fränkel (1955) 11: 'Die Zeit ist immer im Kommen und Ankommen, sie ist immer bewegt und 
tätig. Es gibt keine erstarrte und tote Zeit, die ewig stillstehend als Vergangenheit die Geschichte in 

sich bergen würde. ' 
's' `in der Orestie unspannt das Wort auch die Vergangenheit mit. (12)... Ebenso ist die Zeit nun auch 
im Dasein selbst, nicht mehr nur in dem was uns begegnet... Damit haben wir shon über unsere 
Epoche hinausgeblickt, und können uns nun ebenfalls unwenden und Rückschau halten. (13)... Jetzt 
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The conclusions drawn by Paolo Vivante in his important essay ̀ On Time in 

Pindar' are in the same vein. 153 In order to explain the future orientation of the 

Pindaric chronos Vivante puts forward the suggestion that for Pindar time is entirely 

closed and that all events are determined. There is a mythical design laid over the 

time of nature and chronos rushes forwards in order to complete what is due thus 

enforcing and fulfilling Zeus' divine plan. 154 As he puts it, `Existence opened up to 

Pindar's eyes as a series of occasions wondrously running to an appointed 

outcome.... A mythical design is `laid over the time of nature. What stands out are 

signs showing the way to some crowning achievement'. lss It is due to these 

attributes that Vivante defines Pindaric time as `mythical time'. 156 Following the 

strands taken up by Fränkel, he asserts that Pindar has no consciousness of `history' 

and `becoming' and that for him the past and present are `like left-overs, scourings 

in the work of time'. 157 For Vivante, as for Fränkel, it is only in the Classical period 

that chronos is realized as working in depth `altering the minds of people and the 

conditions of things'. 158 

But is this the case? Does Pindar really conceive time as being an agent in 

the happening of events and as a dimension associated only with the future? Can we 

draw the conclusion that Pindar had an archaic notion of time based merely on 

lexical evidence? For a long time the different attitude of Biblical and Greek 

historians towards the past and future was ascribed to the assumption that they 

conceptualized time differently. According to historians, the Greeks had a cyclical 

perception of time and viewed history as an endless repetition, while the Hebrew 

conceived time as a progression ad finitum or ad infinftum. 159 However, as 

Momigliano has pointed out in his significant paper on the notion of time in ancient 

historiography, `Absence of verbal or even a syntactical distinction between past, 

wird die Zeit erst ein geschlossenes Kontinuum, das sich nach rückwärts wie nach vorwärts erstreckt. 
Jetzt wird ein eigentlicher geschichtlicher Sinn möglich (14). ' Cf. de Romilly (1968). 
'13 Vivante (1972) 107-31. 
154 According to Vivante, Pindar perceived all events as fated and believed that everything happens in 

accordance with the divine design of Zeus that is laid over the time of nature. 
Iss Vivante (1972) 111,118. 'Time, even the time of feeling and thought, is here made the child of 
fate or, at any rate, an agent that pursues its own ends' (108). 
is6 Vivante (1972) 111. 
157 Vivante (1972) 116. 
I's Vivante (1972) 124. On time in tragedy in general see 123-7. de Romilly (1968) also argues that 
the notion of time is fully developed in the classical period. 
159 Momigliano (1966). 
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present and future does not entail inability to distinguish between past, present, and 
future'. 160 According to him, the differences between Biblical and Greek historians 

need not be ascribed to their different perception of time but to the genre they belong 

to and its different aims and ideology. 

The above example makes it clear that, although a lexical study can prove 

helpful and shed light upon a writer's perception of time, it can also lead to 

misconceptions, if not employed with caution and if generic and literary conventions 

are not taken into consideration. In a recent article on chronos in Homer Bakker 

explains Homer's limited usage of the word chronos and his overall representation 

of time by relating it to the ideology of the epic genre and not to an undeveloped 

way of thinking or to Homer's ignorance of time. 161 As he puts it, `the 

inconspicuousness of khronos in Homer is not due to the conception of time itself in 

Greek culture, rather than epic's lack of conceptualization'. 162 The primary aim of 

epic poetry is to praise and commemorate heroic deeds, in other words, to sing the 

eternal glory of the past. For this reason time and its destructive force have no place 
in epic song. 163 Anything of the kind would have undermined the `rationale' of the 

epic genre per se, whose own existence lies in the fact that the kleos of the epic 
heroes has surpassed time. ' ' This explains why the theme of the transient and brief 

span of human life, so prominent in lyric and tragic poetry, is only occasionally 

touched upon in epos and why epic heroes do not express particular worries about 

the passage of time. 165 Indeed, they all take it for granted that, if they die, their name 

and deeds will transcend time; Menelaos and Hector in Books 3 and 7 of the Iliad 

respectively refer with confidence to the future survival of their names, 166 while in 

Book 6 Helen regrets that generations to come will commemorate her and Paris in 

song ("cis xai o7riaow / äv»pc'nro, oi irrM, uz»' äor'ruor Foa-oudvora"r. " 357-358). Similar is 

160 Momigliano (1966) 6. 
161 Bakker (2002) 13. 
'62 Bakker (2002) 13. 
163 See e. g. Bakker (2002) 28; Auerbach (1953) 17. Cf. Bakhtin (1986) 13-18. Even though this 
argument was challenged by a handful of scholars (see e. g. Millar (1954); Rutherford (1986)), who 
argued that Odysseus and Telemachos do go through a certain development and change, it remains a 
fact that this change is not radical. 
164 See Bakker (1997) and id. (2002). 
165 See e. g. the comparison of mortal life with leaves in Hom. 11.6.146ff, and the comments by 
Sarpedon in 11.12.323-329, where the pursuit of kleos is seen as the result of the condition of 
mortality. See also the instances where old age is defined with negative adjectives as öaoöv 
(11.24.487), xaAenöv (11.8.103,11.196,23.623), olvyeQöv (11.19.336). 
166 Hom. 11.3.351,7.87; see also Od. 1.302,3.200. 
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the stance adopted by epic characters in the Odyssey. Even though in the Odyssey 

time starts displaying its traces more overtly, epic heroes do not seem particularly 

preoccupied. In fact, they even refer to old age by defining it as `sleek' (anraedv 

1jeas). 167 Chronos, Bakker suggests, is only used to indicate moments of passivity, 

when nothing happens because at these exact moments `heroic action or the 

progression of the narrative is stalled, and so the possibility to build kleos 

temporarily blocked. Epic has not discovered time in waiting; time has been reduced 

to waiting, till the action resumes and with it the building of kleos in the future'. 168 

Consequently, chronos' representation in epos does not indicate an archaic mentality 

and indifference towards time but is rather shaped by the aims and ideology of the 

epic genre. 169 

Let us now move to Pindar and examine whether his representation of 

chronos as a vivid force can be related to the ideology of the epinician genre and 

Pindar's poetic style in general. What needs to be stressed from the outset is that the 

personification of chronos does not constitute an isolated example. On the contrary, 

it constitutes one of the distinctive features of Pindaric poetry; Pindar often 

substantiates abstract and complex ideas, such as Order, Justice, Peace, Fate, Truth, 

but also less significant ones such as Angelia (01.8.82) and the Battle Cry (fr-78). 

Very often genealogical personification is employed. 170 In 01.1 and Pyth. 2 he refers 

to the traditional family of Ploutos-Koros-Hybris Ate, '7' in Pyth. 8 Hesychia is 

presented as the daughter of Dike, in 01.7 Aidos is the daughter of Prometheus, in 

01.13 Eunomia, Dike and Eirene are the daughters of Themis, and in Isthm. 5 Theia 

is the mother of Helios. This tendency to substantiate abstractions needs to be seen 

as a means of rhetorical underlining. As Quintilian observes, although 

personification is bold and risky, it does produce a marvellous sublimity (mira 

167 See e. g. Od. 11.136,19.368,23.283. See also Falkner(1989)22. 
168 Bakker (2002) 28. 
169 In a recent essay on future and past in the Iliad, Kullmann (2001) also challenges Fränkel's views. 
As he notes: 'Homer's failure to conceptualize the notion of time abstractly does not mean that he 
lacked awareness for the time relations of events in his epic' (385). See also the comment by 
Momigliano (1966) 9, `The epic poem was an after- dinner entertainment which presupposed plenty 
of heavy food, leisure, and taste for the evocation of glorious episodes of the past. There have been 

civilizations that liked to combine banquets with the contemplation of Time, which is too often 
contemplation of Death; but there is no reason to assume that Homer belonged to a civilization of this 
kind'. 
"o On genealogical personification in general, see Abel (1943) 92-101. 
171 For the origin of this family of vices see Abel (1943) 94-6. 
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sublimitas). 172 Personification also enables Pindar to set abstract notions before the 

eyes and create what Aristotle in his Rhetoric defines as 'actuality'. 173 In this way he 

can address, evoke, apostrophize and pray to them, and even claim control over 

them since by being personified they can listen to his prayers and appeals. 174 As 

Culler has pointed out, `when poets address inanimate objects, a rose or a wind, the 

function of apostrophe would be to make the objects of the universe potentially 

responsive forces'. 175 Additionally, by giving them a tangible form, Pindar can then 

associate them with a specific place, most probably his patron's home-city. In 

Nem. 11, for instance, an ode for Aristagoras of Tenedos, Hestia is said to have her 

chamber at Tenedos, while in 01.13 which celebrates Xenophon of Corinth, Order, 

Justice and Peace are said to dwell at Corinth. 176 

Therefore, the personification of chronos and its portrayal as an active agent 

in the happening of events must not be taken as an indication of an undeveloped 

notion of time, but needs to be associated with Pindar's poetic style. This is the 

suggestion made by Gerber in his discussion of the difficult passage in Nem. 1.46-47, 

where Chronos is depicted taking away the breath of the two snakes while they are 

being strangled by the baby Herakles: 

äyxouevas öe xeövos 
ýiuxds äneirveuo ev , uýýlewv ärpä rwv. 

(46-47) 171 

According to Gerber: 

In Pindar and the other poets of his period, chronos is viewed in 
both ways, as a factor in events and as an active force, and the 
latter view is simply a more vivid and poetic equivalent of the 
former... when Pindar says that "time killed the serpents" he is in 
effect saying nothing more than that "the serpents died in time". 178 

'72 Quintilian 8.6.11 
173 Arist. Rhet. 3.11.2: Aeyw d4 npö 4 rrwv irau"ra noreiv, öo-a evepyou ra o nizaivnr. On personification 
see Arist. Rhet. 3.11. 
174 See e. g: OIA0'cppov Novxia,.... HvS7o'vrxov ria v ApioTgAiYz: özxeu (Pyth. 8); Oeia... luvao-o-a (Isthm. 5); 
V 5, V Alfalfa, I7oA4 wu &yairep (fr. 78). 
T7oller (1981) 139. 
176 See also 01.4.14 where the poet asks Hesychia to accept his Pythian victory song for Aristomenes, 

as well as 01.12.2, where he prays to Fortune to preserve the might of Himera. 
117 This bold image of chronos has caused much controversy among scholars and various 
interpretations have been proposed. The crux of the passage is the use of the word chronos which is 
here depicted taking away the breath of the snakes. Many emendations have been suggested and 
chronos was changed to xpötcos, 9rpoicoc, xdvos, Ophos. For a detailed list see Gerber (1962) 30 n. 2. 
178 Gerber (1962) 31-2. 
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In order to clinch his point, Gerber cites two passages which express the same idea 

but in which chronos is differently represented: in the first example, which Gerber 

takes from Pindar, chronos is in the nominative and is represented as an active force 

(h aoi /cbyas Fe7rcov / xciµoi e' oiriOXO % o'vos &70o; fr. 52b. 26-27). In the second 

example, which is drawn from Aischylos, chronos is in the dative and indicates a 

frame rather than an agent (xaelrov rE yaia; xai ßoriTv'irIe rov ao-roivrv 6, %vov"vza /h 

xäuvarv xeöv4, Aesch. Eum. 907-908). 179 But one need not to go so far to find 

examples. In 01.10.55, Pindar declares that `in moving forward, Time revealed the 

Truth' (Xeövos. rö N oa(paves iwv irö6ow xarF(, ao-ev). Here chronos is in the 

nominative and is depicted as an active agent. A few lines below and in a similar 

context, the poet employs the word chronos in the dative, saying that his songs 

appeared by the famous Dirke `in time' (Tic crag ELXA 1 Aiex9 xeo; ly Aev tpävev 85). 

Here, as in many other cases in Pindar, chronos is merely presented as a frame of 

reference. 180 This twofold representation shows clearly that Pindar is conscious of 

chronos as a frame of events and that its concretization and daemonization is merely 

a more poetic way of saying that things happen in time (E'v xpöv('). '8' 

1.5 Conclusion 

The aim of epinician poetry is to transcend time and confer immortality on the 

victor's name. In order to stress the significance and power of his song Pindar needs 

to endow chronos with potency and dominance and depict its sovereignty, 
irreversibility, irresistibility and abiding movement in the most eloquent and 

elaborate way. The best way to do so is to personify chronos and present it as being 

actively involved in the affairs of mortals. A similar explanation can be provided for 

Pindar's tendency to depict chronos as a force that stretches forwards, in so far as in 

this way he manages to present time as a threat, so to speak. This representation is 

by no means an indication that Pindar did not perceive time as an extended 

continuum. Besides, as Accame rightly observes, if chronos signified future time 

19 Gerber (1962) 31-2. 
180 For a list of references where chronos is not personified and denotes duration see above p. 9. 
18' Something similar occurs with the temporal word Kamera. In 01.13.39 and Pyth. 4.254 hamera is 
represented as an agent. In Pyth. 10.18 and Isthm. 4.16 she is merely depicted as a frame. 
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alone it would not be necessary for Pindar to attach to it participles with a future 

orientation such as Fbravr)cwv, Fe7rcwv, neooiemwv and 1a 2.? wv. 182 As will become 

clear in Chapter 3, Pindar was conscious of the notion of `becoming in time' and of 

time's endurance. 

182 Accame (1961) 387-8. Cf. )onrc... % Yos (Nem. 7.67). 
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CHAPTER 2 

HUMAN AND OTHER TEMPORALITIES 

Time like an ever-rolling stream, 
Bears all its sons away, 
They fly forgotten, as a dream 
Dies at the opening day 

I. Watts, `0 God our help in ages past' 

We have seen in Chapter 1 that for Pindar chronos is the first principle and father of 

all things; everything is embraced by and exists in time. We have also seen that 

Pindar distinguishes between `biographical times' (aion) in so far as time can be 

experienced differently among individuals. This chapter will focus on the different 

time-zones, utopian or eschatological, we come across in Pindar's oeuvre in an 

attempt to examine their main characteristics and the different temporalities that 

Pindar posits for them. These time-zones are; the human realm, the divine realm, the 

Istrian Land, Hades and the Isle of the Blessed. 

2.1 Human temporality: Earth 

Constant change and becoming constitute the hallmark of the human realm; men are 

born and die, nature blooms and withers, everything is bound to the everlasting 

circle of growth and decay. It is due to this constant change that human life is often 

imaged in terms of seasonal imagery. This idea finds an eloquent expression in a 

passage from Isthm. 4, where a family's unhappiness and happiness are compared to 

`winter' and `spring' respectively: 

' a4 & YAP Fv Aig 
reaxer"a vrrpas 7TOA Aolo reoo-aeow 
avapmv ee'7/hwo-ev, uaxaieav eoTriav- 
1, v ö'aiu'Cera xeyuepiov rrorxi; ka 

, u7)vmv ýpov 
e wvTüre cporvrxFmorv äv&', oev Pol; 

(16-18b)1 

1 See also Nem. 6.8-10 and Nem. 11.37-38. The first passage where tribulations of human life are 
paralleled to the cycle of nature is Musaios fr. B5 DK: cc ö' arircus xai rpü77ia foiE: ýei weoc äpovea" / 
äiL1a Ecty /czlinorv cinotp9ivar, Waa öe vüer" / ms öe xai äv. ýprü7rmv rve1 xat rpüAov L&io*o'et. See also Hom. 
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This instability that characterizes human temporality is often emphasized by the use 

of the temporal adverb 3X). ore in conjunction with the adjective VUos or 6Xtor"os. At 

the end of 01.7 Pindar proclaims that `in a single portion of time the winds shift 

rapidly now here, now there' (Wo-r' ! Uor"ar ö'ra, Sio-vora-iv a$ear), while in 01.2.33-34 

he warns that `various streams bearing pleasures and pains come at various times 
1)N Wf W 

at Af\IfNN2 upon men' (eoar a oT ar / zu&Atäv re usTa xat 7rovwv Es avaeas eßav). This 

last example brings to the fore time's symbolism as flux or sea. Human life is like a 

voyage on the `sea of time' and mortals, like small boats, are subject to its endless 

tides and streams3 and to the waves that roll up due to the constant winds and 

breezes (Nem. 6.55-57) 4 Mortals constantly fight to escape these forces without 
being able always to cease and master them. As Pindar says in 01.12.5-6, `As for 

men's hopes, they often rise, while at other times they roll down as they voyage 

across vain falsehoods'. What can never be overcome, however, is the ultimate 

wave, the wave of Hades (xiu' Atha Nem. 7.31) which comes to all alike, be they rich 

or poor. 5 Human life is also symbolized as a path. 6 The length of this path differs for 

everyone, but it is always finite; it has a beginning and an end which leads to death 

and the äyvra Svgoxövrwv (01.9.34-35). Occasionally, life is seen as having an 

upward sloping line; as noted above, in Pyth. 4.6-7 Arkesilas' life is depicted in 

terms of a scale (xAvTj, 5 / aiiuvos äXQaV ßa» bcvv 57o). 

Apart from being drifted by the tribulations of human life, mortals are also 

ignorant of the future, and the odes are replete with gnomai and maxims which 

emphasize their inability to foreknow what is in store for them. As Pindar puts it in 

01.12.7-9, ovtcßoAov ö' ou' ncü TI; '7rt%Sozii' wv / 7rnoTöv iaucpi 7reä41oc &oou'Vas ei v 

SFÖ»ev, / Tü, v öe 14dA&rwv TaTügllwvrw coeaaar. 7 Man's ignorance of what is about to 

11.6.146-149, where human generations are compared to leaves; Mimn. 2.1-5 (West); Bacch. Ep. 5.63- 
67. 
2 See also 01.7.11, Pyth. 3.104-105,8.76-77 and Isthm. 4.5-6. This locution is employed with reference 
to the poet's art and human character in Pyth. 2.85,10.53-54,11.42, Nem. 3.41-42 and fr. 43.4-5. Cf. 
Sim. 521 PMG (av» wiros k)' µj aozr 04V; örr yivarar aüerov, / Av3' Uea i 'My Owrov övvov xeo'vov 
e"ooýrar /d xeia Y4 OZ Tavurrrepüyov avta; / o7rws a Eceräoiragrs) and 527 PMG (oüx Eoziv xaxöv / 
iivemööxYTOY iavSecinrors" A! 7Q) N XeövqJ / 7T Yra raeQ[i res 

See Nem 11.46. 
4 On maritime metaphors in Pindar see the detailed discussion in Steiner (1986) 66-75. 
'Cf. Sim. 520 PMG. 
6 Nem. 2.6-8,6.6-8,8.35-36. 
7 Cf. Pyth. 10.63. 
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come, in conjunction with the vicissitudes and brevity of human life, conjures up 

emotions of uncertainty and anxiety and imparts a tragic nuance to human life. This 

human condition is most succinctly expressed in the closing lines of Pyth. 8.95-96, 

probably the most celebrated lines of Pindaric poetry, where man is called `shadow 

of a dream': 

e7rciuepor" Ti öe Trs; TI ä'oü zrs: Cxräs ovae 
av. waos. ' 

As is often the case in Pindar, the passage has raised a debate among scholars. 
Fränkel suggested that the word . irc j. os refers to man's variability and instability of 

character which alters with changing circumstances. 9 Man depends on his `days', 

each of which is charged with its own particular qualities. As he summarized his 

thesis in the `abstract' of his article: 

E ueeoc in early Greek literature, does not mean 'creature of one 
day, short-lived' but 'subject to the (changing) day', `variable' 
and the term implied that, along with the shifts and changes of a 
man's life his outlook and character fluctuate; thus man is 
unsubstantial and a mere `shadow' in a dream. 10 

According to Fränkel, the concept of the `mutable self emerged in the late epic 

period when a shift to the `I' and the inner self occurred. It is apparent that Fränkel's 

interpretation accords with his general views, outlined in Chapter 1, on the evolution 

of the human mind and the `discovery' of the notion of `individuality' during what 

he called `The Lyric Age'. 

Although this interpretation of the vexed word 17rä os found acceptance by 

many scholars, it was challenged a few years later by Dickie, who suggested instead 

the meaning of `short-lived'/`lasting for a day'. " As Dickie notes, man's 

comparison with the shade of a dream does not denote something that changes 

rapidly and therefore something `not fixed', as Fränkel claimed, but something 

transient and short-lived. 12 It is true that the brevity of human life -so profoundly 

expressed in the Homeric comparison with leaves and in the elegiac poetry of 

8 On the influence of this Pindaric verse on Plato see Silk (2001) 26-45. 
9 Frankel (1946)131-45. 
10 Frankel (1946) 131. 
11 Dickie (1975) 7-14. 
12 Dickie (1975) 11. See also Bieler (1970) 191-3. 
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Mimnermos- is a recurrent theme throughout the Epinicians and therefore reinforces 

such an interpretation. Moreover, the association of the dream with the notion of 
brevity is also found in a passage by Mimnermos, where the transience of youth is 

P C, likened to a dream (LU' oA1yoxeovrov ytv erat u)o7rre ovae 'ß Or, i ooa 5.4). 

Even though I endorse Dickie's proposition, I would suggest that -7räueeo5 

has a broader semantic value and that, apart from `brevity', it also alludes to man's 

subjection to constant change and alternation. This suggestion is enhanced if we 

examine the attributes that Pindar ascribes to cdz, the second composite of 
e'7raAEeos. By being a temporal division, & dea shares all the characteristics of 

chronos; it is swift-footed (lroaapx's 01.13.38) and is defined by abrupt shifts of 

fortune and unexpected events. As Pindar asserts in Nem. 6.6-7, mortals cannot know 

what during the day or night life will bring: xau=e E'c aueQiav oüx Fib'o'rrs ou'N ASTA 
v'xras / a'ýujzE 7roTizos / ävrty' e"yeaif/e'Qauer"v 7roTI orcä», uav. It is this uncertainty cast 

upon human life that prevents mortals from leading even a single peaceful day: ovö' 
4o, uxrpov a/Ce'pav o7r6re 7rall &e)iou / ATE1QE1 O )V aya»i7 TZAFUra00uev- / &ai' 30 a)Jtor 
! Uar / FL , uräv re µsra xai 7rövWV Is ävöeas eißav (01.2.32). This twofold 

interpretation of e' rciµeeos is also testified in Ep. 3 of Bacchylides. Here the poet 

warns Hieron that the god sends sudden stress and trouble to mortals (ecr% eeov) and 

advises him to look to the needs of the time and not be misled by the aspirations 

which creep into the hearts of men (e'(acq eQ wv) because life is short: 

.... 1/cailea, iror(e...... 1' /coy 

.... Jvos eca4i eeov a[ ..... I- 
.... 

]a QxoieiS ßQax[üs eo~rrv aicüv" 
7rre[eJ6800aa 8' FAiris k[ok i vlh a 
ecpa/cJ5ekov 

(Ep. 3.72-76) 

As can be observed, whereas in line 73 Fvc aeeos refers to the instability of human 

life, at 76 it is closely associated with its brevity. 13 In virtue of the above, it could be 

argued that man is Fkrijzeeos because he is subject to each day's vicissitudes and 

because the day is the minimum span of time with which his life can be measured. 

13 See also Semon. I (West), where the word eir eQor is closely associated with life's vicissitudes: iu 
sai, silos wev Zeus tzar QüxTVnos / >rävrwv 6 -' frr) xai Tr rja' öxn 3 r, / Yoüs öý otix Ear ävý9Qrüaoraty, 

cif' lnrjugor /ä ö) ßoTa C'öouo-rv, oÜÖEY el"UTES / ÖxwS exao rov sxTBAzUT o-et EOS. 
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Accordingly, the adjective F7rc ppeeos comes to encapsulate the two distinctive features 

of the human condition: its contingency and transience. 

Yet, as Pindar emphasizes, in spite of the instability and constant alternations 

that beset human existence, virtuous men can lead a relatively peaceful life when 

they enjoy the favour of the gods. Of course, this is not to say that their happiness is 

continuous or complete, in so far as no Pindaric ode exempts its subject from time 

and change in any purely physical way. Rather, what Pindar is implying is that 

virtuous men can enjoy brief periods and moments of extreme felicity. This idea 

finds its most profound expression in the couplet that follows the gloomy 

comparison of man with the shade of a dream in the final stanza of Pyth. 8. Here the 

pessimistic overtones of the metaphor reside, and Pindar exclaims that life can be 

entirely different when infused with Zeus' light: 

cUA' ärav ai" JAa &öo$oros e' j, 
A reöv Qeyyos e°7reo-rrv Ue v xai juat Xos arwv. 

(96-97) 

Segal argued that these lines are a deliberate allusion to Mimnermos 1, where the 

elegiac poet laments on the transience and brevity of youth and the coming of old 

age. 14 By doing so, Segal declares, Pindar places himself in a tradition of poetic 

mediation on the contrast between the joys of life and their loss in death, while at the 

same time he distances himself by replacing Mimnermos' pessimistic resignation 

with the idea of a `permanent divinely given joy': 

Pindar's concern is with a permanent, divinely given joy rather 
than with the loss of the 'joy' and the `sweet gifts' of Mimnermus 
or the loss of `sweet life' lamented by lyric poets like 
Anacreon 

... Pindar's verses.. . are a poet's last testament of faith in 
man's ability to reach beyond the fading pleasures and pains of 
his aging body and attain the godlike, eternal luminescence of 
intense creation. ts 

As Segal rightly observes, the coda of Pyth. 8 seeks to reveal how human life can be 

transformed when man enjoys divine favour. When there is contact between mortals 

and immortals, Zeus-given brightness (MoaoTos ai' rAa), which `is the metaphorical 

"'See Segal (1998) 149-54. 
'S Segal (1998) 150. 
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illumination associated with the eternity and brilliance of the gods', 16 infuses the life 

of the `chosen' and 'victorious'17 with celestial bliss and harmonia thus making it 

sweet (uEAtxos atco'v). Accordingly, despite life's tribulations and the alternation of 

day and night, dark and light, virtuous mortals can experience a kind of stability 

even within human temporality, just like Kadmos who, although subject to the 

sufferings and change of fortune that befall men, once heard Apollo performing 

correct music. '8 Even though all humans travel on the same sea, the winds, waves, 

and blasts they have to deal with during their journey can be experienced differently. 

To quote Steiner: 

The victor and hero, more than other men, have a chance to 
master the forces which seek to mould their destinies, to harness 
them to their own designs.... Victory 

... 
is the one antidote to the 

vicissitudes and change of human existence; it is a good fortune 
which no wind or wave can move, a light whose rays cannot be 
extinguished. 19 

This exclusive privilege of virtuous men is symbolized in the crowns that athletes 

receive as a recompense for their deeds. As Onians points out, for the Ancient 

Greeks fate was considered as a kind of band, and a band or wrapping fastened 

around the recipient usually denoted a new state or a new fate. 20 Due to their cyclical 

shape, crowns were considered to denote `completeness'. That is why Aristotle, as 

Athenaios informs us, argued that crowns are fitting gifts for gods. 21 Besides, it is 

not a coincidence that both the Hyperboreans and the Blessed are depicted with 

garlands and fillets; their crowns stand as a symbol of their blissful existence. 22 It is 

probably due to this notion of completeness that Pindar refers to the victory crowns 

with the word riAos. 23 The same can be said about the crowns with wings that we 

come across in 0L 14.24 and Pyth. 9.125. Far from being a mere reward, the victory 

16 Segal (1998) 152. 
17 See 01.10.23 where an athletic victory is said to be `a light for life above all deeds' (ferwv 1eß 
irävm'v ß ärv Vp 00. 
18 Pind. fr. 32. 
19 Steiner (1986) 72. 
20 Onians (1973) 442-54. 
21 Ath. Deip. 15.16.40-46: Aeto-roT o12 ä' ei, T(u oviciroo-i(d naiv 3Ti of dv xo, koßöv rpov(pEpo v rrpös Toils 
. 
gEoU; a. Ua TtAsta xal 0Äa: To' N 7rAjes; Tf. ' etoy 90T,, To Ö8 o'dfo iv nA7JeawlV Tlva moAa1v6(. 

22 See below, this chapter. 
23 See e. g Isthm. 1.26-27: ob -tae fy navrar. 9Arov, är A' 4, ' exüaT4) / tpwarr xer"To T los. Cf. Onians 
(1973) 445. 
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crown symbolizes the victor's happy fate in this life. At the same time it 

foreshadows the continuation of this happy fate after death. This idea is nicely 

conveyed in Robbins' remarks on Theron in 01.2: 

The olive-crown that Theron has won assimilates him, still in this 
world, to those who dwell in the Isles of the Blessed and to the 
Hyperboreans, similarly crowned. Theron has no further distance 
to travel. His eoxaria is, in the words of modem theologians, a 
`realized eschatology': that same kingdom which the second 
Olympian placed in the next world is, in the Third, a matter of 
actual experience. Theron's ultimate destiny may lie beyond 
history, but the pattern of the metaphysical is given in a historical 
event, in a visitation of the Dioscuri and of Heracles, in the 
celebration of Acragas of a chariot-victory at Olympia in 476 24 

At the end of 01.3, Pindar exclaims that Theron has `reached the furthest point with 

his achievements' and that from his home he `grasps the Pillars of Herakles' (43- 

44), a statement which implies that Theron can now enjoy ultimate happiness. 

Scholars usually ascribe a spatial or local significance to the Pillars of Herakles as 

the boundary of the human world; yet, in addition to the end of human space, this 

boundary signifies the end of human time as well. Regions that lie at the edges of the 

earth or beyond do not have only exotic landscapes but also a different temporality 

(non-sequential time). Theron can now lead a blissful life because due to his 

victorious and virtuous deeds he has safeguard his felicity after death. 25 

2.2 Hyperborean Temporality: Istrian Land 

We can now move on to another time-zone; to the Istrian Land and the 

Hyperboreans. 26 As their name implies, the Hyperboreans lived beyond the blasts of 

Z4 Robbins (1984) 227. See also his comment at 226, `Since Theron wears the crown of an Olympic 

victor his garland is, thus, an import from this happy land and a clear sign that he is, though otherwise 
unable to travel past the pillars of Herakles to the lands of the Ocean Stream (01.3.44), touched by 
their light and so elevated to the company of the Blessed. ' 
2S On Theron and the Pillars of Herakles see also the discussion in Ch. 6, pp. 166-7. 
26 Reference to the Hyperborean is also found in the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women fr. 150 and the 
Hymn. Hom. Bacch. 29. Herodotos (4.36.4-5) refers to the Hyperboreans only to dismiss their 
existence. He also informs us that both Homer in the Epigonoi and Aristeas in his poem Arimaspela 
had made reference to the Hyperboreans (4.32 and 4.13). See also Hekataios (FGrHist. 264 F 7) who 
draws attention to the location and fertility of the island of the Hyperboreans. On the Hyperboreans 
and myths related to them see Romm (1992) 60-7. 
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the cold North Wind (7rvoiai" o"mS+zv BoQFa / 4xeoü 01.3.31-32). 27 Their location at 

the earth's edges rendered access to their land impossible. As Pindar says in Pyth. 10, 

one cannot find the marvellous way leading to these extraordinary people whether 

travelling by ship or on foot. 28 Only Herakles and Perseus were given the privilege 

to reach the Istrian Land, and Pindar recounts their journeys in 01.3 and Pyth. 10 

respectively. 29 Pyth. 10 provides us with an elaborate and extensive description of the 

Hyperboreans' festive, merrymaking and blissful life: 

Moioa 8' oüx äaocauei 
zeöirors im' vrpezeeoa-r- zravrj öe %oeoi aae5 vwv 
Aupäv -re ßoai xava%ai r' auAmv öoveovrrar" 
öärpv¢ ire xp ioi xö cas icvaho-av- 

res er7aarvai oro7v eüco 6vuws. 

vÄ701 ö' oirre Aeas ovAigevov XFxea rar 
teecc reveyz. 7rovwv Je' xai , uaxäv aree 
orxeo107 l0U701T8S 

L7reeörxov NNueorv. 
(37-44). 

Like other fabulous chosen people living on the periphery of the earth, such as the 

Homeric Aithiopians, 30 the Phaiakians, and the horse-milking Abioi or Gabioi, 31 the 

Hyperboreans are a `holy race' which enjoys special favour and dispensation from 

the gods; they live without experiencing strife, battles and old age, and they have the 

privilege of enjoying the company of the gods who regularly feast with them (33- 

36). 32 The adverb ip7r&Bov in line 34 serves to stress their constant celebrations and 

points to the stability that characterizes their existence. 33 

One of the things that has raised a debate among scholars with regard to the 

above passage is the phrase 9v ' vres snreearxov N4teawrv which rounds off this 

27 Contrast schol. ad Pyth. 10.72a (Drachmann II, 248) which locate the Hyperboreans in the South (of 

yae Tirepßöperor ireZ; Toil EQ I, 9pators Azezar xat Aexrq)ors e'xoüo-w). Cf. Guthrie (1955) 79 and n. 1 who 
discusses other possible etymologies of the name: a) the people who live beyond the mountain Bora 
in Macedonia, b) the Carriers-over (ir reg + (piety with metathesis of the f to b) because the 
Hyperboreans were known by their gifts. 
28 Pyth. 10.29-30: vavo- ö oirs it ý inv (xev, eüpois / FS ̀Tireeßopewv 4ywva . 3au14aoTdv öööv. 
29 Cf. Bacch. Ep. 3.58-62, where he recounts Kroisos' transmission to the Land of the Hyperboreans 
by Apollo. 
30 On the Aithiopians see Horn. Od. 4.84-89, Hdt. 3.18ff, 21.3,23.1. See also the extensive discussion 
by MacLachan (1992) 15-33. Cf. Pl. Phaed. 111a6-111 c3, where Sokrates describes existence on the 
periphery of the earth. 

See Hom. 11.13.6 and Aesch. fr. 196 (Radt) from Prom. Lyomenos. 
32 Cf. Hes. Op. 112-115 where the description of the beatitude of the golden race is very similar to 
Pindar's description of the life of the Ilyperboreans. 
33 See Brown (1992) 101 n. 25. 
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description and whose meaning is crucial for our understanding of the 

Hyperboreans' condition. In his detailed study on the Hyperboreans, Köhnken 

identifies Nemesis with Death, and puts forward the suggestion that the 

Hyperboreans were immortals. 4 Although his view was endorsed by many scholars, 

it was challenged by Brown who argued instead that the Hyperboreans were not 

immortals but aaxe6gioi (long-lived). According to Brown, Nemesis here does not 

denote death but `dispensation'; she is the `agent who not only enforces divine law 

but maintains the alterations of fortune and circumstances that characterize the lives 

of men'. 35 Brown's suggestion regarding `the longevity' of the Hyperboreans finds 

support in an account by Megasthenes, summarized by Strabo, where it is stated that 

Simonides and Pindar attributed to the Hyperboreans 1000 years of life. 36 If Brown 

is right, which seems highly probable, it means that the blissful existence of the 

Hyperboreans rests not upon their being immortal but rather on the fact that their life 

is exempt from the vicissitudes and sudden shifts which constitute, as we have seen, 

the hallmark of human temporality. 

MacLachan ascribes the non-sequential time of the Istrian Land to its 

location at the confines of the earth. As she remarks, the Hyperboreans escape 

`tribulations because they live beyond the imposition of 8ixq, the alternation of crime 

and retribution'. 37 The location of the Istrian Land `beyond the cycle of retribution' 

has also an impact upon the way the Hyperboreans experience the alternation of day 

and night. 38 The description of their Land in a fragment from Sophokles' Orithyia is 

illuminating; here the Hyperboreans are said to live both at the sources of darkness 

and the unfoldings of heaven (hr Torara x»ovös / vuxzös re irq 'ä oüeavov" r' 

34 Köhnken (1971)158-87. 
35 Brown (1992) 102-3. The only other reference to Nemesis in Pindar occurs in 01.8.86 and bears a 
similar meaning. Cf the hymn to Nemesis by the lyric poet Mesomedes (first century AD): 1faiceo-i 

Jýa am rrrEQöeo-va ßiou Qorrä, / xuaviýrrt . 9eä, . 9üyarsQ dixa;, /ä xogýoa quciyccara Svarwv / erry :ea 
xa. rIyo. 
36 Strabo 15.57.711: rreei Trýv %IA1ET6v `T7rzeOoQIwv ri. arira A17er 2, ricw'i xai Hivö q xai Woes 

, av, W4oic, cited in Brown (1992) 97. See also Sim. 570 PMG. Cf. Pomponius Mela Chorographia 
3.36, who gives a different version regarding the Hyperboreans' death: 'The Hyperboreans inhabit 

groves and forests, and when a sense of having been satisfied by life (rather than boredom) has 

gripped them, they cheerfully wreath themselves in flowers and actually throw themselves into the 
sea from a particular cliff. For them that is the finest death ritual'. 
31 MacLachan (1992) 38. 
38 Another notable example is the description of the land of the Laistrygonians, Telepylos, in Hom. 
Od. 10.80-86. See also Od. 11.13-19 where Homer refers to the land of the Kimmerioi which is found 

at the springs of Okeanos and is never reached by the light of the sun. 
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äva xäs). 39 Commenting on the fragment, MacLachan suggests that it must be 

understood as indicating `an unfurling of aetherial brightness' 40 Like other places at 

the fringe, the Hyperboreans remain unaffected by the vicissitudes of the sun and 

enjoy perpetual light, `brightness-at-the-point-of darkness' 41 A brief remark needs 

to be made here on the climatic conditions of the Istrian Land as well. Its location 

`beyond the blasts of the cold North Wind' (7rvoals 0'7T1, %v Boeea Axeov" 01.3.31-32) 

has led many scholars to assume a cold climate. 2 Others have argued for a 

temperate climate translating the adjective 4xeös as `cool' rather than as `cold' 43 

Yet, as Sphyroeras has recently pointed out, the mere fact that Pindar locates the 

Istrian Land beyond (ö7n»Ev 31) the North Wind implies that it is not affected by its 

chilly blasts and that `the Hyperboreans are blessed with a perennially temperate 

climate', in so far as escape from the North Wind presupposes the absence of winter 

as well 44 Furthermore, Sphyroeras has remarked that the Hyperboreans' location 

also serves to indicate their escape from `mortalism' given that in antiquity the 

North Wind was often used as a symbolic equivalent of old age and mortality. " 

2.3 Afterlife Temporality: Underworld and Isle of the Blessed 

Afterlife temporality also differs greatly from human temporality; time in the 

Underworld is non-sequential and the souls experience an eternal present where no 

change occurs. This is most eloquently exemplified in the descriptions of the great 

mythical sinners, Ixion, Tantalos and Typhos, who suffer ultimate woes in Tartaros 

and are condemned to repeat their labores forever. In Pyth. 2 Ixion is depicted 

turning in every direction on his wheel (ev 7rreeöevrr zpo )/ iravr xv%Uvö'p vov 22- 

23), while in 01.1. the poet refers to Tantalos' continuous struggle to cast Zeus' 

boulder away from his head (xQiaaas xapr8eov aLT( Aiaov, / röv aid Aevoivü, v xzcpaAäs 

ßaAer"v E coQoo'vas äiärai 57b-58). In Pyth. 1 Pindar refers to Typhos, Zeus' last 

enemy; Typhos lies in Tartaros (xEira, 15), Sicily weighs upon his shaggy chest 

39 Soph. fr. 956 (Radt). The fragment describes the journey of Boreas and Orithyia. 
40 MacLachan (1992) 29. 
41 MacLachan (1992) 29 n. 40. 
42 Segal (1964) 236 refers to the Istrian Land as being located ̀at the frozen limits of the world'. 
43 Köhnken (1983) 56-8. 
as Sphyroeras (2003) 315. 
45 Sphyroeras (2003) 314 and 317ff. 
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(me . -r 19), Aitna constrains him (o-vv' ei 19, B' rar 27) and a jagged bed goads his 

entire back (xevreT 28). 

Our information about the hereafter comes mainly from 01.2 and the Dirges. 

Because some of the ideas found in these passages are inconsistent with the views 

expressed elsewhere in the corpus, it has been suggested that they were probably 
derived from different sources (Pythagoreans, Orphics etc). 46 Although Pindar 

considers death as the penalty that all mortals have to pay to Persephone47 for her 

grief over the sparagmos of her son Dionysos, 48 he presents afterlife existence as 
being divided into three strata. The different status that the dead can enjoy is 

determined by one's life on earth. This idea is articulated in 01.2.56-80, the first 

passage in Western Literature to make reward after death depend on the observance 

of justice 49 As Pindar declares, the wicked pay recompense in Hades for the sins 

committed on earth (Tr ö' ev Ty as Arös äexý / it: rpä xar yäs 31xget Tic Fx&Q / 

A 7ov coQcia-ars äväyxg 57-60) and endure pain too terrible to behold (Toi ö' 

47reoovearov oxx%ovrr 7rövov 67). The unholy souls are also condemned to live in 

eternal darkness, as can be inferred from fr. 130: Fv' v TÖv G'7releov eezuyovTa/ CXOTOV / 

ßA'IJxeoi avocpeeäs vvxT65 7rOTa/Coi. For the righteous, on the other hand, death and the 

end of life on earth entail a new beginning and a new life. 50 It is notable that Pindar 

describes their afterlife existence with terms associated with human life, such as 

ai&va (67), aiaiTav (65) and ß orov (63). 51 Yet, this new life stands in sharp contrast 

with life on earth, since just souls do not have to work for their living but can ̀ spend 

a tearless existence in company with the honoured gods': 

touir öe vvxreo-oiv aiei, 
roars ö' aAieat; 3Aiov exovres, a7rovemeov 
Eo'Ao! ÖExovTaf ßIorov, oÜ xSva Ta- 

pao-o-om; Fv xeeoS ¢xq&yý 
Quas navr, ov Moe 

46 On O1.2 as reflecting: a) Pythagorean beliefs, see Farnell (1932) 19, Long (1948), Solmsen (1968) 
503-6, b) an Akragantine cult, see Demand (1975) 347-57. 
47 As Lloyd-Jones (1985) 252-4 points out, death was regarded as a penalty because it contributes to 
the mind's feebleness (47räaaavor 4pe ves). 
48 See Lloyd-Jones (1985) 259ff. According to the story, Dionysos was killed by the Titans and from 
his pieces Zeus fashioned the human race. See fr. 133 where Pindar refers to the `grief of Persephone': 
0101 N Ozeo-e(pöva norväv rra-Aarou" nevS os / &e Vrar. 
49 See Nisetich (1989) 27. 
so Pind. fr. 137: 3. ßios Zorns iödiv xeiv' sTo' vrrd x$ v'" / o1 ucev ßrou relleuräv, / o1. ev N Mo 73=y 4ex9v. 
sl Cf. Pind. fr. 129 where the pious in Hades are said to enjoy the frankincense and fruits of trees, take 
delight in horses and exercises, play games and the lyre, and sacrifice to the gods. 
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xeiväv aapa öiarrav, ä, a%ä naeä uev TI, uiors 
»ewv orrives exareov evoQxiai; 

äaaxeuv veAoyTai 
aicuva 

(01.2.61-67)52 

What grasps our attention in the above passage is the reference to the equal nights 

and days in lines 61-62. This couplet has raised much debate among scholars with 

regard to the exact meaning of Toars (62). According to the ancient scholia, the poet 

here compares the condition in the Underworld with the condition of life on earth, 

declaring that the days and nights in Hades are the same as the days and nights on 

earth. 53 This interpretation found acceptance by many scholars, among them Rohde 

and Lloyd-Jones. 4 However, there is nothing in the poem to suggest that Pindar is 

here thinking of the conditions on earth, 55 and it is reasonable to assume that if his 

intention had been to make such a comparison, he would have put it in a more 

straightforward way. Farnell, 56 on the other hand, takes days and nights as being 

equal in character, arguing that continuous sunshine is implied here. His view was 

endorsed, among others, by Finley, Norwood, and Solmsen. 57 This suggestion finds 

support in fr. 129, where the 'o»? oi in Hades are said to enjoy perpetual light. 58 Yet, 

as has been remarked, it is not necessary to reconcile O1.2 with fr. 129 and vice versa 

since most likely these two passages are informed by different religious ideas s9 

Moreover, if we accept Farnell's interpretation, then we can equate the existence of 

the just to the life of the Blessed, 60 which is certainly not the case. Furthermore, the 

repetition of N in line 62 has the advantage of binding 3)., ov IXOYTE to ioais S' 

almears and separating this from line 61.61 In a fine essay Woodbury proposed that 

days and nights in the Underworld should be taken as being equal in length 

$2 A description of the life of the righteous is also given in fr. 129, although in a more elaborate 
manner. As Cannatä Fera (1990) 164 notes, the fragment 'descrive la vita felice degli eüo-eßi" in un 
Ade luminoso, dipinto con i colon piii vivaci'. 
s' Schol. ad 01.2.109,110a, 110b (Drachmann I, 89-90) 
54 Rohde (1925) ii. 444 n. 38; Lloyd-Jones (1985) 254-5. Similarly Bowra (1964) 92 who, adopting 
Boeckh's 'To-vv Ev a4d aiS... ' instead of'ioaais 3' auz ars ... ', translates: 'In nights like ours for ever, 
with a like sun in their days'. 
�See Woodbury (1966) 600 nn. 4 and 5. 
56 Farnell (1932) ad 01.2.61-62. 
57 His suggestion was accepted by Finley (1955) 63; Norwood (1945) 61; Solmsen (1968) 504. 
58 Pind. fr. 129.1-2: ror"or AaAmt i h' A vos aaAiou / räv tV» E vüxTa xaTw. 
59 See Cannata Fera (1990) 164. 
60 On the Blessed see below, this chapter. 
61 See Woodbury (1966) 600 n. 4 
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(equinoctial) rather than in character. 62 As he observes, equinox is indicative of an 

especially just dispensation, therefore it would be most probable here. 63 This is a 

possible and plausible interpretation and it is certainly appealing to take the 

existence of the just as lying between the absolute darkness of the unjust and the 

perpetual light enjoyed by the Blessed. 64 Still, one keeps wondering what would be 

so desirable in this idea of an otherworldly equinox. Although I accept Woodbury's 

reading, I would push it a little bit further and suggest that the adjective wo; in the 

passage -just like epameros- refers not only to the length of days and nights, but also 

to the fact that days and nights are identical, in the sense that they are all the same 

because they are free from vicissitude. What makes the existence of the Fo Xoi tearless 

and toilless is not so much the equinox, as the fact that it is void of the abrupt shifts 

that beset human life. Although there is still alternation of days and nights (which 

are now equinoctial), all days and nights in Hades are identical to each other. It is 

this stability and rest that renders afterlife an 2axeuv aiwva (65-66). There is another 

thing which enhances the suggestion postulated here: in a discussion of 01.2.61-67 

Solmsen observed that the description of the afterlife existence of the pious is cast in 

the form of negative statements and that their life is described as being void of all 

that makes life on earth miserable and intolerable 65 As we have seen above, 
instability is the main cause of human unhappiness; therefore, it is reasonable to 

assume that Pindar would have placed special emphasis upon this issue. Besides, it 

is not I believe mere coincidence that a few lines before the description of the 

afterlife, Pindar explicitly asserts that mortals cannot enjoy even a single peaceful 

day due to constant change and their inability to know the end: 

trot ß oriuv ye xexprrat 
7reii a; oü rt. 9avarov, 

ova ? ovxruov a, aeeav oaore aal azAiov 
ärerpei o-üv äya&(N reAevricooAev" 

goat ö' AAor' Wat 

62 Woodbury (1966) 597-616. The differing lenghts of a day in various places in the world were 
known already in the time of Homer. In Book ten of the Odyssey Homer notes that in Telepylos, one 
who chooses to forgo sleep can earn double a day's wages because `the outgoings of the day and of 
the night are close together' (82-86). 
63 Woodbury (1966) 597ff. His suggestion was accepted by the majority of scholars among them 
MacLachan (1992) 26 n. 34; Willcock (1995) ad 61-67 (156); Cannata Fera (1990) 173. 
64 See below, this chapter. 
65 Solmsen (1968) 507. 
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f/If 

eu Ardv T /h Ta xar1 aovmv Fs avfIpas Ff/av. 
(01.2.30-34)66 

In the light of all the above, I would prefer to translate the vexed couplet in lines 61- 

62 as: `but for ever having identical nights, and enjoying the sun in identical days, 

good men receive a life of less toil'. 

The status enjoyed by the just is transitional for some souls. According to 

Pindar, if one manages to live three times in both realms (on the earth and in 

Hades)67 without committing any crime, he will then travel the `road of Zeus' to the 

Isle of the Blessed. As far as the location of the island is concerned, Pindar provides 

no specific information. It is, however, reasonable to assume that, just like the Istrian 

Land, it was situated at the edge of the earth beyond the Pillars of Herakles, the 

border of the human world. This suggestion finds support in Homer, who locates 

Elysium at the nzleaza raid , as well as in Proklos, who locates the 1'ýo-o, 11axäemv at 

the end of Hades. 68 Illuminating also is the Pindaric fr. 30.1-4, which contains a 

reference to a shining road and a ladder that lead to Olympos and which seem to be 

identical to the `road of Zeus' which the souls follow in order to reach the Isle of the 

Blessed. 69 According to Pindar, the road and the ladder are to be found at the springs 

of Okeanos, that is, at the edge of the earth: 

rrpwrov uzy zoovAov OFiuv oupaviav 
xpuoiaww =ors fxeavou" irapa 7rayicv 
MoTpat 7roTi x11 týaxa oeuvav 

äyov Ou', IUAirou 1k: rraeav xa, 9' oaov 

)If1/M 66 See also Nem. 6.6-7: xai'ree '(pa ceeiav oux aiäares oude bra vuxras / 9AAe nor/cos / avrNty, eMypa a 
3eaI Eli' Trori oTä, S av. 
67 There is no unanimity on the exact meaning of the phrase Eo'rpis exareecol. Long (1948) 35 argues 
that the phrase does not mean three times on earth and three on Hades (Earth - Hades, Earth- Hades- 
Earth-Hades), since this would imply that at the end of the third period the souls make their departure 
to the Isle of the Blessed not from earth but from Hades, which is not the case. Accordingly he 

suggests that the locution rather means twice on earth and once in Hades (Earth-Hades-Earth). Von 
Fritz (1957) 85-6, on the other hand, argues for the former possibility and attempts to solve the 
problem arising from such an interpretation by excluding the first existence on the earth from the 
successive six lives of the just (first existence on earth, Hades-Earth, H-E, H-E). See also McGibbon 
(1964) 5ff who argues instead that the souls depart from the place of recompense (Hades) and not 
from the earth. 
68 Procl. comm. in Plat. Rem. Publ. 2.140,14-16: ai µe'v uaxä wv vicot nAourcveot Aý«Etc aro-Ay, at öe 

oL Qe vra: 7js roü nemrou TZIV rpu Dy 4: ¢pv-r xarä r3v eis reia riuv KpoviöT)v ro, ,v roü XoG; aoU. 
69 Scholars have paid no attention to the possible links between these two passages. In his recent 
essay on the `road of Zeus' in O1.2, Lavecchia (2001) makes no reference at all to the `shining road' 
mentioned in fr. 30. 
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ow' eoS aPxatav aoxov A: ö F cFv 7° 

Like the Istrian Land, the Isle of the Blessed is situated at the confines of the earth. It 

seems, however, to possess a much more privileged position at the point where earth 

and heaven join. 7' 

The long description of the isle provided by Pindar in lines 70-80 eloquently 

articulates the paradisiacal existence of the Blessed; ocean breezes blow (7rre1wr18'o1oiv 

72), flowers are ablaze (qA yer 72), and just souls weave garlands and crowns for 

their hands and heads (iwz&1 xovrr 74). The isle is ruled by Rhadamanthys but 

Kronos has his tower there as well. 72 Pindar also refers to three of the isle's 

inhabitants: Peleus, Kadmos and Achilles. The first two are granted this honour 

because of their virtuous character, whereas Achilles is transposed there because of 
his mother Thetis. The description of the existence on the isle displays many 

similarities with the blissful existence on the Hesiodic Isles of the Blessed and on 

the Homeric Elysium. 73 What distinguishes the Pindaric version is the reference to 

the `tower of Kronos' (Keövou rüporv) in line 70. Even though Hesiod presents 

Kronos ruling over the Blessed on the vigor uaxc wv, 74 nowhere in the literature 

before Pindar is there to be found a reference to Kronos' tower. As I have argued in 

Chapter 1, in 01.2 Pindar tries to identify chronos with Kronos by ascribing to both 

the title of the `great father'. 75 Such identification has a significant bearing on the 

idyllic existence of the Blessed that Pindar seeks to adumbrate. By placing 
Kronos/chronos in a tower, Pindar emphasizes the stability and constancy that 

permeates the life of the Blessed who, living by the tower of Kronos/chronos, can 

enjoy ultimate bliss for `all time'. Time's seclusion in a tower brings to the fore the 

70 For a discussion of the fragment, see Hardie (2000). As he observes in 25 n. 50 the genitive 
OXAnou in line 4 can be attached either to WY or At axa. 
71 Cf. Iles. Theog. 736ff who refers to a point where Tartaros, Earth, and Heaven meet. 
72 On the `road of Zeus' see Lavecchia (2001). According to him, the road of Zeus is the road of 
justice that leads to freedom and contributes to the AGo-rs irövwv (191). 
73 Hes. Op. 159-173; Hom. Od. 4.563-569: jU9 o' es 'HAmov naatov xai natpara yatq; / 4a4vazot 

irWouo-ty, ö9t ; avS* VaMoa&Sus, / Tja Tree n'1077) 1610Th n, C. QO'nroto-tv' / oÜ VAPCTÖS, oür' g e' , VJU v 
'roe k oCTt iroT' öiQoc, / LU' 45" Zetpüporo )ryü nverovros ärrras / Ilxsavös civi'oty 4va; 4'xety 40$e&') rov;. 
For a discussion on both these places see Rohde (1925) 55-87. 
74 Hes. Op. 170ff. It needs to be stressed, however, that the line referring to Kronos is preserved only 
by Proklos. According to the most common version, Kronos was imprisoned in Tartaros together 
with the Titans. See e. g. Iles. Theog. 851. 
75 Ch. l. pp. 14-15 
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idea of cyclic time mentioned above in relation to the Orphic cosmic egg, and the 

concomitant notions of stability and permanence. 

2.4 Divine Temporality: Olympos 

The gods do not live outside time but are born and exist in time, in so far as chronos 

is the father of everything. 76 But although their life has a beginning, it has not a 

prescribed telos; just like the Homeric gods, the Pindaric gods are `immortal and 

ageless for all time'. " As Pindar says in fr. 143, the gods never get old, are immune 

to illnesses, experience no pain, and have no association with death: 

xeivor yap T' avovoI xar ay'eaor 
irövwv z' ä7r i or, ßap ißöav 
Mg, ftJv 7TE EUyöTFs AXFeovzos7s 

Not only are the gods 'c r ror79 but their realm also escapes the withering of growing 

things. At the preface of Nem. 6 the divine bronze heaven is emphatically said to be a 

secure abode for ever and it is contrasted with the human race which is nothing: 

tvs Tb Aiv of v, a 3i 
XD-veos äaxpaAes aiev FSos 

jevai oveavo so ;. 

The stillness of the divine realm comes again to the fore in the myth of Asteria in frr. 

33c-d. According to the story, Asteria, while being chased by Zeus, fell into the sea 

76 See e. g. fr. 33b: Fv xpöv(p ö' eyavr' AirJ? Ato 
. " The phrase ̀ i. 9ävaros xar äyýQwg trara rrävra' is recurrent in Homer. See e. g. 11.8.539; 13.323; 

17.444; cf. Clay (1981-2) 112-17. 
7$ It is worthy to note here the usage of the present perfect neveuyöres instead of the aorist participle 
(ouyövrzs used in the case of the Hyperboreans. See above, pp. 46-7. As Brown (1992) 97 observes, the 

present perfect serves to underline the gods' `on-going aversion to the world of the dead'. 
See e. g. ärp, 9lrov Ewoo (Pyth. 4.33), Zeus ärkrros (Pyth. 4.291). In 01.2.29 ]no is said to have been 

granted a ßiorov acoSirov. 
80 In spite of this contrast, it is notable that Pindar here also alludes to the affinity between mortals 
and immortals by presenting them as the offspring of the same mother. On the implications of this see 
the discussion below, this chapter. According to Gentili (1988) 146: `The polarity of the image lies in 

the dual affirmation of a profound diversity between human and divine prerogative, and at the same 
time of an equality that may obtain within certain limits. Man is both celestial and terrestrial in his 
basic nature, and as such has within him both the mind that can make his worth equal to God (v. 4ff. ) 

and the ephemeral transience whose nonworth radically distances him from God (v. 3)'. On the 
passage see also Gerber (1999) 43-6. 
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and was turned into the island `Delos'. At the beginning the island was `carried on 

the waves by the blasts of winds of all sorts'(fr. 33d. 1-2), but it was then fixed for 

ever when Leto set her foot on it and gave birth to Artemis and Apollo. What draws 

our attention in the myth is Pindar's gloss that, unlike mortals who call the island 

`Delos', the gods call it `the far-shining star of the dark-blue earth' (fr. 33c. 5). 

Apparently, what Pindar implies here is that from the perspective of the gods the sea 

and the islands resemble a sky with stars. This bold metaphor, in conjunction with 

Pindar's emphasis on the fixation of Delos, which in line fr. 33c. 4 is called `äxfv'Ozov 

might be taken as an allusion to the stability that permeates the world of 

gods; in contrast to the constellations and stars on the human sky whose constant 

motions reflect the passage of time, the fixation of the stars on the divine sky reflects 

stability. 81 

Gold is something that distinguishes the gods' existence and reflects their 

bliss and happiness. In Pyth. 3.94-95 Kadmos and Peleus are said to have had the 

privilege to see the gods `sitting on their golden thrones'. Being closely associated 

with the gods, gold is not subject to the destructive passage of time either. As Pindar 

says in fr. 222: 

, drös 7rar"s ö %QUC s- 
XFlYOY OU oi' ou xi'; Urrat 82 

Likewise, in Isthm. 3.18-18b mortals are once again juxtaposed with the sons of gods 

who remain unaffected by the constant flow of time: 

aiav as' xuAlvöo/Cevars aj ars W' ii111lor' 
ä7Aaýev. äretwroi ye , uäv 7= 16; Se&iv. 

Apart from being unaffected by the passage of time, the gods also enjoy the 

`plenitude of presence in a never fading instant', that is, for them everything that we 

would attribute to past, present and future, exists simultaneously at the same 

moment. Due to their broad purview, their experience of time has a strong 

$1 Cf. Barolini (1992) 170 who notes that in Dante's Inferno the air of hell is `without time' (sanza 
tempo Inf. 3.29) because it is starless and therefore endless, deprived of the measured time produced 
by the motion of spheres. 
$Z See also Pyth. 4.230, where the Golden Fleece is called aco, , Tov arrw viav and Pyth. 4.42-43 where 
the clod of earth given by Triton to Euphamos is referred to as acD»rrov mrepua. 
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deterministic function and, in this respect, differs greatly from the temporality of 

mortals for whom time is full of suspense and contingency. It is true that 

occasionally gods are presented as ignorant of the future as well; such is the case 

with Zeus and Poseidon in Isthm. 8. In general, however, their temporal perspective 

embraces the `whole time'. The completeness of their purview and world in general 

finds an eloquent expression in the fine circle in which they are depicted sitting in 

Nem. 4 (zvxvxAov F2pav 66) when they reveal themselves to Peleus. 

So, everything concerning the gods is complete, unchangeable and eternal. 

These three features are traced out at the end of Nem. l, where Teiresias prophesies 

the tranquility and peace that Herakles will be enjoying at Olympos as the husband 

of Hebe after his apotheosis: 

äv ev Fieý auTov IL ay 
Töv daavra xpovov (iv) oxepO 

'ovxiav xa is rwv Aeycillwv 
lravdv AaxövT' ezaf'ETov 

öAgiols ay MAaat, öeý4 evov 
»aAEQav 'Hßav axoiTly xa! yalAoy 

öaio-avra aäQ Ai Keovi? z, 
o-euvov alvVOely voAov. 

(69-72) 

As can be observed from the passage, chronos is here accompanied by the collective 

adjective 'ras and denotes not merely time but all-time. Furthermore, the phrase ev 

o zeC, which means `continuously' alludes to the non-sequential nature of divine 

chronos and the fact that it is complete. 83 A similar idea is implied in Herakles' 

marriage to Hebe, since through this union the hero will actually be `frozen into 

84 eternal youth'. 

2.5 Conclusion 

In the Iranian cosmology time (Zurvän) was presented with two distinguished forms; 

Zurvän akarana was infinite time and was conceived as ultimate reality, while 

S3 Contrast Nem. 11.37-43 where Ev oxeet is used negatively in relation to human temporality. 
94 Gini (1989) 25. 
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Zurvdn daregho-chvadhdtä was finite time and was related to the human world. 85 

Pindar did not believe that there are different and distinguished forms of time but 

merely that there are niches where time is experienced differently. So, while on the 

earth time is sequential and everything is in a state of becoming, in the other time- 

zones it is non-sequential and no change occurs. However, what needs to be 

emphasized is that references to these other temporalities are there neither for the 

sake of narrative nor for casting human existence as inferior and unworthy. On the 

contrary, Pindar's aim is to invite his audience to view human life from different 

perspectives and to rethink their own potential. This strong belief in the potential of 

human life is clear at the beginning of Nem. 6. Although Pindar here juxtaposes the 

human race with the race of gods, at the same time he acknowledges certain links 

between them, declaring that they are both born from the same mother (Earth) and 

that mortals `somewhat resemble the immortals, either in greatness of mind or 

bodily nature': 

"Ev ävaei v, Fv $emv yevo; - ex Aua; äe neoICFv 

, uaTQOS ajz pörEeor ameye1 bye 7Tä4a xexetAiva 
Mvalvr 

, cos Tö jzev ou3ev, ö ög 

xa)xeos äqpa)es arev Do; 

A' oveavo . 
i. UA TI aeov(peeouev F/clrav qj Ae'yav 

vöov gTor 
po-iv a3avaTOIS 

(1-5)86 

Furthermore, the journeys of Herakles and Perseus to the Istrian Land87 and the fact 

that many mortals are allowed access to Olympos (Tantalos and his son Pelops in 

OL 1) and are even granted the gift of immortality (the daughters of Kadmos, Ino and 
88 Semele (01.2), Ganymede (01.1 and 10), and Herakles (Nem. 1)), leave it to be 

85 See Brandon (1972) 376-7. 
86 Cf. Soph. fr. 59I(Radt): ev cpAov dv3pcözrwv, Ad' Eöe4O nareös / xal aaTe4 r/Fcäs äaepa royS nävraS' 
o'M /i oxos WO; (ß izo-rev 3. )Jkou. / ßo'oxe, de roüs aiv poTea ýuoTaAseias, / Toffs ö' o ßos ituwV, r0Üs öe 
öouA6ias ýuyöv ioxen äväyxas. 
87 Pindar's preference of the Hyperboreans to the Aithiopians is notable and I believe deliberate. 
Although these two people shared striking similarities, their relation to humans differed considerably: 
the Aithiopians lived isolated from the rest of the world, while the Hyperboreans were believed to 
have certain interactions with humans. They were especially connected with Delos and according to 
Pausanias (10.5.9) they had built the oracle at Delphi. See Romm (1989) and id. (1992). Given that 
Pindar's aim was not so much to contrast existence on earth with superior modes of existence as to 
emphasize the potential of human life to be 'sweet', his choice of the Hyperboreans over the 
Aithiopians makes abundant sense. 
$a We know from Apoll. Bib1.3.5.3, Diod. 4.25.4 and Hom. Od. 5.333-335 that Ino and Semele 
changed their names to Leukothea and Thyone after becoming immortal. In 01.2 Pindar refers to 
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inferred that despite the transience and brevity of human life, it is possible for 

mortals to taste some of the bliss enjoyed in these otherworldly temporalities. 

Notwithstanding the instability that characterizes life on earth, through the gods' 
favour mortals can enjoy peace and happiness. At the same time, by disclosing to his 

audience the complete and divine chronos of the gods, Pindar shows that behind the 

phenomenological contingency that characterizes human temporality there is certain 

rest and stability; behind the chaos and confusion there is an ordained pattern and a 
divine plan. 89 

Yet, Pindar's main concern is not merely to draw attention to human 

potential, but also to unveil the temporality that his own poetry can set up. Although 

it is in god's hand to make a man's life sweet and assure a happy afterlife, only 

poetry can outstrip time and guarantee eternal renown because of its power to 

transform the sequential time of human temporality into non-sequential by 

inscribing one's name on the divine chronos of the gods. This idea is a reccurent one 
in the Epinicians; in Nem. 4.6-8 Pindar says that poetry lives longer than deeds 

(, ''eoVICtlTEQQOv , &oreuEI), in 01.11.4-6 that the `honey-sounding hymns are a beginning 

for later words of renown and the faithful pledge of great achievements', in 

Pyth. 3.114-115 that `excellence endures in glorious song for a long time' (, %eovia 

TeAzI i), and in Nem. 7.12-13 that `great deeds of valor remain in deep darkness when 
they lack hymns'. To be sure, Pindar cannot make his mortal patrons immortal; he 

can, however, offer them a kind of metaphorical immortality and give lasting 

endurance to the transient leaves of their crowns through his song. Poetry's capacity 

to stop and freeze time is alluded to at the opening scene of Pyth. 1 where the 

Olympians are depicted pacified by the harmonious sound of the Golden Lyre. As 

Pindar declares, on hearing the sound of the Lyre the thunderbolt of Zeus is 

quenched, the eagle on his sceptre falls asleep, Ares' spirit is pacified and the other 

gods all delight in their hearts. The majority of scholars maintain that this vignette 

serves to convey the enchanting effect that the lyre has upon the world of the gods. 
Although this is our first impression when reading the poem, what is really at stake 
here is rather the effect that music has upon human temporality. Given that the 

them with their human names, probably in order to emphasize the fact that they were mortals before 
having been granted the gift of immortality. 
89 Segal (1986) 188. 
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violence of the gods finds expression in the human realm, it goes without saying that 

its `hypnosis' by music has an impact not upon the world of gods, but upon the 

world of mortals. Seen from this perspective, I would suggest that one of the 

purposes of this scene is to emphasize the power of music (poetry) to bring change 

and unrest to a halt and surpass the motion-filled human condition. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE VISION OF THE PAST 

It advances by itself, creatively handling, 
Posits itself, and then transforms; 
Only apparently the moments stay still. 
The eternal makes advance in all, 
For all to nothingness must fall, 
If it persists in standing still. 

(W. Goethe, One and All) 

As already noted in the previous chapters, Pindar is normally seen as a fervent 

adherent of the cyclical view of time who lacks historical consciousness and 

`evolutionary reason' and holds a strong deterministic view about the world. The 

aim of this chapter is to re-examine and re-consider these established allegations by 

looking anew at Pindar's stance towards the past, the relation he attempts to 

establish between past and present, and the role he allots to man in the happening of 

events. 

3.1 Myth and History 

The past in Pindar covers a vast period which embraces both the historical and 

mythical period. ' A point that needs to be stressed at the outset is that Pindar makes 

no strong distinction between myth and history. Even though these two periods 

display different features, 2 their distinction is a modem construct and would have 

made little sense to the Greeks. 3 As Steiner wrote: 

History for Pindar begins with the theogonies, and passes from the 
acts of creation of the gods to the deeds of foundation of heroes, 
deeds which find a latter day echo in the activities of the victors 
and patrons he celebrates. 4 

' On the Greek view of myth and history see among others Brillante (1990) 93ff; Harrison (2000) 
197-207. 
Z For a discussion about the differences between mythical and historical time see Van Groningen 
(1953) 93-108; cf. Freeman (1998) 31-3. 
3 See e. g. Harrison (2000) 197-207. See also Feeney (2007) 69 who adopts a more critical stance 
arguing that `the activity of demarcating between myth and history mattered in the ancient 
historiographical tradition, though not necessarily in ways that might correspond closely to any of our 
current divisions between myth and history'. 

Steiner (1986) 137. 
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Pindar has a coherent vision of the past and never disputes the historicity of the 

mythical period; mythical data are treated as having the same validity as historical 

events. So, in Pyth. 1 the mythical monster Typhos, whom Zeus constrained under 

the volcano of Aitna in the remote past, is held responsible for the eruption which 

occured around 479 BC. What Pindar often disputes and calls into question is not the 

factuality of the mythical past but the veracity of particular stories about it. 5 For as 
long as the credibility of such stories is accepted, they are treated as true accounts. 
As Veyne rightly points out, for the ancient Greeks tradition and Vulgate were 
history; they were believed to transmit the truth about the past and not to be merely 

sources whereby the past can be reconstructed. 6 

Pindaric poetry in toto is replete with stories about the birth? and 

achievements of mythical heroes, the foundation and colonization of cities, 8 and the 

establishment of rituals, hero cults, 9 athletic games, 1° and other inventions. " Many 

narratives even reach back to the very beginnings of the world, to the `age of gods'. 

In the first Hymn, which is a `lyric cosmogony', Pindar recounts the creation of the 

universe, the marriage of Zeus to Themis and the birth of the gods. 12 The myth in 

01.7 refers to a period when both the world and the gods were still in the process of 
becoming (birth of Rhodes and of Athena), while in 01.9 the mythical narrative 
dwells upon the flood which destroyed the first generation of mortals, and the 

creation of the second generation by Deukalion and Pyrrha. As Huxley remarked, 

S 01.1.28-29 provides a striking example of Pindar's criticism of tradition. See Ch. 4, pp. 108-9. 
6 Veyne (1988) esp. 5-15. 

See e. g. Iamos (01.6.35-45); Aristaios (Pyth. 9.59-65); Asklepios (Pyth. 3.38-46); Herakles 
(Nem. 1.35-58). 
8 Pyth. 4 and 9 narrate the colonization of Kyrene, 01.7 the colonization of Rhodes and 01.9 the 
foundation of Opous in Eastern Lokris. 
9 See e. g. the references to the sacrificial rites in honour of Pelops in 01.1 (Tlapolemeia) and to the 
oracle of the Amphiareion in Pyth. 8. See also Isthm. 5.3Off where Pindar cites a list of hero cults held 
in different cities: cult of Meleagros and Tydeus in Aitolia, of Iolaos in Thebes, of Perseus in Argos, 
of Kastor and Polydeukes in Sparta and of the Aiakidai in Aigina. On allusions to hero cults in 
Pindar see Currie (2005). 
10 Pindar narrates the foundation of the Olympic, Nemean and Isthmian Games in 01.10, Nem. 9 and 
fr. 5 respectively. 
" E. g. Pyth. 12 refers to the invention of the `many-headed tune' by Athena and 01.13 to the 
invention of the bridle and the bit by Bellerophon. 
12 For a detailed and stimulating analysis of Hymn I see Hardie (2000) 19-38. 
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Pindar is concerned not with the report but with the `explanatory reconstruction' of 

the past. 13 

References to historical events are fewer14 but do occur. On many occasions 

Pindar provides information about distant historical events such as the three major 

migrations (Aiolian, Dorian, Ionian) that took place in the period between 1200-800 

BC. 15 In Pyth. l he refers to the Dorians' descent from Pindos to the Peloponnese, in 

fr. 52e he recalls the Ionian migration to the Aigeian islands, Delos and Euboia, and 
in Nem. 11 the Aeolian migration to the isles Lesbos and Tenedos. Because 

knowledge regarding these distant events was vague, such stories are elaborated and 
infused with mythological overtones thus providing an example of what Calame has 

called `fictionalization of history'. 16 The majority of references to recent events are 

to be found in the Sicilian odes and concern the expeditions against the 

Carthaginians and Etruscans by the Greek tyrants of Sicily, Hieron, Gelon and 
Theron; in Pyth. 1.71 ff Pindar refers to the Battle at Kyme, where Hieron defeated an 
Etruscan navy in 474 BC, and at 47ff and 79-80 there is a reference to the battle of 

Himera in 480 BC, where Gelon and Theron fought against the Carthaginians. In 

addition to these encounters, other events are mentioned as well: Pyth. 2.18-20 refers 

to Hieron's protection of Western Lokroi against Anaxilas of Rhegion in 477 BC, 17 

Nem. 9.39-43 is a reference to the battle of Heloros in 492 BC where Chromios 

fought for Hippokrates of Gela against the Syracusans, and Pyth. 1.30-32 

commemorates the foundation of Aitna by Hieron in 476 BC. '$ There are also 

references to the Persian Wars, the most significant historical event in Pindar's time. 

In Isthm. 8.9ff Pindar refers to the relief that followed the expulsion of the Persians 

in 479 BC, in Pyth. 1.75ff he praises the Athenians and Spartans for their victories at 

Salamis and Plataia respectively, in Isthm. 5.48-50 the Aiginetan sailors are praised 

for their contribution to the naval battle at Salamis, and in fr. 77 there is reference to 

13 Huxley (1975) 43. 
14 For historical references in the Epinicians see Macan (1931) and mainly Huxley (1975). See also 
Starr (1967) 400. 
's See the discussion by Huxley (1975) 33ff. 
16 Calame (2003) 30. 

See Currie (2005) 261-4 for a detailed discussion of the event. 
The many references to recent events that we come across in the Sicilian odes are not fortuitous but 

need to be seen as part of the Sicilians' political propaganda. As Feeney (2007) 43-52 remarks, the 
tyrants of Sicily wanted to present themselves as sharing the burden against barbarism for the sake of 
Hellenism. 
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the Athenian victory against the Persian fleet at Artenvision in 480 BC. Other 

references occur in fr. 52b, where Pindar provides information about the 

establishment of Abdera in Thrace by Ionian colonists from Teos (sixth century) and 

about their subsequent battles against the Thracians, and in Isthm. 7.24-37 where he 

refers to the death of the victor's uncle Strepsiades, who fell in battle defending 

Thebes. '9 In 01.12.16 there is an allusion to a stasis at Knossos which led to the 

ostracism of Pindar's patron Ergoteles. 20 Along with these historical events, Pindar 

is also concerned to refer to his patrons' recent historical ancestors and recount their 

athletic achievements. Exemplary in this respect is Nem. 6, where Pindar steps four 

generations back to the victor's great-great-grandfather. 21 

In addition to the foregoing overt historical references, as many scholars 
have pointed out, the odes have many deeper and less explicit references to 

contemporary/recent history. 22 In contrast to the traditional view entertained by most 

Pindarists, namely that Pindar omits references to current political events, 23 these 

scholars emphasize that the odes need to be examined in close relation to the socio- 

historico-political context within which they were composed. As Pfeijffer puts it, 

`the main purpose of every single epinicion is to enhance the glory of a specific 

victor from a specific community, in a specific discipline at specific games under 

specific circumstances, for a specifically defined audience at a specific moment in 

time'24 Cole has even suggested that Pindaric myths serve as allegories and that 

they are tailored to reflect contemporary events. Based on this, he interprets the 

myth of the quarrel between Zeus and Poseidon over Thetis in Isthm. 8 as a reflection 

19 Schol. ad Isthm. 7.34a do not identify the battle saying merely that it took place during the first 
Peloponnesian War (461-446 BC). Many scholars have identified this battle with the battle of 
Oinophyta in 457 BC, in which the Boiotian League was defeated by the Athenians; see e. g. Bowra 
(1964) 153; Willcock (1995) 61 and 65-6. Others have argued for the Battle of Tanagra, see e. g. Bury 
(1890) 120; Young (1971) 8. 
20 On the historical background of the ode see Barrett (1973) 23-35. 
2'Thomas (1989) has argued that in the archaic period aristocratic families were concerned to 
emphasize their legendary rather than their recent ancestors. According to her, it was only in the 
democratic period that historical ancestors started to gain importance. Yet, a closer examination of 
the Pindaric odes shows clearly that Pindar is particularly concerned to include references to the 
victors' prizewinning recent ancestors as well. 
I See e. g. Pfeijffer (1999a); Cole (1992); Bernardini (1983); cf. Kurke (1991); Crotty (1982); Currie 
(2005). 
23 See e. g. Bundy (1962); Young (1968); Carey (1995) 90-2. For a critical reassessment of this view 
see among others Lee (1978) 65-70; Lloyd-Jones (1973) 109-37. 
24 Pfeijffer (1999a) 7. 
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of the quarrel between Athens and Sparta about sea-power, 25 while he takes the 

expeditions of the Seven and the Epigonoi against Thebes in Pyth. 8 to refer to the 

Spartan expeditions against Attica in 506 and 446 BC. 26 Adopting a similar stance, 
Pfeijffer maintains that the opening hymn to Hesychia in Pyth. 8 needs to be related 

to the political situation in Aigina in 446 BC, 27 and he takes the myth of the murder 

of Phokos by his half-brothers Telamon and Peleus in Nem. 5 as an allusion to the 

political unrest and bloodshed which, according to him, took place in Aigina in 486 

BC. Although it is reasonable and plausible to assume that Pindar was influenced by 

his milieu, one needs to be cautious about making the historical/political setting all- 
important and trying to explain all mythical narratives by reference to it. 

3.2 Time-Reckoning and Relative Chronology 

Having examined the temporal range of the Pindaric past, let us now consider how 

the chronology of past events is constructed. A calendaric system, where units of 

time are added up to the next larger unit, was not in use in Pindar's time; therefore, 

absolute chronology was not possible. A kind of relative chronological system was 

used for the first time by Hellanikos, who in his Hiereiai used the Argive priestesses 

of Hera as a chronological device. 28 This method was further developed possibly by 

Timaios of Tauromenium (fourth-third century BC)29, the Alexandrian scholar 

Eratosthenes (third century BC), 30 Kastor of Rhodes (first century BC), 31 and 

Eusebios (fourth century AD)32, all of whom attempted to construct chronological 

tables by defining some fixed points on the timeline (e. g. Trojan War, first 

25 Cole (1992) 75-6. 
26 Cole (1992) 68. 
27 Pfeijffer (1999a) 426 and n. 2. 
28 On Hellanikos' Hiereiai and his possible models for this kind of chronological device see Möller 
(2001) 241-62. Hellanikos also tried to do something similar with the early kings and the archon list 
of Athens in his Atthis. 
Z9 See Asheri (1991/92) 52-89. 
30 It is believed that Eratosthenes was the first who used the Olympiads as the basis of his 
chronological system (FGrHist 241 F la), although Polybios (12.11.1) ascribes this to Timaios of 
Tauromenium (FGrHist 566 T 10). 
31As Möller (2004) 170 notes, there is no direct evidence that Kastor of Rhodes had actually shaped 
chronological tables. Yet, from the wording of the fragments survived from his five-book Epitome 
Chronicon, it can be inferred that his book was organized according to Olympiads. 
32 On Eusebios see Mosshammer (1979). 
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Olympiad) and date events by reference to them. 33 This relative dating of events 

contributed to the organization of historical time in so far as it `provided a way of 

dividing the past, giving a kind of map, making it possible to develop a sense of 

contours, large-scale and small-scale'. 34 Up to the fifth century, however, the 

reckoning of historical time was mainly made by means of genealogies. Already in 

Homer heroes often recite their genealogies before engaging in conflict; in Book 

6.152-207 of the Iliad Glaukos asserts that he is the sixth offspring in a line from 

Aiolos, while Aineias in Book 20.213-242 boasts that he belongs to the seventh 

generation descending from Zeus. Nevertheless, it is not until Herodotos that 

genealogical chronology starts to quantify past time. 35 Herodotos uses genealogical 

chronology around sixteen times in his Historiai. In Book 2.142-143 he records that, 

according to the Egyptian Ao'yroi, Egyptian human history has a depth of 341 

generations and then moves on to convert these generations into years. Based on the 

fact that the Egyptians used the standard for three generations per century, 

Herodotos declares that this time-span equals 11.340 years. This was taken by some 

historians as evidence that in the Historiai Herodotos calculated all time intervals 

based on the `average generation' of 33 1/3 years. This thesis was disputed by 

Mitchell who, although recognizing that Herodotos might have used genealogical 

chronology in order to quantify time, refused to accept that he used it extensively 

and consistently. 36 Mitchell's allegation has recently been criticized by Cobet, who 

declares that Herodotos organized the different traditions he reports into a single 

chronological system that linked mythical and historical events. 37 

33 Möller (2004) 170. On Greek chronography see Mosshammer (1979) 84-112. From the third 

century BC onwards the use of the Olympiads as a chronological system to date events was widely 

spread. However, the Olympic list, which was the basis of this calculation, was in use since the fifth 

century BC and it is believed that it had been edited by Hippias of Elis. On this see Möller (2004) 

173-4. 
34 Feeney (2007) 13. 
35 It has been argued by E. Meyer, Forschungen zur Alten Geschichte (Halle 1892-9), 151 ff, that 
Herodotos' predecessor Hekataios had a chronological system and that he used an `average 

generation' of 40 years for his calculations. This view has been much criticized and challenged by 

Pearson (1939) 106, and Mitchell (1956) 48-69; cf. Bertelli (2001) 89-94, who argues that Hekataios 

might have known the Egyptian standard of three generations per century. Contrast Fowler (2001) 

105 n. 18. 
36 Mitchell (1956) 48-69; see also Mosshammer (1979) 105-11 and Ball (1979) 276-81. Contrast 

Prakken (1943). 
37 Cobet (2002) 387-412. As he argues: 'The narrative of the Histories as a whole organizes and 
integrates different horizons of memory into an unequivocal and unconvertible sequence, attributing 
to "the wide open space of time, in which everything is possible" (5.9.3), a definite structure. ' (412) 
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Pindar usually refers to the past through the indefinite conjunctions röte 
(Nem. 9.11), 0r5 (01.7.55) and mainly roTa usually accompanied by either a relative 

pronoun (01.3.29,10.104,13.63, Pyth. l. 16,4.20) or a local adverb/dative (01.7.34, 

71, Pyth. 4.4, Pyth. 2.33,10.31). As Hurst puts it, `Une simple proposition relative, 

temporelle ou participiale permet au poete de `faire le saut' en avant ou en arriere le 

long de l'axe du temps' 38 Due to the vagueness of such conjunctions, mythical 

events are presented as `floating' in a kind of `ageless past' 39 and Pindar shows no 

particular interest in providing a more precise chronology, not even when recent 

events are concerned. 0 In a few cases, the different temporal levels in a mythical 

account are merely indicated by the repetition of the indefinite nrorr. In 01.7, for 

example, at 30 rrore refers to the period of the colonization of Rhodes by 

Tlepolemos, at 34 to an earlier period when Athena was born, and at 71 to an even 

earlier period when Helios united with Rhodes. Even more striking is the example of 

Pyth. 4 where irore occurs 8 times and indicates 6 different temporal levels: the time 

when Zeus granted to Aiolos the rule of Iolkos (107), the reign of Aison (152), the 

time of the Argonautic expedition (20,10), the period of the colonization of Thera 

(258), and Kyrene (4,14), and finally the future of Pindar's present (293). 

Interestingly, row is used even when a more precise chronology could be provided, 
al as in the case of recent victories 

Chronological terms are used in a handful of cases but contribute nothing to 

the more precise dating of events. In fr. 52b. 75 Pindar declares that Hekate uttered 

her prophecy on the first day of the month (ev ög /c, jvös / newzov TüXvv auap), and in 

01.1.43 Ganymede is said to have been transferred to Olympos after Pelops öevrreq, 

xeovw. 42 Pindar makes no attempt and shows no interest in providing a more precise 

chronology by making synchronizations and drawing horizontal links between 

events which happened at the same time. A possible reason for this could be that it 

was impossible to map mythical time with precision. Yet, the same stance is adopted 

39 Hurst (1985) 160. 
39 See Genette (1980) 220, who points out that not indicating the temporal interval separating the 
moment of the narrating and the moment of the story marks a sort of ageless past. 
40 The only case where the events introduced with Hore can be placed in a specific point in the 
timeline is in Pyth. 4, due to the genealogical chronology employed in this ode. See the discussion 
below, this chapter. 
41 For examples see Ch. 5, p. 127. 
42 See also: vtoµ?; vis (Nem. 4.35); rrevraergpis Foera (fr. 193); rprarvpiöi (Nem. 6.40); &'2 xäjivvov 
(Nem. 11.10). 
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in regard to recent events as well, which shows that Pindar's main concern was not 

to date events and measure the past but rather to create links between the present and 

the past. In Pyth. 1, to take an example, he refers to the victory of Gelon against the 

Carthaginians at Himera in 480 BC and compares it to the victories at Salamis and 

Plataia: 

aQFOµat 
Iraq Ab EaAa/häos ASavaiwv xaety 
A10ov, fv Z7rdpTq, ö' Feecw apö WateCovos 

ILAxav, 
Taro Mry&to! XaAov Ayx&AOToeoi, 

7iaea aE Tay EVut'Qov iXTav 

7/L Q nataeooty vavov desvoueveo; TaAeo-ats, 
Töv e' avr' a wp' aeeTg aoAaAAwv ävöeinv 

xa oYTwv 

(75-80) 

According to Herodotos (7.166) the battle of Himera took place on the same day as 

the battle at Salamis, but Pindar makes no explicit reference to this synchronization 

as one would naturally expect 43 

The only ode where Pindar offers a more precise (in terms of chronology) 

narrative is Pyth. 4, a poem that celebrates the chariot victory of the king of Kyrene 

Arkesilas IV. Here we learn that a lapse of 20 years intercedes between Jason's birth 

and his arrival at lolkos (Fixoo-I a' exT. AFo-ars eviavrovs 104) and an interval of 5 days 

between his meeting with Pelias and the beginning of the Argonautic expedition 
(131-133). We are also informed that the Argonauts were carrying the Argo across 

land for 12 days (& xa äILFeas 25-26). Yet, what draws our attention in Pyth. 4 is 

the use of genealogical chronology, the only instance throughout the Epinicians 

where Pindar cites a `complete' genealogy. As he declares, 17 generations separate 

Battos -the progenitor of Arkesilas' clan and founder of Kyrene- from the Argonauts 

(eßaö xai o-)v azxaTq, yevvyc 10), 8 Arkesilas from Battos (aarai zooms ham SLUEI 

, ae'os AexEOI2tas 65), and 3 Kretheus from Jason (TeizaIarv a' Fv yova7s / äuuFs aü 

xai'vwv SourevSFvres 143-144). He also says that, if the clod of earth given to 

43 Although it is possible that this synchronization was politically motivated by Hieron's clan, the 
Deinomenids, it is notable that it found acceptance by both Ephoros (FGrHist 70 F 186) and Aristotle 
(Poet. 4.1459a25). On this see matter Asheri (1991/2) 57. See also Feeney (2007) 45 who notes that 
this sychronization might have not been yet established in Pindar's time. 
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Euphamos had not been washed off, the colonization would have taken place four 

generations later and Euphamos' childern `would have taken the broad mainland 

with the Danaans, for at that time they are to set out from great Lakedaimon, from 

the gulf of Argos, and from Mycenae' (47-49). Pindar never converts generations 

into years; therefore, it is impossible to establish whether he was aware of the 

Egyptian standard or not. Yet, if we attempt to apply this standard to the 

genealogical line cited here and convert it into years, it becomes clear that a standard 

genealogy might have been used for the construction of Arkesilas' genealogy. 

Twenty-five generations equal to approximately 800 years, eight generations to 233 

years and four generations to 100 years 44 Given that the ode was performed in 462 

BC, this places the Argonautic expedition back to 1300 BC, the colonization of 

Kyrene by Battos to 700 BC and the migration of the Danaans from the Peloponnese 

to 1200 BC. We know that the colonization of Kyrene took place around 650 BC, 

while the conjectural date of the Trojan War, which was considered to have taken 

place one generation after the Argonautic expedition, is the thirteenth (1200-1250 

BC) or early twelfth century (1193/1184 BC) 45 Furthermore, we also know that the 

three major migrations (Aeolian, Ionian and Dorian) must have taken place between 

1200-800 BC. Certainly, this correspondence might be sheer coincidence; it is, 

however, striking and it is curious that it has received no attention from scholars. If 

indeed a standard genealogy was used for the construction of the genealogy, it is 

difficult to ascertain whether it was employed by Pindar or the Battiads. Given that 

this is the only time throughout the Pindaric corpus that genealogical chronology is 

employed, I would be more inclined to argue for the latter. 

3.3 Depth of the Past, Linear and Cyclical Time 

It has been argued by a number of anthropologists and historians that lack of an 

absolute chronological system defies any sort of historical consciousness and 

44 For the calculations it is important to keep in mind that ancient arithmetic was inclusive; therefore 
one needs to multiply the standard 33.3 with twenty-four, seven and three generations respectively. 
45 See Eratosthenes of Kyrene (FGrHist 241 F la), who dates the Trojan War in 1183 BC, 407 years 
before the first Olympiad of 776 BC. Timaios of Tauromenium (FGrHist F 125) also places the 
Trojan War at the same period, although he calculates 417 years from the Trojan War to the first 
Olympiad. By the time of llerodotos the Trojan War was dated to the thirteenth century BC (Hdt. 
2.145.4). 
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awareness of the depth of the past. Genealogical time is normally considered as 
`structural' not historical time on the grounds that, by indicating relations between 

different groups, genealogies stratify rather than quantify the past. 6 To quote 

Vernant: 

The genesis of the world has a before and afterwards but it does 
not unfold in one homogeneous period, in one single time. The 
rhythm of this past depends not upon a single chronology but 
upon genealogies. Time is, as it were, understood, in the account 
of the relations between generations. Each generation, each ̀ race', 
yevos, has its own time, its 'age', and the durations, flux, and even 
orientations of these can differ in every respect. The past is 
stratified in a succession of 'races. 47 

Yet, as new developments have shown, forms such as the `status lineage' do not 

presuppose compartmentalization of the past and the mere imposing of a structure 

on its data. 48 As Munn points out, this misconception resulted from the tendency to 

separate lineage time from the concrete constructions of activity space-time, thus 

overlooking the fact that lineage origin is simultaneously a point in time and in 

space 49 Even though the succession of generations brings to the fore the notion of 

repetition and piling up, at the same time it involves the idea of progression and 

linear sequencing, since each new generation increases the past-50 Furthermore, 

images of generations as travelling, as well as organic images of continuous and 

progressive growth also convey time as an incremental process. 5' 

Certainly, genealogies are normally incomplete and do not reflect the real 

distance separating the past from the present. As Vansina has pointed out, in pre- 

literate or newly literate societies with no written records `historical consciousness 

works on only two registers: time of origin and recent times'52 and traditions cluster 

around the remote and recent past thus acquiring an `hourglass form'. As a result, 

people telescope the early and recent periods without acknowledging the actual gap 

46 See e. g. Evans-Pritchard (1939) 189-216, esp. 213. 
47 Vernant (1983) 79. See also Goody (1991) 94: `the oral genealogy is often more a statement about 
space than it is about time since among other things it often represents the contemporary, or near 
contemporary distribution of social groups as much as the relations between dead individuals'. 
48 Munn (1992) 97-8. 
49 Munn (1992) 97-8 
50 Both ideas are implied in the Homeric simile at 11.6.146-9 where the generations of men are 
compared to leaves. 
51 See Munn (1992) 101-2 
52 Vansina (1985) 24. See also Thomas (2001) 198-9. 
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that exists between them. Vansina called this missing intervening period `floating 

gap' because ̀ over time it tends to advance towards the present, that is, the oldest 

accounts of later times tend to be forgotten or else amalgamated with later or earlier 

materials. '53 But although people in these communities are not aware of the actual 
`depthness' of the past, they do realize that it has a certain depth. Besides, it is 

reasonable to assume that even without an absolute temporal framework the depth of 

the past can be perceived through everyday experience. For instance, visual tradition 

and traces of the past in general (e. g. tombs), make explicit the crossing of time and 

point to the distance that separates past and present. As Ricoeur noted on the 

temporal implications of traces: 

Traces of the past exist now: they are remnants to the extent that 
they are still there, while the past context of the trace -people, 
institution, actions, passions- no longer exists.... A trace, then, is 
a present thing which stands for (vaut) an absent past... To follow 
a trace, to trace back a trace, is to effect practically the fusion of 
two sides of the trace, to constitute it as effect-sign. The temporal 
implication is considerable: to follow a trace is to effect the 
mediation between the no-longer of the passage and the still of the 
mark. 54 

In the Epinicians Pindar refers to three tombs of mythical heroes that had 

survived up to his day. In 01.1.93 there is a reference to the tomb of Pelops at 
Olympia, in 01.9.99 to the tomb of Iolaos in Thebes, and in Nem. 4.20 to the tomb of 
Amphitryon also in Thebes. 55 The tomb of Pelops and Amphitryon are mentioned in 

two other odes, this time from the perspective of the past. In 01.10.24 Herakles is 

said to have built the six altars of the gods at Olympia near the `ancient tomb of 

Pelops' (äexai o-c azi trice 17DLolros), and in Pyth. 9.80-83 Iolaos is said to have 

been buried in the tomb of his grandfather Amphitryon. In Nem. 10.66 there is also a 

reference to the tomb of Aphareus around which the battle between his two sons and 

the Tyndaridai took place. By being traces of what is no more, these tombs articulate 

the passage of time and consequently point to the gap between past and present and, 

as a result, to the depth of the past. 56 

53 Vansina (1985) 169. 
sa Ricoeur (1985). See also Oakeshott (1983) 17ff. 
ss See also the reference to the tomb of Battos in Pyth. 5.93. 
s6 Strabo 9.3.6 and Pausanias 10.16.3 (=Pind. fr. 54), report that in one of his poems Pindar explained 
how the white stone at Delphi was believed to be the navel of the earth. 
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Victory inscriptions, and most specifically, historical victory inscriptions, 

would also encourage similar associations. Recording and commemoration of 

victories was a common practice in antiquity. We know of the existence of such lists 

both at Olympia57 and Delphi58 and it is plausible to assume that similar lists were 

also set up at Nemea and Isthmos. 59 These lists, which served as public archives, 

were chronologically ordered and consisted of an exhaustive record of victories for a 

particular athletic festival60 Unlike tombs, however, which could only effect the 

mediation of the passing of time, such victory lists could both represent the actual 

passage (in so far as space represents time) and re-enact it through their reading. 

Pindar's consciousness of the linearity of history is evident in the way he 

refers to past and present and registers their in-between relationship. 61 That Pindar 

clearly distinguishes between past and present becomes clear from the vocabulary he 

employs. The past is referred to with terms such as rra)cuo'g and äexar"os, and the 

adverbs n a1 and ne'eov. People of old are normally called 7raAafyovor, rrallaicparos 

yevECi, rraAauo'rFeor and 7reOTFpoi. 62 The present is usually referred to by terms such as 

vUapöv and vecö-e ov. 63 Although distinct, past and present are not seen as two 

discontinuous modes of existence; the present does not merely come after the past 

but is its outcome and also is very similar to it. This continuity between past and 

present separates Pindar from Homer and Hesiod for whom the past is qualitatively 

different from the present. The Homeric past is an absolute and discrete past by far 

57 Only a few fragments from the Olympic list have survived. (P. Oxy. 222). According to Plutarch 
(Numa 1.6) this list was edited by Hippias of Elis in the fifth century BC. There is no consensus 
among scholars whether Hippias copied the original list (see e. g. Asheri (1991/2) 53; Finley and 
Pleket (1976) 12), or fabricated it (see e. g. Peiser (1990) 37-65). 
58 Although nothing remains from the Delphic List, we know from an inscription of 335 BC at Delphi 
that the original list dated back to 590 BC. This list was destroyed by an earthquake in 335 BC, but it 

was then restored due to a copy made by Aristotle known as ITuSrovrxü, v Avayparpv. 
s9 There is evidence that such victory lists were also in use in minor local festivals. See e. g. IG IIZ 
2311-2317 which are victory inscriptions from the Great Panathenaia; cited in Schmidt (1999) 75. 
60 There is also another category of victory inscriptions known as 'Honorific'. In contrast to the 
`Historical' inscriptions which had a public function, 'Honorific' inscriptions celebrated the victories 
of an individual athlete or -less often- of a small group. For this distinction between victory 
inscriptions see Schmidt (1999) 74. 
61 Huxley (1975) 25-8. 
62 ri Aar (Nem. 8.32,8.51, Pyth. 11.46, Isthm. 5.44), of µe1. ird? ar (Isthm. 2.1) riuy n1Aar (Pyth. 6.40); 

jreö1.8 ov (Pyth. 6.28, lsthm. 5.37); na)laik 35i3os (Pyth. 5.55), rraAarai pivres (01.7.54-55), rpäuav rallaräv 
(Isthm. 4.22), naAariz xders (Isthm. 7.16-17); naAaisoaros yFvea (Nem. 6.31) naAairparov (Nem. 2.16,3.14; 
01.2.40); irarlaryövwv (01.13.50,14.4); aaAaräreeor (Nem. 6.53); it om or (Nem. 3.13); äp, 'ar"o' (01.6.89, 
Nem. 1.34). These terms are used to indicate both the mythical and historical past. The adverb ndAar, 
for example, indicates the Homeric mythical past in Pyth. 6.40, and the recent/contemporary past in 
Pyth. 11.46. 
6 Cf. 01.9.49, Pyrh. 8.33, fr. 52k. 6. 
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superior to the present 64 As Homer says in 11.12.445-449, people of old could lift 

stones that not even two people in the present can lift, an idea that comes to the fore 

time and again in the Iliad 65 In Hesiod, as the myth of Ages makes clear, the past 

also stands for a Golden Age with the present being merely its degenerated form. 66 

This chronotope of `historical inversion' -to use Bakhtin's term-, where an edenic 

past is measured against an inferior present, is not to be found in Pindar. 67 Pindar 

never devalues the present but deems it to be equally important, sometimes even 

superior to the past. In Pyth. 2.58, for instance, he confidently exclaims that, 

compared to all men of the past, Hieron is superior in wealth and honour. 68 Although 

Pindar does make references to other superior forms of existence (i. e. Isle of the 

Blessed, Hyperboreans) it is important that these are contemporaneous to the present 

and do not belong to an idealistic past age. For Pindar mythical heroes are not 

always fallible and the past has shortcomings and imperfections, just like the 

present. As he declares in Nem. 8.32-3, `hateful deception existed even long ago'. 69 

The continuity between past and present finds its most eloquent expression 
in genealogies. 70 Unlike Hesiod and the first historiographers, whose genealogical 

concerns are confined mostly to the mythical period and their genealogies are 

autonomous, Pindar's legendary genealogies always come down to the present 71 For 

64 Only in a handful of cases does Homer allow a vague connection between the past and the present, 
mainly when Homeric heroes claim that their Aeor will remain ar , rov among future generations 
(e. g. 11.3.351ff, 6.352ff, 7.87ff; Od. 1.302). In addition to this, some scholars have suggested that 
throughout his work Homer also hints at cults of heroes which were practiced during his time. See 
Nagy (1979) 114-21 and 342-3, who argued that a cult of Achilles is a submerged motif in the Iliad. 
65 See e. g 11.2.707: ö ö' äga npo'repos xai a'. peimv. It is also notable that the past of the Homeric past is 
considered to be even superior. This becomes clear in the stories of Nestor and Priam about their own 
generation. As Nestor says in I1.1.261-267, the men of his age were stronger and better than any alive 
today. 
66 Dodds (1973) 1-25. 
67 The term is used by Bakhtin (1981) 147-8, in order to describe the chronotope of epos. See also 15- 
18 where Bakhtin applies this chronotope to all high genres of antiquity, including Pindar (18). 
Although his criticisms of the chronotope of epos have a basis, he overstates his thesis and ends up in 
crude generalizations. 
68 Contrast Veyne (1988) 20: `Far from assimilating the aristocracy to heroic mythical figures, Pindar 
vigorously separates the mythical world from that of mortal men. ' 
69 See also fr. 169 and 01.9 where Pindar criticizes Herakles for stealing the cattle of Geryones and for 
fighting against the three gods at Pylos. See also 01.13 where he implicitly alludes to the insolence of 
Perseus. 
70 On Pindaric genealogies, their function and characteristics see Suarez de la Torre (2006) 97-111. 
7' Fowler (2000) xxviii; Möller (2001) 251; Feeney (2007) 80. There are only a few examples where 
early historiographers continue their genealogies down into the historical period. See e. g. the Philaid 
genealogy (FGrHist 3F 2) and the genealogy of Hippokrates (FGrHist F 59) both transmitted by 
Pherekydes of Athens. As Thomas (1989) 160 has pointed out, full genealogies must be seen as the 
outcome of literacy, in so far as chronological calculations are made possible by written methods. 
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the aristocratic families which used to lay significant emphasis upon their origins 

and inborn nature (Vv) the original ancestor was of crucial importance. 72 

Accordingly Pindar is at pains to highlight his patrons' glorious and prestigious 

ancestry and present them as the scions of mythical heroes, sometimes even of gods. 
In 01.2.41 ff Theron's clan is said to have descended from the house of Oidipous, in 

01.7.21-24 Diagoras' family, the Eratidai, are said to claim descent from Zeus and 

Amyntor, and in Isthm. 3.17 the poet declares that Melissos' clan is related to the 

Labdakidai. At times the continuity between past and present is mapped spatially; in 

Pyth. 8.35 Pindar declares that Aristomenes is following the trail (i veüwv) of his 

maternal uncles in wrestling; in 01.6.71-73 the lamids are depicted travelling along a 

conspicuous road; in Nem. 2.6-7 the victor is said to step on the path inscribed by his 

fathers (Trareiav... xa&' oMy); in Nem. 7.90-92 Pindar wishes that the victor `live 

joyfully on the well-built sacred street of his forefathers'; in Nem. 7.50-52 Aigina's 

past achievements are compared to a royal road. Once again this implies the idea of 

temporal extension. 

Expressions in the form of `even now' also point both to the continuity and 

gap between past and present 73 In 01.10.78-79 Pindar states that the present victory 

song follows the ancient beginnings and repeats (xat vuv) the initial victory 

celebration that followed the first Olympiad, while in 01.3.11-13 the Hellanodikai 

judges in the Olympic games are presented as fulfilling the ancient mandates of 

Herakles. 74 The athletic games, hero cults, rituals, festivals, and traditional 

ceremonies were all established in the past, but still survive in the present and 

function in a similar way. Eponyms also serve to bridge the gap between past and 

present. In 01.9 the city of Opous is said to have been named after the founder's 

maternal grandfather, while in 01.7 the three cities of Rhodes are said to bear the 

names of the grandsons of Helios and Rhodes: Kaliros, Ialysos and Lindos. 

Pindar's linear vision of history is clearly articulated in many of his 

narratives. In the catalogue cited at the beginning of Isthm. 7 Pindar displays a list of 

ancient Theban glories, beginning with a reference to Demeter and Dionysos, 

progressing to Theban heroes and coming down to his present time through the 

72 See Thomas (1989) 178, who stresses that for the Greek aristocratic families the original ancestor 
is by far more important rather than the length of the genealogical line. 
73 See also Mackie (2003) 63-4. 
74 Cf. Isthm. 8.61: rö xai viii rpepu Abyov. 
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reference to the Theban Aigeidai for helping the Lakedaimonians in securing 

Amyklai. If we examine the passage closely, we will see that this brief catalogue 

functions actually as a miniature Theban chronicle, `an epitome of Theban history', 

as Young called it. 75 Fr. 52i also provides a good example. The remaining fragments 

refer to two of the temples built at Delphi in a successive order: the first one was 

made out of wax and feathers and was sent by Apollo to the Hyperboreans, while the 

second was made of bronze by Hephaistos and Athena. Pausanias informs us that 

five temples in toto were built at Delphi in successive periods, and it is plausible to 

assume that Pindar must have listed all five of them in the poem. 76 This sequence of 

temples, built from the time Apollo established his oracle onward, is indicative of 

Pindar's linear concept of history since it forms, as Huxley puts it, `an architectural 

pedigree linking past and present'. " Even though there is no overt link between 

these five temples and at first glance the impression of discontinuity is evoked, as 

Sourvinou-Inwood has pointed out, the Delphic Temples myth forms an interlocking 

organic whole and has an evolutionary dimension. 8 In a way each new temple 

serves as a development of the previous one. The comparison employed at the 

opening of Isthm. 2 also shows clearly Pindar's awareness of the change produced in 

the passage of time. As he states, former poets (oi aev ircAaI... pwrEs 1-2) did not 

compose for money; they swiftly shot their hymns of love at any boy who was 

beautiful and the only thing they needed was their lyre. However, this situation has 

changed since now (viv a' 9) the Muse has given herself for hire and songs have 

their faces silvered. What needs to be stressed is that the change which Pindar refers 

to here is not presented as random or casual but alludes to a broader change that 

75 See Young (1971) 16-18. 
76 See Paus. 10.5.9-13. According to Pausanias the first temple was constructed from a bay-tree by 
Apollo after killing Python, the fourth was built by the brothers Trophonios and Agamedes, while the 
fifth at the expense of the Alkmaionid family from Athens; cf. Hdt. 5.62.3. 
"Huxley (1975) 27. 
78 Sourvinou-Inwood (1979) 231-51. As she points out, the laurel temple symbolizes wild nature, the 
feather and wax temple built by bees and birds symbolizes nature, while the other three temples 
belong to the anthropomorphic sphere and culture; the bronze temple built by Hephaistos and Athena 
belong to the divine sphere, the fourth temple built by Trophonios and his brother to the heroic 

sphere, while the historical temple constructed by the Alkmaionid family to the human sphere; see 
also the table displayed at 249. See also the discussion of the poem by Rutherford (2001) 209-41. 
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occurred in the society (money economy) and which had a profound impact upon 

poetry as well. 79 

But although Pindar is conscious of the change that time brings and the 

difference between past and present, the present is often depicted as renewing forms 

of the past and the past as still living in the present. Throughout the Epinicians, the 

victors are explicitly compared to the heroes of the past and their victories are seen 

as re-enacting past achievements. In Pyth. 6.19-23 Thrasyboulos is said to uphold the 

counsel once given by Cheiron to Achilles, namely to honour Zeus and his parents, 

while in 01.6.12-14 Adrastos' praise of Amphiaraos for being a good fighter and 

seer is said to stand ready for the victor Hagesias as well. 80 Sometimes Pindar sets 

up explicit parallels between his victors and mythical heroes; in Nem. 9.38-42 

Chromios is compared to Hektor, and in Pyth. 1.50-51 and 2.15ff Hieron is equated 

with Philoktetes and Kinyras respectively. 8' Moreover, it is notable that occasionally 
historical events are explicitly compared to mythical events. In Pyth. 1.61-62, to take 

an example, Aitna is said to have been founded in accordance with the laws of 

Hyllos. 

Furthermore, mythical heroes and dead ancestors are also presented as still 
living in the present. As we have seen in Chapter 2, existence in Hades and in the 

Isle of the Blessed is contemporaneous with existence on the earth. Pindar often 

addresses mythical heroes to join the performance82 and very often dead ancestors 

are said to rejoice at the victories of their glorious descendants. At the end of 01.14 

Pindar claims that the Echo of his song will reach Persephone in the Underworld, 

who in her turn will inform the victor's dead father about the victory of his son. 

Likewise, in Pyth. 5 he reassures his patron Arkesilas that the epinician will be heard 

by his dead forefathers in the Underworld: 

äTFp3s öel 7rpö & Aavoy zTepor Aaxövzes Ai'av 
ßaarýlees iepot 
Fvri" 

, ueyaAäv ö' aesTäv 

79 On this matter see Kurke (1991a). On the emergence of a money economy during that period see 
Seaford (2004). 
80 See also Isthm. 7.31-33 where Strepsiades is said to have emulated Meleagros, Hektor and 
Amphiaraos with his victory in the pancratium and Isthm. 1.3 9-40. 
81 For Hieron's parallelism to Kinyras see Currie (2005) 258-95. 
82 Pelops (01.1.36); Aiakidai (Isthm. 6.19). See also Nem. 4.46-53, where Teukros, Aias, Achilles and 
Neoptolemos are addressed as if they were still alive. 
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Qav»ero1äv xw/Lwv ti7rO % t1/U o-rv, 
ä. oüom not x»ovi¢ (pQevi, 
o*(pöv SDVov viii Te xorväv % Qiv 
FvYixöv r' Aex5oi2a 

(96-103)83 

Victors are presented enjoying the favour of the gods and prospering with 

their blessings just like their forefathers, 84 while the excellence of their genos is also 

referred to as unfailing and continuous. In Isthm. 4.4-5, for instance, the 

achievements of the Kleonymidai are said to be in constant bloom (K? EovvhI3ar 

3! Uovres aiei). Uninterrupted prosperity is also ascribed to the cities whose victors 

Pindar celebrates. In 01.13 Order, Justice and Peace, are said to have always dwelt 

in Corinth, while in 01.14.1-4 Orchomenos is presented as the eternal abode of the 

Graces (Ka po-kov i rwv / Aaxor"o ar airy vaizrz xaAAbrcoAov Meav, / iu Anraeäs äoi tAor 

gaot7Frai / Xgeaas $pxouFvov", 7ra)vat7ovcwv Miwav a7rio-xoiroi). Even when this 

prosperity is interrupted, this lasts only for a limited period of time. As Pindar points 

out in Nem. 11.37-42, generations of men are like fields or trees which are not always 

fertile and fruitful: 

4exa7ai ö' aeeTai 
a"ieovz' LUaoo-öusvar yevearrs ävöewv o"9evos" 
Fv oxe 4 ö' oür' & Aaivar xapaöv eacwxav 

aeougar, 
o voeea T' oüx E Mer 7räoais man, mp2ots 
a"v3os 6,7jaes coeperv IAour4 to-ov, 
, U' evaiceißovrt. as 

3.4 Historical Causation 

We have seen in Chapter 1 that Pindar often ascribes causation and fulfilment of 

events to chronos. Yet, as will become clear in what follows, change and events are 

seen as the outcome of other factors as well. The Gods, Potmos, 86 Moira, Ananke, 

even Tyche, all are held responsible for change. Zeus is often said to bring events to 

83 See also 01.8.81-84. 
84 See Nagy (2002) 71 who refutes Bakhtin's assertion that the chronotope of 'historical inversion' 
characterizes the poetry of Pindar. 
eS As Suarez de la Tone (2006) 110 notes: all members of a genealogy 'emanent d'une semence 
divine ou heroique dont la force est par-dessus ces vicissitudes'. 
86 On Potmos in Pindar see Gerber (1988) 44 who notes that the word normally `denotes one's 
destined course of life and especially the power that is responsible for the manner in which this 
course is run'. 
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fulfilment and it is to this ability that he owes the title `Fulfiller' (ri ios) by which 

he is addressed in 01.13.115 and Pyth. l. 67.87 But other gods can function in a 

similar way; in Isthm. 7.25 it is Ares who brings Strepsiades, the victor's uncle, to his 

fated end. 88 Apart from the Olympians, Potmos and Moira also are associated with 

the causality of events. In Nem. 11.42-43 Moira is said to `steer the mortal race' and 

in Pyth. 5 is held responsible for bringing the Aigeidai from Thera to Kyrene (AUA 

Mo7ea res aye' 76). Likewise, happiness, misery and one's rLos are also ascribed to 

Moira in Pyth. 2.35-37 and Nem. 7.57 respectively. 89 In a few cases these agencies 

are used interchangeably which renders it difficult to draw a sharp distinction 

between them. In Isthm. 1.39-40 Potmos is said to have set the victor aboard the fair 

weather of old (vv"v 3' a$Trs äexaias eneßao-e IV7, aos / ovy7evi; ebauzetas). In a similar 

context in Nem. 2.7-8 it is Chronos who is said to have guided the victor on the path 

of his fathers (lraTetav /... xa, 'Y ö8öv viii ez Sziiroa7ros / atci, v). The blending of the above 

agencies becomes even more evident in 01.9.60 and fr. 94a. 16-20, where Chronos 

and Ananke appear in a very similar context. In the first passage Zeus is said to have 

taken Opous to Lokros `lest time destroy him and impose a destiny without children' 

(ij xa2r. Aor viii aiiov rrörpov e'co ýars / Zecoavöv yev&äs. ). In the second passage the 

meaning is exactly the same but in this case it is Ananke not Chronos which is said 

to destroy a childless house (LU' iLrivi tci Anro'rrxvos 0700 ýj nciµirav oTxos ßiaic b'aILFis 

äväyx¢). Finally, one must also refer to the example of Pyth. 12.29-32 where 8aitccwv 

and chronos are used interchangeably: bx N TeAzurao-er viv'"rot o-91Lgov / 8alAwv - rö 
N 1Joea*ruov oü 7raQSouxTOv- ä11A' zwo-rat xeovoc / ozrros, o xai Tnv' aSllrrriO ßaAwv / earranw 

yvcvAas rö /zb & o"Fi, -rd ö' oL rw. Among these external factors of causality one could 

also mention Nomos which, according to Pindar, is the king of everything and 

`guides all things, making the most violent deed just by its pre-eminent hand' 

(fr. 70b81). 9° 

87 See also lsthm. 6.45-46 where Zeus is summoned to consent so that Telamon may father a bold son 
(7rai3a ýQaa Y Eý VQtßoia; / 

... T& 0a1). 
88 

x aciri; [fl 7r6T/LOY /LEY AQr AJMIl EY 
89 See OI2.35-37 (o rw N MOfQ', ä TE 7raTQonov / TÜIYÖ' E, 'eEI TOY EUlQQOYa 1r T/LOY, 

ýEOQT(0 0'UY Wp / EA! 

Tt xai 7T t' 97f1,7raXiYrQäaeAoY W4 xxov(p) and Nem. 7.57. 
90 Lloyd-Jones (1972) 45-56 identifies Nomos with the law of Zeus, but there is no unanimity among 
scholars on the word's significance. Some (e. g. Pavese (1968) 47-88 and id. (1993) 143-57) take 
Nomos to mean `custom', while others (e. g Ostwald (1965) 109-38), interpret it as `law of Nature'. 
See also the recent discussion by Kyriakou (2002) 195-206. 
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In addition to the above agencies, Tyche is another factor which can affect 

the flow of events. As Pindar asserts in Isthm. 4.31-33, `even when men strive, 
Fortune remains hidden before they reach the final goal, for she gives some of this 

and some of that (Ti)v ra 'c xai rri v a, aor), and the skill of inferior men can overtake 

and bring down a stronger man'. Pindar's belief in the power of Tyche is most 

evidently expressed at the opening of 01.12, where Tyche is hailed as `the one who 

saves' and is presented as the controller of ships, wars, and human councils: 

Ato-o-oaar, ira7Zrvös V2vSýeprou, 
74a av Fveuo-S9zve' iiatpnro)et, OWTEIea Tüxa. 
Tiv yap ev drovrq xußepviuvrat &oai 
vaq, ev -ego-q) TE Aatkeoi lröAE/hot 
xäyoeai ßouAacpöeor. 91 

(1-5) 

From Aristides we also learn that in his Hymns Pindar narrated the suffering and 

change of fortune that befall men throughout the whole of time. 92 As Pindar declares 

in 01.7.24-26, an ode which articulates this idea in the most eloquent way, `there are 

countless snares that hang around the minds of men' (& i 3' ävýpcnrwv (ppaaiv 
4/c7rAaxiar / ävapi. 9, u'QToi xeEAavrar"). The three mythical exempla that follow this 

gnome revolve around the idea of the casual occurrence of events and the 

unreasonable forces that might urge man to act in a specific way. Tlepolemos kills 

his bastard brother due to tumult of mind (30), while the sons of Helios forget their 

father's prescriptions because a strange cloud of forgetfulness approached them and 

made them forget their duty (45-47). 

From what has been said so far, the strong impression is evoked that Pindar 

ascribes the causality of events exclusively to external factors and that man plays no 

role in the change and development of things. Vivante has credited Pindar with this 

deterministic view of history arguing that he visualizes action as an outcome, `as a 

divine fulfilment taking place outside the domain of individual responsibilities': 93 

91 For a detailed analysis of the significance of Tyche in the poem see Nisetich (1977) 235-64. 
See also: Tüxa gqhroks (Hymn 39.1 Snell); T' a Airer, 4(Hymn 40.1 Snell); Mote6v j idv ETvar riv 
Tü, v xai imee riis A44 Ti ioxiew (Hymn 41.1 Snell), and Aristid. Or. 3.466= fr. 38 (ev e"erAw-rv as' 

vrx¢ rrxa / oü o"Sevos. ) 
92 Aristid. Or. 3.620. On the importance of Fortune in general see also Van Groningen (1953) 110. 
93 Vivante (1971) 124. 
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He [Pindar] mentions cursorily or does not mention at all those 
myths that absorbed the mind of the tragedians, Oedipus, the 
House of Atreus, Prometheus... His mind rested at ease upon 
those in which the action seemed to take place in its own right, as 
a force of nature, impeded by problems of individual 
responsibility. 94 

It is clear that this `mythical representation of action', 95 as Vivante calls it, is 

consistent with his ideas about mythical time and the existence of a `mythical 

design' discussed in Chapter 1.96 However, to accept such a view is to deprive 

Pindaric heroes of all their strength and morality and reduce them into mere 

playthings in the grip of the gods, Moira, Chronos, Ananke and Tyche. It is true that 

some times Pindar explicitly defines an action or event as determined. Indeed, the 

Epinicians are replete with prophecies while the gods and Fate are often depicted as 

controlling the lives of mortals. Yet, Pindar does not conceive life merely as the 

unfolding of fated outcomes and the future as a plane entirely closed and 
determined. Only if we acknowledge and accept this, can we explain the plethora of 

prayers, future wishes, and warnings we come across throughout the odes. 
Prophecies and the gods' knowledge of the future do not necessarily indicate dire 

determinism. As Munson has pointed out in relation to prophecies in Herodotos, `a 

divine prophecy that something will happen or even that it is bound to happen 

indicates unerring divine foreknowledge of the event but not necessarily that the 

divine will be its cause' 97 Necessity does not necessarily eliminate an agent's free 

will or constrain his choices but can also respond and adapt to these. Even when 

events are. fated, mortals can influence their outcome. In Pyth. 4, for example, due to 

the servants' carelessness the clod of earth is washed off prematurely, thus delaying 

the foundation of Kyrene for thirteen generations. This point also helps us to explain 

why gods often need to intervene in order to secure that a fated event will be 

actualized. So, in Pyth. 4 the Pythia must remind Battos of Medeia's prophecy 

regarding the colonization of Kyrene, and in Pyth. 5 Apollo must intervene and 

protect Battos from the lions so that `he might not fail to fulfil his oracles' (60-62). 

94 Vivante (1971) 123. 
95 Vivante (1971) 124. 
96 See Vivante (1972). 
97 Munson (2001) 31. 
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Likewise, in fr. 52f. 89-91 Pindar says that Achilles would have captured Troy before 

its fated day, if it had not been for Apollo. 

It is true that in many cases Pindaric heroes are depicted as acting with free 

will and as being responsible for their actions. The examples of Bellerophontes 

(01.13), Tantalos (01.1), Ixion (Pyth. 2), Koronis and Asklepios (Pyth. 3), provide 

telling examples, in so far as their insolence is in no case described as determined or 

fated. On the contrary, the verbs employed in all these cases serve to highlight their 

personal involvement and responsibility and their inability to control their desires. 

Ixion, not content with the happy life he received from Zeus, became enamoured 

with Hera (uaxeov ob, - n; F rvFV oo HAßv, warvo luvar s ieaaiv, /Ha ý'H a 3T' Fe u aaoaro 
Pyth. 2.26-27), Tantalos, unable to digest his great happiness, stole ambrosia and 

nectar from the gods and gave it to humans (äUä yae xa rardiiat / /d7av ; A6ov oüx 
eöuväa3w, xoeq) 8' 2ev / äzav wreeonAov 01.1.55-57), while Bellerophontes, Koronis, 

and Asklepios desired things inaccessible to mortals. 98 It is also notable that, 

whereas man is often portrayed drifted by the external winds and breezes of 
Chronos, 99 occasionally his destiny is seen as being determined by his inner winds 

and breezes as well. As Steiner observes, ̀ The wind that is associated with emotion 

can shape a man's destiny no less than those which direct him from without'. 1°° So, 

in Nem. 3.42-43 Pindar says that he `who has mere learning is a shadowy man; ever 

changing his purpose (&Uor' tW a irvicwv), he never takes a precise step, but attempts 

innumerable feats with an ineffectual mind. 
The openness, or at least semi-openness, of the future is also manifested in 

the counterfactuals, namely in those cases where Pindar refers to possibilities that 

existed at a given point in the past but were not actualized. At the end of Nem. 10, 

Zeus offers to Polydeukes the chance to choose between two equally possible 

futures; either to become immortal and live at Olympos for ever or to exchange his 

immortality with the death of his brother (83-88). Polydeukes rejects the gift of 

immortality and chooses instead to share the death of his brother Kastor. In Isthm. 8 

98 ö Tor rMeAlr 
Aee[ e IlayaooS / öeo7roTov ä. HAovr' e; oveavoü 7=, 9goü; /F elv FGB-V öwi1vQIv 

Bd. beocpövrav / Z', 7vös. (Isthm. 7.44-47); 3or rot raürav tceyaav Av 1Tav / xalUnrz7rAou AiAa KopwvI'os 
(Pyth. 3.24-25); it xep et xai o-otpia WaTat. / ITearrev xai xeivov ¢yavoei Aio,, O xpVO* Ev XE 017"y 
(paves (Pyth. 3.54-55). 
99 See Ch. 2, p. 39 for examples. 
10° Steiner (1986) 69. 
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Themis reveals to Zeus and Poseidon, who quarrel over who will get married to 

Thetis, that it is fated for Thetis to bear a son mightier than his father (32-36). As an 

alternative to this future Themis suggests Thetis' marriage to Peleus. Once again, 
both alternatives are presented as equally possible. There is a similar case in Pyth. 4. 

where Medeia narrates what would have happened, if the clod of earth had not been 

washed off, and in Nem. 7.24-27 where Pindar declares that, if the Greeks could have 

seen the truth, Aias would not have committed suicide. Mention here should also be 

made of a special type of counterfactual, which de Jong has defined as if not- 

situations. 'o' While in counterfactuals the conditional clause precedes the main 

clause and both clauses are hypothetical, in if not-situations this order is reversed 

and the conditional clause always describes a real event. 01.12.13-16 seems to 

belong to this second category. Here the poet declares that Ergoteles' glory would 
have dropped its leaves, if he had not been exiled from his hometown, Crete: 

H1/ 

, gTor xai TFa xev 
evaoýCäxas T' &AexTwe ovnovt Trap' eozi¢ 
iwclleýs zrýca xarerpullAoeooa-ev iroöwv, 
ei ju, 9 aTaors ävrräverea Kvwo"ias o' i ea-e 

mireac. 

It is significant that all these unactualized possibilities are seen as true alternatives 

to that which took place after all. As Morson notes, `For a determinist, there are only 

two types of events-actualities and impossibilities. What happened had to 

happen'. 102 The fact that Pindar employs counterfactual thinking clearly indicates 

that he did not consider the future to be entirely determined and closed; although 

men are constrained by a number of external forces, and although many events are 

determined, mortals can still make decisions and have genuine choices. 
To be sure, unlike tragic heroes who change ̀ in time', heroes in Pindar do not 

normally change and do not undergo transformation. Yet, the material world within 

which they act does change because of them. Their actions alter, destroy, create 

anew and leave concrete traces which are still visible, or at least comprehensible, in 

the present; the olive-trees at Olympia, the establishment of the athletic Games, the 

foundations of cities, all these were done by heroes in the past. Furthermore, we 

101 De Jong (1987) 68-9. 
102 Morson (1993) 477. 
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must not forget that Pindar often reassures his patrons that their achievements will 

leave their traces in time, like the deeds of their ancestors and the victories of 

previous athletes whose names were commemorated in victory lists and songs. 

Consequently, apart from external factors, such as Ananke, Moira, Chronos and 

Tyche, man also has a share in the development and change of events; he is not 

merely part but also creator of history. 103 

3.5 Conclusion 

The primary concern of this chapter was to problematize the conventional view of 

Pindar as an archaic poet with no historical consciousness and with an exclusively 

cyclical and deterministic sense of time. 104 Truly, Pindar often depicts the present as 

being a renewal of the past and the past as still living and being immanent in the 

present. It is also true that he often presents chronos as closed and events as 

predetermined. Nevertheless, as I hope to have shown, this stance is only one side of 

the coin; Pindar is conscious of the linearity of history and often explicitly 

recognizes the change that the passage of time brings. Furthermore, he does not see 

man as a plaything at the mercy of fate or of a divine plan but as being partly 

responsible for his destiny and the course of events. It would be more just to Pindar 

rather to argue that his poetry manifests a view of time that is both linear and 

cyclical. Pindar acknowledges change and the gap between past and present but at 

the same time tries to close it by emphasizing that certain things and values, such as 

the inborn excellence of a genos and the divine favour enjoyed by a family or city, 

can endure the flow of time. To be sure, the cyclical view of time is more prominent 

and the ultimate impression left by all epinicians is one of rest and stability. Yet, this 

feature needs to be seen in relation to the ideology of the epinician genre; in order to 

praise his noble patrons Pindar needs to emphasize the notion of stability and present 

the recent victory as renewing the glory of the past and presaging the glory of the 

103 Something similar occurs in Homer, where events are described as caused either by the god's will 

or by human action. See Crotty (1982) 3ff. On ancient causality, see Lesky (1966) 78-85 and id. 

(2001) 170-202; Gaskin (2001) 147-69; cf. Munson (2001) esp. 31-3 who discusses the notion of 
Ananke in Herodotos and points out that even when Ananke (in the form of transcendent Necessity) is 

held responsible for the causality of events, she is presented as the result rather than the cause of 
human action. In Herodotos Ananke does not constrain human choices but responds to them. 
104 See, among others, Fränkel (1955); Norwood (1945); Finley (1955); Vivante (1971) and id. 
(1972). 
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future. As the next chapter will make clear, Pindar needs to emphasize the 

immanence of the past in the present if he is to ensure for the present a place in the 

future. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NARRATING THE PAST: MUSES AND TRADITION 

xat -rjv Iltvöcieou ag zoü 7Tot7)TO5 oixiav xat Tou5 ätrorovouc Tou" 17wMeou )eyouo? v 3Tt 31erpüWev 

4 av3eos aiöoT Tj 17tvScieou. (Arrian, Anab. 1.9.10) 

In the previous chapter we have examined Pindar's vision of the past and his 

perception of history. The current chapter will be attentive to the ways in which 

Pindar acquires his information about the past and tries to reconstruct it. Special 

emphasis will be laid on the role which is ascribed to the Muse and oral tradition in 

the transmission of the past and on the purposes that Pindar's stance might serve. As 

will become clear, Pindar's attitude towards the past differs greatly from that of his 

predecessors, Homer and Hesiod; throughout his Epinicians Pindar is concerned to 

emphasize his ability not only to narrate the past but also to re-write it. 

4.1 Muses in Homer and Hesiod 

4.1.1 Homer 

In epic poetry the remote past is always evoked for its own sake and is presented as 

superior to the present, glorified and elevated. Access to this past is achieved 

through the assistance of the Muse; the epic bards call upon the Muses both at the 

beginning and in the middle of their poems asking them either to provide 

information about the past or to help them with the vastness of their material. ' Even 

though the Muse's essential role in epic poetry is widely accepted, there is no 

consensus among scholars about her precise function. Some, for instance, declare 

that the poet is merely the medium through which the Muse transmits her voice; 2 

1 There are six invocations to the Muses in the Iliad and a proem invocation in the Odyssey. For the 

role of the Muses and the informational element of the invocations in Homer and Hesiod see Minton 
(1960) and id. (1962). According to him the only case where an invocation is an appeal for 
inspiration and not for knowledge is 11.16.112-113 ("E0-7Te re YUv µo1, Moro-at VAüµ ua d4Lar' fxouaaar, / 
ö=wm öj 1rei7rov true ZjwrEOE VWuo-iv Axariwv.. 
2 See e. g., Ahl and Roisman (1996). 
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others argue for an intellectual relationship between the poet and his Muse. 

According to Murray: 

it is the Muses who see the events of the past, not the bard.. 
. the 

Muses can communicate their knowledge to the bard, but there is 
no suggestion that they do so by transporting him into the past and 
giving him a direct vision of a bygone age. 3 

Others maintain that the epic Muse does not merely enable the poet to remember but 

also allows him a direct vision of the past 4 It is due to this, they argue, that the epic 

bard presents the events as unfolding in front of his eyes: 

the past.. . 
becomes `present', both in a temporal and in a spatial 

sense: it is turned from `then' and `there' into `now' and `here' 
within the context of a special social event and through the actions 
of a special, authoritative speaker'; the poet 'stages the 
participants in the performance event as spectators of the epic 
events from the past... producing a sustained attempt at enargeia, 
`vividness'. 5 

Whatever the case is, what interests us here is that in epic poetry the Muse is 

presented as the only source of the past and that no information is ascribed to other 

sources. The epic bard presents his song as depending entirely on her and attributes 

no information at all to tradition. As Bowie observes, in Homer: 

There is no hint that there might be or might once have been other 
versions, far less any attempt to suggest that his version is 
superior or `right', while other versions are inferior or'wrong'. 6 

Even though the epic bards draw on oral tradition and owe much to previous and 

contemporary poets, they never concede such a debt but choose instead to falsify the 

way they actually learn under the name of the Muse. 7 According to Scodel: 

3 Murray (1980) 93. 
4 See e. g. Bakker (1997). The bibliography on the relationship between the epic poet and his Muse is 
vast. See among others: Macleod (1983) 1-15; Ford (1997) 396-414; Finkelberg (1990) 293-303. 
Finkelberg compares the ancient Greek bards to the Yugoslav singers and points out that one of their 
main differences is that the former sanction their song by attributing it to the Muse, while the latter 
usually ensure its truthfulness by ascribing it to tradition and previous poets. 
3 Bakker (1997) 15. 
6 Bowie (1993) 10. 
7 Ford (1992) 57-89. 
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Homeric epic relies on rhetorics of traditionality and 
disinterestedness ... the rhetoric of disinterestedeness implies that 
epic song, despite its traditional content, depends for its 
transmission not on oral tradition but on the Muse, who instructs 
the poet anew at each performance .8 

In Homeric poetry there is no indication of what Andrew Ford calls, `horizontal 

transmission'. 9 The transmission of any information about the past comes 

`vertically', directly from the Muses and the poet never admits any poetic or 

historical influence. This is clear in Phemios' claim in Book 22 of the Odyssey, that 

he is self-taught and that god has made all sorts of songs to grow in him, 10 since by 

attributing everything to god he actually denies any relation to tradition and previous 

poets. " Similar observations can be made about the proem to the Catalogue of Ships 

in Book 2 of the Iliad, where Homer juxtaposes his own knowledge, which is 

confined to what is heard (xXFoc), with the Muses' eyewitness knowledge: ̀ for you 

are goddesses and are present and know all things, but we hear only a rumour and 

know nothing'. 12 By this statement the poet points to the superiority of eyewitness 

knowledge and contrasts it with mere rumour; what is heard is not always true and 

cannot be trusted. Accordingly, only the Muses can provide a truthful account of the 

past, in so far as what happened in the remote past necessarily lies outside people's 

purview. 13 

There are only three cases in Homer where the narrator attributes information 

to tradition (narrator-text); in 11.2.783 he says that the Arimoi are believed ((paar) to 

be Typhos' abode, in 11.17.674-675 that the eagle is believed to be ((paaly) the fastest 

bird, and in Od. 6.42 that Olympos is said to be ((paoi) the abode of the Gods. 

Nevertheless, the verb cpaoii (they say) is found 39 times in the direct speeches of the 

$ Scodel (2002) 65. 
Ford (1992) 95. 
Hom. Od. 22.347-348: aýrotW a. xros ö' 

. 9F4 öe 
jaor 

Fv rpeaoiv äµar / navroias evF(puov. 
Contrast Fernandez and Heubeck (1992) ad Od. 22.347-349 according to whom Phemios' claim 

that he is self-taught does not imply that he owes nothing to previous teachers but that he has the 

capacity to apply the traditional repertory of inherited poetic craft to the particular case. As they 

argue, Phemios' patronymic (Teeriu hc) in Od. 22.330 firmly places him within a family tradition. 
1Z 1144 

5 yae 
&Eai zeTe ndpaod re TOTE re 7ravra, / jazri ö8 

xA os oTov axov'o/cev oäää Ti 2Azv (11-2-485- 
486). 
"As far as recent events are concerned a witness can be as reliable as the Muse. This can be inferred 
from Hom. Od. 8.488-491 where, in complementing Demodokos for his song about the Trojan War, 
Odysseus declares that he must have taken his information either from the Muse or from a witness. 
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heroes (character-text) 14 which abound in mythical allusions and references to 

mythical exempla. 15 Apart from eight cases, where the subject of the (pawl utterance 
is defined, in all the rest the speaker remains unspecified. 16 Homeric heroes usually 

recall the past in order to clinch a point, exclaim their glorious ancestry, and offer 
didactic and moral examples. However, due to their limited purview heroes -with the 

exception of poets like Phemios and Demodokos who enjoy the Muse's favour- 

know the past only through what is said about it; they know stories about the past 

transmitted in oral tradition, the Am ävöpwv of which Achilles sings in Book 9 of 

the Iliad. Even though these stories are believed and apprehended as true accounts of 

the past, it is noteworthy that Homeric heroes often comment on tradition's fluidity 

and treachery and occasionally even degrade it as unreliable. This point is 

particularly evident in the case of genealogies, where heroes often dispute one 

other's ancestry and challenge it as mere rumour. 17 The comment of Aineias in Book 

20.248-249 of the Iliad, where he refers to the `slippery tongues of mortals' who can 

say all sorts of stories is exemplary of this attitude. 18 Along with such direct 

criticisms of the fluidity of tradition, the way in which Homeric heroes rehearse the 

past starkly articulates its constant re-construction, in so far as they all conceal, 
distort and tailor past events to fit their own purposes. Even when stories are based 

on their own experiences (as in the case of Nestor), they always tend to highlight 

only those elements which are most appropriate for the present occasion. 19 As 

Andersen succinctly put it, in the Iliad the past is in constant making. 20 

14 See e. g. 11.19.96,13.631,24.615 and Od. 7.323. Edmunds (2006) mentions some of the cpaor- 
statements found in Homer and other poets without, however, drawing a distinction between the 
statements uttered by the primary narrator and the mythical characters. 
1S See e. g. Alden (2000). 
16 See de Jong (1987) 237-8, where she cites all the relevant passages. De Jong divides the 
unspecified (paoi statements into three categories: those which a) concern information which does not 
result from the speaker's autopsy; b) refer to somebody's descent; c) contain a reputation or 
universally admitted fact. 
" See Ford (1992) 57-89. 
IS On a commentary on the passage see Ford (1992) 63 ff. 
19 The stories of Nestor provide an eloquent example. See also Olson (1995) Ch. 3, where he discusses 
Odysseus' story-telling in Scheria. As he points out, 'his 'tale' cannot be read as a documentary 
source for his past and any 'development' which took place in him over the course of it would have 
to be understood as in the first instance a product of his own intentions as a narrator' (44). 
20 Andersen (1990). The fluidity of tradition is evident in the Odyssey as well. In his recent study of 
kleos in the Odyssey, Olson (1995) has drawn attention to the elaborate way in which Homer presents 
the everyday workings of oral tradition especially in Ithaca, Scheria and the mainland; rumours are 
setup very easily and disseminated very fast. 
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Although in Homer all hints and comments on tradition's fluidity occur in 

the embedded narratives, they need to be taken into serious account. Alden has 

recently shown that secondary narratives in the Iliad or, as she calls them, `para- 

narratives', are never ornamental but serve to promote the main narrative by 

repeating `in a minor key the elements of major events within the main narrative'. 1 

Consequently, even though the Homeric narrator does not explicitly attribute 

information to tradition and does not comment on its contradictory character, he 

does so implicitly, through the secondary narratives. But if this is the case, how can 

we interpret the poet's insistence on presenting the Muse as the only source of the 

past? Some have assigned this epic attitude to the poet's lack of self-consciousness 
but, as has been recently shown by a number of scholars, this is hardly the case. 

According to Scodel, 22 the reason rests on the epic bard's ignorance of what was 

traditional for his addressees since epic poetry was intended not for a specific but for 

a Panhellenic audience. The tradition was vast and many different versions of myths 

were in circulation. As a result, every time that the poet has to choose from the 

plethora of stories, there is a `crisis'. The Muses serve to protect him from the 

vastness of tradition and guarantee the truthfulness of his account. By lifting his 

song above the realm of mere rumours and tradition the epic bard confers authority 

on his account and ensures its truthfulness. As Scodel observes: 

The Muse protects the poet from anxieties about his own memory 
and the tradition; she guarantees that he remains within the 
tradition and so permits him to select among variants, adapting as 
he must... Simultaneously, she protects the poet from excessive 
demands from the audience; if the source of the song is 
supernatural, he cannot modify it to please the most powerful 
members of the audience or its largest segment 23 

4.1.2 Hesiod 

In Hesiod the Muse still remains the main witness of the past and in the four 

invocations found in the Theogony and the Works and Days24 she is summoned to 

provide information and help the poet with his song. But whereas the Hesiodic 

21 Alden (2000) 15. 
u Scodel (2002). 
23 Scodel (2002) 89. 
24 Theog. 105-115,965-968,1021-1022; Op. l-10. See also Op. 661-662. 
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narrator links his song with the Muses, he is also at pains to stress his own 

contribution to its creation. This is evident in the two proem-invocations. The 

Theogony opens with a hymn to the Muses and the poet dedicates 103 lines to a 
description of their constant dances and his encounter with them on Mount Helikon 

(Dichterweihe), laying special emphasis upon their theogonic songs (44-50,66f, 11- 

21). After the proem, the Muses are invoked to help the poet sing of the beginnings 

of the world (104-115)25 One would naturally expect that the ensuing song would 
be very similar to the theogonic songs ascribed to the Muses in the proem. 
Paradoxically, Hesiod's song differs from its divine counterpart in terms of content 

and structure. 26 As Clay pointed out, this difference must be understood as the poet's 

effort to indicate that he does not attribute his song entirely to the Muses. 7 

Something similar occurs in the Works and Days; while the poem opens with an 
invocation to the Muses, a few lines below Hesiod self-differentiates from them by 

the use of the personal pronouns rüvT / zyw; `You Muse', he says, `sing of Zeus, 

while I will tell Perses of true things instead' (9-10). 28 

Even so, the Hesiodic Muse is still presented as the only source of the past. 29 

Like Homer, Hesiod acknowledges no poetic predecessors and attributes 
information to tradition only twice: a) when he declares that the fifth day of the 

week must be avoided because ̀ it is said that in that day the Erinyes assisted at the 

birth of Oath''30 b) in the description of the Echidna, with whom `men say that 

Typhon the terrible was joined in love'. 31 Hesiod makes no explicit comments on the 

25 Hesiod employs three different verbs in asking the Muses to help him with his song: ööre ö' 
iýcaeoeva-av dorärýv (104) E; 6-re ö' iLs (108) raürä /cot e"opera (114). 
26 In general, Hesiod's song is simultaneously a cosmogony and a theogony in so far as it includes 

references to the origins of natural phenomena as well. Furthermore, Hesiod begins his song by 

referring to the absolute beginnings (Chaos and Eros) and not the primordial couple of Gaia and 
Ouranos, as the Muses do in their song. For a detailed discussion see Clay (1988) 323-33. 
27 Clay (1988) 323-7. 
28 See Stoddard (2004). In lines 661-662 however, the poet explicitly declares that the Muse has 
taught him the hymn that follows. 
29 See the two invocations in the middle of the Theogony: vu"v N' 

. 
9%äav ro tov äe10-are, jövemrai / 

MoVoar tiAvi irld e;, xoüear due aiyiö oio (965-956 and 1021-1022). 
30 Op. 802-804: I1 uirras ö' i a)Aao ar, hut' x"irai re xai aivai / ev n4=Tv i' coav"v Eervüas 
4W, -roAeüe1v / "Opxov yervoAsvov, röv "pr; rFxa it u' 'iri4xors. 
31 Theog. 304-307: j ö' Zeur' aiv Aet4wtcrv ünö X9öva Auyej 'E t a, / iL&¢varos vü/cq xai äyreaoc 

? ara irävra. rr N Tv ova fpaoi Atrru va: iv IQ: A6r, rI / ÖErvo'v 6ßQIoT1]v T' avofböv »' iAsxcnriÖi xo{%p? J. It 

is notable that one of the three cases where Homer employs the verb VavI is a reference to Arimoi as 
the abode of Typhos: ar'v Aei4kotS i9 tpaci TucpWeos f var eivag (11.2.783). In her discussion of the 
cpaa statements in Ilesiod, Stoddard (2004) 51 argues that their aim is to stress the narrator's self- 
consciousness of being subject to the ignorance that characterizes human race. 
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fluidity of tradition either. He does not seem preoccupied or troubled by the 

contradictive nature of tradition and does not try to settle existing contradictions. In 

fact, he often lists different versions of a single story which might be complementary 

to each other or even rival and inconsistent without making a choice, an attitude 

referred to by Rowe as the `feature of multiple approaches'. 2 For example, in the 

Theogony the segregation between gods and men is explained both by the story of 

Prometheus and Pandora (40ff. ) and the myth of Ages (106ff. ), while the Moirai are 

presented as children of Night (214-223) as well as children of Thetis and Zeus 

(900-907). 

An implicit criticism of tradition is found, however, at the preface of the 

Theogony, where the poet refers to his encounter with the Muses on Mount Helikon. 

In that encounter, he claims, the Muses revealed to him that, apart from the truth, 

they also know how to tell lies similar to truth ('a v i/ieüb'ea 7ro)Jka )FyE, v E'14L0ro-rv 

Lia, /; LV a' F$'T' cNAw/h v icAoS¬a mev aa-3ar 27-28). Even though it is difficult 

to establish the statement's exact meaning, I endorse the suggestion that it is a veiled 

criticism of tradition's contradictory character which aims to preserve the Muses' 

credibility. As Fowler observes, ̀ Were they [the Muses] to claim to speak only truth, 

contradictions among their human mouthpieces would raise insoluble problems and 

fatally undermine the claim'. 33 

4.2 Muses in Pindar 

From all the above it is easy to infer that the Muse in Homer and Hesiod is primarily 

associated with information and stands as the only source and witness of the past. In 

Pindar the Muse still occupies a significant role and the poet calls upon her both at 

the beginning and in the middle of his poems. Yet, Pindaric invocations differ 

greatly from the ones found in Homer (and Hesiod) in terms of style and content. 

The invocations that open an ode are normally appeals to the Muse to join the 

performance and assist with the creation of the song and are not requests for 

32 Rowe (1983) 126. 
33 Fowler (2001) 102. 
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information. 34 In Pyth. 4. l-3 the poet asks the Muse to stand by Arkesilas and swell 

the breeze of hymns owed to Apollo and Artemis, and in Nem. 3.1 to come to the 

island of Aigina and give from his skill an abundance of song 35 In the invocations 

found in the middle of an ode Pindar calls upon the Muse either to help him find a 

new song or stand by him and assist with the celebration of the victor; 36 in Pyth. 1.60 

he exhorts the Muse to help him find a loving hymn for Hieron (äy' ITrEIT' Ai-rvas 

ß00-I ET cpr7uov e' LQ fL v Lvov) and in 01.9.80-83 he expresses the wish to be 

`creative' and avant-garde. Similar observations can be made about the invocations 

found in the fragments. In fr. 52h. 15-17 Pindar prays to the Muses to provide skill to 

his art (e]nrw 'zo car 3' Ovpavoü r' Eb re1r) 4) Suyazpi / Mvaa[oJ n (vI xo' aw t' 

Eütcaxaviav aiN v) and in fr. 52f to help him sing the sweet essence of honey. 

Invocations in the form of a question occur only five times throughout the 

Epinicians37 and are all found in the middle of an ode 38 With the exception of 

Pyth. 4, in all other cases the Muse is not explicitly addressed. Yet, as Minton has 

pointed out with regard to the Homeric invocations, appeals to the Muses can 

sometimes be implicit. This is, for example, the case with the so called `faded' 

invocations in 11.5.703,8.273 and 11.299 where, even though the identity of the 

addressee is passed over, it is apparent that the narrator's questions are directed to 

the Muse. 39 Pindar's `anonymous' invocations are modelled on the Homeric ones in 

terms of style, content and diction; therefore, it is plausible to infer that their target 

addressee is also the Muse. 

34 The same observation can be made about Bacchylides, who in his opening invocations asks the 
Muses to open and lead the song and not to provide information. See e. g. Ep. 1.1,3.1-3,12.1,13.1. 
Although lyric poets ask the Muse to transfer knowledge about the past (cf. Ibykos 151.23-31 PMGF; 
Alkman 14 PMGF; Stesichoros 193.9-11 PMGF), as Finkelberg (1998) 163 and n. 6 observes, very 
often their invocations are merely requests to the Muse to begin a song. 
35 See also Nem. 9.1 and 01.10.3. 
36 Apart from the Muses, Pindar occasionally invokes other divinities to help him with the 
composition of his song. In 01.14 he asks the Graces to sing a song, in 01.2 he addresses three nrs- 
questions to the Hymns, and in Isthm. 7 he invokes Thebes. 
37 01.10.60-64,13.18-22, Pyth. 4.71-72,11.22-25, Isthm. 5.39-42. See Mackie (2003) 51-4. Mackie 

also includes the invocation that opens Isthm. 7 and which is addressed to the city of Thebes. I do not 
consider this invocation to be equivalent to the ones addressed to the Muses; therefore I do not 
discuss it here. 
38 The only case where an invocation in the form of a question is found at the beginning of a poem is 
fr. 29 which opens with a catalogue of things from the history of Thebes. Here the poet expresses his 

perplexity about what to narrate first and, even though he does not refer explicitly to the Muse, it can 
be inferred that he addresses his questions to her. 
39 Minton (1962) 208-9 and id. (1960) 304. See also de Jong (1987) 45-50; Edwards (1991); Minchin 
(2001) 172-4. 
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But does this superficial similarity indicate that Pindaric invocations serve 

similar purposes as well? Is the Pindaric Muse primarily a source of information 

about the past as the majority of Pindarists maintain? 40 In order to provide an answer 

to the question, let us examine each of the five questions that Pindar addresses to his 

Muse and try to ascertain their aims and function. Pythian 11 celebrates an athlete 

from Thebes and its mythical narrative dwells on Agamemnon's murder by 

Klytaimestra. After mentioning the act of murder, the poet poses a twofold question 

regarding Klytaimestra's motives: was she driven to that heinous crime by her lust 

or by her intolerable grief for the sacrifice of her daughter Iphigeneia? Even though 

the Muse is not explicitly addressed in the question, this can be inferred: 

lrözeeöv vrv äp' 7cpryever' e7r' Euel7rp 
o-(pa%9e7o-a rFAe naTeas 

exv«ev ßaeu7rd1aaov öpooar zöAov; 
j meW AeXer äajzaýo/Levav 

evvuxor aaeayov xoizar; 

(Pyth. 11.22-25)41 

This is not an easy question and it certainly defies a simple answer. But instead of 

giving an answer the poet moves on with his narrative leaving his dubitatio hovering 

in a way that never occurs in Homer. 42 

Similar is the case of 01.13, an ode in honour of Xenophon of Corinth. 

Xenophon's athletic victory, which is taken to reflect the inventiveness of his 

hometown, leads the poet to a triple question concerning inventions credited to 

Corinth: the dithyramb, the bridle and the bit, and temple decorations: 

-rat; Amoy'oou a49FV eýApavev 

ovv ßoi; AaTq. Xapmo; a&eW(p 

Ti; y4 imrEiors ev Fvzeovtv, L Tea, 
j &6v vao7o-iy oiwvi7w ßaorA öIJ'uhov 

ao Although many scholars do acknowledge that Pindar does not link his Muse solely with the past, 
they still tend to emphasize the Muse's role as a source of information at the expense of her other 
functions; see the recent extensive discussion by Mackie (2003). Contrast Scodel (2001) 123, who 
draws attention to the fact that Pindar does not cite his Muse as an authority for his versions. See also 
Calame (1995) 51, who argues that the Muse in Pindar is merely a literary convention. 
41 Analogous is the example of the rhetorical dubitatio we come across at the beginning of Book 4.1- 
6 of the Argonautika of Apollonios Rhodios, where the primary narrator wonders whether Medeia 
flees from Kolchis out of fear or because of her infatuation for Jason. 
42 It has been suggested that Pindar's twofold question about Klytaimestra's motives was probably 
influenced by the heroine's representation in Aischylos' Agamemnon; see e. g. Herington (1984). 
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F7IESTK P. 

(01.13.18-22) 

Once again the Muse keeps silent and the question is left open; throughout the poem 

there is reference neither to Arion, inventor of the dithyramb, nor to the inventor of 

temple decorations. To be sure, Pindar dwells on the mythical story of the invention 

of the bridle and bit by Bellerophon later on, in lines 60-92. Yet, this account, along 

with some other mythical references, is preceded by the poet's emphasis on his own 

role as the agent of what is about to follow: 

eyý) öF faros ev XOIv%o OTOAZI; 
Aziv TE yaeU&)v aa. Aaiyövwv 

aö%euöv r' tv veauals aesTar"o-rv 

oü ýievaoýc'... 

(49-52) 

Let us move on to the example of Isthm. 5, an ode for Phylakidas of Aigina. 

In lines 38-42 the poet lists four Trojan heroes, Kyknos, Hektor, Memnon and 

Telephos, asking for the names of their defeater: 

aAa vUV Aor 7TSU35Y" Aire, Tlve; KUxvov, T%veS 'ExTopa 7IEcaYOV, 

xai azpärap%ov All07Twv a(poßov 
Mefcvova xa txo ipav" TI ap' zo-Mv TQtecpov 
TpwOFV eil äopi Kaixou crap' ox, 9ars; 

(38-42) 

As can be observed, although the Muse is not explicitly named, the poet's 

exhortation in line 38 (Aa vüv icon 7r JS v) is a clear indication that his questions are 

addressed to her. Achilles is the answer to all four questions; yet, instead of naming 

the hero, the poet suffices to provide the general answer that one's mouth proclaims 

Aigina as the defeaters' homeland: to7o- v A' ? vav 7reOcOfeSr a'roaa 7ri Teav (43). Though 

inadequate, this is still an answer. But where does it come from? Is it from the 

Muse? The word o-roAa which here means `everybody' (literally, everybody's 
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mouth) indicates the opposite; there is no need for the Muse to provide the answer, 
for everybody knows and proclaims it 43 

That leaves us with two more invocations, the ones found in Pyth. 4 and Ol. 

10. What distinguishes these two invocations from the above three is that they are 
followed by a full answer. In the invocation in Pyth. 4 the poet asks the Muse to 

reveal the beginnings of the Argonautic expedition and its consequent dangers: 

TES yäp äpxa a''azo vaumkias, 
Ti; äe xiväuvos xpaTFpor"s 2 

, uavzos 
O)O"ev ao/I 

," 
(70-71) 

The invocation, which is the most `epic' throughout the Pindaric corpus, alludes to 

the opening of the Iliad, where the poet asks the Muse for the beginning of the 

quarrel between Achilles and Agamemnon (Tic r' aQ o pwa SF Zv ii iuvF12xe 

Ec xo 9ai; 1.8). Although formally the question in Pyth. 4 is on a par with Homer, the 

is a difference in their function. While this quarrel and the consequent wrath of 

Achilles constitute the focal point of the Iliad as a whole, the causes and dangers of 

the Argonautic expedition, apart from being very well known, 45 are of secondary 
importance in Pyth. 4. It is rather the encounter with Triton, the bestowal of the clod 

of earth to Euphamos and the prediction of the colonization of Kyrene that stand out 
in importance in this ode; yet, all this information is included in Medeia's speech 

(13-56) which precedes the invocation to the Muse. 

In 01.10 the mythical narrative concentrates on the foundation of the Olympic 

Games by Herakles. After the kephalaion-ring the poet asks for the names of the 

first Olympic victors. 6 Notably the answer which follows the invocation is given in 

the form of the Homeric catalogues, with the names of the victors listed 

accompanied with some details 47 Nonetheless, as some commentators have pointed 

43 It is notable that the heroes mentioned here allude to Homer and the poems of the epic cycle; 
Hektor to the Iliad, Kyknos to the Shield of Herakles, Memnon to Aithiopis and Telephos to the 
Cypria; cf. the catalogue of heroes cited in Isthm. 2.81-83 and the comments by Famell (1932) 21 and 
Nagy (1990) 414-15. 
44 See Braswell (1988) ad 161-164 for a detailed discussion of the invocation. 
as See Hom. Od. 12.70, where Argo is defined as ̀ known to all' (Apyd nävr aiAouo-a). 
46 01.10.60-63. 
47 On Homeric catalogues and their difference from lists see Minchin (1996) 3-20. 
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out based on the catalogue's style and structure, the catalogue was probably based 

on an actual written record to which Pindar had access. 8 

From all of the above it becomes clear that all five Pindaric invocations to 

the Muses are actually pseudo-invocations in so far as they evoke certain 

expectations only to undermine them. While in Homer the Muse always provides an 

answer to the poet's requests, in Pindar her role as a witness of the past is radically 

altered. 49 But if the Muse is not the purveyor of the past anymore, what is her role 

and function? As can be inferred from the rest of the invocations found in Pindar, 

the Muse is now associated with the skilful composition of the song; Pindar often 

asks her to help him find a new song, 50 stand by him during the performance and 

assist with the celebration of the victor. 51 In fr. 52h. 15-17 he prays to her to provide 

skill to his art, in Pyth. 1.60 to help him find a loving hymn for Hieron, while in 

01.9.80-83 he expresses the wish to be `creative' on her chariot. In this respect, 

fr. 52f. 50-61 is also illuminating. Here Pindar declares that it is impossible for 

mortals to know the truth about the beginnings of the strife of the immortals, 

emphasizing that only gods can entrust to them this kind of knowledge. 

Accordingly, the poet turns to the Muses, whom he invokes as daughters of 

Mnemosyne, and asks them to listen to his appeal. Although one would naturally 

expect that he would summon for information about the causes of the gods' 

`immortal strife', instead he expresses his desire to sing the sweet essence of honey. 

Finally, it is notable that in fr. 52k. 39-40 Pindar makes mention of the arts of the 

Muses by using the word rEXva (Motaaiais ävfahm9di r' va(i]o-i /zer0717erov). 12 

This new role overtaken by the Pindaric Muse is reflected not only in the 

invocations but also in her overall representation. In Homer and Hesiod the Muses 

48 See the discussion in Ch. 8. 
19 Contrast Bacchylides Dith. 15.47-49. Here the poet asks the Muse to reveal to him who of the 
Greeks spoke first before the Trojan assembly. The name of Menelaos is given as an answer in the 

exact next line: Moioia, T t; iremroc A67wv &exev drxalwv; / IlAeto,, evi3'ac MeveAaos yciev;, &Atl iTE 
/(p9eyýar'. Another thing that needs to be mentioned here is that Pindar, whenever he feels 

overwhelmed, he prefers to leave aside his current subject and shift his attention to the present and 
the praise of the laudandus (e. g. Nem. 10.19ff). Occasionally he expresses the desire to narrate the 

past in shorthand by following a short path (e. g. Pyth. 4.247-248). In a few cases, he even claims that 
he cannot expand on the achievements of the past because the laws of the epinician genre do not 
allow it. In contrast to Homer for whom narration of the past constitutes the only aim, the epinician 
poet has his glance fixed always on the present. 
so See e. g. 01.3.4: Moio-a ourw Brot 7rapeo'ra poor veomi aAov aveövrr n irov / 4twpIi vwväv evaeaöýau 

, TJA W/ ii7Aa4xwjcov. On the newness of the song in Pindar see Miller (1982). 
S' See e. g. Pyth. 10.3,5.24. 
52 In Pindar the word re, Yva bears the sense of `skill' and `craftsmanship'. See Slater (1969) s. v. reXva. 
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are always associated with song and dance and the poets usually invoke them by 

using verbs such as ̀ sing', `hymn', 'tell'. 53 In the extensive description of the Muses 

offered by Hesiod at the proem of the Theogony, for example, the Muses are 

explicitly linked with eternal singing and dancing and the description is replete with 

verbs and phrases which bear similar connotations. Pindar, on the other hand, 

associates his Muses with preoccupations other than remembering and singing. His 

Muse ploughs, (äeöo-ar Nem. 10.26), welds gold with ivory (xolu4 Nem. 7.78), tends 

weapons (re'co i 01.1.112), swells hymns (aüý, ns Pyth. 4.3). The Pindaric Muses are 

also described as having wings (nTEpri7Foo-w cEQ vr' äyAaai / HIEQiIwv Isthm. 1.64) 

as well as a comb (xTEV! HIFet&y fr. 215 Snell-Maehler). These novel metaphors and 

new attributes ascribed to the Muse are indicative of her new role; the Pindaric Muse 

does not merely report, but creates, alters and transforms. 54 The only case where she 
is linked with mere song is Pyth. 3 and Nem. 5, where Pindar refers to the marriages 

of Peleus and Kadmos55 at which the Muses were present, and Isthm. 8, where the 

Muses are depicted mourning over Achilles' dead body. 56 It is, however, noticeable 

that in all three cases the Muses referred to are the epic not the epinician ones. 57 

The new role of the Muse has an impact upon her relationship with the poet 

as well. Mackie compares this new relationship between poet and Muse with that 

53 äuröov Horn. 11.1.604, Hes. Theog. 75; iisloeo: Hymn Hom. 20.1; Eo rr: 11.2.484,11.218,14.508, 
Theog. 114; e"vveire: 11.2.761, Od. 1.1, Hymn. Hom. Ven. 1, Hymn. Horn Pan. 1; Uizvei: Hymn Hom. Merc. 
1. 
540f course, it goes without saying that the Muse also reflects the general atmosphere of the festival: 
the song, dance and festivity. 
ss #zAirqpzYdY ev 6'e, Motoäv (Pyth. 3.89-91); ti' fv I7aAJ /Moro-av o x6rUro-rosXopös (Nem. 5.22-23). 
sb'LJUxcüviar nae. vot /aTäY, z7d 9pjvöv Ta rrXrpafiov e"Xsav (Isthm. 8.57-58). 
57 It is worthy mentioning here that Pindar never explicitly juxtaposes his epinician Muse with her 

epic counterpart but tries to underscore her distinctive character in an implicit way. A clear-cut 
distinction seems to have been made by the sixth century elegiac poet Mimnermos. At the proem of 
his Smyrneis, Mimnermos distinguishes between two kinds of Muses: the older and the younger ones. 
Paus. 9.29.4 (=Mimn. 13 West): M1WvEQaos öe eaeyeia is rqv uä v 7ror1joas 1-1v. Ecvevaimv re6s 1'ti7, v re 
xai Avöoüs, cp, /oiv Ev Ti neootakp SvyaTieas Oupavou" Tire 6Qxato-repas Moüo-as, roürov äe Was vemrepas 
ervar aik na3as. Boekeder, cited in Rutherford (2001 a) 42 n. 4 1, suggests that this distinction is based 
on the information purveyed; the older Muses dispense knowledge of early and mythical events, 
while the younger Muses of more recent events. Others declared that the distinction lies in the fact 
that the older Muses provide Panhellenic information, whereas the younger ones are concerned with 
local history; see e. g. Bowie (2001) 62. A similar distinction occurs in the sphragis of the Persai of 
Timotheos of Miletos (fr. 791.202-233 PMG). Timotheos juxtaposes the new Muse (j. oGvav veoreuxi 
203), whom he presents as the patroness of his song, with the older Muse (1raAaroTeeav poüoav 211- 
212). In this case, however, the new Muse seems to allude to a new style, in so far as Timotheos 
along with Philoxenos, Melanippides and Kinesias, belong to the `New School' dated between late 
fifth and late fourth century. For the New School of poetry see D. A. Campbell, Greek Lyric V.. - The 
New School ofPoetry & Anonymous Songs and Hymns (London 1993), 1-8. 
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between a pair of Homeric hetairoi who work together as a team and help each 

other. It is significant that Pindar never calls himself a `servant of the Muse'. He 

prefers instead to present himself as her famous proclaimer, 58 which indicates the 

high status he claims for himself. Throughout his poetry Pindar is concerned to 

stress his own role in the composition of his song. He is the one who finds a new 

way `to join to Dorian measure a voice of splendid celebration' while the Muse 

stands beside him (01.3.4-6), it is he who imparts the Muse's song to the voices of 

the young Aiginetan men (Nem. 3.9-12), and it is he who promises to bear witness 

for Hagesias' glory with the Muses' consent (01.6.18-21). Even though the chariot 

and the bows belong to the Muses, the poet is the one who shoots the bows and 

drives the chariot. 59 

The Muse is still essential for the composition of the song, but her main role 

now is rather to help the poet to create something new and help him in his search for 

the truth. This idea is nicely articulated in fr. 52h, where Pindar asserts that men who 

search out the deep path of wisdom without the maidens of Helikon are blind: 

rjucaAa(i 7&Je ävöeiuv peeves, 
3J0Trs äveu, 'P EAixwvrä2cuv 
ßS tav e... (.. 1. wv eeauY i o-ocpias öööv. 

(18-20) 

Another thing that calls for our attention here is the use of the verb seeuvw which 

means `seek'I'search for'. 60 Even though the verb occurs before Pindar, as far as I 

know it is never found in a similar context. Its use here is significant, for it points to 

the effort needed for the composition of poetry. The path of wisdom (which here 

stands for `poetry') is deep and demands, in addition to the Muse's help, effort, time, 

knowledge, and research. Given this, it is not a coincidence that a few lines below 

58 See Pind. fr. 52f. 6: iv Pi Ae öeýau xpöv(p /c oT tp. ov 17IEQIIWY irpocyciTav 
59 See e. g., 01.9.5-8,13.96-97,9.81, Nem. 6.28,9.53-55. The Muse acquires a somewhat similar role 
in Simonides. In fr. 11.19-22 on the battle of Plataia, the poet asks the Muse to be his `helper' 
(k7rixovpov). Simonides witnessed the events at Plataia and the Persian Wars; therefore it is clear that 
the Muse is not invoked in order to provide information but rather to ensure the quality of the song 
and guarantee its survival in the future. 
60 The verb is employed four times in Pindar in order to denote ̀ search' and therefore effort: 
01.13.113, Nem. 3.24, fr. 61.4, fr. 109.2. See also Theognis fr. 769, who employs the verb j aioµar 
(=seek after) in a similar context: Xej Mouo-iuv &pci7rovra Kai' 9-t7fAoY Ei Tr nEproo'öv / Ei iý, oorprýs µý 
loYEQÖY TE)IL9EIY, / Q'. UA Ta uii, Ai7ja-3al, Td ! SE ÖEIxvvyat, älliia as' 7meTv. 
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(21-22), Pindar calls his task a rro'vos, a word which denotes hard work. " E uvw is 

once again used in 01.13 where, in enumerating the victories won by the victor's 
family, Pindar asserts that, if one searches throughout Greece, he will find more 

victories than the eye can see. 2 Here the poet juxtaposes what is visible with the real 

truth that lies underneath and is accessible only through search. A similar example is 

found in Nem. 3 where, after digressing, the poet exhorts himself to bring his Muse 

back to Aiakos and his clan and search for his themes in the local mythological lore 

(oixoSev /1AT LE 31). 

The new more intimate relationship between the poet and his Muse also finds 

expression in the poet's appeals to the Muses to leave their divine rooms, come to 

the specific place of the performance and stand by the victor. In Pyth. 4 and Pyth. 11 

the Muse is asked to stand by Arkesilas and Deinomenes respectively, and in 

Nem. 3.1 she is exhorted to visit the island of Aigina where the performance takes 

place (Nem. 3.3). 63 This comes into contrast with Homer and Hesiod who usually 

address the Muses by reference to their place of dwelling 64 Far from being a distant 

deity, the Pindaric Muse stands now at the poet's side as his helper and friend. 65 

Clearly, the Pindaric Muse differs greatly from her Homeric counterpart. 

Instead of providing information about the past she helps the poet to be creative and 

assists him in performing his song with skill. The more traditional role of the epic 

Muse is to be found in Bacchylides whose comments on his own personality as a 

poet, his aims, and work methods lack the rigour of Pindar's. In fact Bacchylides 

often presents himself as the servant of the Muses. 66 As Bowra has put it, while 

Pindar depicts himself riding in the chariot of the Muses and playing his part from it, 

Bacchylides sees the poetic chariot as driven by Kalliope and as external to 

himself. 67 

61 This idea is also implied in the recurrent comparisons of poetry to crafts, whose aim is to stress the 
skill with which poems are constructed, see e. g. Bowra (1964) 1-41; Ford (2002) 113-30. 
62 Pind. 01.13.112-113: Xa1 rr o-ai xrI E/. Uý ' euei7'nrs eeevycov tz4ao-ov' 47 o löeµev. See also fr. 61. 
63 Sappho seems to have a similar relationship with the Muse. In two of the surviving fragments 
(frr. 127 and 128) the poetess asks the Muse to come down on earth. 
64 See e. g. Hom. 11.2.484,11.218,14.508,16.112; Theog. 1,25,52,75,114,966; Op. 1. 
65 See Morisson (2002) 80 who, in discussing Pindar's invocation to his Muse at the beginning of 
Nem. 3, lays emphasis upon the use of d with the vocative of the Muse (', ß nörvra Maiaa, µärep 
A, uzTzea, Aio-o-opaw... ). As he notes, `This use indicates impatience, familiarity or lack of reserve and 
demonstrates that the narrator is treating the Muses as "his own familiar friends"'. 
66 See e. g. Ep. 4.7-8,5.13-14,13.228-229, fr. 63. 
67 Bowra (1964) 39. 
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4.3 Tradition in Pindar 

At this point a question arises: if the Muse ceases to be the main source of the past, 

where does Pindar acquire his information from? As we shall see from what follows, 

this role is now overtaken by tradition; Pindar often resorts to tradition and suggests 

that his knowledge of the past is based on nothing more immediate than verbal 

narratives. As Kurke noted, `Paradoxically, Pindar's greatest innovation is his self- 

conscious traditionality'. 68 Such attributions to tradition are normally introduced by 

the verbs Qpaol and AFyETar (both in the singular and plural), and phrases such as Aöyos 

&o-rn, coa-r s Fort, Ae-toA VÖV Fow. In 01.7 the myth of the emergence of Rhodes from 

the sea is recorded as an ancient report avri S' icvSQthnwv rraJ aiat / eHvmec 54-55) as 

well as Aiakos' divine parentage in Nem. 7 Ile ovT/ 'yae A; 6 I v/v WWI IhaTeoa&Kotc 

yovar"s preüo-at 84) 69 All these cpao- -statements occur in a narrator-text not in a 

character-text. The only instance when characters ascribe information to tradition is 

Pyth. 4, where the citizens of Iolkos, wondering about the identity of the stranger 

with the one sandal who has just arrived at their town, state that he cannot be one of 

the two sons of Iphimedeia because both are said to have died on Naxos. 70 

It is notable that many of these attributions to tradition are preceded by an 

invocation to the Muse. In fr. 70b. 23-25, for example, Pindar presents himself as the 

herald of the Muse and then moves on to attribute the ensuing account of the 

marriage of Kadmos and Harmonia to tradition (ßp4 a). In fr. 70a. 14-15 while he 

68 Kurke (1991) 259. 
69 In the rest of the chapter I adopt the term `(pao -statements' to cover all these different varieties. See 

e. g. rpavrr. Pyth. l. 52,2.21,6.21, Isthm. 8.46a; llärovrt: 01.2.28,9.49, Nem. 7.84, fr. 52m. 9,70a. 15; 
1le7ovrat: Pyth. 3.88, Isthm. 4.7; ) yerar: 01.6.29, Nem. 9.39. See also Nem. 1.34 (6rQüvwv dexa7ov A6yov) 

and fr. 52h. 45-46 where attribution to tradition is implied. A few dispersed examples of such appeals 
to tradition are also to be found in other lyric poets, see e. g. Alc. 42.1 (cam A 47o; ), 339.1 (ts )l los ex 

nam'Qwv 3ewea), 360.1(65 yap I=r' Aprarrö (z/Lov sparioT' oüx 47rdAatcvov Fv Ziraero Aö7ov enrgv) PLF; 
Ibykos 303.3 PMGF ((päats E o-r ý6eorciv); Mimn. 14.1-4 (West); Sapph. fr. 166 PLF; Thgn. 1287 
(West); Stesichoros 192.1 PMGF; Sim. 579.1 PMG. All such statements are normally cast in the 
present tense. Only exception constitutes the verb tpavro in the New Sappho which is in the imperfect 
tense. Edmunds (2006) 24 observes that, `The imperfect can be understood, rather, as continuing the 
contrast between then and now articulated in lines 3-6 -black hair then, white hair now, nimble then, 
stiff now. Likewise, ecpavro contrasts implicitly, (1) what Sappho used to hear about old age but did 

grasp, with (2) what she now understands about old age in general, or (1) what she used to hear and 
thought that she understood, with (2) her present contrasting view of her own old age. ' On the New 
Sappho see also West (2005) 1-9. 
70 Pind. Pyth. 4.88-89: ev öe Ngep (pavri Saver"v Anraeg / Igo Aa3fiIas na2as, ()rov xai as, To2Aazts 
EiruV ra ävae. 
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prays to the Muses to continue `to foster the garland of songs', he then moves on to 

ascribe the story of Perseus to tradition (Mob-at, Sao; 4or'av / ]yäe Fiixo/cat. k yovrr 
ae ßeoroi... ). Occasionally, such appeals to tradition are preceded by remarks or 
images which denote innovation. In 01.9.47-49 Pindar proclaims that he will 

rehearse the story of the foundation of Opous with novelty. Yet, the account that 

follows is introduced with the verb A'yov7i (49). Likewise, in Nem. 7 the mythical 

narrative is introduced with 1J. 'ovrr, although it is preceded by the poet's declaration 

that his Muse binds together gold and white ivory with the lily flower (77-79), an 
image which indicates innovation 7' 

It is true that such unattributed appeals to tradition are quite general and 

vague. As Hartog puts it, `This is a kind of a floating narrative. It is not known 

when, how, by whom, or for whom it was produced' 72 Although Pindar attributes 

gnomai to specific poets such as Homer and Hesiod, 73 this does not normally occur 

as far as mythical accounts are concerned, even when it is clear that he draws on a 

specific poetic work. In Pyth. 6.21-23, to give an example, Pindar says that 

Xenokrates upholds the precept which `they say that Philyra's son once gave to the 

mighty son of Peleus in the mountains'. From the scholia74 we learn that the precept 

that follows comes from The Precepts of Cheiron, a work attributed to Hesiod. 75 

Yet, Pindar makes no reference to Hesiod but chooses instead to attribute his 

narrative to the unspecified Soavri (21). 76 Some scholars prefer to take Pindar's 

attribution of information to the ireMeoi as references to his literary predecessors 

and not to tradition in general. For example his statement Aeyö vov N Tou"TO TreoTreewv 
/ Egos &w in Nem. 3.52-53 is translated by many scholars as `The story I have to tell 

7l See also 01.6. Although in lines 22-25 Pindar announces his intention to travel with the victorious 
mules back in time in order to talk of the victor's ancestry, in line 29 he introduces the story by 
Aeyerar. 
72 Hartog (1988) 271. 
73 See e. g. Homer: Pyth. 4.277-278; Hesiod: Isthm. 6.66-7. See also Pyth. 9.94-96 where a gnome is 
attributed to Nereus. 
74 Schol. ad Pyth. 6.22 (Drachmann II, 197). 
'S Hes. fr. 283 (M-W) 
76 Pindar's tendency to hide his literary predecessors contrasts Simonides who often acknowledges 
them. See e. g. 542 PMG where he quotes a saying of Pittakos, ruler of Mytilene, 564 PMG where he 
mentions Homer and Stesichoros as his sources for his account on Meleagros, 19 and 20 (West) 
where he once again acknowledges Homer, 581 PMG where he criticizes an epigram of Kleoboulos, 
and 579 PMG where he alludes to Hesiod. 
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was told by former poets. '77 Although this is both a possible and plausible reading, 

there is nothing in these passages which favours this over a more general 
interpretation. Therefore, I would rather say that Pindar deliberately leaves such 

attributions quite vague so that he can have it both ways. 78 In contrast to Pindar, 

Bacchylides attributes information to tradition only twice in his epinicians: in 

Ep. 5.57 and 155 where he employs the verbs t 'ovo"º and ºpaO'iv respectively. 79 

Moreover, in fr. 5.1-4 he explicitly admits that knowledge about the past can be 

transmitted horizontally; `one gets one's poetic skill from previous poets', he 

declares, ̀ for it is difficult for one to discover the gates of verse unspoken before'. 

4.3.1 Appeals to Tradition in Other Genres 

A question still remains: what purposes do these 9aai statements serve? Before 

trying to provide an answer, let us consider how such statements function in other 

genres. As noted above, attribution of information to tradition is rare in the literature 

before Pindar where the Muse still monopolizes information about the past. But even 

in the first historiographers, Hekataios, Pherekydes, Akousilaos and Herodotos' 

younger contemporary Hellanikos, such appeals to tradition are limited. No 

statements in the form of `it is said' or `people say' are recorded in the remaining 

fragments8° apart from an example of )lF77Tai in Hellanikos. 8' This restraint from 

attributing information to tradition can be ascribed to the fact that these 

mythographers realize the problem of the contradictive character of tradition and 

therefore seek to authorize their accounts by means other than open appeals to 

tradition. 82 

In the preface of his Genealogies Hekataios proclaims that the myths of the 

Greeks are many (7ro/Uo: ) and ludicrous (7aAoror) and that he is going to say what 

77 See e. g. Race (1997). See also O1.1.36: 'Son of Tantalos, of you I shall say, contrary to my 
predecessors (irpore'ewv)'. 
78 By attributing a narrative to tradition in general he presents it as the canonical account, accepted by 

all, not merely by a few poets. On the other hand, by leaving it to be inferred that he derives his 

accounts from previous poets, Pindar stresses his knowledge of the previous poetic tradition, thus 
elevating his status as a poet. 
79 See also fr. 20a. 14. 
80 There are also two instances of ýpaai in the sixth century philosopher Pherekydes of Syros (1.20, 
2.18). 

7ý 81 Hellanikos fr. 26a (Fowler):, azT6 J TaUra AsV-rat JJoo'E, ÖW xa) A7rAAWYa ÖOVA61 of Ado, JcoVTI... 

82 See Hekataios fr. 19 (Fowler), where he rejects Hesiod's account (fr. 127 M-W) of the number of 
the children of Aigyptos. 
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seems true to him and not what is commonly believed. 83 Through this programmatic 

statement Hekataios declares his independence from tradition and favours instead 

his own personal judgement (aö a). From the Suda we learn that Akousilaos claimed 

to have copied his genealogies from bronze tablets dug out by his father. 84 With 

Herodotos and the emergence of the historical spirit in the fifth century tradition, 

which up to this time was hidden under the veil of the Muse, is now explicitly 

invoked and presented as the only available source whereby one can reconstruct the 

past. Herodotos' work is replete with general statements in the form of `people say' 

or `it is said'. 85 In historiography, such statements have a twofold function: on the 

one hand, they indicate a source and therefore invest the narrative with authority; on 

the other, they indicate a degree of unreliability by pointing to the gap that exists 
between past and present and the fact that the past can only be known through 

discourses. 86 After Herodotos, the material becomes richer and a plethora of 

examples of (paai-statements can be found. Even in Thoukydides we find a few 

isolated mythistorical passages with examples of the use of AeyFZar. 87 As Westlake 

remarks, although historians usually take vac'-statements in Thoukydides as 

indicating a degree of unreliability exactly because they escape verification, such 

statements do point to the authority of some source. 
Appeals to tradition are more frequent during the Hellenistic period. 

Kallimachos' boast that he sings nothing unattested (äµcierueov ovN. v ceIBw 612.1) is 

a representative example of this tendency. However, the function of such appeals is 

not anymore to confer authority but to emphasize poetry's learned and erudite 

character. Hellenistic poets were innovators and avant-garde; far from repeating 

what had been already said, they attempted to emulate their predecessors by 

subsuming and transforming the previous tradition in order to create something 

original. Latin poets also resorted to tradition very often. 88 As Hinds observes, such 

appeals to tradition are now employed in order to `underline the allusiveness of the 

verses and intensify their demand to be interpreted as a system of allusions.. . By 

83 Hekataios fr. I (Fowler). For a discussion of the fragment see Fowler (2001) 101ff. 
84 Suda a 942= Acusilas Testimonia I (Fowler) 
85 As Evans (1991) informs us, there are 300 citations of (paof-statements in Herodotos. 
86 Fowler (1996) 272. 
87 On A 'arar in Thoukydides see Westlake (1977) 345-62. 
88 Ovid's poetic work, to take an example, especially the Metamorphoses, is replete with terms such 
asferunt, dicunt etc. 
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attributing information to tradition the poet notes that the things he is about to say 

are said [in tradition] but also, specifically are said [in his literary predecessors]. i89 

In Pindar appeals to tradition do not indicate unreliability but serve to stress 

that what it is accounted for is neither his invention nor his personal view. 90 

Commenting on the myth of the foundation of Rhodes in 01.7, Verdenius notes that 

Pindar places the story among the old stories of men, `in order to mask the fact that 

he partly invented it' 91 This view is also adopted by Young92 and more recently by 

Pfeijffer, 93 who maintains that `the reference to earlier authorities is a rhetorical 

means to camouflage personal mythological inventions or adaptations' 94 

4.3.2 Oral Tradition as an Authoritative Source 

At this point a reasonable objection would be that by nature oral tradition cannot be 

an authoritative source. Yet, it is important to bear in mind that Pindar lives in an 

oral culture where knowledge is mainly transmitted orally, through utterances. In a 

fine discussion, Luraghi interpreted the 'äxo+statements' found in Herodotos as a 

cultural option, stressing that the historiographer employed them as his sources in 

order to present to his audience `the local knowledge in a recognizable way'. 95 so 

rpawi statements do not necessarily indicate unreliability but constitute a cultural 

phenomenon. These statements refer to what is socially acceptable and believed, 

what oral historians would call the 'social surface', namely `what a society knows 

and holds true about her past'. 96 By employing heard material, Pindar legitimates his 

narrative about the past and invests it with efficacy and value; even though his 

89 Hinds (1998) 2. 
90 This point is enhanced by the fact that occasionally rpac statements are employed in order to credit 

an assertion with validity and promote the praise of the victor. See 01.2.28-30 and Pyth. 6.19-23. 
Often cpaoi is employed to indicate proverbial material as well; see e. g., (pavri: Pyth. 7.19,4.287; 

, 
U7traf: Nem. 6.56; A yiptyow eQ&o: Pyth. 5.108. 
91 Verdenius (1987) 74. 
92 Young(1968)87. 
93 Pfeijffer (2004) 221. 
94 See also Schmid (1998) 161-2 and Richardson (1985) 395. For appeals to tradition in general see 
Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) on Hor. Odes 1.7.23 (105), who point out that such attributions to 

tradition serve to claim that a story is traditional and do not indicate scepticism. So Newman (1967) 
46, who notes that the use of ferunt, dicuntur and similar verbs in Latin poetry serve to stress 
dependence on tradition. 
91 Luraghi (2001) 158-9. 
96 Gehrke (2001) 286. 
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information is not provided by the Muse, his accounts are `socially authoritative' 
because they are derived from the `social store'. 

4.3.3 Local and Familial Myths 

As we have noted above with regard to epic poetry, 97 the epic bard couldn't know 

what would be traditional for his audience because his song was Panhellenic in 

orientation. Pindar, on the other hand, composed his songs for a particular audience; 

hence he could derive his myths from either the local lore or the tradition of the 

victor's family. 98 Such is the case of Pyth. 4 which communicates a version favoured 

by the Battiads, the clan of the victor Arkesilas. 99 The ability of tradition to 

authorize an account has significant implications especially in the case of local and 
less known stories favoured by the victor's clan or hometown. Exemplary is 01.6, an 

ode that celebrates Hagesias, a member of the family of the Iamids. The mythical 

narrative focuses on the story of the seer lamos, son of Evadne and Apollo and 

progenitor of the clan of the Iamids. The family had an Arkadian origin since the 

mother of Iamos was from Arkadia. In Pindar's epoch the most famous lamid was 

Teisamenos of Elis, who happened to be granted Spartan citizenship. In order to 

insert this new Spartan element into the ancestry, Pindar presents Pitana (the 

homonymous heroine of a Spartan city) as the mother of Evadne and grandmother of 

Iamos. 10° This new component of the story is introduced by a ýpao*i statement. Thus 

Pindar manages to present this new insertion in the genealogy as already traditional. 

Something similar occurs in 01.9 which celebrates Epharmostos of Opous, a city in 

Eastern Lokris. As can be inferred from other versions of the story, Pindar here 

follows a local variant. Yet, the myth is once again introduced with the impersonal 

AFyovrr (49). In Pyth. 7 for Megakles of Athens, Pindar proclaims that `among all 

97 See this chapter, p. 86. 
98 By the term `local myths' I do not mean merely myths or versions known to a specific 
community/city, but also well-known myths which were closely connected with a victor's hometown. 
99 For a discussion of the myth see Giangiulio (2001) 116-37. See also Bacch. Ep. Il which celebrates 
a victor from Metapontion, an Achaian colony in Italy. Although Metapontion was a small town, 
Bacchylides links the Peloponnesian Achaians who founded Metapontion to the Homeric Achaians, 
thus presenting the Metapontians as their legitimate descendants. As Maehler (2004) ad 126 points 
out, the story that Metapontion was founded by Pylians on their way home from Troy was probably a 
local legend. Nevertheless, due to Bacchylides the story is presented as `canonical' and well-known. 
See Cairns (2005) 35-50 for a detailed analysis of the poem. 
10° See Huxley (1975) 29. 
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cities travels the report about Erechtheus' citizens', a statement which seeks to 

legitimize the Athenian claims of autochthony, in so far as Erechtheus was believed 

to have been born from the soil of Athens itself. 101 Another noticeable example is 

the story of the education of Achilles by the Centaur Cheiron in Nem. 3, an ode for 

Aristokleidas of Aigina. As Robertson has argued, according to the epic version of 

the story, Achilles was fed with the marrow of living animals in order to assume 

their strength, speed and courage. 102 This unflattering detail is alluded to in Nem. 3 

when Pindar makes mention of the `still panting' animals which the young Achilles 

used to bring to Cheiron's cave. Yet, he says nothing about Achilles eating the raw 
innards of animals but draws attention instead to the fact that the young hero 

assumes his vigour and strength through his training and the teaching of his 

master. 103 What needs to be emphasized here is that Pindar ascribes his revised 

version to previous tradition (XF ' vov b'F Torro 7reoT'ewv / 97ros Fxw 52-53). By doing 

so he manages to `traditionalize' it and present it as the established and legitimized 

account. 

In his book Herodotus and his Sources Fehling suggested that on many 

occasions Herodotos presents a version of a myth as widely known and dominant 

only to satisfy an intended patron, an attitude which Fehling called `the principle of 

regard for party bias'. 104 Even though many of Fehling's remarks were much 

criticised and challenged as far as Herodotos is concerned, '°5 this point might hold 

true in the case of Pindar. The presentation of these local or `family' myths as 

`traditional' is significant; by introducing a local or family myth with a cpaa-r'- 

statement, Pindar leaves it to be inferred that what he narrates is not merely an 

epichoric or minor version (even if it were) but a well-known and widespread story 

shared by the victor's family, fellow citizens and the Greeks in general. In this way 

Pindar confirms the truthfulness of such local/ancestral myths and at the same time 

contributes to their establishment as canonical accounts. It is not a coincidence that 

101 The earth-born Erechtheus was believed to be the Athenians' mythological ancestor and he 

symbolized their continuous habitation of Attica. Especially during the fifth century the Athenians 

pay significant attention to their autochthonic origins and try to 'advertise' this claim in every 
possible way. On this see Rosivach (1987) 294-305. 
102 Robertson (1940) 177-80. 
103 See Robertson (1940) 178-80; Robbins (1993) 14-16. 
104 Fehling (1989). 
ios See e. g. Luraghi (2001); Fowler (1996). 
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the Rhodians, pleased with the new `straightened' version of the `sanctioned' 

colonization of Rhodes by Tlepolemos delivered by Pindar in 01.7, had the ode 

written on the temple of Athens at Lindos with golden letters. 106 There is, however, 

another equally significant implication; by presenting these myths as `canonical', 

Pindar manages to safeguard their dominance and authority not only in the present 
but also in the future, in so far as the present tense of the verbs cool and Ae7ETar 

guarantees that these accounts will be `current', alive and dominant in the reports of 

men for ever. 

What needs to be stressed at this point is that such appeals to tradition serve 

to confer authority not only on the narrative per se, but also on Pindar as its agent. 
By introducing a past event as something handed down by previous poets/tradition, 
Pindar links his discourse with previous discourses. In doing so he manages to locate 

himself in a line of transmission, or to put it in other words, to establish himself as 

part of the tradition, thus rendering his account `traditional'. This process of the 

`contextualization' of a discourse `in a socially constituted field of verbal 

production' is what has been termed by anthropologists as `traditionalization'. 107 

Moreover, we could say that by locating himself in a line of transmission Pindar 

implicitly provides a commentary on his own place in that tradition and ultimately 

on his own art. Consequently, by linking his poetry with previous poets and 

especially Homer, Pindar manages to elevate epinician poetry and even claim for it 

the status of epic poetry. 

4.3.4 Epinician Genre and Ideology 

Mackie has recently argued that appeals to tradition in Pindar need to be related to 

the epinician genre. According to her, the poet often ascribes his mythical narratives 

to tradition/previous poets because in epinician poetry the emphasis is upon the 

present not upon the past: 

in referring to myths as the tales of 7rpörepor `former men' or 
'former poets', the epinician poet may also imply that even 
though his poetry regularly includes mythic narratives, myths are 
really more the province of 7rQGTzeor than they are his own. This 

106 See schoL ad 01.7 (Drachmann I, 195). 
107 See Bauman (1992) 135-42 esp. 136. 
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would be to suggest that mythic narrative is not the official or the 
primary province of an epinician poet. 108 

Although I find it difficult to agree with Mackie, I believe she is right in drawing 

attention to the notion of genre. The overarching aim of the epinician poet is to 

praise his patron and confer immortality on his name. As scholars have recently 

pointed out, this immortality is to be achieved through the re-performance of the 

odes in situations other than the original occasions. 109 I would expand on this and 

add that, apart from such re-performances, which would normally take place only a 
few times throughout a year (most probably on the anniversary of the event), 
immortality would primarily be achieved through poetry's ability to make the victor 

part of the tradition. Through poetry the name of the victor will spread in both time 

and space and, consequently, will become part of the tradition of his family, city and 

Greece in general. As a result, people to come will talk about him in the same way 

people in the present talk about the heroes of the past. When in Pyth. 3, for instance, 

Pindar declares that Sarpedon and Nestor are still the talk of men because of Homer, 

what he actually says is that Homer made them part of the tradition: 

N&ropa xat Aüxrov £ap7MUOv, äv Q6awv rpicrrs, 
if E7T&M xeAac! vvWv, r xrovES oTa o"ol ol 

apuoo-av, ypvwowoper a ö' aeara xA tvar"s äo, öais 
xQovia TEA£9'er 1raLeols aF 1Ted ao-3' ev/Caea;. 

(112-115)110 

In virtue of this it would be strange if Pindar did not present tradition as a 

source through which one can `reach' the past. If the poet presented the Muse as the 

only reliable source of the past, that would contradict the purposes of epinician 

poetry as such. If he discarded oral tradition and previous poets, how could he 

ensure that the victor's name will be remembered forever? When Pindar refers to the 

heroes of the past what really matters is not to claim that his knowledge derives from 

the Muse but rather to stress that their name and glory have survived and are still the 

talk of men because of poetry and oral tradition. Bearing this in mind, appeals to 

108 Mackie (2003) 71. 
109 See Thomas (1992) 115. On re-performance see e. g. Currie (2004); Hubbard (2004). 
110 See also Nem. 7 where Pindar states that Odysseus' story is well-known because of Homer's sweet 
verse. 
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tradition in Pindar must be partly related to the ideology of the epinician genre, in as 

much as what epinician poetry promises to the victors is actually a place in tradition. 

This point also sheds light and helps us to explain why in the fragments Pindar 

attributes information to tradition only four times. "' The religious context within 

which Hymns, Paians, Partheneia and Prosodia were performed called for the 

adoption of a different stance towards the past. It is not and must not be seen as 

sheer coincidence that the cases where Pindar presents himself as a proclaimer of the 

Muses (fr. 150 and 52f. 6) and as a mantis (fr. 75.13 and 94a. 5-6) are all to be found in 

the fragments not in the Epinicians. 

4.4 Critical Engagement with Tradition 

Heretofore we have discussed Pindar's attitude in attributing information to 

tradition, trying to ascertain the possible reasons for this predilection. Apart from 

issuing appeals to tradition, Pindar also comments on its unreliability and fluidity 112 

and often repudiates traditional stories which, according to him, have been handed 

down wrongly. In 01.1.36 he openly expresses his intention to narrate the story of 

Pelops in a different way (ui Tavrc kov, o-e a' t VTI& nemewv ý4kr quas 01.1.36) and 
in 01.7.21 he declares that he will `correct' (3ioeýMoru)113 the standing tradition about 

the beginnings of Rhodes and reveal what really happened. ' 14 It is true that such 

open criticisms of tradition also occur in the literature before Pindar. Except for 

Homer and Hesiod, whose criticisms are always veiled, one finds a few examples in 

the lyric and elegiac poets as well. The most significant criticism of tradition is to be 

found in Herakleitos15 and the elegiac poet Xenophanes. 116 

111 Frr. 52h. 45-46,52m. 9,70a. 15 and 70b. 23-25. 
112 See e. g. Nem. 8.20: noAA y4 iroA)4 AD xrar. 
"' On the meaning of öroeUo-as see Verdenius (1972) ad 21 who stresses that the meaning of the verb 
is not `to tell a story aright' but `to correct'. 
114 Similarly, referring to the myth of Asteria in fr. 52h, Pindar refuses to accept the story according to 
which the heroine had thrown herself into the sea (5irrozd jc[oit Wo[r]xa xau! / öe an, iv it [a]y[o]s / 
p1(p&r2 v eüayLa 7ITQav Qpavjvar. / xaMFovri /crv VeTuyiav vau"rar rrüAai. 45-47). Even though an 
attributive verb is not employed here, it is clear that Pindar refers to a well-known version of the story 
and we need to assume a rpao-r or A ya ra, in line 45; see Race (1997) 11.274-5. 
115 In fr. 42 DK Herakleitos argues that both Homer and Archilochos deserve to be expelled from the 
contests and be flogged, because their narratives abound in lies: röv :e 'Op7jeov) ipao-xev (5ýiov ex 

riwv äyojvwv Fx)96)J& O-»ar xae eairi o-3a: ) xai (Apj koxov) 4hoiws. In frr. 56 and 57 DK he expresses 
his opposition to the common belief that Homer and Hesiod were wise. 
116 Xenophanes fr. 11: ndvra eois 40 xav O, uNos . 9' Ho-ioöös To, / oo-oa nap' 14Qca701071v äveiöea xai 
Oros frriv, / xAerrea, juoiXivew re xar . 

AA Aovs 47ramerv. See also fr. 12 and the criticisms found in 
the Hymn. Hom. Bacch., probably dated to the sixth century. In the opening of the Hymn, the poet 
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What distinguishes Pindar from all the above is that, apart from engaging 

critically with tradition, he also discusses the factors which, according to him, 

contribute to the wrong transmission of information and to the formation of `false 

stories'. Distortions of truth in human reports are ascribed to envy (co»ovos) and the 

limitations of mortal knowledge, as well as to poetry. These two ideas are most 

evidently expressed in the two gnomai which precede the poet's correction of the 

Pelops myth in 01.1.117 In the first gnome Pindar states that human reports can 

conceal truth by means of lies and can deceive: 

ryf »aVAara 
7roMä, xai Trot TI xai fleorGJv 

09 TI; UrEo 
TOY aa. 4 A0)'ov 

aYaaiaa zvor ýeAL I rorx, 7tors 
iýaaariavrr 14301. 

(28-29)118 

It is worth noting here the relation established among rpciris, Au, aos, and Äö-to;. The 

rumours of people (c ris) are said to distort the true account (Aoyoc ¬Via»9 ) and 

therefore to contribute to the formation of false stories (w&oi). So, tw9or are 

presented as a mixture of truth and lies and are contrasted to Aoyoc 119 Such 

intentional lies are usually seen as emanating from envy. In 01.1 the false account is 

set up by an envious neighbour (ivve7rs xevýp4 Tic aürixa cp»oveewv yeizövwv 47), while 
in Nem. 8 the Greeks are said to have favoured Odysseus above Aias also out of envy 

(21-23). In Nem. 7 these lies are ascribed to mortals' limited knowledge (-rv(pkh' 8' 

X, u / Toe öuIAos ävaewv 0 nAsTo, ros 23-24). In the second gnome Pindar shifts his I 120 

refers to the many different claims regarding Dionysos' birthplace, presenting them as lies (+ zvNpcvo, 
6). According to him Dionysos was born far from people 'a-a' d' eTIxTE 7raT4e UeC)Y Ts ýEÜJV To 
noVUo'v än' 4,4ethmw, xeGnTwv Aeux0zvov 'Nav' (6-7). Gostoli (1999) 15-24 points out that such 
criticisms of tradition must have been common in the literary-philosophical circles of the fifth and 
sixth centuries (16). According to her, the lack of more evidence about this stance should be ascribed 
to the fact that this criticism was transmitted orally. See also Freeman (1953)3 94, who argues for a 
Possible encounter between Xenophanes and Pindar at the court of Hieron in Syracuse. 
ýý On the myth of Pelops in 01.1 see the extensive study by Howie (1983) 277-313. 

118 For a detailed commentary of the passage see Gerber (1982). 
119 The word 14,3os occurs also in Nem. 7.23 and 8.33 and in both cases is invested with negative 
connotations. Loscalzo (2001) 173, argues that for Pindar a 9o; is always a degeneration of Ahoy 
ilia,;. Yet, it is notable that in a few cases aöyos bears negative connotations as well. In 01.7, for 

example, Pindar expresses the intention to correct the A i'oc about the beginnings of Rhodes. In 
Nem. 5.29 the false story of Hippolyta is referred to as Ah' (cievozav ds aorqTdv ovverraýe A46) and in 
Nem. 7.21 the story of Odysseus, which Pindar explicitly declares that Homer has embroidered with 
lies, is also called A6yos. Cf. Stes. fr. 15.1: oux for'; Tvjws Aöyos o3Tos. 
120 On (p9övos and näp(aors see Miller (1982). 
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focus to poetry and its deceitful character. `Charis', he says, `fashions all things 

pleasant for mortals and makes even what is unbelievable believed'. This is achieved 

through poetry's ability to bestow honour on an account (e'irupepaa-a zipcäv 01.1.31). 

A similar remark is made in Nem. 7 where the poet declares that Homer's poetry 
deceives with misleading tales because it is imbued with a kind of `majesty' (eird 

ýFÜaeo"i of noravý <re) pCa%avc / azpu v iirFO r ri" 22-23). As he says, Odysseus' 

actual suffering was much less important than Homer wants us to believe (20-21). 

These meta-poetical comments are significant, for they reveal the crucial role that 

poetry plays in the shape and formation of the past. '2' 

As anthropologists have shown, in oral societies the past is always 

remoulded to serve current concerns and issues. However, what strikes us in Pindar 

is his tendency to acknowledge such corrections and revisions of tradition. 

Considering the value that Pindar sets upon tradition, why does he comment on its 

unreliability and deceptive character and, most importantly, why does he stress 

poetry's contribution to the wrong transmission of information? What purposes does 

this critical engagement serve? Pindar's stance and his explicit moral judgements 

about the myths he narrates have been interpreted by many scholars as an indication 

of his prudery and willingness to moralise tradition. 122 Loscazo has recently 

suggested that Pindar attempts to filter tradition and eliminate every elaboration 

which distorted the truth123 in order to find the `nucleo originario di verita': 

Pindaro, in particolare, cerca nuove prospettive di interpretazione 
delle varianti del mito e in questo senso la sua poesia si profila 
come ermeneutica e quindi ha un valore attivamente etico. 124 

Yet, as has been already noted, Pindar's aim and primary concern is not to 

give a truthful but a useful account of the past, an account that would meet the 

121 In contrast to Pindar, Bacchylides does not criticize tradition and never comments on poetry's 
deceptive character. 
122 Cf. Thummer (1957); Bowra (1964) 285-7; Vivante (1972); Howie (1983) 277-313. Howie 

compares Pindar's revisions to oracular literature, arguing that his aim was to dispute statements 
discreditable to the gods (299). See also Carey (1995) esp. 97-98, where he refers to Pindar's efforts 
to emphasize poetry as moral activity, and Loscazo (2001). 
123 According to Loscazo (2001)173, /ü&os for Pindar is always a degeneration of A yos and as such it 

encapsulates part of the truth. 
124 Loscalzo (2001) 185. 
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expectations of his laudandus and audience in general. 125 Pindaric alatheia does not 
denote `truthfulness' in the modem sense of the word, namely what is `factual' and 

`real', but bears a more complex meaning. In its archaic sense alatheia is the 

opposite of forgetting (a +A) and denotes that which endures in time. Following 

from this, it is associated with brightness and praise, and therefore, it is seen as the 

opposite of oblivion and blame. 126 To quote Pratt: `Pindar stresses appropriateness in 

mythical narrative, not the kind of truthfulness associated with oath or witness'. 127 

Of course, this is not to say that Pindar pays no attention at all to factual truth and 

that in his poetry the past is always homeostatic to the present. Although he knows 

what truth is he is at liberty simply to ignore it or include in his accounts only some 

of its aspects. This is most eloquently exemplified in the colonial narratives, where 

Pindar tries to mask colonial disruption and legitimize the rights of the colonists in 

the mould of autochthony and prophecy. 128 The myth about the foundation of 

Kyrene in Pyth. 4, which clearly follows a version favoured by the Battiads, the 

victor's clan, provides a striking example. 129 Similar observations can be made about 

the poet's tendency to interrupt a story and refuse to recount certain dark aspects of 

the past which would do anything but promote the praise of the victor. In 01.9 

Pindar interrupts his narrative on Herakles' fighting against the gods, in 01.13 he 

refuses to refer to Bellerophon's insolence, and in Nem. 5 he conceals the murder of 

Phokos by Peleus and Telamon. 130 It is notable that although Pindar refuses to 

mention these events, he does not claim that they have been transmitted wrongly by 

tradition. He just presents them as parts of the tradition that need to be forgotten and 

remain in silence because ̀silence is sometimes better than truth': 

oü rot ii7raoa xeeöiwv 
cpaivoioYa a000m7rOY är1ä Fr' ärpexv7S- 

xai To 077äv 1IO ax1S EO"Ti oolplrl- 
raTov äV7QW7rQ) vo'aar. 

(Nem. 5.16-18) 

I" There is a vast bibliography on the notion of alatheia in antiquity. See among others: Cole (1983); 
Detienne (1996) 39-52; Pratt (1993) esp. 11-53 and 115-29; Segal (1986) 65-6. 
126 See Detienne (1996) 49. 
127 Pratt (1993) 123. 
128 See Athanassaki (2003a) 93-128. 
129 See Giangiulio (2001) 116-37 who discusses the myth in detail. 
130 See also fr. 81 where Pindar interrupts his praise of Geryon because, as he says, one must keep 

silent about things that are less pleasing to Zeus. 
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Accordingly, even though Pindar's criticisms might have a moral intention, 

his stance needs to be primarily associated with his role as an encomiast and his 

effort to stress the immortalizing power of his poetry. 131 First of all, by correcting 

standing myths Pindar exhibits his active engagement with tradition and points to 

the superiority and truthfulness of his poetry. At the same time such criticisms imply 

that his praise of the victors is true and not mere flattery. By commemorating a 

victory Pindar ensures that the victor's good reputation will not be distorted by 

ap»o'voc and 7uipcpaois and that the right kleos will be propagated in the future. 132 Even 

if someone tries to distort the truth about the victor, his poetry will serve as the 

safety valve for the true account in so far as poetry can legitimate, establish and 

render an account part of the tradition. As Pindar declares in Nem. 6.29-30, `when 

men are dead and gone, songs and words preserve for them their noble deeds. ' Due 

to Pindar's high status as a poet and the truthfulness of his poetry, his versions will 

never be challenged but will be perceived by future generations as a `true account' 

or rather as `a mirror' of their past. In other words, through his criticizing of 

tradition Pindar manages to present himself both as preserver and constructor of 

kleos133 and to stress his ability not only to control and re-write the past, thus 

rendering it `usable', but also to determine how the present will be transmitted and 

perceived in the future. 134 Paradoxically Pindar must both honour tradition and at the 

131 See also Pini (1967) 339-82 who points out that the corrections of myths in Pindar provide little 

evidence for his religiousness. 
132 See Kirkwood (1984) 169-83. 
133 For the poet as preserver and constructor of the past see Goldhill (1991) 69-166. 
134 Pindar's confidence in his poetry's efficacy to preserve a victor's name finds its most eloquent 
expression in those cases where a recent event is referred to by the use of the indefinite aoTe. In his 

discussion of this use of irore in Pindar, Young (1983) 36 has suggested that in these instances iron 
does not indicate distance in time from the moment of the narration, but it rather reflects the 

viewpoint of later audiences on the victory: 'When meaning "once (on a time)" the word is frequently 

written from the point of view of the future audience or reader, not that of the author of the poem. 
Future generations will know "Once on a time such and such happened. "' (Contrast Carey (1989a) 8 

who, referring to the double use of Hora in Nem. 6, declares that Young's interpretation does not apply 
when bare is used more than once, since in those cases its vagueness suggests significant remove in 

time). So, one could say that through the use of none Pindar actually presents recent victories as 
already traditional and as already inherently parts of the future. This shows clearly Pindar's 

confidence in the propagation and future re-performance of his song. Cf. the recent article by Bakker 
(2007) 113-22, where he discusses the ancients' desire to see the future in the present by examining 
the use of the aorist and imperfect tense. As he points out, `The aorist in focusing on its action's 
concrete results, can become a link between an achievement and its reception in the future: in the 
third grammatical person, it represents the voice of the reader who asserts the subject's 
accomplishment. Imperfects, by contrast, locate an event simply in the past' (113). 
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same time criticize and challenge it if he is to be both part of tradition and have a 
special place within it. Only if he presents himself as unique within tradition can he 

confirm that his versions and no one else's will determine the shape of the future. 

4.5 Conclusion 

Appeals and critical engagement with tradition are two features that remind us of 

Herodotos, who often cites his sources and adopts a critical stance towards tradition. 

Being an historian, however, Herodotos' aim is both to report and explain the past 

and provide an accurate account without tailoring it to fit the needs of a specific 

patron or audience. Although many of his sources are based on hearsay, he never 

treats tradition as history but merely as a store of source materials whereby the past 

can be reconstructed through inquiry and source crossing. As Fowler points out, it is 

with Herodotos that `the problem of method itself comes to the fore and becomes a 

problem'. 135 As I hope to have made clear, these two features serve entirely different 

purposes in the Epinicians. Pindar is not an historian. Although he is aware of the 

mechanisms of tradition and its contradictive character, these contradictions are not 

presented as posing an obstacle to the knowledge of the past. Pindar's intention is 

not to reconstruct the past accurately through systematic search and source-crossing 
but in a way that promotes the glory of his patron in the present and reflects the way 
in which the present will be transmitted in the future. In other words, Pindar's aim is 

to create a `usable' past and warrant a `usable' future for the present. Yet, in order to 

be able to ensure for the present a place in the future, he needs to heighten first the 

`presence' of the past in the present. As Munn has rightly pointed out, `Ways of 

attending to the past also create modes of apprehending certain futures or of 

reconstructing a particular sense of the past in the present that informs the treatment 

of the "future in the present" . 
136 

135 See Fowler (1996) 77. 
136 Munn (1992) 115. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NARRATIVE TIME 

To see a world in a grain of sand, 
And a Heaven in a wildflower 
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand 
And an Eternity in an hour 

William Blake, `Auguries of Innocence' 

Hitherto, I have tried to examine those instances in Pindar where time is thematized, 

paying attention to the ways in which it is explicitly referred to and represented. I 

have also investigated the stance that Pindar adopts towards history and the past in 

general, and the ways in which he acquires his information about it. Yet, a study 

which seeks to examine the notion of time in Pindar needs to take into consideration 

narrative time as well. My analysis will be based mainly on the narratological model 

provided by Gerald Genette but will also be informed by the theoretic works of 

Mieke Bal, Mikhail Bakhtin and Paul Ricoeur. 1 The chapter will close with a 

discussion of time and genre, laying special emphasis upon `lyric time'. 

Every narrative consists of a story (the action) and the narrative discourse 

(the representation of the action). 2 In the story events take place in linear 

chronological time while in the discourse they are presented according to the 

narrator's preference. 3 The temporal relationship between the time of the story and 

the time of the discourse has been succinctly described by Metz: 

Narrative is a... doubly temporal sequence...: There is the time of 
the thing told and the time of the narrative (the time of the 
signified and the time of the signifier). This duality not only 
renders possible all the temporal distortions that are commonplace 
in narratives... More basically, it invites us to consider one time 
scheme in terms of another time scheme. 

' Genette (1980); Bal (1997); Bakhtin (1981) and id. (1986); Ricoeur (1984-86). 
2 Although the terms 'story' and `narrative' are the most widely used nowadays, this distinction can 
also be found as fabula-sjuzet or mythos-plot. 
3 Müller (1968) 269-86 was the first to distinguish between time of the story (erzählte Zeit) and time 
of the discourse (Erzählzeit). 
° C. Metz, Film Language: A Semiotics of the Cinema, trans. by M. Taylor (New York 1974) 18, 

cited in Genette (1980) 33. 
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Genette was the first to examine this relation systematically and in depth taking as a 

case study the work of Marcel Proust, A la Recherche du Temps Perdu. As he 

pointed out, in every study of the relation between the time of the story (ST) and the 

time of the narrative (NT) one needs to take into consideration three registers: order, 

duration, and frequency. 5 Order concerns the succession of the events in the story 

and their arrangement in the narrative in so far as in narrative events can be 

organised entirely differently from the continuous sequence in which they occur in 

the story. This strategy is known as `displacement'. Due to this dislocatory property 

of language, a narrator can move backwards and forwards in time thus creating 

anachronies. 6 Events can be either narrated in advance, before they happen in the 

story (prolepsis), or after they have taken place (analepsis). 7 Duration refers to the 

connections between the speed of the story and the narrative. There are four basic 

movements of narrative which control the narrative pace: summary, scene, ellipsis, 

and pause. 8 Each of these movements either accelerates or decelerates the rhythm of 

the narrative thus contributing to the variation of tempo. 9 Finally, frequency refers to 

the relations of repetition between the narrative and the story. According to Genette, 

narrative might be singulative (narrating once what happened once or narrating n 

times what happened n times), or repeating (narrating n times what happened once), 

or iterative (narrating once what happened n times). '0 

5.1 Narrative, Narrator and Narration 

Before moving on to a close analysis of narrative time in Pindar, let us say a few 

things first about the Pindaric narrative, the Pindaric narrator and his temporal 

position vis-ä-vis the events he narrates, and the instance of the narrating. Scholarly 

5 Genette (1980) 35. See more analytically: order (33-85); duration (86-112); frequency (113-60). 
6 Genette (1980) 35ff. 
7 Genette (1980) 39-40. Instead of analepsis and prolepsis, Bal (1997) 84, employs the terms 
`retrospection' and 'anticipation' respectively to refer to the same phenomena. 
a See Genette (1980) 94 and n. 12. In summary, narrative time (NT) is less than story time (ST); in 

scene, NT is roughly equal to ST; in ellipsis, NT is zero while ST is indefinitely greater than NT; 
finally in pause, ST is zero and NT is indefinitely greater than ST. It must be noted that the rhythm in 

summary might vary considerably depending on the manner in which events are summarized. As 
Genette (1980) 94 points out, the pace in summary might cover `the entire range included between 

scene and ellipsis'. 
9 On tempo in Pindar see Illig (1932) 18; Pfeijffer (1999a) 47-9. 
10 Genette (1980) 113-17. 
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discussions on Pindaric narrative are normally exhausted in the analysis of the 

mythical accounts of the odes. " On the one hand, this attitude is justified 

considering the prominent place that mythical narratives occupy in the epinician 

corpus. On the other hand, it is quite narrow and reductive in that it overlooks the 

narrative elements contained in the opening and closing sections, conventionally 

referred to as the encomiastic, `non-narrative', or `non-mythical' parts of an 

epinician. 12 These sections include references to historical events, to the actual 

victory and to the victor's and his family's past achievements, as well as wishes and 

prayers for the future. There are also references to the ongoing performance and the 

events leading to and following it: agreement between poet and victor for the 

composition of the song (01.10), revellers who await eagerly the poet's arrival at the 

place of the performance (Nem. 3), Pindar standing in front of his victor's house 

(Nem. 1) or asking for his lyre in order to sing (01.1), future re-performance (01.6). 

To these one also needs to add the poet's self-conscious comments on his art and the 

composition of his song. 

Scholars overlook the narrative nature of these elements either because they 

see them individually and not as part of a dynamic whole, or because they take them 

to be `descriptions' and `expositions' rather than references to an action or event. 

Perhaps the main reason lies in their tendency to classify as narratives only those 

accounts in which the events narrated are already completed at the time of the 

narrating. Yet, retrospective narrative is only one of many varieties; narratives can 

also narrate events where the viewing position of the narrator vis-ä-vis the events he 

narrates is concurrent (present tense narration) or proleptic (future tense narration). 

In the former the events narrated are still in the process of becoming and have not 

reached their completion, while in the latter they have not yet occurred and refer to a 

story world which is purely virtual. To be sure, lyric poetry in general is often 

classified as a non-narrative genre and is contrasted to narrative and dramatic poetry 

on the grounds that it does not tell a story. According to a number of critics, lyric 

poetry describes a feeling or a state of mind not an action, and as such it has a static 

11 See e. g. Illig (1932). 
12 Griffith (1988) 20, makes a similar remark but does not pursue the issue further in his later 
discussion of narrative time in Pindar (1993) 607-23. 
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form. Although this might hold some truth in the case of modem lyric poems, 13 it 

certainly does not apply to archaic Greek lyric. Each epinician consists of a number 

of different stories, each with its own chronotope: the story of the victor's athletic 

success, family and community, the story of the performance and song, hypothetical 

future scenarios, even stories with non-factual status. Taken all together, these 

heterogeneous stories, mythical and non-mythical, factual and non-factual, 

completive and non-completive, form one single narrative and this is how they 

should be apprehended. 14 Each epinician also tells the story of its own performance. 

From the very first line of the poems we are invited to enter the performance, 

experience the kairos that Pindar's narrative serves to create and then come out at 

the other side. Consequently, one needs to be attentive to the continuity of each 

poem without removing mythical stories from their context and analyzing them 

individually. Although the mythical section is the most impressive and significant, it 

is but a part of an overall narrative. 15 

The epinicians are always uttered by a narratorial 'I' (poetic or choral), 16 

apart from those instances where the primary narrator yields his voice to one of his 

13 But see Abbott (2002) 2, who rightly points out that narrative is found even in lyric poetry. 
14 A similar remark can be made about tragedies, in so far as tragedies as a whole tell a story. 
Contrast de Jong (2006) 75 who argues that 'the insight of narratology should be applied only to the 
narrative parts of Greek drama, when characters or chorus recount events of the past', adding that it is 

not right 'to consider plays as a whole as narratives, in view of the absence of a primary narrator'. 
Yet, as has been demonstrated by critics, the existence of a narrator is not prerequisite for narrative. 
Although film and drama, for instance, are usually without a narrator, both present stories and, in this 
respect, can be taken as sub-classes of the Narrative-type text; see e. g., S. Chatman, Coming to 
Terms: The Rhetoric of Narrative in Fiction and Film (New York and London 1990). 
is As Greengard (1980) 91 correctly notes, Pindar treats the myth as ̀ a framed digression'. 
16 In contrast to the Homeric narrator who keeps his identity throughout, the Pindaric narratorial `I' 
can assume various different identities. For a long time the Pindaric 'I' was considered to be either 
poetic or choral, but scholars have recognized that this dichotomy is too narrow and does not reflect 
its idiosyncratic and complex nature. The bibliography on the Pindaric 'I' is vast; see among others: 
Wilamowitz (1922); Bowra (1964); Lefkowitz (1963), ead. (1980), ead. (1991), ead. (1995); Lloyd- 
Jones (1972); Rösler (1985) 131-44. For an informative account of the different trends regarding 
Pindar's'I' statements see Schmid (1998) 147-53. Slater (1969) 89 has suggested that the Pindaric `I' 
implies 'a vague combination of Pindar, chorus and chorus leader'. Bremer (1990) 44-5 has classified 
the Pindaric 'I' under five different categories as referring a) to the poet as an encomiast (poetic 

persona), b) to the poet in general (first-person indefinite) [for the 'first person indefinite' see Young 
(1968) 58-9], c) to the victor, d) to Pindar, the individual poet from Thebes, e) and finally to the 
chorus. According to Bremer, 90% of these references refer to the first category, to the poet as an 
encomiast. To be sure, the nature of the Pindaric 'I' is an extremely complex one and it is out of the 
scope of the present study to attempt to come to grips with it. Besides, I believe that Morisson (2002) 
67 is right when he notes that, 'The division between the biographical and the professional roles of 
the poet is an unhelpful one in analyzing the ways in which the narrator's persona is created. All of 
the narrator's statements are made by a consistent and unified persona'. For this reason and for 
purposes of convenience, in what follows I will be referring to the different 'Is' sylleptically, by using 
the terms 'primary narrator', 'Pindaric narrator', 'the poet', and 'Pindar'. 
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mythical characters who is allowed to speak in direct speech. The implications of 

this shift are complex since in this case we have two different narrators (primary and 

secondary), two narratives (primary and embedded) and two addressees (mythical 

and real audience). '? Due to this complexity, I will discuss this issue extensively in 

Chapter 7. In the current chapter my focus will be on the primary narrator. Unlike 

epic poetry, where the instance of the narrating follows the time of the story, in 

epinician poetry the narrator's temporal placement in relation to the events he 

narrates varies: when Pindar refers to past events (mythical or historical) the 

narrating instance is subsequent or retrospective to the events narrated; when he 

refers to the present moment of the performance or to a present situation, the 

narrating is concurrent or simultaneous; finally, when the focus falls upon future 

events, his narration is prior or prospective. 18 

Special emphasis needs to be laid upon the time of the narration. Although 

the act of the narrating takes a certain amount of time, in most narratives it is 

presented as something instantaneous and momentary and, in the majority of cases, 

receives no mention at all. 19 Pindar not only refers to himself as a narrator but also 

dramatizes the act of narrating and often expresses his worries, anxieties and 

concerns about the composition of his song which is normally presented as taking 

place in the `here and now' of the performance. Even though the epinicians are 

composed before the performance, they evoke the illusion of spontaneity and 

impromptu composition. The illusion is generated by the use of different devices 

such as break-offs, sudden shifts and digressions, wishes concerning the successful 

outcome of the ode, first-person futures etc. Initially this phenomenon was ascribed 

to Pindar's `slips', heedlessness and `archaic mentality'. As Farrell remarked, `We 

are dealing with a poet astonishingly wayward, whom a single phrase is often 

17 Schmid (1998) 157-8 distinguishes 5 kinds of narrators and focalizers, representing three levels of 
narrative embedding in the Epinicians: 1) Pindar as author (external Narrator-Focalizer), 2) Pindar as 
performer (internal primary Narrator-Focalizer), 3) metaphorical speakers drawn from the 
environment of the present celebration (internal secondary Focalizers), 4a) poets quoted verbatim by 
Pindar (internal secondary Narrators-Focalizers), 4b) poets cited indirectly (internal secondary 
Focalizers), 5) gods and heroes from the past (internal secondary Narrators-Focalizers /or internal 

secondary Focalizers and occasionally, tertiary Focalizers). 
18 Genette (1980) 216-17. In addition to these three types of narration Genette also refers to a fourth 
which he calls `interpolated', namely narration which takes place between the moments of the action. 
See also Margolin (199) 144. 
19 See Genette (1980) 220-3. 
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enough to send off the track, spinning down a long by-path of myth'. 2° Carey was 
the first to underline the rhetorical nature of such devices by calling them 'quasi- 

meditative, inceptive and traditional'. 21 According to him, the `oral subterfuge' (as 

he called the technique) is a fictive, conscious and artful imitation, `an illusion 

created by the poet and shared by the audience, a subterfuge which deceives only the 

philologist'. 2 

5.2 Mythical Narratives 

5.2.1 Order 

Considering that myths and mythical exempla form an essential part of every 

epinician ode, I will embark on a close examination of mythical narrative first and 

then expand my analysis to include the overall narrative of each ode. It is Pindar's 

tendency to rearrange and alter the sequence in which mythical events occur. In fact, 

one could even say that anachronies constitute one of the most prominent features of 
Pindaric mythical narrative, although it must be noted that events are never narrated 
in a random order. With the exception of Pyth. 4, where the chronological order of 

the events undergoes a radical distortion, in all other cases the order is rather easily 

restored. In the majority of cases, Pindar begins his account from a given point, goes 

20 Farrell (1930-2) 1.160. 
21 Carey (1981) 5; see also id. (1989). 
22 Carey (1981) 5. Based on Carey's remarks, Miller (1993) pursued the issue further providing a 
more elaborate discussion of Pindar's compositional technique. In contrast to Carey, Miller 
distinguished between Pindar the composer and professional poet and the `I' that is cast in the role of 
an extemporizing speaker whose discourse is characterized by spontaneity, and he called the 
phenomenon `extempore speech' rather than 'extempore composition' (5 n. 1). Although I endorse 
Carey's remarks, in what follows I will using the term `ex-tempore composition' instead of 'oral 
subterfuge' because of the notion of deception implied in the latter. One needs to bear in mind that 
the spontaneity evidenced in the odes is pre-planned and that the audience needs to play along with 
the pretence and suspend their disbelief for the technique to be successful. The fictionality inherent in 
the term `oral subterfuge' has been recently criticized by Bonifazi (2000) 69-86 and ead. (2001) 59- 
73. Drawing on speech-act theory and the works of Nagy and Bakker, Bonifazi problematizes 
Carey's assertion that the `oral subterfuge' is fictive and illusive, calling attention to its performative 
character. According to her, the 'oral subterfuge' serves to anchor the poem to the `here and now' of 
the performance in so far as in the majority of cases the expressions which evoke the illusion of 
spontaneity have a deictic quality and contribute to what it is known as `deictic anchorage'. 
Accordingly, what Pindar says is not merely an illusion but is actualized and takes place during the 
performance. As she (2000) 75 puts it: 'L' ancoraggio pragmatico 6 essenziale al canto, non ha un 
valore accessorio; 6 strategico non in quanto conferma un illusion, ma in quanto rivela una verita'. 
This engages the audience and prompts the communication between speaker and participants, what 
Bonifazi calls the 'efficacia comunicativa': 'la simultaneitä deittica the si crea innesca un 
meccanismo di partecipazione `attiva' di chi ascolta all' evento annunciato' (2000) 75. In addition to 
Bonifazi, d' Alessio (2004) 267-94 has also problematized Carey's remarks on the illusive character 
of the 'oral subterfuge' although from a completely different point of view. See below, this chapter. 
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backwards in successive stages until he reaches its ultimate cause and then moves 

forward until he reaches the starting point. 23 This process is known as ̀ ring-form' or 

`ring composition'. 24 The opening of the mythical account, which serves as a brief 

summary of the story to follow, has been termed by Illig `kephalaion', 25 while its 

closing part is known as the `kephalaion-ring'. 6 In the kephalaion the poet provides 

information about the time (when), cause (why), or manner (how) in which a 

mythical event occurred. Occasionally, information about all three aspects is 

provided. In the kephalaion of Pyth. 11, for instance, the poet explains when, why, 

and how Orestes, while still a child, was transferred at Delphi when he was still a 

child: 

Fv apstais agoveaW1 HuWa 
vrxmv ýevov Agxwvos 19pio"ra. 

zöv öj (poveuofLevou lrareös Aeowoa KAvzar- 
Fu, IoTeaS 

%%Ipöiv uiro xeareeLiv 
lx 'öAov zpocpös äveAs öuo7rei S os, 

o rörr Aaeöaviöa xoeav HQu uou 
Kaooc vö'eav 7ro, kris xallxii ovv Ayagepvovic 
4x¢ 7T QFU' Axeeovzos axriIV irae' euoxiov 
YvAi5 yuva. 

(Pyth. 11.15-22) 

It is worthy of note that any information omitted in the kephalaion is 

supplied in the body of the narrative. Let us consider the example of Pyth. 12. In the 

kephalaion, the poet declares that Athena invented the `many-headed tune' by 

weaving the dirge raised by Medusa's siblings, after Perseus had killed their sister 

and carried her head to Seriphos. Here the poet states how and when Athena 

invented the tune but does not explain why Perseus destroyed the island of Seriphos. 

This piece of information is provided later on, when Pindar makes mention of the 

23 See Hamilton (1974) 56-65 who provides a detailed discussion of the structure of myths with 

specific examples. Cf. Van Groningen (1953) 44 who observes that the natural sequence of the events 
is normally preserved at the end of the mythical narrative. 
24 Illig (1932) 62. 
25 Illig (1932) 20 defines the kephalaion as `eine knappe Inhaltszusammenfassung' but does not 

specify what he considers to be the limit of the kephalaion, namely whether it is the first sentence or 
the whole first unit of the myth to the first break in topic. Hamilton (1974) 68 n. 5 defines the 
kephalaion as consisting of one sentence, although he admits that the larger unit presents more 
material from which to derive an expectation. I use the term kephalaion to refer to the larger first unit 
of the myth and not merely to the first sentence. 
26 The term is used by Hamilton (1974) 5. 
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molestation of Perseus' mother by the king of Seriphos, Polydektes. In a handful of 

cases, an event is only fleetingly mentioned in the kephalaion, and all the 

information is held over for the main body of the account. The kephalaion of 
Pyth. 10 merely states that Perseus once feasted with the Hyperboreans, without 

explaining when, how, or why. This information is saved for the main narrative. 

Pindar's tendency to summarize a mythical story in the kephalaion has significant 

implications since because of the foreknowledge of the end the expose of events 

assumes a predetermined character; the story is seen as a series of causes rather than 

as a series of consequences and the audience is tacitly invited to read the beginning 

at the end and the end at the beginning. 

As noted above, the events which follow the kephalaion are normally 

narrated in a chronological order. This, however, does not exclude the presence of 

anachronies. Prolepsis is frequent in Pindar because many mythical accounts 
include references to prophecies. The `reach' and `extent' of these prolepses can 

vary considerably; 27 Herakles' prophecy in Isthm. 6 has a reach of a few years, while 

Medeia's prophecy in Pyth. 4 a reach of a few centuries. Likewise, the former has an 

extent of a few years, while the latter of a few centuries. Analepsis is employed less 

often and is usually indicated by the use of the indefinite noTT. In 01.7, for example, 
in line 30 rroze refers to the period of the colonization of Rhodes by Tlepolemos, at 

34 to an earlier period when Athena was born, and at 71 to an even earlier period 

when Helios united with Rhodes. As in the case of prolepsis, the reach and extent of 

analepses also varies. Occasionally, it is difficult to infer whether the poet makes an 

analepsis or not because it cannot be determined with certainty whether the aorists 

employed in the mythical account refer to the past as regards the moment of the 

narration or to the past of the past. In the kephalaion of Pyth. 10, Pindar declares that 

Perseus once feasted with the Hyperboreans (crap' oTs hors Ilspo-6Maio, aro Aayaras 

31) and then moves on to give an extensive description of the blissful existence of 

these extraordinary people. In the kephalaion-ring it is stated that Perseus was led to 

the Istrian Land by Athena, and that he killed the Gorgon, thus bringing the islanders 

of Seriphos to a stony death: 

27 See Genette (1980) 48. `Extent' refers to the duration of the event evoked by the anachrony. 
`Reach' refers to the temporal distance between the moment of the story when the narrative is 
interrupted and the temporal point (either in the past of future) that anachrony reaches. 
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, 
9eaoei¢ ae 7rvewv xaelo 

izAev Lavmas Froze it 7, äyeizo ö' AýMva, 

is avöeiTxv /Caxapmv oiuAov" l7ravy v 
T8 roeyova, xai 7TOIX1 ov xaea 

öeaxövrwv co ßaio-a Qau, 9e vao-u! Tats 
At'a vov Nvarov 4 QWv. 

(Pyth. I0.44-48) 

At first sight it seems that F7rr(Pvev (line 47) is a simple aorist indicating the same 

temporal level as Daloaro (line 31), and therefore that the killing of the Gorgon 

follows Perseus' visit to the Hyperboreans 28 Yet, if we take FTrecpvev as referring to a 

different temporal level than FBaioa -o, namely to the past of the past, which is the 

most likely, then the killing of the Medusa is transferred to a time prior to the visit to 

the Hyperboreans. 29 In this aspect the statement forms an analepsis. 

Another notable example occurs in 01.3 which narrates the introduction of 

the olive tree to Greece by Herakles. According to the story, after arranging the 

Olympic Games, Herakles realized that the Olympian field lacked trees. This 

bareness of the landscape roused in him the desire to plant at Olympia some of the 

olive trees grown in the land of the Hyperboreans: 

aý Tor' Fs yar"av noeeüev . 
9v/ho; WWP, ua 

Tozpiav vw evSa Aarois imrooöa &uycirr1e 
X ar' i24ovr' Aexaaia5 äaö azteiv 

xai aolluyvcghlrrwv Avxwv, 
O' Y(Y ayyzAiai; 

Evevo os uvru' ai ayxa nareö»ev 
%evo-öxeewv e' katpov 

39 Aerav aýov» , iiv aors TaV7 ra 
4yrrSeio-' O &oo-4 Fypa'ev ieeav. 

ThY jaiN wv ire xai xiivav XS9jva 
irvorais ömSev BoQIa 

uuy o5- ril aUeea 9äýcßarve ozaýeis. 
TWY VIM y)wxis %Jepos eo%ev 

owazxayva w rov aaei reeAa aeo ou 
rmrwv rpureüo-at. 

(01.3.25-34) 

28 This is the interpretation favoured by Slater (1983) 129. 
29 See e. g. Köhnken (1971) 177-8: `Perseus hatte die (schreckliche) Gorgo getötet und mit ihrem 

Haupt die Insel (Seriphos) mitsamt ihren Bewohnern versteinert; (... ). Für diese Taten belohnten die 

Götter den Perseus mit einem Aufenthalt bei den seligen Hyperboreern'. 
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The passage raised a controversy among scholars on whether Pindar here refers to 

one or two different journeys. Some scholars take the verbs N'ar' (27), e"vru' ava7xa 

(28), Re (31), and Ndarvv (32) as simple aorists indicating the same temporal level 

as the verbs Wejca (25) and ioxev (33), and argue that Herakles made only one 

journey to the Istrian Land. 30 However, as has been convincingly shown, there are 

many indications in the mythical account which suggest two different journeys: one 

during Herakles' quest for the hind of Taygeta, and one after the establishment of 

the festival at Olympia. In this case, the verbs N ar', am' avicyxa, ire, and 9ä ßan'e 

are taken to refer to the past of the past. Seen from this perspective, lines 26-32 form 

an analepsis. 31 Interestingly, this analepsis is focalized through Herakles' eyes and 

constitutes a contemplative act. 

In some cases anachrony results not from the scrambling of the events of a 

story but from the insertion of a second story in the main one. In 01.1.43-45 the 

account of Ganymede's transfer to Olympos, which the poet encases in the story of 

Pelops, belongs to a later period while the story of Danaos in Pyth. 9.111-116 

precedes chronologically the story of Antaios by which it is framed. It is notable that 

in the latter example the inserted story is focalized by Antaios and not by the 

primary narrator. Apart from analepsis and prolepsis Pindar also employs something 

similar with what Morson has defined as `sideshadowing'. 32 As has already been 

noted in Chapter 3, Pindar often resorts to counterfactual thinking; he does not 

merely narrate stories with factual status but also events with non-factual status, 

possibilities that existed at a given point in the past but were not actualized. 33 

An attempt to classify Pindaric narratives according to their temporal 

arrangement was made by Slater who, taking as his criterion the temporal 

relationship between the kephalaion and the kephalaion-ring, divided narratives into 

three main categories: `simple', `complex', and 'epic'. 4 In the first category he 

included those odes whose end and beginning are chronologically the same (01.3, 

30 See e. g. Wilamowitz (1922) 237; Segal (1964). For a complete list of references see K6hnken 
(1983a) 50. 
31 On the two journeys see Gildersleeve (1890) 27; Farnell (1932) 26; KShnken (1971) 52. 
32 Morson (1994). Sideshadowing allows a writer to refer to the range of alternative possibilities that 
existed at a specific moment in time, in other words, it enables him to project alternative presents and 
make simultaneously visible the actual and the possible. 
33 For specific examples see Ch. 3, pp. 79-80. 
34 Slater (1979) 64. 
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Pyth. 6,8,9, Nem. 7,10), in the second category the odes whose end is posterior to 

their beginning (01.1,10, Pyth. 2,3,10,11,12), and in the third the odes where the 

events are narrated in a straightforward way (01.8,9,13, Nem. 1,3,4,6, Isthm. 8). 35 

This categorization presents many problems since particularities are dismissed to 

make the odes conform to one of the three categories. 36 Nonetheless, an important 

contribution of Slater's study has been his observation that a number of mythical 

accounts may consist not merely of one ring composition, but as many as three, what 
he called `concentric rings' and symbolized as RC1 RC2 RC3.37 

5.2.2 Duration 

Pindaric narratives are highly selective and allusive; events are summarized with 
large strokes and without elaboration and details of action and speech. As a result, 

narrative time is always less than the time of the story. When Pindar wants to 

emphasize something or to achieve specific effects the narrative is more detailed. 

The passage referring to the preparations for the Argonautic expedition in Pyth. 4 is 

exemplary. The catalogue of the names of the participants is elaborate and takes up 

to 31 lines, in contrast to the whole journey from lolkos to Kolchis which takes only 

11 (202-213). 38 The extended narrative, in conjunction with the adverb T9Xa (170), 

the adjective Tax¬ES (179) and the use of perfective verbs, serves to transfer the 

feeling of suspense and anxiety experienced by the mythical heroes to the present 

audience. 

Ellipsis occurs when a certain proportion of story time is skipped over. 
Given that in ellipsis the narrative time is zero, the narrative speeds up and the story 

moves rapidly forward. Genette classifies ellipsis into definite and indefinite (from a 

temporal point of view)39 and into explicit, implicit and purely hypothetical (from a 

formal point of view) 40 With the exception of Pyth. 4, all ellipses in Pindar are 

indefinite. In Pyth. 11 the poet indicates the elapsed time between Orestes' arrival at 

35 Slater (1979) 63-5; see also id. (1983) 117-32 where he examines narratives in the Iliad based on 
the same classification. 
36 For a critique of Slater's classification see K6hnken (1983) 67-8 and nn. 9 and 13. 
37 On the concentric rings see Slater (1983) 119-20, where he provides an Iliadic example and 128 for 
his structural analysis of the mythical account in Pyth. 10. 
38 See Vivante (2005) 6. 
39 Genette (1980) 106. 
40 Genette (1980) 106-8. 
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Delphi and the killing of his mother and Aigisthos with the adjective Xeövros (yeovkp 

ai)v Rev), while in 01.1.46 Ganymede's transfer to Olympos is said to have taken 

place aEwrEpp xeov(,. Occasionally an earlier or later event is designated by spatial 

adverbs, as in 01.10 where the locutions neoa-& 7rore (31) and örnPev ob =W y (35- 

36) are employed. Although implicit ellipsis is usually perceptible due to some 

interruption in narrative continuity, 41 occasionally it may cause hermeneutic aporiai. 

Such is the example of 01.3 where the omission of the lapse between Herakles' two 

journeys to the Istrian Land has led, as we have seen, a number of scholars to 

conflate the two journeys into one. 42 

Pause is the contrary of ellipsis in so far as it serves to bring the time of the 

story to a halt. Pause is normally, but not always, occasioned by descriptions. 43 In 

Pindar break-offs and the use of gnomai also have a similar, although more radical, 

effect 44 The mere fact that descriptions are usually closely related to the story 

lessens the impression that the story has been stopped. 45 On the contrary, break-offs 

and gnomai have little or no relation to the story and, most importantly, replace the 

broken line of time with a different ̀ temporality'. 

Scene, the fourth modality identified by Genette, exhibits particular interest. 

Scene occurs when the primary narrator yields his voice to the mythical characters. 

In this case the time of the narrative equates to the time of the story and this evokes 

the impression that the mythical events unfold in the `here and now'. It is noticeable 

that this mode of narration is normally employed in relation to mythical prophecies. 

Due to the complexity of the matter, I will postpone discussion of this modality to 

Chapter 7. 

In the light of the above, it is easy to infer the variegated tempo of Pindaric 

narratives: lento and grave in scenes and pauses, vivace and allegro in summary, 

rapido in ellipsis. Although it is not possible to provide a diagram which will 

accurately describe the diversity of narrative speeds in the epinicians, there is one 

41 Genette (1980) 108. 
42 See the discussion above. 
43 As Genette (1980) 100-1 points out, descriptions do not necessarily bring the story to a standstill. 
When, for example, a description is focalized through the gaze of one of the characters, the time of 
the story does not freeze. 
44 See Genette (1980) 94 n. 12 who remarks that the author's intrusions, interventions and comments, 
serve to bring the story to a halt. 
45 Bal (1997) 108. 
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characteristic which is shared by the majority of mythical narratives. Many scholars 
have observed that as a mythical narrative advances towards its end, there is a 

gradual speeding up and the myth fast-forwards to the present. 6 Newman and 
Newman called this phenomenon a `staircase structure', 47 Hurst a `spirale 

negative', 48 and Mackie has recently referred to it as `narrative telescoping'. As she 

notes, this `telescoping' conjures up the impression that the poet is `in a hurry to 
49 bring his account forward in time to meet the present' 

5.2.3 Frequency 

Repeating narrative is common in Pindar since, because of the technique of the ring- 

composition, events are narrated both at the beginning and at the end of a mythical 

account. Repetition is also used for purposes of emphasis. Koronis' death by Apollo 

in Pyth. 3 is mentioned twice so that her adultery and hybris are highlighted. 

Occasionally, repetition enables the poet to approach a single event from two 

different aspects. In Pyth. 11, for instance, Pindar refers to the cruel murder of 

Agamemnon and Kassandra in lines 17-20 and 32-33. Whereas in the first case 

Klytaimestra is clearly charged with the death of Kassandra ('iron AaeöavI'a xoeav 
I1 i4 ov / Kaooc v8eav iro tu Ti xaAxcu avv AyatcF, uvoviq / 4X4 7röeWV' Axeeovros äxräv 

Brae' evo-xrov / viAjs yvvä. ), in lines 32-33 the credit falls upon Agamemnon (»dvev 

µFv airrös ea) ; ATestaas/ix&vXpovqi xAvrai- Fv A, uüxAars, /, uävrrv T' 6'2eoo-e xo' av,... ). 

Iterative narrative occurs when Pindar describes typical situations and when he 

refers to temporalities permeated by non-sequential time. When, in Pyth. 10 he 

describes the life of the Hyperboreans, this condition reflects an ongoing situation 

not an isolated occurrence. 50 The same applies to those passages describing life in 

the Underworld or on the Isle of the Blessed. Another example of iterative narrative 

is the description of Kyrene's everyday activities in Pyth. 9, where the heroine is 

presented fighting the wild beasts with bronze javelins and swords (18-25). 5' 

Notably, when Apollo sees Kyrene fighting with the lion, she is unarmed (26-28). 

46 See among others Pyth. 4; 01.7; 01.13. 
47 Newman and Newman (1984) 35. 
48 Hurst (1985) 189. 
49 Mackie (2003) 61. 
so See also Nem. 5.37-39 
51 Another example is the description of the education of Achilles in Nem. 3. 
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This detail serves to single out and emphasize the uniqueness of that specific day 

which ended with the Nymph's marriage to Apollo. 

5.3 Overall narrative 

Having analyzed mythical narratives, let us now move on to examine narrative from 

the standpoint of the whole ode as a unit. A caveat is necessary. The complex and 

elaborate nature of Pindaric odes renders it impossible to establish a general 

narrative `grammar' which will reflect all poems. In virtue of this, what follows is 

not meant as a complete or exhaustive study of all aspects of Pindaric narrative but 

merely seeks to examine the basic structure and compositional features employed in 

the majority of the odes. It also serves to show that the distinctive features of 

mythical narratives identified above, namely the technique of ring composition, 

cyclical chronology, allusive and selective style and variation of tempo, to mention 
but a few, do not reveal a specific attitude towards mythical time but characterize 

Pindar's narrative style in general. 

As noted at the beginning of the chapter, each epinician includes a number of 
different stories with different time frames. Yet, Pindar is not locked in the 

diachronic sequence of these stories and his epinicians never follow a chronological 

order, namely from the remote to the recent past, to the present, to the future. On the 

contrary, the starting point is always the present: the `now' of the performance 

which, as we have seen, coincides with the `now' of the narration. The epinicians 

normally open with an invocation cast in the form of a hymn (rhapsodic or cultic), or 

a metaphor. 52 These general opening devices either integrate or lead as stepping 

stones to the announcement of the victor and his homeland, what Hamilton defined 

as the `Name Complex'. 53 Occasionally, the ongoing celebration is emphatically and 

explicitly defined as in Pyth. 4, which opens with the temporal adverb oäuepov. In 

most cases, however, this temporality is implied; 01.3 opens with an invocation to 

the Dioskouroi and Helen, which alludes to the ongoing festival of the Theoxenia 

within which the epinician is performed, and Pyth. 6 opens with a reference to the 

52 On Pindaric proems see Greengard (1980) 53-68. On hymnal elements in the opening of the 
epinicianssee Race (1991) 85-117. 
5 Hamilton (1974) 15. 
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procession towards the temple of Delphic Apollo which the song accompanies. In 

01.4 the narrator says that the Horai have sent him to be a witness of the Games, and 

01.13 for Xenophon of Corinth opens with a reference to the act of praise 

(T uro &vAmovixav / Fnan'Ewv oTxov i Qov ao-ror"s, ý'vow1 N 3eea7rovra, yvcwaoµat räv 
t)ß av K6 ivSov... ). 

The section following the proem normally embarks on the praise of the 

victor and his victory which naturally leads to the recent past. In Pyth. 10.8-21 the 

narrator expands on the recent victory of Hippokles and the past victories of his 

family, and in Isthm. 1.14-15 he refers to the recent victory of Herodotos in the 

chariot race laying emphasis on the fact that he drove his chariot by himself. The 

temporal transition to the mythical past is achieved through the indefinite 

conjunctions r6 m (Nem. 9.11), STE (01.7.55), and mainly 7rozr, usually accompanied 

by a relative pronoun (01.3.29,10.104,13.63, Pyth. 1.16,4.20) or a local 

adverb/dative (01.7.34,71, Pyth. 4.4, Pyth. 2.33,10.31). Occasionally, the poet 
intervenes in the first person and explicitly draws attention to the disruption of the 

chronological order (01.6.22-28; Pyth. 4.247-248). 54 In the post-myth section the 

narrator once again shifts his gaze to the recent past; to the victor's family and its 

achievements in the athletic games. The family's athletic totals are listed in the form 

of condensed catalogues hierarchically arranged which normally include the place of 

the victory and occasionally the name of the event. A point to be made here is that 

Pindar often refers to a recent victory by using the indefinite rrorr. In Pyth. 3, for 

instance, the victory of Hieron's horse Pherenikos in 478 BC, won just a few years 

before the composition of the ode, 55 is said to have taken place `once upon a time' 

(Viev ... irorr. 74). Likewise, in Isthm. 8.65 TroTE refers to a victory won by the victor's 

cousin Nikokles. In Nem. 6.36 and 42 the conjunction is used with reference to the 

Pythian and Isthmian victories won by Kallias and Kreontidas, the brothers of the 

victor's grandfather. 56 In Nem. 9.52 Pindar refers to the silver bowls which Chromios 

once (7rorE) won as a prize for his victory in the Games at Sikyon, and in Nem. 10.25 

to the victory that his laudandus Theaios once (7roTE) won at Pytho. 

54 Hurst (1985) 159-76. 
ss The ode must have been composed sometime between 476 BC (foundation of Aitna) and 467 BC 
(Hieron's death). See Race (1997) I. 242. Young (1983) 42, dates the poem no later than 477 BC. 
56 For Kallias' relationship to the victor see Carey (1989a) 7 and n. 32. 
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The narrative then returns back to the present and usually concludes with an 
imperative, a future prayer, wish or vow. Of particular interest are the futures which, 

although they occur at the very end of the odes, announce and project their own 

performance into the future. So, OL 1l closes with the poet invoking the Muses to 

join a komos at Lokri Epizephyrii, the victor's hometown, while at the end of 

Isthm. 4 Pindar proclaims that he will sing of the laudandus and his trainer in his 

revel son ouv ae N viv / xco ao ar rF nvav zrrto-ra cýv a ýv . As has been g( 19e ýý'ýe "ý x "e ) 57 

rightly suggested by Pelliccia, in doing so Pindar manages to `create the impression 

that the celebration and praise will continue (ideally forever)'. 58 Occasionally the 

epinicians close with a scenario for the future. At the coda of Pyth. 4, for instance, 

Pindar describes a future scene between Damophilos and Arkesilas taking place in 

Kyrene, 59 while 01.14 closes with the poet summoning Echo to communicate the 

news of the victory to the victor's dead father in Hades. Special mention needs to be 

made here of a handful of odes which form an exception and end in myth; this can 

be either a mythical exemplum, as in 01.10, or a mythical narrative that runs until 

57 See also, Isthm. 6.74-75 and Nem. 2.23-25. Similar is the case of Isthm. 2.47-48 and 5.21-22. 
58 Pelliccia (1995) 325. D' Alessio (2004) differs arguing that these futures do not allude to the future 
diffusion and perpetuation of the song but can be explained only by assuming a point of view anterior 
to the performance. In contrast to Bonifazi (2000) 75, who takes all deictic references to refer to the 

performance situation (deictic simultaneity), d' Alessio refuses to take the deictic system in Pindar 

and in other choral poetry as exclusively performance-oriented arguing that a complete 'identification 

of any temporal reference with the performance is only one of the possibilities' (269). As he points 
out, in texts composed to be performed at a different moment (and place) the structure of temporal 
deixis has to deal with at least two temporal levels: the time when the text was composed (Coding 
Time) and the time when the text was meant to be performed (Receiving Time) (269). This results in 

what he calls 'mediated communication'. Owing to this particularity the temporal deictic system may 
include the Coding Time as well and tenses and temporal indicators may refer to the compositional 
moment and not to the performance. In these cases, the text dramatizes its own production and this 
dramatization takes the place of the expected finished product: `Pindar does not pretend in these cases 
to stage his songs as impromptu performances; instead he dramatizes the process of their creation- 
their history before the performance- even creating in some cases a gap between text and 
performance. The expected text is replaced by another one, a mimesis of the process of its own 
production... Certainly an oral dimension arises from the impression of informality which the text can 
convey. Nevertheless, the result, in my opinion, is to stress the distance implied in a complex 
communication process. This may happen in mediated communication... Once a text comes into 
being as part of a mediated communication process, it may easily embed in itself meta-textual 
descriptive elements: it may enclose information about its own (real or, more frequently, represented) 
"history"' (279-80). What D'Alessio suggests is plausible, yet it only works where we are sure that 
the `I' is the poet and the start up point of the verb is on the other side of a gap. 
59 Conrast Carey (1980) who argues that the reconciliation between Damophilos and Arkesilas has 

already occured during the performance and that the ode is presented by Damophilos to the king as a 
peace offering. 
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the end of the ode, as in Nem. l and 10 and partly in Pyth. 9 and 01.4.60 It is notable, 
however, that even in this case the distance between mythical past and present is 

implicitly bridged, in so far as the myths which end an ode conjure up the 

impression of referring simultaneously to past and present (and future). 61 Finally, 

one needs to refer to the dense use of maxims, gnomai as well as to the poet's 

statements of his poetic obligations, embarassments and preoccupations. These are 

dispersed throughout the odes but are normally found at the points where there is a 

transition from one temporal plane to the other. 
This is very roughly the way in which the different events/stories are 

arranged in the overall narrative. As can be observed, this chronological 

arrangement is very similar to the order in which events are presented in the 

mythical narratives; each ode launches from the present, stretches back to the recent 

and mythical past in inverted chronological order (kephalaion) and then moves 

forward in chronological order until it reaches the point of its departure or a moment 

posterior to it (kephalaion-ring). Furthermore the change of the narrator's temporal 

position towards the events he narrates (concurrent, retrospective, proleptic) 

functions in a similar way as the anachronies (prolepsis and analepsis) evidenced in 

the mythical narratives. 

If we now move on to examine the narrative pacing of the epinicians we will 

see that once again the tempo is allegro. Pindar's style is allusive and selective 

throughout, which contributes to the speeding up of the narrative rhythm. This effect 

is enhanced by the paratactic style, the omission of conjunctions, and Pindar's 

preference for punctual adverbs (suddenly, just then) to adverbs which denote 

duration (for a while, at that time) 62 As Dry has observed, in contrast to durational 

adverbs which refer to temporal spans, punctual adverbs trigger a perception of 

temporal movement and prompt the story forward by signalling new developments 

or unexpected shifts. 63 The narrative tempo, in conjunction with the notion of 

60 See Rutherford (1997) 53-5 who discusses the implications of this feature in all the above odes 
apart from Pyth. 9 which he curiously does not include in this category. 
6 For the endings of Nem. 10 and 01.10 see the discussions in Ch. 7 and Ch. 8 respectively. 
62 The adverbs atrixa and Eü, 9üs occur approximately 18 times in the mythical accounts. aürrixa: 
01.1.47,6.44,7.64,13.66; Pyth. 4.95,4.241,9.29,57; Nem. 1.35,10.65; Isihm. 6.55; 6& 01.8.41, 
13.82,86; Pyth. 4.34,83,9.39; Nem. 1.54,5.33; Isthm. 8.41. 
63 On the movement of narrative time see the extensive study by Dry (1983) 19-53. See also 
Fleischman (1990) 175-6. 
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poikilia that distinguishes Pindar's odes, renders the poems shifting kaleidoscopes. 

As Pfeijffer notes, `the audience would experience an ode both as a succession of 

statements and ideas and as a composition of shifting tones and moods'. 64 It is not 

mere coincidence that in Book 4 of his Odes Horace chooses to liken Pindar to a 

vehement torrent that rushes forwards: 

monte decurrens velut amnis, imbres 

quem super Hofas aluere Tipas, 

fervet inmensusque ruitprofundo 
Pindarus ore 

(Hor. Od. 4.2.5-8) 

Another thing to be mentioned here is that the transition from one theme to 

the other does not follow a logical or causal but an associative mode. As Miller has 

observed, Pindar's practice is to link the different elements of his song `operating 

through simple resemblance, contrariety, or contiguity of ideas rather than in 

accordance with deductive or inductive procedures'. 65 This brings to the fore a 

notion of contingency since at first glance these elements seem to bear no 

connection with what precedes and what follows. Often this transition is sudden and 

abrupt and is occasioned by break-offs (Abbruchsformel). The break-offs can take 

different forms and Pindar always tries to excuse his interruptions in various ways: 

sometimes he claims that he has gone too far, or that he faces difficulties, what 

Thummer has called the `Hindemismotiv'; 66 at other times his pretence is either lack 

of time or fear of exceeding the limits. 67 In some passages, which Norwood called 

`hush passages', he just expresses the wish to avoid reference to specific events. 68 

" Pfeijffer (1999a) 46. 
65 Miller (1993) 22. Miller distinguishes three different associative modes: a) associative and quasi- 
associative transitions into myth; b) "narrative momentum" within myth; c) "logical drift". 
66 Thummer (1968-69) 83-4 and 151-2. 
67 See e. g. 01.13.93-97, Pyth. 4.247-248,8.29-34,10.51-54,11.37-45, Nem. 3.26-32,4.32-43,7.48-53, 
Isthm. 6.56-59. As one would expect, these break-offs attracted the attention of both ancient and 
contemporary scholars. The ancient scholia, on the one hand, interpreted them either as irrelevant 
digressions, see, e. g., schol. ad Pyth. 11.58a (Drachmann II, 259-60), or as a kind of 4a avid. 
Modern criticism, on the other hand, has stressed mainly their functional aspect declining to interpret 
them as merely empty motifs that serve Pindar's literary tastes. As Carey (1981) 152 put it, `The 
break-off is not a bauble designed to add tawdry charm to an ode but a useful tool in the hands of a 
master craftsman'. 
68 Norwood (1945) 80. Cf. 01.9.35-41; Nem. 5.14-18. 
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Pindar's tendency to raise expectations and open up possibilities which he 

either passes over or only partially exploits adds a tone of suspense and 
fragmentation to the narrative by keeping sequences open and incomplete. 9 Yet, it 

is significant to note that, notwithstanding the sudden shifts and transitions, each ode 

consists of a number of inner rings which are not necessarily thematic but can be 

formed by imagistic or verbal arrangement, recurrent words, interlacing motifs, and 

repeated patterns of sound and/or rhythm. As Greengard has shown, recapitulation, 
framing, and chiasmus, are the most fundamental and common components of 

Pindar's formal structure and organizing of his poems. 70 In fact, these techniques 

and arrangements are even used within the smaller units of the sentence or phrase. 
Heretofore we have tried to examine how Pindar structures and organizes his 

narrative based on the narratological model provided by Gerald Genette. Yet, even 

though Genette was the first to offer an exhaustive study of the temporal relationship 
between story and discourse, he focused his attention only on the effects that this 

relationship has inside the text without considering the implications it might have 

outside it. According to Genette, in contrast to the story which is chronological and 

measured in years and minutes, narrative discourse is measured in lines and exists 

only empirically for the reader. The time of the narrative is `false time standing in 

for a true time' and, as such, needs to be treated as 'pseudo-time': 71 

The temporality of written narrative is to some extent conditional 
or instrumental; produced in time, like everything else, written 
narrative exists in space and as space, and the time needed for the 
"consuming" it is the time needed for crossing or traversing it, 
like a road or field. The narrative text like every other text has no 
other temporality than what it borrows, metonymically, from its 
own reading. 72 

69 All these features must be seen in relation to the technique of `ex-tempore composition'. As Carey 
(1980) 5 and id. (1989) 552 has pointed out, apart from camouflaging the formality of the occasion, 
the technique of `ex-tempore composition' serves both structural and aesthetic purposes: on the one 
hand it allows for striking openings, for transitions to a new theme, for the scene-setting; on the other, 
it lends freshness to the poem and defies monotony by giving the poet a wide range of expressions. 
See also Miller (1993) 21: 'Pindar gains for himself great freedom in the disposition of the 
heterogeneous materials that make up the typical epinician ode. Not only does the carefully sustained 
illusion of spontaneity permit all manner of stops and starts and changes of direction, but persuasively 
verisimilar motivation for those stops, starts and changes of direction can be supplied by the 
speaker's supposed state of mind and feeling'. 
7 Greengard (1980) 16. The first attempt to examine the chiastic form of the odes was made by F. 
Mezger, Pindars Siegeslieder (1880), who noticed that the same words occur in identical metrical 
contexts. 
" Genette (1980) 35. 
72 Genette (1980) 34. 
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This is the stance normally adopted by structuralists, who discard the temporality73 

of narrative in the name of an atemporal logic which lies behind it. As Levi-Strauss 

put it, in a narrative `the order of chronological succession is absorbed in an 

atemporal matrix structure'. 74 Theorists such as Greimas and Barthes reduce 

narrative to a series of dominating `paradigmatic' functions and abstract patterns; 

therefore, they act to "`de-chronologize" the narrative continuum and to "relogize" 

it'. 75 They ignore the temporality of the narrative and its movement in time and 

approach it as if all its parts existed simultaneously and accordingly as if it could be 

apprehended in its totality. This tendency to `freeze' a work of literature and 

examine it as a completed pattern of words has been problematized and challenged 

by Paul Ricoeur, who drew attention to the temporality of narrative and the fictive 

experience of time projected by the text. According to Ricoeur, the game between 

narrative time and narrated time is not there for its own sake but has mimetic 

implications and articulates an experience of time; text time is not only spatial but 

also temporal. Taking human experience as a datum, authors manipulate the 

narrative time-stream, namely the time sequence, by means of elimination, 

expansion or condensation of duration, so as to accelerate or slow down the rhythm 

and create specific effects, such as pathos, suspense, and irony: 

the task of poetic morphology is to make apparent the way in 
which the quantitive relations of time agree with the qualities of 
time belonging to life itself. Conversely, these temporal qualities 
are brought to light only by the play of derivation and insertion 
without any thematic mediation of time... Temporality is that 
structure of existence that reaches language in narrativity and 
narrativity ... the language structure that has temporality as its 
ultimate referent. 76 

73 As Prof. Duncan Kennedy has pointed out to me, `temporality' does not just indicate clock or 
calendar time, but brings with it the sense of the experience of time. 
74 Cited in Barthes (1977) 98. 
75 See e. g. Barthes (1977) 99, 'Time belongs not to discourse strictly speaking but to the referent; 
both narrative and language know only a semiotic time, 'true' time being a 'realist', referential 
illusion... '. Cf. Doleiel (1976) 209-17. 
76 Ricoeur (1981) 80 and 165. 
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In the light of this, it remains now to examine the temporality that Pindar's 

disarranged, syncopated and variegated narrative serves to evoke. What does Pindar 

try to achieve through his allusive and selective style, his indifference to the time- 

sequence, his sudden shifts, transitions, anachronies, and paratactic style? 

5.4 Time and Genre 

At this point it must be conceded that the aforementioned features of Pindaric 

narrative are not exclusively Pindaric but characterize archaic lyric poetry in 

general, although in a less amplified form. For a long time this narrative style was 

considered to reflect a primitive mentality and was ascribed to the deficiency of the 

archaic mind. The passage from one thing to the other by use of the associative 

mode, the long lists and catalogues of objects and the preference for the Aiýt; 

Fipotdv to the Amts xaTio-rpaAL gCiv,, were taken to manifest the archaic poets' 

indifference to background events, their obsession with the particular and the 

concrete, and their inability to adopt a larger point of view to consider more than one 

thing at a time. 77 Furthermore, the variation of tempo and the sudden transitions and 

digressions, which describe most lyric poems, were seen as indicative of the poets' 

lack of an absolute sense of time. 78 Fränkel's comments on the Pindaric style are 

exemplary of this attitude: 

Essentially archaic too is the animated course of his [Pindar's] 
poems. The opening is abrupt and striking; then come constant 
changes of pace; he walks slowly in contemplation; then rushes 
furiously on; strides out with vigor, each step opening a new 
perspective; takes a zig-zag course between the attraction and 
repulsion of opposites; circles slowly round, to find himself at the 
end where he first began; or in one swift leap attains his distant 
goal. The basic principle of these choral songs is not the classical 
one of architectonic strength and visible construction, but the 
archaic one of fluid movement and development of numerous 
figures, following after and out of one another. 79 

The insufficiencies and weaknesses of such assertions were the object of much 

criticism by a number of scholars who defended the coherence and unity of archaic 

"Perry (1937) 418. 
78 Frankel (1955) 85-6. 
79 Frankel (1975) 505. 
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lyric poetry ascribing its narrative and organizational techniques to the conventions 

of the genre rather than to the mental operations of the archaic mind. As Fowler 

succinctly put it, `Its [lyric poetry's] own peculiar ways of proceeding reflect not 

some psychological inadequacy in the poets, but the nature of the poetry itself s8° Far 

from being archaic, the discontinuous, paratactic and allusive style of archaic Greek 

poetry has something intrinsically generic about it, something associated with the 

temporality of the lyric and the lyric voice. It is not mere coincidence that 

discontinuity and mood variation are distinctive characteristics not only of archaic 

but of modem lyric as well. As Miller remarks on lyric temporality: 

For lyric subjectivity exists not as a linear narrative, nor as a 
mirror of what physicists call the arrow of time, but rather as an 
interrelated series of temporal loops moving at various speeds and 
levels of consciousness. It proceeds not one day at time, but 
moves forward and back simultaneously, compulsively analyzing 
and reinterpreting the same multivalent experiences, even as it 
adds to them. 81 

In his two seminal essays, ̀Forms of Time and of Chronotope in the 

Novel', 82 and `The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of Realism', 83 

Bakhtin pointed out that the structure and artistic devices that the different genres 

develop are functional, not arbitrary, and manifest a different mode of temporality 

and a different chronotope. Genres are not created in a vacuum but develop such 

features that respond appropriately to their situations, aims, and ideology. Genres, 

according to Bakhtin, are modes of seeing the world, special forms of thinking. 84 Let 

us leave the lyric genre aside for a moment and shift our attention to the other two 

major genres of antiquity, epos and drama, trying to examine whether their narrative 

mode and structure evoke a specific temporality and whether this temporality 

advances their ideology and purposes. 85 

8° Fowler (1987) 56. See also Croiset (1880) 409, cited in Miller (1993) 22 n. 3, who argues that the 
associative mode we have in Pindar is related to the essentially `lyrical' and the lyric genre. 
" Miller (1994) 2. See also the remarks by Cameron (1979) 201-60. 
82 Bakhtin (1981) 84-258. 
83 Bakhtin (1986) 10-59. 
84 See also the discussion by Morson (1991) esp. 1087-9. 
85 Although the term drama includes both tragedy and comedy, here I discuss only the former. 
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Epic poetry always derives its subject-matter from the heroic past. It is, as 
Ford called it, `the Poetry of the Past'. 86 This past stands isolated from and has 

nothing or little to do with the present of the poet and his audience. 87 Apart from a 
handful of instances, 88 epos depicts a world that. is closed, remote, and without 
loopholes through which one can look at the future. 89 As far as the structure of epos 
is concerned, anachronisms in the form of analepsis and prolepsis are common epic 
features but the narrative remains in its major part linear. 90 The epic narrative mode 
(8r' äucporepwv)91 also allows for various episodes to be interspersed in the intervals 

of the main action. This accumulation of episodes along with the extensive epic 
descriptions are an encumbrance to the main action and contribute to slowing down 

the narrative tempo. The same effect is achieved by Homer's tendency to fill every 

single moment with action and to condense the actions of several days into just a 
few. 92 All this decelerates the narrative and evokes the feeling that the story hardly 

moves. This slowness casts epic time as majestic and qualitatively different from 

ordinary time, a feeling which is also enhanced by the use of the epic meter. 
Aristotle in his Poetics defines the dactylic hexameter as the most majestic and 

slowest moving of all verses and contrasts it to the iambic trimeter and trochaic 

tetrameter, which are described as `full of movement'. 93 The distinct temporality 

86 See Ford (1992). 
87 It is, however, noteworthy that the Homeric epics represent bards who sing of contemporary events 
and people. 
88 Cf. 11.3.351ff, 6.353ff, 7.87ff and Od. 1.302 where Homeric heroes claim that their kleos will 
remain aphthiton among future generations. In addition to that, it has also been suggested that Homer 
often hints at cults of heroes which where practised during his time. Nagy (1979) 114-21 and 342-3, 
for example, argues that a cult of Achilles is a submerged motif in the Iliad. But even if his 
assumption is correct, what matters is that Homer never acknowledges openly any hero cults. 
89 See the comments by Bakhtin (1981) 13-14 on the chronotope of epos. This `remoteness' of the 
epic past is one of the epic features that Apollonios Rhodios undercuts and reverses in his 
Argonautika, by deliberately leaving loopholes and linking the heroic past with his own present. 
Exemplary is the episode of Apollo's epiphany to the Argonauts in Arg. 4.1694-1730. A thunderstorm 
puts in danger the Argonauts' lives and Jason calls for Apollo's help. The god appears and makes to 
emerge in front of them an island which the heroes subsequently called Anaphe. But whereas this 
epiphany is described in a sublime manner, Apollonios suddenly shifts his attention from this remote 
past to the present, pinpointing that even in his day people still honour Apollo of Anaphe. 
° On the narrative techniques employed by Homer see de Jong (1987). 

91 See Pl. Resp. 111.392c-394b. 
92 In the Iliad, to give an example, events that one would expect to have taken place during the first 
years of the war, are crowded in the last few weeks of the ninth year. The TrIxooxonla in Book 3 
provides an eloquent example. 
3Arist. Poet. 24.1459b. 34-1460a. I : Td rae iewl öv ozaqµcüra rov xai öynoNo rarov Tiuv µär wv 

E'oTIY,.... TÖ J /a4ElhY xal TrTQC11aETQoy xiYwTxd xal TZ /LEY ÖQV2OT(XÖY 
TZ ÖE 7rraxr, xOv, cf 4.1449a. 24-25, 

where the iambic trimeter is defined as AdAtaza Aexrrxöv. 
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evoked by epic narrative dovetails with the overall ideology of the epic genre, whose 

primary aim and concern is to sing the superiority and eternal glory of the past. Seen 

from this perspective, it makes abundant sense that epic characters are not in general 

subject to time's destructive force and do not express particular worries about its 

passage. 

If we now move on to tragedy we will see that tragic plays evoke a very 
different temporality. Although tragedians derive their subjects from traditional 

lore, 94 the tragic past seems to be less distant than its epic counterpart. This is due to 

a variety of reasons. First of all, the `dramas' of the tragic heroes are closer to the 

human condition and the tragic aspects of mortal life. Secondly, although it is wrong 

to consider tragedy as a mere replica of fifth century Athens, it is locus communis 

that the tragic poets employed contemporary material drawn from society and 

political affairs. Such `anachronisms' serve to reduce the distance between past and 

present, `then' and `now'. 95 A similar effect is achieved by tragedy's references to 

aetiologies for rituals or institutions that formed part of the audience's contemporary 

world. 96 As Buxton points out: 

One of Greek tragedy's defining characteristics is the peculiar 
blend of proximity and distance, in relation to time, space and 
ideology, constituted by the myths re-enacted in the theatre. No 
myths are raw: all are cooked by the context. Proximity-and- 
distance is one of the key ingredients of tragic cookery. 97 

It is in this juxtaposition of proximity and distance, Buxton notes, that Aristotle's 

diptych of cpößos and z'2o5 becomes more comprehensible. 98 The dramatic form of 

tragedy (1a , ugh1 o ws 7EvoAdv?; ) has significant implications with regard to the order 

94 The only exceptions are the Sack of Miletos and Phoinissai by Phrynichos, the Persians by 
Aischylos, the tragedy Antheus by Agathon and the anonymous Gyges play. 
9S On anachronisms in Greek tragedy see Easterling (1985) 1-10 who stresses the caution with which 
these 'anachronisms' must be interpreted. As she puts it: 'the tragedians had a strong sense, based on 
their knowledge of Homer, Cyclic epic, and lyric poetry, of the kind of world the heroes inhabited, 

and this they tried carefully to recreate, at the same time as dramatizing the issues, problems and 
attitudes of their own contemporary society. Clearly they were not writing 'period drama' in the 
modem sense.. . 

but it would be wrong to jump to the opposite conclusion, that there were no 
principles at all determining the way in which the heroic past and the modem world should best be 

combined'(1). 
96 For example, at the end of the Eumenides, Aischylos explains the foundation of the Areiopagos, 

while Euripides at the end of Hippolytos provides the aetiology of a cult held in the hero's memory 
by Trozenian women (Eur. Hipp. 1428-1430). 
97 See Buxton (2002)188. 
98 See Buxton (2002) 175. 
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and duration of the events. First of all, the time of the narrative equals the time of 

the story since events unfold without the intervention of a narrator. Moreover, events 

unfold in order, as they happened in the story thus they are experienced as a 

sequence. At the same time, this mode of narrative hinders the development of any 

parallel episodes. As Aristotle said, in tragedy there is only one action, the one that 

unfolds on stage in front of our eyes and which one can follow from beginning to 

end. This uninterrupted unfolding of events forges the impression that every single 

minute is filled with action and tension which in turn conjures up a feeling of 

urgency. Unlike epic time, tragic time never stands still but always rushes forwards. 

Even in the stasima, when the action is relaxed, one feels that time remains vibrant 
in the background moving rapidly forward. This urgency is heightened by the fact 

that action in tragedy is confined within the limits of a day. 99 There are, of course, 

references that cover bigger spans of time, such as the speeches of the messengers, 
but events on stage normally unravel within a single day. 1°° Due to this, tragic plots 

are extremely close-knit and tight. All events relate to each other and promote the 

action which tightens whilst the plot unfolds thereby creating a sort of tension. 101 As 

de Romilly remarked, tragedy always represents a crisis: `This continuous and 

regular progression, where one single problem gets more and more urgent till it 

bursts into crime is the very core of tragedy'. 102 If the plot were not so cohesive and 

`tight', this urgency would not be tenable. Any prolongation of either the dialogic or 

choral parts by the insertion of copious discourses or descriptions would have 

divested time of its overwhelming power. The feeling of urgency is also advanced 

by the audience's familiarity with the myths; because of this foreknowledge, 

everything that happens on stage seems to push things towards the prescribed end. 

According to Rehm, `by virtue of its mythic context, tragedy's drive toward 

recognition and peripeteia (dramatic reversal) operates on both a moment-to- 

moment and a macro-temporal level. 9103 Foreknowledge of the material in epos does 

99 Arist. Poet. 5.1449b. 12-13: 4 As', öri Ecä. Awra naleärat inro' pay metoaov Qiou eTva 6j taxeöl 
ga. uaTTsty. 
100 As has been observed by a number of scholars, in a few cases the dramatized events take more 
than one day. See e. g. the interesting remarks by Kent (1906) 3 9-52. 
101 See Revermann (2003) 791: `Tragic plots ... do not `thicken' but `tighten". 
102 De Romilly (1968) 9. 
103 Rehm (2003) 128. 
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not lead to a similar effect, exactly because the insertion of extra episodes dissolves 

the sequential order of the events and serves to relax the tension of the main action. 

Time is one of tragedy's cardinal features, mainly because tragedy deals first 

and above all with change. Aristotle defined peripeteia, namely the passage from 

happiness to unhappiness and vice-versa, as one of tragedy's distinctive traits. 104 In 

this regard, the ideology of tragedy differs greatly from the ideology that permeates 

epos. While epic poetry aims at commemorating great deeds, tragedy assumes an 

educative function and focuses on man and the transitory and diurnal character of 

human life. 105 Epic heroes strain to gain kleos, so that their name will live 

throughout the centuries- tragic characters constantly express their worries and 

anxieties about time and struggle to deal with its constant changes and alterations. 

As Rehm put it, `Tragic characters think of time as an agent, acting on them by 

offering the temporal space in which they suffer, prosper or die'. 106 The structure 

and narrative mode of tragedy meet these aims and serve to promote the ideology 

and purposes of the tragic genre. 

After this brief digression, let us now go back to the lyric genre and try to 

understand how its narrative patterns relate to its overriding concerns and ideology. 

In contrast to epos and tragedy which are past-oriented genres, lyric poetry shifts its 

focus on the hic et nunc and foregrounds the individual's emotions, pains, hopes, 

and concerns. This occurs not because lyric poets have now for the first time 

discovered the `inner world' and the `individual', pace Bruno Snell and his 

followers, but merely because these notions along with the relationship between 

inner and outer, personal and universal, attract their attention. As a result, time is 

advanced into a significant dimension in lyric poetry. This is not to say that lyric 

poets are concerned to thematize time per se or philosophize upon its nature and the 

finite of human life, as is the case in tragedy. Besides, as we have seen in Chapter 1, 

one finds but a few explicit references to chronos in lyric poetry. What interests the 

lyric poets is rather to express and communicate how humans apprehend and 

experience time and its passage, to mirror, in other words, the human consciousness 

1Ö° Arist. Poet. 11.1452a. 22-23: "Eo-r, N Irepnrereta Aev er's evavrtov rZv nearro/ 'vwv JUraßoa4... 
105 See e. g Ar. Ran. 1009 and 1019. 
106 Rehm (2003) 123. See also de Romilly (1968) 6: `Pindar speaks about time because he wishes to 
escape from its dangers; people in tragedy speak about it because they have not been able to escape 
from these dangers'. 
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of time. In addition to this, as Vernant has rightly observed, lyric poets seek `to 

transform this time of individual life -time lived through, incoherent and 
irreversible- into a cycle reconstructed as a whole... to reintegrate human time into 

cosmic periodicity and divine eternity'. 107 As Johnson noted on lyric poetry: 

Reason, prose and sports are much concerned with beginnings, 
middles and ends, with 'linear unity', and it is proper for them to 
be so concerned. But lyric poetry, though it is not irrational, 
though, indeed, it despises reason at its cost, is never purely or 
essentially rational because it deals with realities that most good 
rationalists correctly proclaim to be beneath reason or beyond 
it. 108 

Often lyric poets draw a clear distinction between what could be defined as 

`objective' and `subjective' time, namely the time of nature or historical time and 

the time as experienced by humans. In fr. 338 Alkaios juxtaposes the hibernal 

landscape (outside) with the warmth and solace of the symposium (inside) enjoyed 

by him and his comrades, while in 38a he claims that the sympotic temporality can 

even counterbalance the finite nature of human life. 109 At other times lyric poets 

bring to the fore the notion of `inner time'. No matter how far-fetched such a pre- 

Bergsonian inner `duree' might sound, this is already alluded to in Homer, where in 

Iliad 15.80-83 Hera is said to wing so rapidly `as the thought flashes in the mind of a 

man who, traversing much territory, thinks of things in the mind's awareness, "I 

wish I were in this place or this, " and imagines many things'. ' 0 The notion of `inner 

time' helps us to explain why, although archaic lyric fixes its gaze on the present, 

this present is never the `pure', `existential now' but a present filled with past and 

future, memories and nostalgia, hopes and anticipation. Exemplary in this respect 

are the Sapphic poems where the present, which is always etiolated and marked with 

absence, is filled with memories and hopes. The Sapphic present is always a 

107 Vernant (1983) 90. 
108 Johnson (1982) 69. See also Cameron (1979) 206: `The lyric both rejects the limitation of social 
and objective time, those structures that drive hard lines between past, present, and future and must 
make use of them'. 
109 See also Sapph. fr. I 68b PLF. The authenticity of the fragment was disputed by Page but accepted 
by Campbell (1982). 
110 Cf. Hymn. Hom. Ap. 186, where Apollo speeds from earth to Olympos swift as thought (Zara 
YhAa). 
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`threefold present', as Augustine would say. Consider for example fr. 94, where 
Sappho recollects the departure of one of the girls of her circle and their happy 

intercourse; the poem moves in successive temporal levels from the present to the 

time of the farewell in the past and finally to their happy intercourse in the past of 

the past. Through memory, the absence of the beloved is transformed into 

presence. I1I 

This said, I would suggest that the style and narrative devices of lyric poetry 

serve to reflect what Ricoeur has defined as `human time'. According to him, 

humans experience time not as a sequence of `nows', `a series of instants succeeding 

one another along an abstract line oriented in a single direction', 112 but rather as 

something discontinuous, as a flow with different qualities, as a collection of 

moments characterized by memory and anticipation. Far from indicating an archaic 

and relative concept of time, these features show how lyric poets, by means of long 

descriptions and catalogues, ellipses, pauses and summaries, attempt to convert the 

qualitative features of time into quantitative. In other words, how they try to infuse 

and transmute the human experience of time into poetry. As Griffith has rightly 

remarked about Pindar, `affecting the order, duration, and frequency of events in the 

account is Pindar's awareness of our being-in-time'. 113 

5.5 Conclusion 

From all the above two things stand out: 1) that Pindar's narrative style does not 

reflect an archaic mentality and 2) that it shares many similarities with the archaic 
lyric style in general. Yet, it would be wrong and reductive to attribute everything to 

tradition. Notwithstanding its traditionality, Pindar's style has something unique 

about it. The various techniques used in lyric poetry are found in a more amplified 

and expanded form in his work; Pindar is more eager than his peers to make bold 

and abrupt transitions from one theme to another, break off, alternate the tempo of 

his narrative and crumple the order of the events. These exaggerations need to be 

seen in relation to the rhetoric and ideology of the epinician genre and the 

1t See the attractive discussion of the poem by Peponi (1992). 
Ricoeur (1981) 170. 

113 Griffith (1993) 611. 
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temporality that Pindar seeks to evoke. His aim is not so much to juxtapose 

individual life time and the cyclical time of nature (subjective vs objective time) or 

try to reintegrate the former into the latter, but rather to unveil to his audience the 

continuous divine chronos and the stability and rest that lie behind the seemingly 
discursive and contingent operations of human chronos. At the same time he wants 

them to experience, albeit momentarily, its unity. As Johnson has nicely put it: 

... Pindar's poetry is chiefly about eternity and our feeling 
about eternity, about the rhythm that is over and beneath our 
experience, about what we have come to feel and to think (but not 
to know) about ourselves and the world. It is our very limited 
human experience of this rhythm, of the mystery of this rhythm 
and of our tears and hopes regarding this mystery, that lyric 
poetry makes visible and forms. 114 

But disclosing this divine chronos is not the only objective. Pindar's overriding 

concern is to emphasize the potential for partaking of this divine temporality through 

poetry. As will become clear in the ensuing chapter, all these themes and concerns 

play out and are configured in the narrative. However, in order to fully understand 

and appreciate the implications of Pindar's narrative and the effect that it would 

have had upon the audience we need to take into consideration another crucial factor 

as well, that of performance. 

114 Johnson (1982) 70 
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CHAPTER 6 

EPINICIANS IN PERFORMANCE 

ii5re Liam Ilauiv, 
äwi voi ' öjAevo; ri aor'viov 
47 neemUopivars wears iui)uv 
Fýav4o-eq xeio;, 

(Soph. OT 154-158) 

Engagement with Greek archaic and classical poetry imposes, along with the 

examination of the text per se, consideration of its performance as well. Until 

recently scholars did not take into serious consideration this vital parameter but 

tended to approach works from this period as textual entities rather than as 

performance-based texts. ' This indifference to the factor of performance was 
initiated by Aristotle, who in his Poetics lessened tragedy's visual aspect and context 

by asserting that tragic plays can be described solely by intra-literary criteria. 2 But 

to treat the works of this period, which Herington so succinctly called `song 

culture', 3 as mere verbal constructs and discourses is to deprive them of their force 

and true potential since performance-oriented genres find completion only in their 

`actualization' on stage. This applies first and above all to the case of archaic lyric 

poetry which, due to its occasional character, cannot but reflect and inscribe aspects 

of its own enunciation and performance. As Mullen wrote with reference to the 

Epinicians of Pindar, `the words of his [Pindar's] dances, when divorced from the 

clustering presences of their original occasions of performance, lose a dimension'. 5 

It is significant to bear in mind that performance is not merely an artful use of 

1 On the importance of performance see among others: Wiles (1987) 136-51; Gentili (1988); Foley 
(1992). On the importance of the context in tragic performances see especially Goldhill (1990) and 
id. (1997), who argues that drama festivals were institutions in which civic identity was displayed, 
defined and explored. As he (1997) 5 puts it, 'by participating in the festival at all its levels-the 
Athenian citizen demonstrated his citizenship', while through the 'staging of the festival.. . the city 
promoted and projected itself as a city'. 

Arist. Poet. 5.1450b 16-21. 
Herington (1985). 

4 See Day (2000) 40; Calame (2003) 37. 
5 Mullen (1982) 8. 
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language but a kind of `marked speech'. As Bauman has pointed out, performance is 

an empowering event which enables the construction of meaning: 

Performance represents a transformation of the basic referential 

... uses of language. In other words, in artistic performance of this 
kind, there is something going on in the communicative 
interchange which says to the auditor, "interpret what I say in 
some special sense; do not take it to mean what the words alone, 
taken literally would convey. " This may lead to the- further 
suggestion that performance sets up, or represents, an interpretive 
frame within which the messages being communicated are to be 
understood, and this frame contrasts with at least one other frame, 
the literal. 

6.1 Linearity of Performance 

One of the crucial implications of performance is that it presupposes sequential 

perceiving, in so far as it unfolds linearly in the dimension of time, bit by bit. Every 

performance also has a demarcated beginning and end. Unlike the reading of a text 

where the reader enjoys temporal autonomy (he can go through a text as many times 

as he wants, contemplate, skip pages, determine the pace of his reading and 

accordingly the span of the time needed for this reading), the time of a performance 

is defined and a participant is obliged to adapt to its rhythm and tempo without 

being able to read again and again a strophe, paragraph or act. In a recent essay on 

public Greek performances Carey has emphasized this particularity: 

Quando leggiamo, possiamo fare una pausa, rileggere, esaminarla 
a ritroso. Per il primo pubblico, invece, il canto lirico non r cosa 
completa, ma 6 quasi altrettanto aperto di un drama. L'occasione 
detta temi o elementi. Ma 1' articolazione e I' organizzazione di 
questi restano incerte. Il pubblico incontra il testo con gli orecchi, 
con gli occhi, ma sopratutto come sequenza. 11 testo resta cost 
fuori del controllo, diversamente dal testo confinato nella pagina. 7 

It goes without saying that this linear and consecutive unfolding of the odes 

would have enhanced the feelings of fragmentation, contingency, rush and urgency 

which, as we have seen in the previous chapter, Pindar's narrative serves to evoke. 

During the performance the audience would have felt the vehemence of the song 

effected by the thematic poikilia, the rapid alternation of images, and the unexpected 

6 Bauman (1977) 9. 
7 Carey (2001)12. 
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shifts and transitions. But the linearity and prescribed duration of the performance 

seems to have had an impact not only upon the audience but also upon the narrator. 
We have mentioned in Chapter 5 that, although the epinicians were composed before 

the performance, Pindar `pretends' to improvise his song in open time, during the 

performance. The fact that the poem does not exist in its own right apart from the 

immediate pressure of the moment conjures up in him a feeling of urgency, for he 

must be quick enough to say whatever he has to say before chronos expires at the 

prescribed telos of the performance. This urgency is openly acknowledged by Pindar 

himself when he claims that time presses him; in Nem. 3 from the very first line the 

Muse is summoned to sing because the ode is late (o' 80), while at the opening of 
OI. 10, another belated ode, Pindar promises interest on his overdue debt so that 

chronos will not embarrass him again. In Pyth. 4.247-248 he declares that he needs 
to take a short-cut because he is pressed by the rolling hours, whereas in Nem. 4.33 

he ascribes his selective narrative both to time and the `law' of his song. In 01.6.28 

he states the need to go `today' to Pitana on his poetic chariot in good time (Fv Wpb), 

and in Pyth. 8.29-31 he claims that he is not at leisure to dedicate the whole long 

story to the lyre and gentle voice because the debt owed to his laudandus runs at his 

feet. 8 Apart from being pressed by time, Pindar also pretends to be subject to 

chronos' constant shifts and turns. His poem, which is compared to a vessel that 

travels in the open sea, is often depicted as being at the mercy of a number of 
lurking dangers. Accordingly, Pindar constantly emphasizes the need to be alert and 

extremely careful in order not to be driven off his course; he needs to be attentive to 

the breezes, avoid the waves and lower his sails when needed. In Nem. 3.26 he 

claims that he has been turned from his route while in other cases he either 

reproaches himself for having digressed or exhorts himself to change the subject: 15 

A8 TI; ävF, u0; w nllöou / F8aA v, co'; 3r' äxazov 'vvalliav; (Pyth. 11.39-40), ßvµ., riva 

neös cLUoaaiuiv / axpav Pfau rrAoov iraeawißßar (Nem. 3.26-27), xt 7nav oýxcaaov, Taxti 
äyxveav Fpeto-ov xSovi / 7TQ IQaS , xoiea3os 3)xaQ 7rezeas. (Pyth. 10.51). Based on the 

above, one could say that every performance is turned into a kind of `race' or 

`battle' between chronos and the poet; Pindar's mission as an encomiast is to freeze 

chronos' forward movement, capture the fleeting moment and eternalize it. 

Pind. Pyth. 8.31-33: rö ö' äv 7roo7 ihoI re4xov /'Ta rev xpeos, io 7rai, vew'TaTOV xa)cov, /i 7roravöv 
4h(p; paxav¢. 
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At this point a plausible question arises; does the linearity of performance 
imply an exclusively linear understanding? According to Frye, oral poetry is 

necessarily poetry of pure continuity: 

The kind of formulaic half-improvised poetry that, we are told, 
lies close behind the Homeric poems is a poetry of pure 
continuity ... 

if the poet does not read or write, the poem exists 
only in the one dimension of pure continuity in time, because such 
a poet is not thinking of lines on a page. If the poem is written, it 
appears in two spatial dimensions, across and down a page, as 
well as in time, and the crucial term `verse', with its associations 
of turning around or turning back, becomes functional. 9 

A similar stance is adopted by Miller, who maintains that the audience of oral poetry 

always perceives in a sequential order because it does not possess the capacity to 

move forwards and backwards, correlate events, trace subtle allusions and make the 

associations that a reader of a text could do: 

The audience of an oral poem must quickly be able to perceive the 
gist of each passage, possessing neither the time nor the psychic 
distance necessary to reflect on abstruse or idiosyncratic 
formulations. 1° 

Frye and Miller are certainly right in arguing that the written text enables its readers 

to scrutinize it and draw subtle associations which would be difficult to make by 

hearing the text only once. Nonetheless, the procedures which they associate with 

the written text do not necessarily presuppose a text, in so far as such co-relations 

can be made by the human mind as well. This can be better illustrated if compared 

with the human perception of time; even though time is linear and unfolds 

sequentially, we do not always perceive its flow as such, namely as a sequence of 

successive `vows'. On the contrary, due to memory we can make predictions and 

relate the present to the past and future; therefore, we experience and perceive time 

in not a necessarily linear way. By favouring an exclusively linear understanding of 

oral poetry we render the function of many complex poems problematic. In Pyth. 4, 

to take an example, events are narrated in such a distorted manner that a purely 

sequential perceiving would render the story incomprehensible, thus depriving the 

9 Frye (1985) 31, cited in Miller (1994) 2. 
10 Miller (1994) 5. 
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ode of its strength and dynamic. In order to make sense the listeners need to 

recuperate the original order of the events by constantly moving backwards and 
forwards. This point has been succinctly expressed by Most, who has drawn 

attention to the role that memory and anticipation play in the construction of 

meaning: 

The complicated and multi-temporal process of remembrance and 
anticipation, the interplay of expectation's partial fulfillment and 
partial denial which constitutes every act of discursive reception 
and which results in no text's being either altogether 
incomprehensible or altogether predictable, is sacrificed if the text 
is reduced to a succession of atoms.. . 

The process of 
understanding is also in part hypothetico-deductive: that is, that it 
constantly revises these patterns in the light of further data. As 
opposed to a tape-recorder, the reader or listener always makes 
guesses about what the text word or sentence will be: he is never 
entirely right, but he is rarely entirely wrong. l l 

As far as Pindar is concerned, the nature of his narrative per se negates a 

purely linear understanding. 12 Through the technique of the ring composition and the 

framing and repetition of words and images the audience is propelled to move 

constantly to and fro and draw parallels and contrasts with what precedes and what 

follows. As Young has written: 

It is impossible to travel 'linearly' from start to finish of a 
Pindaric ode, discussing what has been said the while, and not to 
miss most of what Pindar has to say, for 

... the coherence of 
Pindar's poems depends primarily upon the cross-references of 
one part of the poem to other parts. The unity thus created is 
formed by the aggregate of all passages, and the beginning is still 
very important at the end of the poem and, ultimately, the end is 
important at the beginning. 13 

" Most (1985) 38. 
12 Contrast Bundy 11 (1962), who suggested that the odes are characterized by a linear development 
from start to end. According to him, Pindaric epinicians are constructed from blocks or, as he called 
them, `crescenda'. These `crescenda' have preparatory character and serve as a foil for the praise; 
they emerge and recede to take their place in the distance, thus leaving the victor always in the 
foreground: 'to follow the movement of the ode is not to follow the development of a thought that has 

a beginning, a middle and an end but to pursue the fulfilment of a single purpose through a complex 
orchestration of motives and themes that conduce to one end' (91). See also Race (1990) who, 
following Bundy, has re-emphasized the climactic structure of the Pindaric stylistic features 
(priamels, hymnal openings etc). As he points out, the epinicians can be interpreted and fully 

appreciated only through sequential reading: `the fact that each re-reading may reveal hidden depths 

of meaning or previously unnoticed cross-references does not call into question the fact that the odes 
must first be studied sequentially' (6-7). 
13 Young (1970) 87-8. The essay was first published in the Minnesota Review 4 (1964) 584-641 and 
was reprinted in Calder and Stem (1970) 1-95. I follow here the latter edition. See also Vivante 
(2005) 1: 'Rather than verses representing consecutive moments, the rounds of strophe, antistrophe 
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In consequence, although the performance unfolds linearly in the dimension of time, 

Pindar's narrative serves to cancel out this forward movement and to arrest normal 

temporal orientation. To be sure, narrative time flows forward uninterrupted and 

each new element moves the narrative (and performance) ahead towards the end by 

adding new information. Yet, because of the simultaneous design against this 

movement that the poems poise, the audience's experience in real time is a 

cumulative rather than an incremental one since each new element seems to heap on 

what precedes instead of following in linear succession. 

This implication is notable especially if we consider the epinicians' temporal 

arrangement. As narratologists point out, the re-ordering of events affects their 

reception and interpretation by the reader/listener. To quote Segal, `a deeper 

meaning is found in the contrasts and analogies between events that are revealed 

through the disruption of chronological order'. 14 Similar are the observations made 
by Bal: 

Playing with sequential ordering is not just a literary convention; 
it is also a means of drawing attention to certain things, to 
emphasize, to bring about aesthetic or psychological effects, to 
show various interpretations of an event, to indicate the subtle 
difference between expectation and realization, and much else 
besides. Interestingly, it is literary narrative's way of achieving a 
density that is akin to the simultaneity often claimed for visual 
images as distinct from literature. ts 

Goodman has gone even further, proposing that `some narratives when reordered in 

certain ways are no longer stories but studies'. 16 Goodman illustrated his argument 

by bringing in the example of a psychologist's report; when a patient's 

chronologically structured record is rearranged according to the significance of the 

symptoms then it becomes ̀ a case study, an analysis not a narrative'. 17 A somewhat 

similar remark could be made about Pindar's narrative in so far as his reordering of 

events is in a way a `study of time'. Due to the chronological looping and circular 

and epode trace figurative circles that eschew any sustained narrative intent'; cf. Greengard (1980) 
128 who points out that, `The formal arrangement of the ode is more dependent on symmetry and 
recurrence rather than on linear continuity'. 
14 Segal (1986) 51. 
15 Bal (1997) 82. 
16 Goodman (1981) 111. 
17 Goodman 0 981) 111. 
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chronology occasioned by the ring composition, time is not experienced in its 

`horizontal' form, with its three temporal segments being clearly demarcated and 

separated from each other, but `vertically', with past, present and future existing 

next to each other. 

This implication is enhanced by a number of other techniques. As we have 

seen above, the transition from the present to the past is usually achieved through the 

indefinite 7rorr. Paradoxically, although this conjunction throws past events into an 

`ageless past', at the same time, by not specifying the interval between `then' and 
`now', it succeeds in bringing the two dimensions closer. Accordingly, the past is 

presented as something which lies far and near at the same time. A similar effect is 

generated when roTe is used in conjunction with recent victories, since in that case it 

allocates them a place next to the mythical events of the remote past thus spanning 

the distance between past and present. The bridging of this temporal gap is also 

achieved by the speeding up of the tempo at the end of the mythical accounts 
(narrative telescoping), '8 and the plethora of maxims and gnomai which due to their 

claim to omnitemporality collapse the distance between past, present, and future. 

Consequently, by bringing into a comprehensible unity heterogeneous and 

temporally separated elements and by inviting his audience to reexperience them in 

a timeless context, Pindar manages to reveal links and connections between events 

separated in time which would otherwise remain obscure. In doing so he manages to 

unveil to his audience the divine plan that lies behind the phenomenological 

contingency of human temporality. Seen in this context, the athletic victory is 

presented not as a fortuitous event but as the outcome of divine dispensation, as the 

renewal and confirmation of the glory of the past and as a harbinger of the glory of 

the future. This remark is very similar to what Auerbach said in his Mimesis: 19 

If an occurrence like the sacrifice of Isaac is interpreted as 
prefiguring the sacrifice of Christ, so that in the former the latter 
is as it were announced and promised and the latter `fulfills'.... the 
former, then a connection is established between two events 
which are linked neither temporally nor causally -a connection 
which it is impossible to establish by reason in the horizontal 
dimension... it can be established only if both occurrences are 
vertically linked to Divine Providence, which alone is able to 

See above, this chapter. 
19 Auerbach (1953) 64. 
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devise such a plan of history and supply the key to its 
understanding.... the here and now is no longer a mere link in an 
earthly chain of events, it is simultaneously something which has 
always been, and will be fulfilled in the future; and strictly, in the 
eyes of God, it is something eternal, something omnitemporal, 
something already consummated in the realm of fragmentary 
earthly event. 

In addition to this `revelation', by drawing past and future into the 

temporality of the performance, Pindar manages to transform the present moment 
into an `eternal present' thus allowing his audience to experience, albeit 

momentarily, the divine perspective of chronos and the temporality of the gods. 
Through the narrative the `now' of the performance is suspended and is expanded to 

include `all-time'. And by `all-time' we do not only mean the factual past, the 

current present, and future. As has been pointed out in Chapter 3, Pindar often 

resorts to counterfactual thinking by portraying states and events with non-factual 

status. As a result the audience is invited to experience not only what took place in 

the past but also what did not happen. One of the most interesting Pindaric 

counterfactuals is the one found in Pyth. 3, an ode celebrating Hieron of Syracuse. 

When the ode was composed Hieron was sick and Pindar dedicates 14 lines to 

describing what he would have done if the famous mythical doctor Chreiron had still 
been alive: 

Fi N amppwv ävrpov bat' ert Xeipmv, xai Ti of 
tprkzpov (iv) 9i 4 IzAlyapues üAvot 
IU2TFpot Ti9FV, iarIQci Toi xev 21111 riaov 
xai vvv FO'AoiO't 7rapao%eiv äV'Qaoiv'&epµäv vöo-wv 

Ttva Aaroiöa xexký, uevov ' iraTepos. 
xai xev ev vauoiv fhOAov 7ovrav Tc%Uvmv Waoo-av 
Aei oto v bri xeavav 7raQ' Aizva7ov ýevov, 
o; Xvpaxöovato-t 214, LCt ßao-Aet s, 
ireaüs äazois, oü tp»oveWV äyai9o7s, ýer- 

vors ae &avpaoToö aaTý e. 
TO uev atav'paS xaptza; 
at xaT av uyietav aymv xpuo-eav 

X4 7)A& T' 6 »llcov llv»kvv aiyAav 0Terpävots, 
Toils i ic-reVwv'ZeQevtxos HIEV Kippt 7TOn8, 
a0-re of ovpavov 

Qpcr, L; TVAavyeazEQov xerv(p (pa os 
eýtxö/Cav xe ßa&+iv rrövrov 7rgeio-ats. 

(Pyth. 3.63-76) 

What strikes us in this conditional is that, even though it is unreal (given that the 

protasis `If Cheiron were alive' is impossible), the detailed construction of the 

apodosis encourages its visualization. Through his narrative Pindar sets up a parallel 
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present which, although impossible, is given hypostasis. Somewhat similar is the 

counterfactual found in Nem. 4 where Pindar declares that, if the victor's father had 

been alive, he would have often celebrated his glorious son by playing on his lyre 

the present song: 

ei 8' ert caueve Tr/Öxelros dAi(P 
0* harre Le)&aero, noixrlov xr»aeicwv 
, gaga xe, rihöe /L Aer xAr»Fis, 
uiöv xeAaig0-E xaAAIVIxov 

(Nem. 4.13-16) 

In both examples cited above the governing modality is the hypothetical and 
Pindar's syntax is emphatic that the present described here is unreal. Yet, Pindar 

seeks to give them flesh and make them as lifelike as possible by constructing 
images full of motion and vividness. In doing so he actually achieves a horizontal 

extension of the present or, to put it differently, he manages to create a parallel 

present, a present that exists simultaneously with the real present of the 

performance. In fact, in the second passage this `parallel' present is even projected 

on the future through the use of the adverb Saud. 

A point that needs to be made here is that the divine chronos and the divine 

plan which the odes serve to divulge are not fully intelligible until the end of a 

performance. The feelings of urgency, unrest, suspense and contingency brought 

about by the odes' allusive and fragmented style wane gradually and it is only by the 

end that they are completely substituted by their opposites: wholeness and harmony. 

What at first glance seems contingent and illogical by the end of the performance 

seems to fit and be in perfect harmony with what precedes and what follows. The 

ultimate impression is always one of stability and rest. In addition to this, by the end 

of the performance something else finds completion as well; the present moment is 

singled out from real, sequential time and is inscribed on the divine chronos which it 

serves to disclose. Through his narrative Pindar manages to gradually stall time to a 

stasis. We have said above that Pindar dramatizes his `battle' with time and that at 

the beginning of a poem he often presents himself as being exposed to the 

`eventness of the moment' and almost as time's `slave'. Yet, despite all these 

allegations, Pindar is never blown off his track by chronos and at the end he always 

gains control over it. As Steiner observes, Pindar's poetic journey: 
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is a journey full of contingency where, however, the poet is both a 
passenger and a helmsman. Both the spokesman of the forces that 
direct his journey and the individual who dictates his particular 
path across the seas... The poem becomes the changing wind or 
wave, constantly altering its shape and form, making stops and 
starts, periods of climax and periods of calm. Pindar introduces a 
new aspect to his representation of his medium, making it capable 
not only of internal growth and development but of external 
mobility and adaptation. ° 

By frequent reference to the ongoing performance and the `eventness of the event' 

Pindar manages to capture the fleeting moment and confer immortality on the 

occasional; he solidifies the flux of time and inscribes the epinician celebration on 

posterity. 

6.2 Time of the Performance 

In addition to its linear unfolding and predescribed duration, performance brings to 

the fore the components of time, space and action, since every performance unfolds 

in a specific space and time and involves a specific action, whether this be dancing, 

singing, or reciting. It also presupposes a set of performers and an audience whose 

relationship can vary depending on the type of performance. 21 In what follows I 

intend to examine whether and how these factors might have affected the audience's 

reception and experience of the odes. 

6.2.1 Epinicians in Ritual Context 

Pindar does not normally designate the precise context and physical aspects of the 

performance. Scholars have interpreted this strategy as Pindar's attempt to liberate 

his odes from a specific time and place. As Carey has recently pointed out: 

This elision in tam facilitates the process of projecting the song 
and its honorands beyond their polis into the larger performative 
context of Greece in fulfilment of the boast/promise of the 
panegyrists that their song provides a fame which transcends the 
boundaries of time and space... " 

20 Steiner (1986) 74-5. 
2! In certain performances such as rituals, the audience actively participates in the performance 
whereas in aesthetic theatre it is separated from the 'ongoing drama'. See Schechner (1988) 172 who 
distinguishes three types of performances each of which entails a different relationship between 

performers and audience: 1) aesthetic; 2) ritual; 3) social drama. According to Turner (1980) 149, 
from whom Schechner borrowed the term `social drama', social drama is `a spontaneous unit of 
social process and a fact of everyone's experience in every human society'. 
22 Carey (2007) 192. 
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Yet, many odes provide evidence which testifies to their performance within public 
festivals and religious celebrations. The most detailed and thorough study of the 

epinicians' cultic context is E. Krummen's Pyrsos Hymnon: Festliche Gegenwart 

und mythisch-rituelle Tradition bei Pindar. Krummen embarks on a close 

examination of four Pindaric epinicians which she thinks must have been performed 

during a religious state festival23 She follows Wilamowitz in arguing that Pyth. 5 

was performed during the Karneia, a festival of Apollo Karneios, 24 and accepts the 

testimony of the inscription to 01.3 that the poem was sung during the Theoxenia, a 
festival in honour of the Dioskouroi25 She declares that 01.1 was probably 

performed at the `Opferfest' held by night at Olympia and Isthm. 4 during the 

celebration of the Herakleia at Thebes. 26 A number of other epinicians could be 

added to the list as well. It has been suggested, for instance, that 01.14 was sung 
during a festival in honour of the Graces held in their temple in Orchomenos, 27 while 

the reference to the feast of Aias in the final line of 01.9 (ATav, reÖv -r' Ev &zm, 

V ä62a, / v: xwv hrzmpavwo-e ßwj o'v 112) has been interpreted as a reference to the 

Aianteia, a festival honouring Lokrian Aias. Nem. 10 includes a reference to 

sacrifices of oxen taking place at the festival of Argive Hera and according to the 

scholia the ode was performed during that festival. 28 We could also mention here 

Nem. 1 which, according to Didymos, was performed during a panegyris for Zeus 

Aitnaios at Syracuse, 29 and Pyth. 11 whose opening appeal to the daughters of 

23 Krummen (1990). 
24 Wilamowitz (1922) 379. 
25 Schol. ad 01.3 (Drachmann I, 105). 
26 Segal (1988) 143 has also argued for the ode's performance during the Herakleia. 
27 For the hypothesis that the ode was performed at the temple of the Graces, see Athanassaki (2003b) 
2 and n. 9 and Kakrides (1979) 145. For a thorough and detailed study of the ode and its hymnic 

character see Athanassaki (2003b) 1-15. 
28 The scholia ad Nem. 10 Inscr. (Drachmann III, 165) give the name Exaröußara and '71para for the 
festival. Yet, as Cannata Fera (2001) 159 n. 39 remarks, these two names are not attested before the 
fifth and third century BC respectively. Nevertheless, she argues in favour of the scholiasts' 
contextualization of the poem. Although our knowledge regarding the rites held at the Heraion is 
limited, they must have included choral dancing; see Calame (2001) 119, who cites two examples of 
women's choruses at the Argive Heraia. Cf. Hall (1995) 612, where he argues that Nem. 10 actually 
celebrates a new cult order at the Heraion. 
29 Schol. ad Nem. I. 7b (Drahmann III, 11). According to the same scholiast, it was a custom to sing 
the epinicians' celebrating victories in the major athletic games during festivals. 
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Kadmos and Alkmene to join Melia at the sanctuary of Apollo Ismenios (1-6) seems 

to imply a religious celebration 30 

Doubtless, a cultic/religious context dramatically affects an audience's 

experience of time. As Mircea Eliade declared, in religious celebrations `profane 

time' is transformed into `sacred time'. Following from this, the day (sometimes 

even the month) on which a religious festival was held was also valorised 

accordingly. So, for instance, in fr. 52f (Pae. 6) the time of the festival is defined as 

`holy time'31 and in fr. 52p (Pae. 15) as `pleasant' (reem, ). In Nem. 5.44 the local 

Aiginetan month of Delphinios is said to be Apollo's favourite, 32 while in Nem. 3.2 

the month within which the Nemean Games were held is called `sacred' (ev i! eoupfo 

NeaEäör). In addition to the above, it is also significant to bear in mind that the 

periodic and recurrent nature of cultic and religious festivals serves to bring to the 

fore the notion of cyclical time since an occurrence of a festival in the present is 

always placed in the spectrum of all the festivals passed as well as the ones still to 

come. 33 This point is crucial, especially if we consider that the rituals performed in 

many festivals were believed to re-enact the festivals' explanatory myth normally 

located in the distant mythical past, in illud tempus. 34 In these cases the real 

historical time of the performance and the time of the myth attached to it 

synchronize and merge and the impression is evoked that the mythical event is re- 

enacted in the `here and now'. In Eliade's words, `any repetition of an archetypal 

3o See Gentili et at. (1995) 285-6 and 647-50. As they argue, the locution xai vGv in line 7 indicates a 
recurrent situation. Based on the scene described at the beginning of Pyth. 11, they suggest that the 

ode was probably performed during the ceremony of the Daphnephoria. 
31 8v PE LI As cu n&(p / doiTha ov I7reeIöwv neococ rav. The poem was probably sung during the 
Theoxenia Festival at Delphi. 
32 aNza EsFV äeaeev /Leis T' E'7TIx(eIoc, 3v (vDDroo' Äir )Awv. The Delphinia (local games) were held 
during this month. This quotation brings to the fore remarks similar to the ones drawn in Ch. 1 when 
we were discussing of the relativity of aion. The month of Delphinios was `holy' for the Aiginetans 
(because it was sacred to Apollo) but not necessarily for the rest of the Greeks. Each polls had its own 
sacred months and days depending on its own festivals and ceremonies. Yet, the days/months in 

which panhellenic festivals were held were considered sacred by all. 
33 See e. g. 01.4.1-3 and 01.13.13-17 athletic festivals are associated with the Horai who were held 

responsible for the cycle of seasons. On the temporal qualities of festivals and ceremonies and how 

these might affect the phenomenological and experiential feelings of the participants see Wegner et 
al. (1988) 203-32; cf. Hubert (1999). 
34 But see Parker (2005) 377-8, who points out that the tendency to consider all festivals as re- 
enactments of past events is wrong, in so far as festivals can point to the past in many different ways; 
they can be seen as imitating, commemorating or merely continuing a past event. 
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gesture, suspends duration, abolishes profane time and participates in mythical 

time' 35 

This idea of cyclicity and repetition finds eloquent expression in Pindar's 

religious poetry, always written to be performed within the framework of cultic 

festivals and religious celebrations. Fr. 75, a dithyramb for the Athenians, most likely 

performed during the vernal festival of the City Dionysia, 36 provides a salient 

example. The poem opens with an invocation to the Olympians to join the festival 

(AFV"T' ev xoeo'v, DAVWrior, 1) and infuse it with glorious grace (L l re xAwr&v duMTr 

Xiety, 3Fol, 2). 37 The first 12 lines concentrate on the ongoing ceremony and the 

locale of the performance, a central point in Athens (äorEos 6 coa) v 3, Füx1la' äyoeäv 

5), 38 which is described as much-frequented (rro) 'ßazov 3), rich in frankincense 

(SvEvr' 3), and adorned (irav'aIWov 5). From line 13 onwards the focus shifts from 

the specific ongoing festival to springtime and the blooming of nature. The flowers 

are seen as ̀ divine signs' (FvaP7ea 13) that foretell the festival's coming and the poet 

presents himself as a proclaimer of those signs (wrE , uävzrv 13). Use of religious 

words such as vv rra' a (15) and öucpai (18) invest this second part of the poem with 

reverence, while the poet's exclamation at 16 that at this specific time (=Spring) 

earth becomes immortal evokes the idea of a sacred time (TOTE... TÖT' hr WeoTav 

x»6v'... 16). 39 It is noteworthy that, although the conjunction To'Th at 16 refers to 

springtime in general, at the same time it coincides with the `now' of the ongoing 

festival. This transition from the `specific' time of performance to Springtime in 

general is significant; in this way the ongoing occasion transcends its particularity, it 

is related to all previous festivals celebrating the same event and is also seen as a re- 

enactment of Dionysus' archetypal arrival. An analogous example is fr. 52a where 

once again the specific moment of the performance is placed into the broader 

framework of the recurrent cycle of nature: 

i]i iý, vuv ö ravreAjs $viaurös 

35 Eliade (1954) 36. 
36 See der Weiden (1991). 
37 On this invocation see der Weiden (1991) 186 and 190. 
38 There is no consensus about the exact place at Athens indicated here; see Lavecchia (2000) ad 
fr. 75.3, who lists a number of suggestions made on this matter. 
39 Both der Weiden (1991) ad loc, and Lavecchia (2000) ad loc, take W o'rav x3öv' to refer to the 
constant rejuvenation of nature without paying attention to any other implications. 
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'hea[t] re Oghciyovot 
7rAi Ut=ov am 0ißas Fr%º 

, 
9ov 

ÄircAJAwvt äaira (ptawo-ro-r4oavov dyovTes 

(5-8) a° 

If we come now to the epinician corpus, 01.3 for Theron of Akragas provides 

a good example. As noted above, the ode was probably performed during the 

Theoxenia, a festival honouring the Tyndaridai. The mythical narrative recounts 

how Herakles established the Olympic Games and entrusted their supervision to the 

Tyndaridai after his apotheosis. It closes with the declaration that even nowadays the 

hero rejoices at the Olympic festival together with Kastor and Polydeukes: xai vvv es 

Taürav Foerdv Maos ävri vo-ty vio"FZai /o )y ßaSvC(Lvoro b'iKIM; rrarai Aýb'as (34-35). 

What calls for our attention here is that the locution xai vvv, the deictic 

demonstrative pronoun Taürav and the reference to the Tyndaridai evoke the 

impression that the sentence refers not only to the Olympic festival but also to the 

ongoing festival of the Theoxenia 41 The reference to Herakles does not pose any 

problems since, as we know, Herakles was celebrated and had a temple in Akragas. 

This ambiguity serves to `enrich' the ongoing celebration of the Theoxenia and 

invest it with an additional dimension; through Pindar's song the framing festival is 

presented not merely as another occurrence of the Theoxenia but as a re-enactment 

of the first Olympic festival as well. A re-enactment made possible through Pindar's 

song. 
In light of the above it becomes clear that a ritual context can have an 

important bearing on the way in which an epinician is experienced. This implication 

gains greater significance if we take into account the status and history of the 

40 See also fr. 52p. 1-10, where the present festival is seen in relation to previous ones: Tq J' ev 5', uan 
-reeny p/ r"=or pev .. 9ävarar / IToesi3gvos äyovr' Aiax( ,/ Nveai ö' o yepuwv t7rara r" / 7rarhe a' 
Keoviwv jwA[ / ITek äFZ RaAwv xapi (/ rreätrecav Shwv ear' 49(o / 'a of xexurar Irrei, vetxrae / zexerar 
ö' eviavrw / kzeTirav (... ] ova.... One of the things that draw our attention here is the statement that 
the festival takes place at the end of the year (see Rutherford (2001) 412 n. 4 where he argues that the 
dative Fv, aurt7. without preposition means ̀ at a year's end'). It is noticeable that the same allegation is 

made for the festival mentioned in fr. 52a (iravr i tvfauTk), cited above. In his commentary on the 
fragment Rutherford (2001) 256 has pointed out that this reference cannot indicate the end of the 

calendar year but that it might refer to the end of the agricultural cycle instead. In his recent 
discussion of the 'Festival Year' Parker (2005) 194 has argued that for the Greeks the beginning and 
ending of a year was arbitrary and that, although the concept existed, they had no fixed and distinct 

calendar year. In light of the above, one could argue that Pindar's references to the 'end of the year' 
in both fragments serve to indicate the full cycles traced since the festivals' last occurence. 
4' See Krummen (1990) 231-6. 
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epinician genre, an actual newcomer in the ceremonial milieu of the sixth and fifth 

centuries. As Bremer rightly observes, the epinicians were: 

something absolutely new. For they did not originate in the 
rhythm of human life and the religious calendar of a community, 
but they were composed on the occasion of an athletic victory 
obtained by one powerful individual in one of the panhellenic 
games 42 

Unlike paians, hymns and other religious poetry associated with recurrent festivals 

and cultic celebrations, epinician poetry occurred at irregular intervals and, as 
Mullen observes, was experienced by citizens `as a unique irruption into their 

seasonal round of things'. 3 Its conjunction with periodic rituals and religious 
festivals succeeded in investing the victory with transcendental importance and 

placing it in the `round of things' and the religious calendar; from that point onwards 

every future occurrence of the festival would act as the epinician's anniversary as 

well. 

6.2.2 Epinicians in non-Ritual Context 

Yet, not all epinicians were performed within a ritual context. As can be inferred 

from the banquet scenes" and the number of sympotic terms found in the poems 
(e. g. thalia, euphrosyne, komos, sympotai), the immediate context for epinician 

performances was the symposium. 5 According to Vetta, one can distinguish 

between four types of symposia: a) public symposia held in the open, b) public 

symposia held in a civic building, the palace of a tyrant, or a sanctuary, c) private 

symposia accompanied by a sacrificial meal, d) private symposia with an ordinary 

meal and wine. 46 Although it cannot be established with certainty whether the 

epinicians were performed within public or private symposia, scattered evidence 

testifies to both contexts. When in 01.13 Pindar declares that he has ̀ embarked upon 

a public mission' (Fyt ög giros Fv xoty , oTaAFis 49) a public banquet is implied, 47 

42 Bremer (1990) 42. 
a' Mullen (1982) 216. 
44 See e. g. the sympotic scene at the beginning of 01.7 and the sympotic simile that opens Isthm. 6. 
45 Clay (1999) 25-34. For the symposium in Pindar see Schmitt-Pantel (1990) 22-4. 
46 Vetta (1996) 203-4. 
47 As far as public symposia are concerned, Currie (2007) has recently suggested that they could be 
financed either by wealthy individuals or the polls as a whole. 
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while when in Nem. 1 he refers to the gates of his host's house, this clearly indicates 

a private symposium (brav ö' Fn' azA Iai Seat; / a0e coAo4Fivou xaA& 1cell7roazYo;, 
/ FvSa poi AelzRiov &Fnvov xzxöoµ17zar, . &aµä ä' ir, J Ma7rwv / ovx ä7r61'earo1 i3 , or / FVTI 

19-24) 48 However, what one needs to bear in mind is that such textual references to 

the context of the performance might not always reflect reality and, therefore, must 

not be always taken at face value. As has been observed by a number of scholars, in 

odes such as 01.1 (for Hieron) and Nem. 1 and 9 (for Chromios) where the 

vocabulary employed indicates a private and small symposium among friends, it is 

more plausible to assume a rather grand occasion. As Carey observes with reference 

to 01.1.14-17, `It is inherently implausible that a grand song of praise like this was 

squandered on an informal gathering. Pindar's feasts are probably grand affairs, and 
his representation of them as informal symposia is a fiction' 49 

We have argued above that an epinician's performance within a ritual context 
had significant temporal implications. But what happens in those cases where no 
framing festival or celebration occur? Does Pindar succeed in producing similar 

effects and, if so, how? As I will attempt to show, this is achieved in two ways: by 

the embedding of references to 1) divine and human dances and 2) festivals and 

cultic practices. Throughout the Pindaric corpus one comes across a number of 

references to other choral performances, both divine and human. This `choral 

projection', to use the term coined by Albert Henrichs, 50 has significant 

implications. Nem. 5 offers the most elaborate description of a non-human chorus in 

Pindar. The mythical narrative dwells upon the song that the Muses sang at the 

48 O1.1.14-17 and Nem. 9.1-3 and 49-52 also testify to a private symposium. But see Schmitt-Pantel 
(1990) 20-6, who argues that a private symposium does not necessarily indicate a small scale, 
informal and insignificant gathering. As she has pointed out, as far as the archaic period is concerned, 
the distinction between public and private symposia is misleading: `Certainly, the symposion is not 
the agora, but poetic discourse does not have a different function when composed for one place 
rather than the other' (25). 
49 Carey (2007) 205. In a recent paper Peter Agocs (2007) has suggested that Pindar's tendency to 
present his odes as unfolding within a small symposium among friends aims at assimilating such 
gatherings with the aristocratic symposia thus investing them with their values and ethos (friendship, 
bonds between members etc). This suggestion gains in significance if we consider that in the odes in 
which this occurs the mythical account is about a conflict either among mortals (Adrastos vs 
Amphiaraos, Eriphyle vs Adrastos in Nem. 9), or among immortals (Hera vs Zeus in Nem. l), or 
between mortals and immortals (Tantalus vs Olympians in O1.1). See also Morgan (1993) who has 
pointed out that such sympotic references array the odes with other poems sung in symposia thus 
pointing to their future re-performance in similar contexts. 
° Henrichs (1995) 75. See the discussion below. 
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marriage of Peleus and Thetis on Mt. Pelion. In lines 22-25 Pindar describes their 

circular dancing with Apollo in the middle playing the role of the choregos: 

apöOppmv öe xai xeivois 0e1ä' ev ll AAp 
Moao-äv ö xLUto-roc Xoeo5, ev öe Fceo-ars 
(pje, atyy' A, r Awv emrciyAwoaov 

%puo-eV 1TAaxTpýp örwxcwv 
ä7CITO 7raVTOKOV VOJUOY 51 

In 01.14 Pindar refers to the divine dances and feasts of the Gods in which the 

Graces always participate and in 01.4.2-4 the Horai are portrayed dancing and 

whirling around. In describing the blissful existence of the Hyperboreans in Pyth. 10 

the poet does not omit reference to their continuous feasting and dancing. 52 Here one 

could also mention the dancing scene that opens Pyth. 1. Although Pindar leaves it 

unspecified whether the described performance takes place in the human or divine 

realm, this vagueness serves to advance the scene to a prototype of a choral 

performance. References to non-divine dances abound as well. In Pyth. 2 Pindar 

states that `the voices of the Cyprians often celebrate Kinyras' (15-16), a statement 

which seems to imply a chorus of Cyprians and a cultic occasion for these songs. 53 

In the same poem Pindar makes mention of the Lokrian Maiden, who invokes 

Hieron (äm''i 19) in front of her house. As Currie has persuasively shown, the Aoxel; 

naeUvos must be a collective singular referring `to a chorus of Lokrian maidens, 

singing at a festival of Aphrodite 9.54 In Pyth. 3.78-79 Pindar refers to the Theban 

maidens who praise the Great Mother and Pan in front of his house in nocturnal song 

and dance'55 and in Pyth. 12.26-27 to the dances which take place in the precinct of 
56 the nymph Kopais, the daughter of Kephisos. 

31 On Nem. 5 see, among others, the detailed analysis in Pfeijffer (1999a). 
52 As Gentili et al. (1995) ad loc note, `la danza corale adolescente e femminile e un tratto the 
avvicina l' esistenza degli Iperborei a quella degli dei'. 
s' Currie (2005) 268. 
54 Currie (2005) 267. Currie (2005) 261-75 and esp. 267-8 offers an elaborate discussion of the 
reference. 
55 On the cult of the Magna Mater and the assumption that her shrine was situated next to Pindar's 
House at Thebes, see Slater (1971) 141-52. According to him, here Pindar alludes not to a Theban 
cult but to a cult in Syracuse (probably that of Demeter who was a variant for the Magna Mater 
there). 
16 Choral projections occur not only in the epinicians but in the fragments as well. In Paians 2.96-102 
and 6.13-18 Pindar refers to the frequent dances of maidens at Delos in honour of Apollo. In both 

cases the frequency of such dances is emphasized by the quantitative adverbs . gaud and . &a uiic 
respectively. Examples of epinician 'choral projection' occur in Bacchylides too. In Ep. 11.112, for 
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In his two seminal essays on choral self-references in tragedy, Albert Henrichs 
has suggested that such self-referential statements serve to recall the broader context 

within which tragic plays were staged and stress the tragic chorus' ritual character. 57 

By verbalizing their own dancing, choruses emphasize ̀ their capacity as characters 
in the drama but also as performers': 58 

From now on, students of tragedy will have to reckon with the 
fact that in their efforts to connect tragedy more directly with its 
cultic context (and to revitalize the Dionysiac roots of Attic 
drama? ), the tragic poets set individual characters, entire plays, 
and indeed the tragic genre as a whole in a distinct Dionysiac 
ambience S9 

According to Henrichs a similar effect is occasioned when the chorus makes 

reference to other off-stage distant and imaginary choral activities, a pattern which 
he calls `choral projection'. 0 Although Henrichs' suggestion found acceptance by 

many scholars, it raised much criticism as well. In an extensive essay Scullion 

argued that it is wrong to consider such self-references and projections as 

metatheatrical and as deliberate allusions to tragedy's ritual origins. 61 Scullion 

refuses to see the chorus as a self-conscious performer of the Dionysiac dance and as 

an active ritual participant in the festival of Dionysos asserting that `there is nothing 

in the tragic texts that can only be explained on the hypothesis that Athenians were 

always simultaneously conscious of tragic choruses as both characters and 

performers'. 62 Commenting on the much referenced line from Soph. O. T. 896-896 (ei 

yae at zorai' e 7rpa4st; T4LIat, / Tt b'eT jce %oOsV8tY; ) Scullion points to its gnomic 

significance indicating that the correlation of `dancing with the prosperity of the 

example, the poet refers to the choruses which, according to tradition, the daughters of Proitos 

established for Artemis after they had been cured of their folly. Cairns (2005) 48 has put forth the 

suggestion that the epinician might have been performed at the Metapontine Artemision, although he 

admits that this assumption is purely speculative. In Bacchylides notable is also the extended 
reference to the song of an unspecified chorus of maidens in Ep. 13.84-99. On this passage see the 
fine analysis by Power (2000) 80-1. 
s' Henrichs (1996) 53: `by locating their choral dancing in the larger context of extradramatic choreia 
performed by the city on other ritual occasions, this chorus can validate their own performance in the 
here and now of the City Dionysia'. 
58 Henrichs (1995) 59; see also id. (1996). 
59 Henrichs (1995) 57. 
60 Henrichs (1995) 75. 
61 Scullion (2002) 102-37; cf. Slater (2001) 120 and n. 37, who commenting on the chorus' question 
in Soph. O. T. ', ri /ca G xoeaLevy; ' argues that this must be seen as introducing a general maxim or 
gnome rather than as being `metatheatrical'. 
62 Scullion (2002) 121. 
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divine order is practically a topos of Greek poetry'. 63 Although Scullion's objections 

to Henrichs' thesis are justifiable, he does not pay the necessary attention to the 

audience's perception of such self-referential statements. Whether these were 

conscious allusions to the chorus' ritual role or not, it is reasonable to assume that 

they would have incited the audience to make such associations and link the `real' 

and `projected' choruses. 

As far as lyric poetry is concerned, such difficulties seem to fall away. In 

contrast to the tragic chorus which acquires a dramatic persona, the lyric chorus 

normally retains its civic identity and often comments on its own role as a 

performer; hence, it is more likely that references to other choruses would tacitly 

encourage the audience to link the current choral performance to other ritual 

performances. The fact that in choral performances the dance is not interrupted by 

episodes, as in tragedy, would also be conducive to this effect. As Power notes, 

`projected choruses though removed in space and time from the here and now of the 

epinician performance should be considered first and foremost in a complementary 

relation to the chorus that projects them'. 64 In the light of the above, one could argue 

that by embedding references to other songs and choral performances Pindar 

succeeds in placing the ongoing epinician performance into a broader temporal 

framework and singling it out from its specific time and place. 
Somewhat similar observations could be made about the textual references to 

festivals and cultic practices held at the place of the victory, the victor's city or other 

places in Greece. In 01.1.90-93 Pindar refers to the `blood sacrifices' that Pelops 

still enjoys at Olympia and in 01.7.77-80 there is mention of the processions, 

sacrifices, and athletic contests held in Rhodes in honour of Tlepolemos, the founder 

of the island. In 01.6 he alludes to three different festivals and cultic celebrations: to 

the cult of Hera the Maiden worshipped in Stymphalos and established by the city's 

eponymous hero (87-88), 65 to the festival of Demeter and Persephone in Syracuse 

and to the festival of Zeus Aitnaios (95-96). In Nem. 7.43-47 he refers to 

Neoptolemos' burial at Delphi declaring that the hero presides over festal 

63 Scullion (2002) 120. 
64 Power (2000) 69. 
65 Paus. 8.22.2 
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processions. 66 The case of Isthm. 5.26-28 which includes reference to a number of 
hero cults practised in different places in Greece (Aitolia, Thebes, Argos, Sparta) is 

also noteworthy. Pindar stresses that these heroes `gained praise and are celebrated 

on lyres and in full range of pipes' harmonies for time beyond measure', a statement 

which alludes to periodic celebrations and possibly to choral performances. 67 As 

Kurke observes, `Within the space of the poem, Pindar evokes funeral libations, 

marriage ceremonies, the giving of recompense, the offering of hospitality, and the 

solemn dedication of crowns and agalmata. Both metaphors and ritual mimesis 

cause this newcomer genre to resonate with its audience's most deeply felt cultural 

models'. 68 Mutatis mutandis, I would suggest that the same applies to our case; by 

incorporating references to cults and festivals into his poetry Pindar manages to 

appropriate their religiousness and even claim for his song their periodic nature and 

longevity. Finally, in addition to linking his song with other choral performances 

and cultic practices, Pindar also tries to elevate his poems by offering them as public 

dedications. In 01.8.9f he dedicates his song to the sanctuary of Zeus at Pisa, in 

Pyth. 12.5 to the eponymous nymph of Akragas, and in Nem. 5.53-54 and Nem. 8.13- 

16 to the temple of Aiakos. By appropriating this ritual gesture and dedicating his 

poem as an offering to a god, nymph or hero, Pindar points to its sanctity and links it 

with the cultic practices associated with these divinities. 

Consequently, even though a ritual context radically affects an epinician's 

reception by an audience, a similar effect is produced by the embedding of 

references to other choral performances, periodic celebrations and ritual activities in 

so far as all these serve to transform the `unmarked' time of the performance into 

`sacred' time (ccL9 ov xeovov) where past, present, and future collapse. Like the choral 

performances and cultic practices to which they refer, the epinicians will be 

introduced into the recurrent cycle of things and will form part not only of the 

periodic celebrations of the victors' community but also of other festivities all over 

Greece. 

66 For a detailed analysis of Neoptolemos' cult at Delphi see Currie (2005) 296-307. 
67 See also 01.10.73-85. Isthm. 1.7 provides a slightly different example; at the beginning of the poem 
Pindar refers to a Paian he was commissioned to compose for the Keans, asking Apollo to forgive 
him for deciding to write the epinician first. By means of this alleged apology, Pindar actually claims 
for his epinician the high status of a Paian. 
68 Kurke (1991) 259. 
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6.3 Space / Locale of Performance 

We have seen above that Pindar does not normally specify the context within which 
his songs are performed. It is not his practice to name the place of the performance 

either. This renders it difficult for us to localize the epinicians and restore them back 

to their primary locale, especially since many of the poems may allude to more than 

one possible venue. For example, Felson has put forth the suggestion that Pyth. 9 

might have been pre-performed at Thebes, on the victor's way home from Delphi 

(377) before its formal performance in Kyrene'69 and Calame has recently argued 

that 01.6 was performed at Syracuse not in Stymphalos, as it is commonly 
believed. 70 Just like the `time' of the performance, the place where it unfolds can 
bear significantly on the way in which time is experienced by the audience. 7' Nem. 3 

celebrates the victory of Aristokleidas, a wrestler from Aigina. After an opening 
invocation to the Muse to come to Aigina, Pindar moves on to express his delight in 

praising the island: 

xapievra ö' Fier 7rövov 
%WPaj äyaAca, Mvpur&ves iva ire o, 
qjx, qa-ay, wv aaAakparov äyoeav 

oux iAa eeoorv AQWazoxAet? as reicv 
e/ciave xar' ato-ay iv 7T. -Qt 9eveT, uaAax»eis 
nayxeariou OT6A4r 

(12-17) 

In line 70 Pindar declares that Aristokleidas `has linked.... the hallowed Delegation 

(Oeaemv) of the Pythian god to splendid ambitions'. The Thearion was situated in the 

city of Aigina to the north of its harbours, next to the temple of Apollo Pythios. 

According to the scholia, it was a place where public feasts were held, and it is 

reasonable to assume that it occupied a central place in the polis. 72 This local detail 

has significant implications if seen in conjunction with the reference to the `agora of 

the Myrmidones' in line 14,73 for it shows that the two places were probably very 

69 Felson (2004) 377. 
70 Calame (2006). 
"I use the term 'place' to denote a space invested with social meaning. 
72 Schol. ad Nem. 3.122b (Drachmann III, 59). For the Thearion see also Walter - Karydi (1994) 128- 
31. 
73 Most scholars take the reference to the raAakparov 4yoeb of the Myrmidones to denote a place. 
Contrast Gregory (1990-1) 41 n. 4 and 42 who takes it as an allusion to the myth of the Myrmidones' 
ant origin. 
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near to each other, both at the centre of the city of Aigina. The effect is heightened if 

we consider that the reference to the `ancient agora' is uttered by the chorus which is 

actually dancing on that very ground. 74 This coincidence invests the place of the 

performance with special significance and transforms it into `transcendent space' 

where time collapses and past and present meet. By emphasizing the continuous 

occupation of the place by Aiginetans, Pindar binds the participants together and to 

their physical environment thus highlighting the unity of people, place, and time. 

Nem. 7, another Aiginetan ode, also provides a good example. In lines 82-85 

Pindar declares the need to praise Zeus, who fathered Aiakos by planting his seed in 
Aigina: ßao-A aN . 

%&v 7r(J'irrr / ÖänJ v äv Tö('8 yaeile'ell 9J, LG1Pz / old ? ýFyoVTI 7äe 

Ataxov viv Zino' I areoaoxors yovais tpu 6o-at, / luyc A'v iroA apzov ei wvüuqi 7rärp¢. If we 

assume the poem to have been performed near the shrine of Aiakos, the moment of 

the conception of Aiakos by Aigina in the past would have been fused with the 

current moment since Aiakos would be literally `planted' in his tomb at the very 

spot where the chorus sings. 01.7 offers an analogous example. In narrating the myth 

of the foundation of Rhodes, Pindar refers to Tlepolemos, the island's founder, with 
the phrase `rio-N' 7roTe xxovog olxso-r '. The deictic räoJe x»ovös, which refers to 

both mythical and present Rhodes, serves to join `there' and `here' thus collapsing 

past and present. 

But even when no hint of the venue is provided, it is significant to bear in 

mind that, with a few exceptions, the performances took place in the victor's city. 

Accordingly, whether secular or sacred, public or private, the place of the 

performance is always part of the polls. This detail is important in as much as the 

natural world and the built environment of the polls are always called to play an 

active and dynamic role during an epinician performance. Although Pindar does not 

designate the precise locale of the performance, he is, however, often preoccupied 

with heroic and religious topography making references to a city's public buildings, 

shrines, sacred precincts and temples. 75 He also provides geographical descriptions 

of places by referring to a city's mountains, rivers and springs. 76 Such geographical 

descriptions are noteworthy because, apart from delineating a city's physical 

" See also Mullen (1982) 75-6. 
" See e. g. Thearion (Nem. 3); Ismenion (Pyth. 11); statue of Aiakos / Aikeion (Nem. 5 and 8); altar of 
Zeus Ilellanios (Nem. S); altar of Athena Hippia (01.13). 
76 See especially the descriptions of Akragas in Pyth. 12 and Aitna in Pyth. 1. 
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landscape, they serve to map its mythical past as well. By means of all these 

references, the limited space of the performance (choros) is turned into a centripetal 
force which brings the entire polis to the foreground and puts it on display. As a 

result, the polis is cast as an object to be gazed at; mentally, if the epinician is 

performed indoors, and virtually, if it takes place outdoors. Undoubtedly, in the 

second case the effect would be more intense since the audience could look around 

and engage more actively with the surroundings. This `transcendence' of the choros 
has significant implications given that Pindar's topographical maps are never 

random but epitomize aspects important for a city's `biography'. This `staging' of 

the polis serves to forge the citizens' civic identity, manifest, reaffirm and validate 

the city's past, emphasize the continuity between past and present and assure the 

polis' continuation in the future. 

Pindar's play with space is most eloquently exemplified in Pyth. 5. As noted 

above, the ode was probably performed during the Kameian festival. Krummen 

argues that the references to the tombs of the Battiads (96-98), 77 the tomb of Battos 

(93), 78 and the paved level road (90-93) serve to map out the route of a ritual 

procession held during the Karneia. According to her, this 7ro4iri was extended from 

the graves of the Battiads, located near the temple of Apollo on the west, outside the 

built-up area, towards the tomb of Battos on the eastern boundary of the agora. 

These two places were linked by a straight paved way. 79 Nevertheless, she admits 

that the poem was not a procession song, and that it was probably performed in the 

agora. 8° In the first epode Pindar specifies the `Garden of Aphrodite' as the locale of 

the ongoing performance (Kvec vcL yAuxvv c /c a xämov Acpeob'izas äSIM145vov 24). 

Excavations on the site of Kyrene have shown that the `Garden of Aphrodite' was an 

area probably on the north of the town near Apollo's temple and the spring Kyra but 

far from Battos' road. 8' If this is correct, then Krummen's thesis regarding the ode's 

'7 Schol. ad Pyth. 5.129 (Drachmann II, 189). 
78 See schol. ad Pyth. 5.124 (Drachmann II, 188). 
79 Schol. ad Pyth. 5.124a-e (Drachmann II, 188). 
8° Krummen (1990) 116. 
81 See Gentili et al. (1995) 517 and 536. On the archaeological evidence see Stucchi (1975) 593ff. 
This archaeological evidence finds support in the story of Amasis and Ladike narrated by Herodotos. 
As the story goes, Ladike, daughter of Arkesilas, prayed to Aphrodite to help her with her 
relationship with her husband Amasis. The goddess fulfilled her prayer and Ladike sent her a statue. 
According to Herodotos, the statue, which was still whole in his time, was placed outside the city of 
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performance in the agora becomes problematic, unless we assume that the reference 

to the `Garden of Aphrodite' serves not as demonstratio ad oculos but as deixis am 

Phantasma. 82 Whatever the case, Pyth. 5 confirms the argument postulated so far 

about the epinicians' all-inclusive nature and their attempt to forge history and civic 

identity. On the one hand, the reference to the `Garden of Aphrodite' (if indeed 

outside the city) serves to stress both the Greek conquest of the land of Kyrene and 

the convergence between Greeks and Libyans. 83 On the other hand, the allusions to 

the festival of the Kameia and the ritual procession serve to forge Kyrene's origins 

and history. 

Apart from the polis as a whole, which is foregrounded in its most significant 

historical and spatial essentials, the epinicians include references to a plethora of 

other remote and distant places. The poet often travels across time and space on the 

chariot of the Muses while most of the myths are about journeys and wanderings 

from one place to another or even from one time-zone to another. In 01.1 we hear 

about Pelops' transfer to Olympos and return back to the earth, in 01.3 and Pyth. 10 

about the journeys of Herakles and Perseus to the Istrian Land, in 01.6 about the 

journeys of Aipytos and Iamos, in Nem. 7 about the wanderings of Neoptolemos, in 

Pyth. 11 about the return of Agamemnon and about Orestes' journey from and to 

Amyklai. In these cases the poet necessarily zooms out of the `here' of the 

performance and the audience is invited to follow him in his imaginary journey. This 

poetic journey is enhanced by the linguistic tool of deixis which engages the 

emotions of the audience and contributes to their `vicarious transport', as Felson has 

called it. 84 However, what needs to be emphasized is that, despite this `transport', 

the `here' of the performance never ceases to be the focal point. In 01.6, for instance, 

an ode for Hagesias of Stymphalos, although the poet travels from Stymphalos to the 

Spartan city Pitana, Thebes, and Syracuse, the audience do not lose sight of 

Stymphalos because of the close links this city shares with all of these other places. 

Kyrene (iiw rzTa'j'ii'vov TOÜ KUQ'evcu' IY 3areoS Hist. 2.181.20-21) which indicates that Aphrodite had 
probably a temple there. 
82 Both terms are explained in Ch. 7, p. 182. 
83 As de Polignac (1995) points out, as far as colonies are concerned, sanctuaries outside the polls 
indicate appropriation of territory and the colonists' contact with the locals. See also the comments by 
Dougherty (1994) 215-16 on Pind. Pae. 6 regarding the temple of Apollo Derenos outside the city of 
Abdera. 
s4 Felson (1999). 
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In Nem. 4, a poem for an Aiginetan victor, Pindar refers to the islands of Leuke, 

Cyprus, Salamis and Phthia as the abode of Achilles, Teukros, Aias and Thetis 

respectively. Once again, although distant, these places do not function as centripetal 

forces or foils but are seen as `extensions' of Aigina's glory and serve to stress its 

power and political influence. A striking example is Pyth. 5 where Pindar devotes 

nine lines to the chariot which Karrhotos, Arkesilas' driver, dedicated to the temple 

of Apollo at Delphi after his victory. Pindar's leisurely description seeks to 

emphasize the intimate relationship between Delphi and Kyrene and, as Mullen has 

rightly remarked, `the spaciousness of Libya'. 85 

Analogous observations can be made about the references to places where 

the victor and his family had won athletic victories. A victorious athlete was always 

announced by his name, patronymic and city at the place of the victory. 

Proclamation of a city's name in a Panhellenic athletic event was of great 

significance, for it confirmed the recognition of its political hypostasis by other 

Greek cities and ensured its position in the geographical map. In O1.5.7-8 Pindar 

exclaims that by his victory Psaumis has proclaimed and dedicated luxurious glory 

to his newly founded home, Kamarina, and in Nem. 4.21-22 that the Kadmeians 

crowned the victorious Timasarchos on account of Aigina. In Pyth. 10 for 

Hippokleas, he declares that `the valleys of Parnassos proclaimed him to the host of 

neighbouring people the best of the boys who won the diaulos' (8-9). Therefore, 

reference to a distant place where a victory was won does not shift the audience's 

focus from their polls but merely presents that place as an extension of its renown. 

At other times the distance between the `here' of the performance and a 

remote place is bridged through art. In Isthm. 4, an ode celebrating Melissos of 

Thebes, Pindar dwells on the story of Herakles' fighting with Antaios in the distant 

Libya. Yet, as we know from Pausanias, 86 this mythical episode was represented in 

the gables of the Herakleion near the Elektran Gates at Thebes where the ode was 

most likely performed. The most salient example, which paradoxically has escaped 

scholars' attention, occurs in 01.3, an ode for Theron of Akragas. At the end of the 

poem, in lines 43-44, Pindar exclaims that `Theron grasps from his house the pillars 

of Herakles (O&ewv äeETaToiv r'xc vwv i'irr-rai / oixo. gsv Heax)Fos o-raAäv. ). The Pillars 

as Mullen (1967) 487. 
86 Paus. 9.11.1 
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of Herakles were considered to be at the end of the earth, at the point where the titan 

Atlas was believed to hold the sky on his shoulders. We know that around 480 BC, a 

few years before the ode's performance, Theron had built the Olympeion, a huge 

temple approximately 112m long. Notably, the roof of the temple was supported by 

gigantic human figures with their arms folded at the sides of their head, exactly like 

Atlas. 87 Although no attempt has been made to relate this building to the Pillars of 

Herakles mentioned in the poem, it is reasonable to assume that Pindar's use of the 

topos of the Pillars of Heracles in the specific poem was not mere coicnidence. 88 

This has significant implications since by spanning the distance between Akragas 

and the Pillars of Herakles, Pindar actually claims for Theron's city the divine 

favour and dispensation enjoyed by people at the periphery, like the Hyperboreans to 

whom he refers in the mythical part of the ode. So, through his poem Pindar literally 

locates the city of Akragas at the point where its own name indicates: at the edge of 

the earth (Ames -7). 
ß9 

To be sure, not all remote places share links and mythological connections 

with the victor's homeland. Nonetheless, even in these cases the space of the 

performance is always the epicentre. An important thing to bear in mind is that the 

epinicians were always accompanied by dancing. When the poet sets off for one of 

his poetic journeys, or when he follows the wanderings of his mythical heroes, these 

journeys across space find visualization in the movements of the lyric chorus. As 

Mullen has observed, `The path of words is also creating a pattern in space and the 

power of this pattern is nothing other than to make the heroic conditions present 

again' 90 So, although the audience is invited to imaginatively travel to distant 

divine, chthonic or human places, its glance always remains fixed to the dancing 

floor which expands to include all these destinations. The flexibility of the lyric 

`here' to accommodate all these diverse places needs to be related to the fact that it 

is never explicitly specified or signposted. In tragedy the on-stage space is 

87 One of these colossal figures has been re-constructed; therefore, we can be sure of how they must 
have looked like. 
88 The distance also founders when mythical narratives are dramatized (01.8, Pyth. 4,8,9, Nem. 1,10, 
Isthm. 6,8). As we will see in Ch. 7, in these cases the dramatic 'here' blends with the 'here' of the 
performance and the mythical event seems to unfold before the audience's eyes. 
9 The suggestion that Pindar plays upon the name of Akragas is reinforced if we consider that two 

out of the three references to places at the periphery of the earth (isle of the Blessed in 01.2 and 
Istrian Land in 01.3) are to be found in two odes written for Theron of Akragas. 
90 Mullen (1982) 193. 
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indexically signalled and from the very beginning the audience is directed to 

orientate themselves towards this `symbolic topography'. This on-stage symbolic 

space, with its single topographical referent established primarily by the actors, 

remains necessarily the same throughout the play. By saying this I am not implying 

that the acting space in tragedy is entirely inflexible and rigid. As Wiles has 

convincingly shown, its transformation is possible through the chorus in so far as the 

choral odes, with their references to worlds discontinuous with the world of the play, 

affect the referential, first order space by offering an alternative mode of seeing and 
interpreting the fixed signifiers which comprise the acting space. Stressing his 

argument about the fluidity of the acting space even further, Wiles also suggested 
that the `lyric space' evoked by the chorus serves to create meta-spaces. 91 Although 

it is plausible to assume that the chorus' mimetic movements would have added 

vividness to their descriptions, I remain sceptical on whether this vividness would be 

enough to transform the visible dramatic space into the space to which the chorus 

refer. 92 Whatever happens in the orkhestra, is always `filtered' through and seen in 

relation to the `scenic space' that lies behind it and which inevitably serves as its 

background. 93 It is this division between orkhestra and skene that, in my opinion, 

makes the acting space in tragedy less flexible than the acting space in lyric 

performances. Furthermore, it is also important that, whereas in tragedy action can 

take place simultaneously both on- and off-stage, 94 in a lyric performance everything 
is drawn into the choros. 

What can be extrapolated from all the above? That Pindar wants to transform 

the moment of the performance into a unique experience for his audience, certainly. 
Although his poem unfolds at a specific time and place and aims at the praise of a 

specific victor, it transcends the confines of the `here and now' and embraces other 

91 Wiles (1997) esp. Ch. 5. Wiles employs the term 'meta-space' to denominate the alternative spatial 
system when the established acting space dissolves as the immediate reference and other `diegetic' 
spaces come to the foreground. 
9 On this see Kampourelli (2002) Ch. 3, pp. 102-3. 
93 I am here using the term 'scenic space' to refer only to the actors' space and not to the performers' 
space in general. 
94 As Padel (1999) 343 notes, `Tragedy's most potent contrast is between the seen and `the 
unapparent', between visible and imagined space'. This spatial technique of tragedy is exploited by 
Menander in his Dyskolos, a play where the stage world is extended into fictive off-stage spaces. See 
Lowe (2001) 65-79. 
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times and places. The choros takes on a number of symbolic meanings and turns into 

a centripetal force which attracts everything into its centre. 

6.4 Dance, Music, Song 

In addition to the time and place of the performance, the extra-linguistic media of 
dance and music also need to be examined here. Unfortunately, our evidence 

concerning choral music and the performance of triadic composition is regrettably 

scarce. 95 From what we know, the epinicians were not processional, with the chorus 

moving in linear process from one point to the other, but circular. 96 As we learn 

from later sources, the strophe and antistrophe were sung with the chorus moving in 

opposite directions, and the epode with the chorus standing still in one place. 97 

Choreia, namely dance and song, constituted an integral and significant part 

of social life during the archaic and classical period. 98 It was considered to have a 

pedagogical function and formed an important part of the adolescents' education 99 

For Plato to be aXoeerrros was equal to be a7raröetrros, namely without education. )°° 

Choral performances were considered to be manifestations of divine models. 101 Due 

to this, dancing was seen as a medium for communicating with the gods. As Plato 

comments in his Laws, all festivals and celebrations were established by the gods as 

a way to associate mortals with them: 

the gods took pity on the suffering inherent in the human 
condition. They ordained festivals [heortas, ritualised feasting, 
song, and dance] as relief for mortals, as a way to associate with 
the gods. And they gave mortals the Muses, and Apollo, leader of 
the Muses, and Dionysos to share in the festival and keep them 

95 Textual descriptions of choral performances shed light upon such events and provide evidence for 
their reconstruction. The divine choreia described in the Hymn. Hom. 4p. 182-206 is exemplary. 
Lonsdale (1995) 25-40 takes this as a prototype of choral performances. See also the description of 
the dance of the Nereids in Bacchylides Dith. 17.101-108. On a brief overview of music and different 

musical modes in Pindar see West (1992) 344-7. 
96 It is, however, possible that monostrophic odes such as Pyth. 6,12, Nem. 2,6,9, and Isthm. 8, were 
processional not circular. 

The evidence is collected by Mullen (1982) in the Appendix, 225-30. 
98 For the significance of dance in Ancient Greece see e. g. Lonsdale (1993); Bacon (1995); Herington 
(1985). 
99 See Pollux 9.14 where he informs us that in Sparta the school was often called xopös and the teacher 
xoei77os. 
10° Pl. Leg. 654a 
101 As Eliade (1954) 28-9 points out, dance was always considered by people as mimesis of an 
archetypal: `Choreographic rhythms have their model outside of the profane life of man; ... a dance 
always imitates an archetypal gesture or commemorates a mythical moment. In a word, it is a 
repetition, and consequently a re-actualization of illud tempus, `those days". 
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straight, and [to provide] the nurture [of the spirit] that celebrating 
with the gods affords. 

(653c-654b) 

This point is also taken up by Mullen who indicates that, `a Greek by his dances 

might aspire to participate, for a moment, in the bliss of the gods on Olympus'. 1°2 

The belief in the divine nature of dancing finds an eloquent expression in the 

Homeric Hymn to Delian Apollo. Here the poet describes a choral performance held 

in Delos declaring that, whenever the Delians dance and sing, they evoke the 

impression of being ageless and immortal: 

of öe oz 7zvyuaxi72 ro xat 0Q% /hi) xai äoiai 

jLvVo- uevol TFp7rov0rv, or ay mowvrar ayiýva. 
cpam; x' a avarovs xai aln'emr e"AAcyar aiei, 
ös rö9' imavruio-er', ör' 'Iäoves äSpöol el v- 

(149-152) 

Dance was also considered to be an ordering force. It is not a coincidence that the 

Kouretes, who were said to be the first dancers, brought with their dance an end to 

the disorder among gods, thus fostering stability and order. 103 This ordering power 

of music and dance is evident in the Pindaric fr. 31 (Snell-Maehler), where Zeus is 

said to have begotten the Muses in order to put an order to all affairs through their 

words and musical art. 104 A similar idea seems to be implied in the opening of 

Pyth. 1 where the sound of the Golden Lyre (which here stands for choral 

performance in general) serves to suspend disorder and bring unrest to a halt. ' 05 

As has been observed by many, dance also has significant temporal 

implications. In his `Philosophy of the Dance' Paul Valery has emphasized that 

`dance is merely a form of time, the creation of a kind of time, or of a very distinct 

and singular species of time'. 106 Scheub has made similar observations: 

The identical experience of spatial movements has the effect of 
stopping time. The audience experiences the same movement, 

ioz Mullen (1982) 212. 
io3 Lonsdale (1993) 50-1. 
104 As Hardie (2000) 33-4 notes, this Pindaric story is summarized by Khorikios of Gaza (13.1) and 
Philo of Alexandria in the de Plantatione Noe. 
ios See Ch. 2, pp. 57-8. 
101 Valery (1983) 59. 
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again and again, and in that sense there is no time uniting like 
images -patterns. Its members shuttle back and forth across the 
same time-line, back and forth between identical 
locales... because the rhythmic patterning is regular, certain 
image-sequences begin to layer, to pile one on top of the other 
despite the linear arrangement of images. This piling or layering 
effect is necessary to the establishment, by the plot, of timeless 
forms. 107 

Apart from dance, music also produces very similar effects due to its repetitive 

rhythmic patterns. The ability of these two extra-linguistic features to negate our 

awareness of directional time and space is pointed out by Tuan: 

Rhythmic sound that synchronizes with body movement cancels 
one's sense of purposeful action, of moving through historical 
space and time toward a goal.... Each step is no longer just 
another move along the narrow path to a destination; rather it is 
striding into open and undifferentiated space... Normally a person 
feels comfortable and natural only when he steps forward. 
Stepping back feels awkward, and one remains apprehensive even 
when assured that nothing lies behind to cause a stumble. 
Dancing, which is always accompanied by music or a beat of 
some kind, dramatically abrogates historical time and oriented 
space. When people dance they move forward, sideways and even 
backward with ease. Music and dance free people from the 
demands of purposeful goal directed life, allowing them to live 
briefly in what Erwin Straus calls `presentic' unoriented space. 108 

Dance was considered to have a special relation to time even in antiquity. As 

has been pointed out by Mullen, the movements of a chorus performing a triadic 

composition were considered to have cosmological connotations. 109 Later sources 

attest that the strophe and antistrophe were seen as imitating the motions of the 

heavenly bodies (the sky, the zodiac and the cosmos the former, the planets, the sky 

and the sun the latter) and the epode as symbolizing the stability of earth. In other 

words, human circular dance was thought of as an imitation of the circular dance of 

the cosmos, and the cosmic chorefa. In a seminal paper on fast dancing movement in 

antiquity, Peponi remarks that `in many poetic texts where acts of choreia are 

described, dancing rhythms seem to be particularly accelerated' and that in 

`numerous passages in Greek literature... dance is not only described but also 

107 Scheub (1977) 354. 
108 Tuan (1977) 128-9. 
109 See the evidence collected by Mullen (1982) 225-30. 
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evaluated on the basis of its quickness. i11° Based on these observations, Peponi has 

put forth the attractive suggestion that speed in dance receives such attention 

perhaps because ̀human dance, itself happening by means of ordered time, is a way 
to compete against cosmic order and time'. "" 

One also needs to refer here to the temporal implications of song. In fr. 30 

PMGF of Alkman, the chorus of young maidens is called `a clear-voiced Siren' and 

in the first Partheneion its song is equated to the song of the Sirens. Likewise, in the 

Pindaric fr. 94b. 13-15 the chorus proclaims its intention to imitate the `Siren's loud 

cry' with its song: 

vereiva X xöuaov 
aüýl, o-xwv uiro ilwTrvwv 

/Cru, ooo/C' äotöais... 

Such similes and metaphors are not circumstantial but point to the absorbing effect 

of song. As Kirke warns Odysseus in Book 12.41-44, whoever listens to the Sirens' 

chant forgets all about his wife, children, and nostos, namely his present and 

consequently his future. 112 

Peponi (2004) 2. 
Peponi (2004) 8. 

112 Regarding the Sirens' song, it is true that many critics point to its destructive and treacherous 
character rather than to its enchanting power; see e. g. Gresseth (1970) 203-18. Even if this bears 
some truth, I believe that references in lyric poetry are employed in order to stress the absorbing 
effect of song without bearing any negative connotations. Besides, there is a major difference 
between the Sirens' and Pindar's song, which significantly differentiates their function. As we learn 
from Od. 12.189-192 the Sirens' song dwells on the past and present but provides no information 
about the future: 'iöj i' -tag Tot iräv3' Xe-' evi Teoifl tüpeiV / Aeye o: T (iu Ts '+817), V I67TI / ono-ay, / 
iö/uev d' övoa yFvriTar Id x3ovi rrovliußoref .' Similar observations can be made about the enchanting 
song of the Ki7AVöo'ves, to whom Pindar refers in Paian 8 (on the K lr; ööves see the discussion by 
Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 244-7 and Rutherford (2001b) 217-22). According to the myth, the 
K1rjli; äöves were female creatures, fashioned by Athena and Hephaistos, who decorated the third 
temple of Apollo at Delphi and enchanted the pilgrims with their voice. Due to the destructive effect 
of their song Zeus struck the temple with a thunderbolt and hid it beneath the earth. Although the 
poem is fragmented, it can be inferred that the Kra o'ves knew the past, the present (and the future) 
[evehxe öe hark 4o[ / (P&)vp. T4 r' soya re xafi / rrröo» v yeyev%a ba / ]Tat Mvauoovvd( /[] 

aävra oc n' I eaa-. v]. Scholars do not seem to agree on the KgAi7ööves omniscience; some (e. g. 
Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 245) argue that the KvlVNY. -; had prophetic powers from the very 
beginning while others (e. g. Snell (1962)) that Athena equipped them with the gift of prophecy only 
after they were buried by Zeus. Although the fragmentation of the poem renders its interpretation 
extremely difficult, given that the Sirens, with whom the KijAvNves are often explicitly compared (see 
e. g. Athen. 7.290E; Vita Sophoclea 64), had partial omniscience, I would rather follow Snell's 
suggestion, namely that initially the KqAvdöves knew only the past and present. This interpretation 
enables us to explain why their song, as the Sirens' chant, was destructive and fatal for mortals. By 
focusing explicitly on the narration of the past and present and by excluding any future references, 
their song charms but lacks any educational/moral dimension. Past and present are narrated just for 
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6.5 Conclusion 

From what has been said so far it becomes clear that, despite our limited and 

problematic knowledge regarding the epinicians' music and the actual movements of 

the chorus, it is important to bring such imponderables into the open and take into 

serious consideration the intricate temporal implications they might have had for the 

audience. ' 13 Through his narrative and the lyric 011o-rao-is Tiuv ireayuärcwv Pindar 

manages to transform the moment of the performance into a unique experience for 

his audience. Owing to the technique of the ring composition, the circular 

chronology of the poems, the sudden shifts and transitions and in general the way in 

which the odes are structured and organized, the unqualified chronos of the 

performance is turned into a kairos and is expanded to include all-time; different 

time-zones, pasts and futures, even unactualized pasts and alternative presents, all 

are drawn into the temporality of the performance together with an armada of gods, 

nymphs, heroes, dead ancestors, distant, and remote places. The piling effect 

occasioned by this is enhanced by the circular movements of the chorus on the 

dancing floor, the figurative circles traced by the poems' triadic form, as well as by 

the broader spatio-temporal context within the performance unfolds. 
Another equally significant point can be made here. We have seen above that 

Pindar often projects the current performance into the future by the use of first- 

person futures, and that he `cloaks' its physical aspects either by locating it in many 

places simultaneously or by presenting grand occasions as small gatherings among 

friends. Scholars attempted to explain these `peculiarities' from the perspective of 

the odes' future reperformances, suggesting that Pindar seeks to liberate his poems 

from time and space and invest them with aristocratic qualities and values. 114 

Paradoxically, no attention has been paid to the significant implications that such 

`textual' references might have had upon the first audience which, inevitably, would 

have been incited to experience two different performances simultaneously: on the 

the sake of narration and not in order to reveal the process of becoming and the way in which the 

cosmos works. On the contrary, Pindar's song does not merely narrate the past for the sake of the past 
but in order to explain the present and unveil the links between the three temporal dimensions: past, 
present, and future. 
1" West (1992) 130. 
"` See above. 
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one hand, the ongoing `concrete' performance unfolding at a specific place and time, 

on the other, the `projected' performance evoked by Pindar's song, that is, a 

performance still in statu nascendi, with the chorus waiting eagerly to sing and the 

poet asking for his lyre in order to sing among a small gathering of hetairoi. As 

Searle would put it, Pindar's aim is not to make the words match the world, but the 

world match the words. 15 So, although the first audience experiences the 

performance at first hand, at the same time the present occasion seems to take on its 

own individual life and be placed at an unspecified time and space. As Johnson has 

succinctly put it, in every performance Pindar's audience `heard and watched the 

present made eternal'. 116 

'" Searle (1976) 3-4. 
116 Johnson (1982) 63. 
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CHAPTER 7 

BETWEEN THE PAST AND THE FUTURE 

We have argued in Chapter 3 that, although Pindar is aware of the linearity of time 

and the change it brings, he also believes that certain values and destinies endure. In 

Chapter 5 we have seen how this plays out in the narrative and how, by employing 

an arsenal of rhetorical means, Pindar attempts to evoke a feeling of unity and rest. 

Pindar's effort to reveal the stability that lies behind the seeming fluidity and motion 

of human time is most eloquently exemplified in the way he structures his mythical 

prophecies. Certainly, the striking similarities (semantic and lexical) between 

prophecies and the encomiastic part of an ode have always been acknowledged. As 

scholars have remarked, these links are functional in so far as the happy outcome of 

prophecies serves to cast a positive light upon the victors' present and future as 

well. ' Furthermore, while great emphasis has been laid upon the prophecies' 

bearing on Pindar's prophetic persona and the divine nature of his poetry, less 

attention has been paid to the impact that the narration of prophecies might have had 

for the victor and the audience? My aim in this chapter is to approach Pindaric 

prophecies from a narratological point of view and to re-examine and re-consider 

their function and effects. 3 As I hope to demonstrate, Pindaric prophecies have much 

more intricate and complex implications than has hitherto been recognized. 

1 See, among others, the comments by Carey (1981) on the prophecies in Pyth. 9 and Isthm. 8; Cole 
(1992) on the prophecy in Isthm. 6 and Petrucione (1986) on Teiresias' prophecy in Nem. 1 
2 For works focusing on Pindar's prophetic identity see among others: Duchemin (1955); Suarez de la 
Torre (1990) 347-58; Athanassaki (1990). 
3 Although narratological terms are nowadays widely used, let me clarify at the outset two of the 
terms I will be using throughout the chapter. With reference to the overall narrative (simple narrator- 
text) I will be using the term 'primary Narrator-Focalizer' (NF1) to refer to the primary narrator who 
presents the narrative, and the term 'primary Narratee-Focalizee' (NeFei) to refer to the recipient of 
this narrative. With reference to the speeches of the mythical characters (character-text) I will be 

using the term 'secondary Narrator-Focalizer' (NF2) to refer to the mythical speaker and the term 
'secondary Narratee-Focalizee' (NeFe2) to refer to the mythical recipient/recipients of these speeches. 
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7.1 Prophecies in Pindar 

Let us begin by looking at the prophecies' mode of representation. Prophetic 

discourse in Pindar is structured either in indirect or direct speech. The first category 

includes the prophecies of Apollo to his son Iamos and the king Aipytos in 01.6, the 

prophecies of the Pythia to Battos and Pelias in Pyth. 4, and finally the prophecy of 

the mantis Polydos to Bellerophon in 01.13. Prophecies mentioned in the mythical 

exempla are also delivered in indirect speech. Occasionally, prophecies are cast in 

what can be defined as `elliptical indirect quotation', which is actually a variant of 

`free indirect style'. 5 In this case, although the prophecy is delivered in indirect 

speech, the omission of a declarative verb or formal indication concerning the 

boundary of the prophetic speech contributes to blending the voice of the poet with 

the voice of the mythical speaker. Exemplary in this respect is Apollo's prophecy to 

Tlapolemos in 01.7; even though the god's speech is explicitly introduced as indirect 

speech (ehre 33), the poet omits to mark its end thus rendering it ambiguous whether 

the prophecy ends in line 38 or 53. As Young remarked in his discussion of the 

passage, ̀Apollo's oracular response becomes Pindar's myth imperceptibly' 6 

What has been curiously overlooked but seems to deserve more critical 

questioning is that the majority of Pindaric prophecies are delivered in direct 

speech.? This detail gains greater significance if we consider that in lyric poetry 

mythical events are normally narrated in the third person. Throughout the epinician 

corpus one finds 18 instances where Pindaric characters are allowed to speak in their 

` See e. g. Isthm. 7.12-15; 01.2.38-40. On some occasions the poet refers to a prophecy without, 
however, revealing its content. See e. g. Pyth. 4.189-191. 
SI follow here Athanassalci (1990) 112 who prefers this term to 'free indirect style' pointing out that 
the latter is a product of a highly literate society and therefore does not reflect the milieu within which 
Pindar composes his odes. On ̀ free indirect style' see Genette (1980) 172; Hemadi (1972) 33-43. 
6 Young (1968) 84 n. 2. Athanassaki (1990) 132-3 suggests that something similar occurs with the 

prophecy of Teiresias in Nem. 1. The prophecy consists of two parts. In the first part Teiresias 

prophesies Herakles' victories over beasts on land and sea, his encounter with savage men and his 
fighting against the Giants on the Olympians' side. The second part focuses on the hero's apotheosis 
and afterlife bliss as the husband of Hebe and son-in-law of Zeus. Interestingly, whereas in the first 

part of the prophecy Pindar employs three different reporting clauses ((Pegs, v& , 
fume') thus 

emphasizing the prophecy's indirect delivery, no reporting verb governs the second section which is 

rendered instead in the infinitive. As Athanassaki (1990) 133 notes: 'The description of Heracles' 
future life in heaven has simultaneously the tone of a command and of an autonomous oracle; an 
oracle not bound to any particular speaker'. 
7 Schmid (1998) 165 notes that Pindar uses direct speech at critical moments of a myth but, although 
he recognizes that most of these speeches are commands, oaths or predictions, does not pursue the 
issue any further. 
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own voice. 8 It is noticeable that the majority of these speeches and dialogues have a 

prophetic character: in 01.8 Apollo predicts the fall of Troy, in Pyth. 4 Medeia 

prophesies the colonization of Kyrene, in Pyth. 8 Amphiaraos predicts the victory of 

the Epigonoi, in Isthm. 6 Herakles predicts the birth of Aias, in Isthm. 8 Themis 

prophesies the glory and death of Achilles, in Pyth. 9 Cheiron predicts for Apollo the 

foundation of Kyrene, and in Nem. 10 Zeus reveals to Polydeukes a twofold future. 

Athena's speech to Bellerophontes in 01.13 and Apollo's short speech to his son 

lamos in 01.6, although not prophecies per se, are `transitional' in so far as they both 

lead to a prediction .9 Apollo's one-line speech in Pyth. 3 also has an oracular hue. 10 

Exceptions include the dialogue between Jason and Pelias in Pyth. 4,11 the prayer of 

Pelops in O1.1, and the short speeches of Erginos in 01.4, Adrastos in 01.6, and 

Aietes in Pyth. 4.12 

From the above it is easy to infer that not only are the great majority of 

prophecies cast in direct speech, but that direct speech is also chiefly employed 

when a prophecy is concerned. This cannot be mere coincidence and certainly 

cannot be ascribed to tradition and the conventions of the epinician genre. If we 

compare, for instance, Pindaric speeches with those of Bacchylides, we will see that 

they profoundly differ. In Bacchylides' epinician odes there are 12 instances where 

characters are allowed to speak in their own voice; we have the speeches of 

Lysagora (1.51-? ) and Makelo (1.78-? ), Kroisos' prayer to Zeus (3.37-47), Apollo's 

speech to Admetos (3.78-84), the dialogue between Meleagros and Herakles (5), the 

speech of Proitos (11.104-105) and the prophecy about the institution of the Nemean 

Games which opens Ep. 13, probably uttered by Athena. Direct speech is also 

8 Unfortunately, little work -if any at all- has been done on the function of direct speech in Pindar. 

See Hornblower (2005) 317-26, who recognizes the lack of a comprehensive work on Pindaric 

speeches (321) and cites briefly a few of their distinctive features. 
9 In both cases the direct speech is followed by a prophecy cast in indirect speech. On Apollo's 

sýeech in 01.6 see Hutchinson (2001) 403. 
Apollo's statement that he won't bear the death of his offspring foreshadows his rescuing of 

Asklepios in the exact next line. 
11 Although Pelias' speeches are not prophetic in character, the second speech refers to a prophetic 
dream sent to him (159-64). Jason's first speech also seems to have an oracular hue, especially his 

proclamation that he will `manifest the teachings of Cheiron' (OaAl MaoxaAiav Xaipwvoc oToEn'). This 

statement leaves it ambiguous whether, apart from the past, Cheiron revealed to Jason his future -or at 
least part of it- as well. 
12 In the fragments we have four instances of direct speech two of which are prophecies: the speech of 
Asteria in fr. 52h, the speech of Euxantios in 52d. 40ff, and the prophecies of Kassandra and Hekate in 
frr. 52i. 14-23 and 52b. 73-75 respectively. On the prophecy of Hekate see the remarks by Dougherty 
(1994) 216-17. 
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employed in most of Bacchylides' Dithyrambs. In 15 we have Theano's speech to 

Odysseus and Menelaos (10-? ), and Menelaos' sermon in front of the Trojans (50- 

63), in 17 the dialogue between Theseus and Minos, in 18 the dialogue between 

Aigeus, king of Athens and a chorus, in 24 probably a hero's speech, and in fr. 4.23- 

5a speech by Herakles. As can be observed, only one or two of the above speeches 

and dialogues are prophecies or bear oracular connotations. Bacchylides' speeches, 

just like Homeric speeches, serve primarily as a means of characterization and 

ethopoiia; 13 they are constructed in a way that reveals the character and emotions of 

the speakers. 14 The dialogue between Minos and Theseus in dithyramb 17 is 

exemplary. 15 In addition to this characteristic, all these speeches aim to evoke 

pathos, sympathy, pity and fear, and reveal the weak and human side of the 

characters: their despair and distress, their pain, and anxiety, in a few words, their 

inner self and feelings. 16 In Ep. 5 we become witnesses of the tragic story of 

Meleagros, in Ep. 3 we hear the desperate crying of Kroisos in front of the pyre, and 

in dithyramb 17 we experience the anxiety of Aigeus and the chorus. '7 To be sure, 

some of the speeches in Pindar do shed light upon a character's ethos. The most 

telling example is the dialogue between Pelias and Jason in Pyth. 4; here, both 

mythical characters use `idiolects', thus allowing the listener to attribute specific 

traits to them. The prayer of Pelops in Ol. 1 and the speech of Erginos in 01.4 also 

allow a fleeting glimpse at the heroes' character. Nonetheless, Pindaric speeches 

serve first and above all to evoke feelings of awe and amazement and to underline 

the power of the gods, the bliss enjoyed by their beloved ones, and the existence of 

providence and of a divine plan which always finds fulfilment. 

All Pindaric speeches have introductory and capping phrases, which in 

narratology are known as `attributive discourse'. 18 These phrases serve to mark the 

13 See Friedrich and Redfield (1978) 263-88; Griffin (1986) 36-57. Contrast Messing (1981) 888-900. 
14 See Carey (1999) 26. 
15 See Pieper (1972) 395-404. 
16 On ethos and pathos in Bacchylides see the fine article by Carey (1999) 17-29. 
17 The prophecy cited at the beginning of Ep. 13, where Athena predicts the killing of the Nemean lion 
by Herakles and the consequent establishment of the Nemean Games, constitutes an exception. The 
description of the killing is cast in the present tense but there is no consensus whether the prophecy is 

uttered at the exact moment of the killing, or this is merely an instance of the `prophetic present'. 
Whatever the case is, this prophecy does not have the intense force that characterizes Pindaric 

prophecies. 
8 The only exception is the speech of Themis in Isthm. 8 which lacks an introductory phrase. 

Something similar occurs in Nem. 5, although in that case we do not have a prophecy. 
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transition from narrator-text to character-text and vice versa. According to de Jong, 

attributive discourse needs to be partly associated with genetical factors in so far as 
in performance-oriented poetry the change of speaker could be marked only through 

the use of epithets or descriptive phrases that introduce and cap the speeches. 19 On 

the contrary, such marking phrases are often omitted in texts intended for reading, 

since in that case the distinction between direct and indirect speech could be 

maintained by the use of punctual signs. Yet, attributive discourse is occasionally 

omitted in performance-oriented poetry as well and one can find a few such 

examples in Homer, Sappho and Aischylos. 2° In Pindar omission of attributive 
discourse occurs only once, in the speech of Themis in Isthm. 8. In addition to 

signalling a change on the level of focalization and narration, attributive discourse 

allows the narrator to provide information about the speaker, the addressee, and the 

speech-act thus helping the primary Narratee-Focalizee21 to understand and interpret 

a speech properly. 22 What is more, through attributive discourse the narrator `makes 

clear how he interprets the words spoken by the heroes and how he wishes the NeFel 

to interpret them'. 23 In other words, he implicitly controls the audience's emotional 

reaction to a character-text. 

Pindaric attributive discourses might differ according to the occasion. The 

marking-phrases which frame the shorter speeches with no prophetic character 

normally provide only very basic information; the speakers are referred to indirectly 

with a simple `he' or `she', and the speaking verb merely indicates the locutionary 

act of the speech (henrev, (pwvaoev). 24 On the contrary, the introductory and capping 

phrases that frame prophetic speeches are apparently longer and more elaborate; the 

speakers are referred to with their proper name or patronymic (Airo'AAwv - Seös, 

ö'o7rotva KöAxcwv - MMaeia, OIXAw? irai- - Ajzpaeaos), while the illocutionary force of 

19 For a discussion of introductory and capping phrases in Homer see de Jong (1987) 195-208 and 
ead. (1991) 409-13. 
20 See West (1990) 8-9 and n. 6 who cites the examples of Sappho fr. 1.15ff PLF; Hekataios FGrHist 
1F 30; Aesch. Pers. 402, Ag. 447. See also Kühner-Gerth (1976) 556f for more examples. [Longinus] 
Sub1.2.7.1 ascribes the abrupt transition from narrator- to character-text to the outbreak of emotion. 
Z1 See above n. 2. 
22 De Jong (1987) 195ff. esp. 207. 
23 De Jong (1987) 208. 
24 According to Austin (1962) there are three types of verbal 'actions': the `locutionary', the 
`illocutionary' and the 'perlocutionary'. `Locutionary act' is the act of saying something, 
`Illocutionary act' is the act performed in saying something (e. g. promising, asserting, predicting), 
and 'Perlocutionary act' is the act performed by saying something. 
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the speeches (predictions) is also indicated by a verb or phrase (ar'vio roAar Pyth. 8.40; 

evvEnE ö' dvriov oeuafvwv reeds eü, 9zis 01.8.41). When the speaker is not a god or does 

not belong to the traditional mantels, the poet is concerned to emphasize his mantic 

ability by means of adjectives or descriptive phrases. Accordingly, he attaches to 

both Medeia and Cheiron the adjective ct OVis, 25 while in the case of Herakles he 

specifies that the hero spoke as a mantis (are tcävr: s avTe 51). The prophetic nature 

of these speeches is also stressed through the poet's evaluative comments; in Pyth. 4 

he calls Medeia's prophecy a mixrväv, ajriv, while the noun , uq-riv is once again used 
in relation to Cheiron's prophecy in Pyth. 9.26 Pindar's concern to highlight the 

predictive nature of these speeches is notable and, as we shall see in due course, not 

without a purpose. 

7.2 Implications of direct speech 
Referring to the use of direct speech in Pindar, Pfeijffer has drawn attention to its 

efficacy to `concentrate a long story in the dramatic moment' and its contribution to 

dramatization. 7 But is this gain in dramatic immediacy the only effect? Direct 

speech is considered to be the most `mimetic' form of discourse. 28 When a story is 

rendered in direct speech it is not mediated by a narratorial voice but through the 

voices of the characters who both focalize and speak. The narrator's self-effacement 

evokes the illusion of immediacy and the impression that events unfold in the `here 

and now' of the performance. In this way, speeches preserve their vividness and 

expressive and evocative force which would be suppressed, if they were narrated in 

the third person since in indirect speech conative words and aspects, such as 

25 Pind. Pyth. 4.9-11: xai rö Mrröeiaf äiros äyxotcio-at / e, 8äöug xai oi) dvcc rr yeve¢ 0? 1earov, Al4ra To' 
7roT8 a y' / na%S äaERVauo' a', gav2T0u o74aaTof, ö'oiro va KJA wv, Pind. Pyth. 9.38-39: röv as' Ksvraveos 

ae 
4a, 4 %toapöv 7'E ooo-a1S J4QL1, Any t ay / eu'', 9ÜS 4uoißETo. Famell (1932) 203 and Lattimore 

(1976) 61 and 86 take ca v* to mean `inspired' / 'mantic' in both cases. On Pyth. 9 see also Robbins 
(1978) 96 and Woodbury (1972) 563. Contrast Carey (1981) ad loc who translates as 'mighty'. There 
are four instances of the word in Pindar: Pyth. 4.10, Pyth. 9.38, Nem. 3.63 and fr. 156. Slater (1979) s. v. 
ý'aaFV*, renders all instances of the word as `inspired'. Braswell (1988) 75-6 on the other hand, 
rejects this rendering and translates cauev6; as `with a strong 1cevos', ̀spirited', arguing that the word 
has no prophetic connotations; cf. Braswell (1979) 182-90. 
26 See also 01.8 where Apollo's prophecy is characterized as 'clear': ws Jea 9k capa Errors. This is 
the only case where a prophecy is described as unambiguous. Paradoxically, this particular prophecy 
has raised much controversy among scholars. 
27 Pfeijffer (2004) 227. 
28 See Genette (1980) 172; Bal (1997)2 43ff. 
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apostrophes, commands and questions, as well as emotive words, are lost. 29 In 

Pindar this produces a sublime effect, for Pindaric speakers are not common mortals 
but gods and heroes. When, for example, Apollo exhorts his son Iamos to follow 

him (""Oevo, Texvov, / öev"eo irayxoivov es %(LQav iaev Soauas O'710-&Y. " 01.6.62-63), or 

expresses loudly his paternal feelings ("Oüxhrr /r o-opai kx4 y¬vos av o'AFo-ca, / 

oixrporär4) SavaT(p /Lazpös ßaeug ovv iuE. g. " Pyth. 3.40-42), or when Zeus reveals to 

Polydeukes that he is his son ( oval , aoi vio; Nem. 10.80), the effect is one of 

amazement and awe. Furthermore, the direct mode of representation also affects the 

truthfulness of a statement in so far as the unmediated report of a speech is taken as 

a proof of its authenticity and as evidence that it has not been invented. 30 Finally, as 

Schechner has pointed out, direct speech and mimesis in general might also have a 

`dechronologizing' effect: 

The implications of an event happening here and now that is an 
actualization of a situation which occurred `there and then' are 
widespread and complicated. What is involved is treating time 
concretely and being able to manipulate it so that any time may be 

any other time. This takes two forms: 1) the living of time A at 
time B; 2) making time T omnipresent. In both cases an 
integration of time is accomplished and linear unidirectional time 
is abolished. 31 

The efficacy of direct speech to `dechronologize' action/discourse takes 

broader dimensions in Pindar due to the factor of performance and what I would 

define as the `double lyric present'. A distinctive feature of lyric poetry is that it 

always acknowledges the extradiscursive situation within which it is sung. As a 

result, when the lyric chorus re-enacts the past, the `dramatic now' does not relegate 

the `now' of the performance but co-exists with it. Consequently, past events give 

the impression that they are double framed; they occur in their primary context 

(dramatic situation) and at the same time they are framed by the performative 

context (real situation) into which are transplanted. These two interacting 

spatiotemporal frames are not to be found in epos or tragedy which, as past-oriented 

genres, allow no explicit references to the present and the objective world. In these 

two genres the `dramatic now' is never explicitly contradistinguished from the `real 

29 Bal (1997)2 46-8. 
30 See e. g. Lotman (1974) 343. 
31 Schechner (1988) 66 n. 9 
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now'. It is, of course, true that the tragic chorus occasionally makes cues to the 

audience32 and, as we have seen above, attention has recently been drawn to its self- 

projection as part of the ongoing Dionysiac festival 33 Nevertheless, it remains a fact 

that nowhere in tragedy is there an explicit reference to the real time of the 

performance. 
The `double present' experienced by the audience of a lyric performance is 

enhanced by what it is known as deixis or `verbal pointing'. 4 By the term deixis we 

refer to `words that only have meaning in the context in which they are uttered', 

such as personal and demonstrative pronouns (`I', `you', `him') and adverbs of time 

and place ('yesterday', 'here', `there'). Tense also has a deictic function in that it 

locates an utterance in time. Deixis serves to draw attention to and point or specify 

an object, activity, time, or place. The meaning of deictics is always defined by the 

`speaker' (ego), who relates everything to his viewpoint. This ego is known as Origo 

or `deictic centre'. There are three main types of deixis: anaphoric or textual deixis, 

deixis ad oculos or ocular, and deixis am phantasma or fictional. 35 Textual deixis 

refers to the textual entity and provides no information about the pragmatic context. 

The other two types of deixis, which are also known as `exophoric deixis', refer to 

the extra-linguistic reality. Ocular deixis anchors the discourse to the pragmatic 

context, while fictional deixis `creates a mental image of a here and now by the very 

act of pretending to point' 36 

In choral lyric poetry one comes across both types of exophoric deixis. 

Deixis am phantasma occurs when the chorus (Origo) shifts its gaze to the past or 

32 See e. g. Easterling (1997) 151-77. 
33 See the discussion in Ch. 6, pp. 159-60. 
34 Much recent work has been done on the function of deixis in the ancient texts. On the function of 
deixis in archaic lyric poetry see the significant contributions by Felson, d' Alessio, Peponi, 
Athanassaki, Martin, Bonifazi and Calame, in Arethusa 37.3 (2004). See also Danielewicz (1990) 7- 
17 and Felson (1999) 1-31. For a brief and informative introduction to deixis see Felson (2004) esp. 
253-60. 
31 There is also a fourth type of deixis which is called ̀ self-reflexive' and is actually a hybrid of the 
other three. See Felson (2004) 254. 
36 In fictional deixis one can distinguish between 3 kinds of displacement which Felson (2004) 446 

terms as: `centrifugal ablative', 'centripetal ablative' and `static locative'. In the first case the subject 
of the utterance (origo) moves toward the target (i. e. the destination of transport) in the second the 
target moves toward the origo, while in the third both origo and target remain in place with the origo 
orienting itself toward the target. For a more detailed reference see Felson (2004) 260 and 445-7. For 

examples of `exophoric' and `endophoric' deixis in archaic lyric see Danielewicz (1990) 10-11. 
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future. 37 In this case deictics refer to a distant context and effect the listeners' 

`vicarious transport' across time and space by enabling them to visualize what is 

being narrated 38 Deixis am phantasma also occurs when gods, secondary deities, 

and heroes, whose presence in the celebration can only be implied, are invoked. 39 

Deixis ad oculos occurs when the chorus employs deictics to refer to the immediate 

extra-textual time and place of the performance. In this case, what is being described 

unfolds/stands in front of the audience's eyes and the deictics actually serve to 

contextualize the poem. When myths are quoted in oratio recta, although the chorus 
is still the Origo, it adopts a new viewpoint, in so far as it does not perform in 

propria persona anymore but impersonates the heroic action. As a result the 

audience is invited to experience a dramatic present different from the present of the 

performance. Inevitably, this dramatic present is designated with the same deictics 

used with reference to the actual present and the pragmatic context. For example, the 

temporal viv, which in the non-dramatic parts of the odes indicates the `real now', in 

the dramatic parts comes to indicate the `dramatic now'. This coincidence is of great 

significance, for due to the `double lyric present', the temporal and spatial deictics 

employed in the speeches of the mythical figures forge the impression that they refer 

simultaneously to the dramatic `here and now' and to the `here and now' of the 

performance. 
Apart from temporal and spatial deictics personal pronouns have similar 

implications. With the exception of Pyth. 8, all Pindaric prophecies are addressed to a 
`you' (singular or plural). This is noticeable, especially if we take into account that 

prophecies and oracles could be cast in the third person as well 40 Kalchas' prophecy 
in Aischylos' Agamemnon which is delivered in the third person offers a good 

example. 41 In order to fully appreciate the function of the second person pronoun it 

is important to bear in mind that character speeches embedded in a narrative are 

11 1 take it for granted that the epinicians were performed by a chorus (e. g. Carey (1989b) and (1991); 
Burnett (1989)) and not solo by the poet (e. g. Lefkowitz (1988); Heath (1988) and (1991)). 
38 See Felson (1999) 5. 
39 See e. g the invocation to Pelops in 01.1.36 (ii TayTaou). 
40 For examples see Fontenrose (1978) esp. 177-8 who examines the conventions and structure of 
traditional verse oracles. 
41 See Aesch. Ag. 126-155. 
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received not merely by other characters, but also by the listeners/readers. 2A speech 

cast in the second person triggers the impression that it is addressed not only to the 

mythical interlocutors but also to members of the audience. Accordingly, by casting 

all prophecies as referring to a `you', Pindar manages to transform his audience from 

mere receivers and listeners to addressees. If the prophecies were reported in indirect 

speech, all second person pronouns would have been turned into the impersonal 

third person and as a result this effect would be lost. When Thetis in Isthm. 8, for 

example, admonishes the gods to stop their quarrels (iLUa rä jc'v rrato-arr), her 

warning evokes the impression that it is addressed to the present audience as well. 
Likewise, when Herakles in Isthm. 6 predicts to Telamon that he will beget a glorious 

son (Em-FZat Tot rral , 
ov ar'zeis... ), his prediction seems to be also addressed to the 

victor's father, Lampon 43 Similar remarks could be made for the temporal 

references of verbs employed in prophecies. Oracular discourse is normally cast in 

the future tense, but occasionally the present tense is also employed (prophetic 

present). In either case, the prophecy refers to something still unactualized at the 

moment of its enunciation. To be sure, although from the standpoint of the myth the 

events prophesied lie in the future, from the audience's perspective they have 

already been actualized in the past. Nevertheless, due to the `double lyric present' 

the impression is evoked that the prophecies refer to the still unactualized future of 

the present as well. 

This said, we can now look at a specific example which illustrates the above 

observations on the function and implications of deixis. Pyth. 9 is one of the three 

Pindaric odes composed for victors of Kyrene. In the mythical part, Pindar quotes 
Cheiron's prophecy about Apollo's future marriage to Kyrene and the foundation of 

the eponymous city in Libya. In lines 55-56a Cheiron reveals that Libya will now 

welcome the god's famous bride into her palace with gladness: 

"vüv ö' eüevAsiuoo 7rörvrci oor Aißüa 
a4i-Tar e-W a vt%acpav Ujzao-iv ev 

, zevaiors 
. lteocQwv, -,, 

42 See Herman (1994) 378: `Narrative `you' produces an ontological hesitation between the virtual 
and the actual by constantly repositioning readers, to a fundamentally intermediate degree, within the 
emergent spatiotemporal parameters of one or more alternative possible worlds. ' 43 See the discussion below, this chapter. 
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From what has been said so far, it is reasonable to assume that the temporal vVv, the 

pronoun o-or and the verb aiýzTat could be perceived by the audience as referring not 

only to the dramatic present, Apollo, and the future of the past, but also to the 

present occasion, the victor Telesikrates and the future of the present. That Pindar 

wanted his audience to receive Cheiron's prophecy in a twofold way becomes clear 

a few lines further down (71-75), where the present occasion is described as if it 

were the outcome of the mythical prophecy: 

xai vvv tv IIu&mvi vrv 4ya&4L KapveIS? a 
vim Oa)ti ovvF wie rüxo- 
e"v9a vrxcioars ävi(pava Kvec vav, 

a viv s"Pewv öe mi 
xaiU, yüvarxr iräi 
3 gay iµeeT&v dyäyovz' iiT L EAgZY. 14 

The double reference of Cheiron's prophecy serves to present Telesikrates' victory 

not merely as a victory, but rather as the fulfilment of the gods' will and a renewal 

of Apollo's mythical arrival at Libya 45 Even though particular and specific, 

Cheiron's prophecy is here invested with symbolic and universal value and takes the 

form of a destiny that finds perennial fulfilment. 

7.3 Isth, nian 6 and Nemean 10 

7.3.1 Isthnnian 6 

Let us look at another example in more detail. Isthm. 6 celebrates the victory of 

Phylakidas of Aigina, son of Lampon 46 The ode opens with a sympotic metaphor, 

where Pindar compares the current poem to the second of three libations at a 

symposium. Pindar had celebrated the Nemean victory of Phylakidas' older brother 

Pytheas in the past; therefore, the first libation could be seen as having been 

44 Felson (2004) 370fß. observes the similarities between the two passages but pays no attention to 
how these affect the audience's perception of the prophecy. 
`s It is interesting that in line 71 Pindar refers to Telesikrates as Kapveid3a viös. Although it is Pindar's 

practice to address his victors by their patronymics and although the name 'Kameades' must have 
been quite common in Kyrene (see LGPN vol.!, s. v. Kaevsäh), I would suggest that here it might 
bear the double meaning 'son of Karneades' and `son of Apollo (Karneios)'. For the cult of Apollo 
Karneios in Kyrene see among others, Krummen (1990) 98-151; Malkin (1994) esp. 143-58. 
`6 On Isthm. 6 see Thummer (1969) ad 16c; Privitera (1982) ad loc; Came-Ross (1985) 40-50; Cole 
(1992) Ch. 2 and especially Ch. 3; Faraone (2002) 259-70; Burnett (2005) 77-88; Fenno (2005) 294- 
311. 
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occasioned by that victory. 47 The poet then addresses Zeus asking a twofold favour: 

to grant to Lampon's sons an Olympic victory, which he likens to the third libation, 

and to enable Pindar to be the one to commemorate it: 

Ft'q ag reºrov 
o- V QI 7roQvaivovras b- 

Ävvciriq) Aiywvav xära 
o-revöecv ImAg9öyyors äoraaTs. 

(7-9) 

The mythical account dwells on Herakles' visit to Telamon's house in order to 

summon him to Troy. Upon arriving, the hero finds the family dining, and Telamon 

asks him to pour the first libation. 48 Herakles accepts and prays to Zeus that 

Telamon might father a bold son to be his destined guest-friend: 

"Er fror' 4i v, ii ZZi irc rep, 
, 
9v/hgi 9eAwv cipdv axovvas, 

vu"v o-t, vu"v FüxaI; irrrö SFOaeoiars 
Aioao14ar 7rai a ýpaovv Fý $prßoias 
ävapi rýuae ýFivov äýCCÖV ýCOrprýrov rtlýeo-ar" 
röv /V aeeoxrov rpvciv, wo, - 

7re2 TA öepua 
, rce vüv ireprnAavärar 

pos, ov a4jC7rpwr011 eZE»AWV xreiva Fror ev 
Nepe4v 

, 9vß ö' idoSw. » 
(42-49) 

Herakles' prayer is immediately crowned by Zeus, who sends an eagle as a sign of 

approval and consent to his son's appeal. The hero, filled with joy, explains the sign 
like a seer (ire µävrts ivv' 51): 

" Eooerai rot 7rais, öv aireis, TeAaucvv- 
xai vrv öQvrxos (pavevros XiXAZU i tvvvCov cv- 

pvßiav Aiavra, llawv 
ev aövoI exirayAov Evvakiou. of 

(52-54) 

47 Pindar celebrated Pytheas' victory in Isthm. 5. For the poem's comparison to a libation see Came- 
Ross (1985) 40-1. 
48 Some scholars supplement the lacuna in line 36 with yd4zov or rdaous, arguing that Herakles arrived 
at Telamon's house during the Aiakid's wedding night. See e. g. Burnett (2005) 82 and n. 3. 
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As can be observed from the passages above, Herakles' prayer to Zeus exhibits 

striking similarities with Pindar's prayer. First of all, both prayers are addressed to 

Zeus (Z, Zz5 iräree 42, W Z6 3). Secondly, the two focal points of Herakles' prayer, 

namely the wish for a bold son (rraiha »eaovv 45) and the future xenia (ýFr"vov iýcöv 

46), feature as the main points in Pindar's prayer as well; Pindar prays that Lampon 

may soon watch his sons celebrating an Olympic victory, and that he himself will be 

the one to commemorate such a victory thus making Lampon's family his guest- 

friends once again (7-9). In addition to this, Herakles' reference to the killing of the 

lion of Nemea as his first task seems to be an allusion to the Nemean victory of 

Pytheas, celebrated by Pindar in the past and compared to the first libation at the 

opening metaphor. Finally, the motif of the symposium provides the context within 

which both prayers are uttered. The striking links between the mythical and poetic 

prayers are clear indications that Pindar wanted his audience to draw analogies 

between the mythical episode and the present occasion. 49 The use of direct speech, 

the second person pronoun (Tor) and the future tense of the verb (icveTai) in the 

opening phrase of the prophecy ("EvtrTai Tor rrais) encourage such an association in 

so far as they conjure up the impression that Herakles' prophecy is re-enacted in the 

here and now of the performance, and that it is a favourable response which refers 

not only to Telamon and the future of the mythological past, but also to Lampon and 

the future of the real present. 

7.3.2 Ne»iean 10 

A somewhat more telling example is Nem. 10, one ode that celebrates the victory of 

Theaios, a wrestler from Argos. In the second antistrophe Pindar addresses a prayer 

to Zeus stating that Theaios aspires for an Olympic victory since such a success 

would bring the greatest forgetfulness (Acr3a irövwv) to his labours. Nevertheless, as 

he notes, Theaios is too modest to express his yearning openly and therefore he 

keeps silent: 

49 Cole (1992) 63ff discusses the striking correspondences between past and present that Pindar tries 

to forge in Isthm. 6. However, his conclusion is that 'The correctness of Heracles' prophecy 
concerning the son of Telamon is a kind of binding precedent helping to ensure the correctness of 
Pindar's prophecy concerning the sons of Lampon' (64). Cole (65ff and Ch. 2) also argues that 
Herakles' prayer/prophecy must be seen in conjunction with the historical background within which 
Isthm. 6 was composed. 
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ZFÜ ac TEE, Tiuv (Cäv Fpýaýra! (ppevi, o"! y¢ 
o! 0T0/MJ " ? Täv aE TJiAO; 

ev Tiv epymv" o2' (14L0 94) xapöiq. 
7rQooSoi wv TÖýaav 7rapalre%Ta! Xaply. 

7VWT' 48110 5£(ü TE Xa! 007ls aýLG! /ý/2 raf Ire 
eearwv ae9AWV xopulpaii" i. rarov ö' foxev IlIoa 
71paxAeos Te, g4v. 

(29-33) 

A few lines further down, the poet extols Theaios' maternal relatives for their 

victories in horse riding exclaiming that, if he were in Theaios' position, he would 

not think it proper to hide the light of his eyes in Argos: 

eaerat öe, OEar"E, aarpty- 
WY 7roAü7PWrov yevos ü1ETeQWv 

EOe 7WY va Xa(NTEO'o7 TE xa! o' )v 
Twaaptaats 3aa xts. 

4tWSlEmv xev, ed v eeaQL5XAOu 
Avria rE Oiyyovos, 47E1&? xeu'=eiv cpaos 
of LL TWV. 

(37-41) 

The mythical narrative, which occupies more than one third of the poem and 

continues to its very end, 50 concentrates on the battle between the Dioskouroi and 

the sons of Aphareus, Idas and Lynkeus. The battle, which is described with 

enargeia, ends abruptly with the fatal wounding of Kastor, the killing of Idas by 

Polydeukes and the intervention of Zeus who causes the death of Lynkeus with his 

thunderbolt (60-74). In distress, Polydeukes addresses an appeal to his father Zeus 

asking for relief from his sorrows, a gesture which brings the narrative to an 

emotional peak. His prayer causes the epiphany of Zeus, who grants him the 

opportunity to choose between two possible futures: to either become immortal or 

share with his brother an alternation between Olympos and the Underworld: 

"'Eoorr scor vros" 
rövae a' Faenra aod7ts 

o7rrQEca 9varöv 
, carpi red 7r&Aao-ar5 

arä ev ipws. £W' äye rivvöe rot 4hnrav arpea-iv 
1rael? w C'" ei /cev 3zvarov re Opuywv xai 

1, geas a7rex, 96, uevov 

5o See above, Ch. 5, pp. 128-9 and n. 60. 
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aürös Ot. A 1f rov 9gAei; (vaieºv gigot) 
ut v r' A9ava! 4i xeAaºve7%er" r' 4 per, 

zum ooº royrwv Aa os" ei öe xao-ryv'rou 7reei 
/haQvao-at, lravrwv öe voer"s a7ro39ovao-, ýar roov, 

, i. urov rev xe irveors yaºa; trºreve »ev Fcuv, 
egi v ö' oveavou" ev %Quoeors ööuorOrv. " 

(80-88) 

Although Polydeukes' decision is not openly expressed, it is implied in the two 

closing lines of the ode where he is presented as freeing his brother's eyes and voice: 

ws de auaaa-avros ou yvwjcg i&r av 9ero ßovAc v, 
ävä a' eAvo v Aev 6ýp9o p. 6v, e7rerra as (pwväv 

xa, lxoicirea Kciazoeos. sl 
(89-90) 

As scholars have pointed out, although the poem ends with a myth, this ending also 

applies to the victor in so far as the half-immortality of the Dioskouroi reflects 

Theaios' own immortality in song. Came-Ross was the first to hint at the poetic 

meaning of the myth, 52 and Young elaborated upon this point suggesting that the 

unusual state of the Dioskouroi must be related not only to Nem. 10 but to all the 

epinicians S3 As he put it, the half-life of the Dioskouroi serves as a symbol `for the 

status of his [Pindar's] athletic patrons, who achieve great things and are then 

celebrated and remembered in song'. 54 

Whereas this interpretation accounts for the ode's ending in myth, it does not 

pay attention to the prophecy's mode of representation. Why does Pindar choose to 

recite the dialogue between Polydeukes and Zeus in direct discourse and what are 

the implications of this predilection apart from the obvious dramatic effect? As can 

be seen from the passages above, Pindar's prayer exhibits many similarities with 

Polydeukes' prayer. Both pray in the name of someone else, address their prayers to 

Zeus, and ask him to grant relief/recompense from pain. There is, however, another 

similarity which is even more striking but has been left unnoticed by scholars. At the 

end of the poem Polydeukes is presented releasing his brother's mouth and eyes. 

s1 Even though the majority of scholars take Polydeukes as the grammatical subject here, some 
scholars take Zeus as the subject instead. See e. g., schol. ad Nem. 10.168a (Drachmann III, 183); 
Fennel (1899) ad loc. 
S2 Came-Ross (1985) 82-3 
s3 Young (1993) 125. 
sa Young (1993) 132. 
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Interestingly, the blocked mouth and eyes feature in Pindar's prayer as well (o74 of 

o, rolza 29, xeü1rrEiv cpaos öu zcTCOV 40-41). What is even more remarkable is that by the 

end of the ode Theaios' mouth and eyes are also released; by communicating his 

aspirations, Pindar releases his mouth, while by praising him in poetry he releases 

the hidden light of his eyes. In other words, Pindar achieves for Theaios exactly 

what Polydeukes achieves for Kastor. In both cases this occurs after Zeus' 

favourable response. Once again, the similarities between the two prayers show 

clearly that Pindar wanted his audience to draw analogies between the mythical 

episode and the present occasion and, accordingly, to relate Zeus' prophecy to 

Pindar's prayer as well. 55 Due to the direct speech used, the prediction of Zeus gives 

the impression that it is re-enacted in the `here and now' of the performance, and 

that it serves as a response not only to Polydeukes' but also to Pindar's appeal. The 

prophecy's sublime opening phrase 'EOI, 4o, vioö (You are my son) cast in the 

second person reinforces the impression that the prophecy is addressed not only to 

Polydeukes but also to Pindar, who being a poet enjoys divine favour. Like Kastor, 

Theaios cannot be immortal; he can, however, enjoy a kind of half-immortality in as 

much as his posthumous fame will serve to counter to his death. At the same time, 

due to his status as the patron god of the Olympic Games, Zeus' response is a 

warrant for a future Olympic victory. This interpretation also helps us to explain 

why, unlike the rest of the epinicians, Nem. 10 ends with a myth; Pindar did not have 

to return back to the present after the mythical narrative because Zeus' prophecy 

refers to both the dramatic present and the present of the performance. 

There is no need here to embark on a detailed analysis of the mythical 

prophecies in Pyth. 4, Pyth. 9 and Isthm. 8, for they share similar features with Isthm. 6 

and Nem. 10. Although in these odes the prophecies are not presented as a reply to a 

prayer uttered by the poet, they are structured in such a way as to induce the 

audience to project their reference onto the present as well. In Pyth. 4 Medeia's 

ss Apart from the reference to the eyes and mouth of Kastor, the use of the adjective xaAxo ireac 

attached to him is also significant. The word pJr i was used for the piece of armour worn round the 

waist and more specifically for the girdle worn by wrestlers, like Theaios. (See LSJ s. v pirpa 3). 
Traditionally, it is Polydeukes who was a known wrestler not his brother. Kastor was a known 
horseman and Homer always assigns to him the adjective hMo3alLos (11.3.237, Od. 11.300). 
Accordingly, I believe that Pindar deliberately assigns the adjective %&txoµ(rrQas to Kastor in order to 
enable Theaios' association with Kastor and to steer his audience to grasp the twofold meaning of the 
last lines. 
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prophecy (and warning) to the Argonauts seems to refer to Arkesilas and the clan of 

the Battiads, while Themis' prediction (and warning) to the gods in Isthm. 8 also 

seems to be a prediction for the Aiginetans as a whole. 01.8 and Pyth. 8 exhibit some 

particularities and deserve to be discussed separately. What distinguishes these odes 

from the rest is that, along with the mythical prophecy, both refer to a recent 

prophecy delivered to the victor/family or to the poet before the athletic competition 

which led to the victory. 

7.4 Olympian 8 and Py hian 8 

7.4.1 Olympian 8 

Olympian 8 celebrates Alkimedon, a wrestler from Aigina. The mythical part of the 

ode dwells on Apollo's prophecy to Aiakos regarding the future siege of Troy. 

According to Pindar, when Apollo and Poseidon were to fortify Troy, they called 

Aiakos to help them, for the city was fated to be captured from the site of the walls 

built by a human. After the construction, three snakes leap against the new-built 

wall; two of them fail, while the third is successful and enters into the city. Apollo 

interprets the portent and predicts the future breach of the wall in the section built by 

Aiakos and the sack of Ilium by his descendants: 

"IIeQ-ta/LOs ü{Lrp! Tsai;, 
' QwS xeeb; FQ7ao iars a oxazar 
iý 4Ecoi rpoo; ca Myet KQovröa 
nEf ov ßaQu7'oürou 1 ros- 
oüx äTEQ nai wv o-F3ev, äU' äua aQcJTors a"Qýezar 
xai TsTegnrs"-" 

(42-46) 

Three things capture our attention in this prophecy. First of all, the fact that it is 

addressed to Aiakos. The myth of the building of the walls of Troy is mentioned 

thrice in the Iliad66 but Homer makes no mention of Aiakos' participation in the 

fortification of the city. According to the scholia, the account delivered by Pindar 

56 11om. 11.7.451,16.434-439 and 21.441. 
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was not attested before him and is probably his own invention. 57 Secondly, as 
Robbins rightly observes, Apollo is here depicted anthropomorphically as a seer; his 

prophecy is not intuitive but is inducted by an omen sent by Zeus. 58 What has 

caused the most trouble among scholars, however, is the prophecy's final line where 

Apollo predicts that Troy will be captured four generations after Aiakos. On the one 

hand, there is an apparent inconsistency between the omen sent by Zeus and the 

interpretation offered by Apollo; there are three snakes which attempt to leap the 

wall, while Apollo in his prophecy makes mention of four generations. He declares 

that the capture of Troy will start (aeýzrar) with the first generation of Aiakos' clan 

(qua irpc, rois) and end with the fourth (xai -rrrearors). On the other hand, the 

identification of the first and fourth generation has caused much trouble since Troy 

was captured by Aiakos' descendants in the first and third generation not the first 

and fourth, as Apollo here declares. Telamon, Aiakos' son, together with Herakles 

captured Troy in the first generation, while the final capture of the city took place 

with Neoptolemos two generations later. The first problem is easier to solve if we 

take into account that ancient numbering was inclusive. Therefore, although Apollo 

mentions four generations he actually means three. Yet, despite this correspondence 

between the numbers of the omen and the numbers of Apollo's prophecy, as many 

scholars have shown, it is more concise to associate the snakes not with Aiakos' 

descendants but with the three collaborators of the wall (Poseidon, Apollo, Aiakos); 

the two unsuccessful snakes represent the impregnability of the sections built by the 

gods while the successful one represents the vulnerability of the section built by 

Aiakos. 59 The second difficulty regarding the counting of generations is more 

S' Schol. ad 01.8.41a (Drachmann I, 247). See also Wilamowitz (1922) 245-7. Carey (1989a) 5 n. 19, 
based on the fact that Pindar does not refer to Aiakos' participation in the building of the wall 
elsewhere in the odes, argues that the myth was invented specifically for 01.8. Hubbard (1987) 21 

suggests that the story might not be entirely new and that Pindar probably selects elements from 

previous tradition. 
8 Robbins (1986) 319. Intuitive knowledge was considered to be superior to inductive knowledge; 

see e. g. Plato Phaedrus where Sokrates distinguishes between the superiority of the divinely inspired 

mantis and the inferiority of the rational interpreter of omens. Contrast Athanassaki (1990) 17 who 
argues that Pindar does not distinguish between intuitive and mantic knowledge here. 
s9 Hubbard (1986) 17-19. A number of other interpretations have been suggested. Some associate the 
number of the three snakes with the Aiakids; the two falling snakes are Aias and Achilles and the 
victorious one is Neoptolemos; see e. g. schol. ad 01.8.52a; Farrell (1932) 59. Others ascribe the 
number of the snakes to the three collaborators Apollo, Poseidon and Aiakos and identify the snakes 
with the enemies of the wall; see e. g. schol. ad O1.8.49b (Drachmann I, 249); Robbins (1986). The 
snakes have also been identified with the walls of Troy; the victorious snake is the wall that is now 
being erected by the gods, while the two snakes which fall down represent the two ensuing falls of 
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difficult to solve. The ancient scholia attempted to solve this by suggesting that 
Aiakos is excluded in the first counting and included in the second . 

60 AhrcnS61 

emended 'T a'rors to TEQTa'rols, an unattested Aeolic form, to mean ren -1ro, s 
(=third)62 and his suggestion was endorsed by many scholars. 63 Farrell, argued that 

this slip in counting must be due to Pindar's hurry and the fact that the omen is 

carelessly constructed. " Others take Apollo's mention to the first generation as 

referring to Aiakos himself, arguing that Pindar here omits the first capture of Troy 

by Telamon and Herakles. As they claim, Aiakos must be seen as the first destroyer 

of Troy because the wall was breached at the point where he had worked. 65 

Although this last suggestion seems to resolve the problem, it is not cogent. What 

we need to bear in mind is that the ode was originally performed at Aigina and 
therefore that the audience knew perfectly well the myth of Aiakos and his clan, 

since Aiakos was Aigina's progenitor. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that they 

would identify the two generations mentioned by Apollo with Telamon and 
Neoptolemos. The first sack of Troy by Telamon and Herakles was an important 

part of this story, and it is not a coincidence that Pindar refers to that event three 

more times, in Nem. 3.37,4.25 and Isthm. 6.26-31.66 

In his commentary on 01.8, Fennell suggested that the wrong counting is 

intentional. As he declared, perhaps a progenitor of Alkimedon had won an Olympic 

victory three generations before, and Pindar here wanted to evoke this past victory. 67 

According to the scholia the ode was performed in 460 BC. If the date is correct and 

if Fennell is right, it means that Alkimedon's progenitor must have won in the 

the wall during the first and second sack of Troy; see e. g. Lehnus (1981) 139 who argues that the 
snakes symbolize the strength of the walls and Athanassaki (1990) 45-6. 
60 Cf. schol. ad 01.8.59 and 60a-b (Drachmann 251-2). 
61 Ahrens (1860) 52. 
62 In Aeolic ii roc means TQiros. Cf. Hsch s. v. TFQTz- 12 TQIT'. 
63 See e. g. Gildersleeve (1890) 196; Bowra (1964); Hubbard (1986) 18 n. 35 
64 Farnell (1932) 63. 
65 See Beattie (1955) 1-3, who asserts that Pindar here discards the first sack because the city was 
then re-built. See also Hill (1963) 2-4 and Robbins (1986) 318. According to Robbins, 'since the 
portent contains no reference to Telamon, the prophecy should not be understood as including him 
either' (319). 
66 Hubbard (1986) 17 n. 33 maintains that the first sack of Troy was a familiar myth and that it is 
attested in many mythographic sources. See also the comments by Robbins (1986) 317. Cf. fr. 899 
PMG from an attic song where Telamon is presented as the first to capture Troy and Ajax and 
Achilles as the second, cited in Burnett (2005) 214 n. 20. The first capture of Troy was probably 
represented in the new pediments placed on the east pediment of the temple of Aphaia in Aigina. On 
a detailed discussion of the Aphaia pediments see Burnett (2005) 29-44. 
67 Fennell (1893) ad loc. 
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Olympiad in 472 BC. There is an Olympic victory list on an Oxyrhynchus papyrus 
first published in 1899 (P Oxy. 222= FGrHist 415), which although fragmented, 

covers the period between 480 to 468 BC 68 Even though no victor from Aigina is 

recorded there, I believe that Fennell is right in taking Pindar's mistake in counting 

as deliberate. In fact, as I will try to demonstrate, all peculiarities of Apollo's 

prophecy are intentional and aim to encourage the audience to associate the mythical 

prophecy with Alkimedon's victory. In order to support my point it is necessary to 

examine first how Pindar refers to Alkimedon's victory in the encomiastic part of 

the ode. 
01.8 opens with an invocation to Olympia, which is called `mother of truth' 

(No, orv' d)a�9ziac 2), and a reference to the oracle of Zeus. Pindar refers to the 

Olympian seers who were practising pyromancy and divination by means of altar 

flames and burning entrails and to the athletes' practice of consulting the oracle 
before the athletic competitions (2-7). The presentation of Olympia as a site of 

divination for athletes has led many scholars to suggest that Alkimedon and his 

family must have consulted it before the games and received a favourable 

response 69 As Carey correctly points out, it is `exceedingly unlikely that Pindar 

would have given so much space and prominence to the oracle and its consultation 
by the athletes, if this had no bearing on Alkimedon, that is, if he had not consulted 

the oracle or if the response had been unfavourable 9.70 Even though it is difficult to 

establish with certainty if it was Alkimedon or another member of his family who 

asked for a prophecy, it seems that this was sought by Timosthenes whom the poet 

addresses in line 15: 

TIp o ! ves, CILps d' Waowo v iro7jw 
Zvi Tina I4 of µev Neluo ireoýoarov, 
A)xiic&äovra äe rrh Keovov Ao(p(p 
Sixev Mvumovixav. 

dis-ist 

Here Pindar declares that destiny allotted Timosthenes' family to Zeus, and that 

Zeus is to be held responsible for the athletic victories that he and Alkimedon won in 

ba See Race (1997) 1.13 
69 See Farrell (1932) 60; Gildersleeve (1890) 192, Fennell (1893) 83; Carey (1989a) 5. 
70 Carey (1989a) S. 
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Nemea and Olympia respectively. According to the scholia, Timosthenes was the 

victor's brother, a view adopted by the majority of scholars. 7' However, as Carey 

has convincingly shown, Timosthenes was probably the grandfather rather than the 

brother of Alkimedon. 72 By presenting Alkimedon's victory as the outcome of 
divine will, Pindar emphasizes the divine favour enjoyed by Alkimedon and his 

family, the Blepsiadai. The same idea is traced out in lines 67-69, where Alkimedon 

is said to have won with the god's help: 

o; Tüxq Aev Öai/covos, avoeeas a oux ar. 1rnaxcdv 
Ev TETQa?! v 7faI'wv ä7IE» xaTo 'j'üloi; 
vöoTOV e; Sho-rov 

xai äTlaoi eav 
rAi7jo-- 

oav xai errixpucpov oT, aov, 73 

If we attempt now to compare the mythical narrative with the way in which 
Pindar refers to Alkimedon's victory we will find some striking similarities: a) both 

prophecies predict a victory and are delivered to a progenitor of the victor, not to the 

victor himself, b) both prophecies are inductive and result from the interpretation of 

omens sent by Zeus, c) the victory predicted in both prophecies is associated with 

the number four (the final siege of Troy takes place in the fourth generation, while 
Alkimedon gets the victory after competing and winning four contestants). As can 
be observed, these three points of contact are the ones identified above as 

problematic, as far as Apollo's prophecy is concerned. The only possible way to 

explain this coincidence is to assume that Pindar constructed Apollo's prophecy in 

such a way as to encourage his audience to associate it with the prophecy delivered 

to Timosthenes by the seers at Olympia. Accordingly, he depicts Apollo interpreting 

an omen sent by Zeus in the same way as the seers at Olympia, who were inducting 

71 Schol. ad 01.8 Inscr a and 16 (Drachmann I, 237 and 241); cf. Gildersleeve (1890) 194; Famell 
(1932) 59. 
72 Carey (1989a)1-9. If we take Timosthenes as the brother that means that the grandfather to whom 
Pindar refers in line 70 remains unnamed. As Carey rightly observes, Pindar usually gives the names 
of individual relatives, since this was the only way that he could confer immortality on their name. In 
the light of this, it is reasonable to assume that Timosthenes was Alkimedon's grandfather. Contrast 
Kurke (1991 a) 292-8 who accepts the scholiast's identification, arguing that the grandfather is not 
named because he was probably called Alkimedon as well. 
7' Given that Alkimedon, as the final victor, is said to have defeated four boys, we must suppose that 
sixteen boys were competing in wrestling. Accordingly, the two of them who managed to reach the 
final had to compete and win in total four contests; see Gildersleeve (1890) 198. 
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prophecies by means of omens, 74 and he addresses the prophecy to Aiakos, 

Telamon's father and Neoptolemos' great-grandfather, just as the recent prophecy 

was delivered to Timosthenes, Alkimedon's grandfather. Regarding the wrong 

arithmetic, I would suggest that the poet uses rzTeaTot; instead of Temr To s as an 

allusion to the four opponents of Alkimedon. As already noted, Pindar refers to these 

opponents by using the word T'reao-iv, which not only echoes the numerical TeTecirors 
in Apollo's prophecy but also occupies the same metrical position with it. 75 My 

suggestion also finds support in line 32 where the fortification of Troy is referred to 

in athletic terms and the building of its battlements is compared to the imposing of a 

wreath (dAAovrrEs Firi o-Fcpavov rEi a1). 76 It is reasonable to assume that this depiction 

of Troy, as an athletic competition to be won, would have encouraged the audience 

to make an association between the capture of Pergamos and Alkimedon's athletic 

victory. Furthermore, the phrase äu(pi TFaii... %EPo'S E' yao-iars in the opening of 
Apollo's prophecy ("IIFe7auos äucpi Tzar";, / wPWS, . zees; E'Pyaa7iars 6U1'O-x8ra1... ') 

which, apart from `due to your handiwork', can also be translated as 'due to your 

wrestling', 77 would be an appropriate opening in a prophecy delivered to 

Timosthenes who was a wrestler's and whose excellence in wrestling was inherited 

by his grandson Alkimedon. By establishing all these parallels between the two 

prophecies, by omitting explicit reference to the content of the recent prophecy, by 

rendering the mythical prophecy problematic and, most importantly, by quoting it in 

direct speech, Pindar steers his audience to correlate mythical and recent prophecies. 
Apollo's prophecy concerns not only Troy which, due to Aiakos' handiworks, will 
be captured by his descendants in the first and fourth generation, but also the athletic 

victory in wrestling which Alkimedon, due to his inborn talent inherited from his 

grandfather Timosthenes, will win after defeating his fourth and final opponent. 79 

'° Robbins (1986) 319 notices the similarity between Apollo and the mantels of the beginning of the 
poem but does not pursue the issue further. 

See also 01.8.83-84 where Alkimedon's victory is once again described as a gift from Zeus. 
76 Cf. Hom. 11.7.453, who refers to the building of the walls of Troy by Poseidon and Apollo as an 
athlos (i, Mia-avrm). The battlement-wreath metaphor occurs in other poets as well. See e. g. Anac. 391 
PMG. Robbins (1986) 321 compares Troy's coronation with the the s-ricpavocpopia of the athlete and 
his rejoicing komos. 
77 See 01.8.75, where the poet refers to the Blepsiadai's victories in wrestling by employing the word 
%Eip (XEIQ&v &J1TOY BAEt`u arg Elrivixov) 
78 See e. g. Carey (1989a) 4. 
79 See above, p. 195 n. 70. 
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In doing so Pindar enhances the praise of his patron in so far as he presents 
his victory as continuing and renewing the glory of the Aiakids. The time when the 

ode was performed was a very difficult period for Aigina. By altering the prophecy 

given to Aiakos and adjusting it to the present situation, Pindar manages to stress the 

unswerving divine favour that the Blepsiadai and the island of Aigina in general 

enjoy. Once again, due to direct speech the mythical prophecy is dechronologized 

and invested with a kind of symbolic and eternal value. If it were delivered in 

indirect speech, it would be presented as a past event with which the recent prophecy 

would merely share many similarities. In such a case the two prophecies would be 

perceived as two distinct things and not as the same prophecy, thing which would 
inevitably lessen the ode's force and idea of continuity that Pindar opts to 

foreground. Consequently, O1.8 is not after all, as Farnell argued, one of Pindar's 

`improvisations', with `manifold signs of haste', 80 but a carefully constructed poem, 

whose primary aim is to unveil the existence of an unfailing destiny that works 
tacitly for Aigina and the Blepsiadai. 81 

7.4.2 Pythian 8 

Pythian 8 celebrates the wrestling victory of Aristomenes of Aigina. The mythical 

part of the poem concentrates on the prophecy delivered by the dead seer 
Amphiaraos from his oracle in the vicinity of Thebes, during the expedition of the 

Epigonoi against the city of Kadmos: 82 

"Vu TO yeyvaTov F1rr7rTFTrtr 
ex 7raziemv TraIvi ? v7, ua. ' 

dO/ ai aa4oes 
öecixovra iroixr4ov al, +äs AAxp2v' hr' aom? o 
vcuawvza aewrov fv Kc hov 7nAars. 
ö ae xa jUjJv 7reo reMz 
vvv evexerat 
öpvrxos äyyell Z 
MeaoTos iiewr To N o; xos v 
ä2Tia 7re4er. p vos yäe e'x AavacZv oTearoV 
Savo' roc öo~ria Aii aq vioü, rt zS 7v 

S° Farrell (1932) 59. See also Wilamowitz (1922) 405. 
81 It is reasonable to assume that the listeners knew about the favourable prophecy given to 
Timosthenes. Therefore it would not be difficult for them to trace links between and correlate that 
prophecy with the mythical one. 
Z Van't Wout (2006) has challenged the common allegation that Amphiaraos' prophecy is a 

posthumous performance, arguing instead that it was uttered during the first expedition against 
Thebes, at the moment of Amphiaraos' heroization. 
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ävi! er i 2aO ovv 92aß 
Aßavros evevxöpovs ayuia;. 

(44-55) 

In this prophecy, which predicts the felicitous outcome of the expedition, 
Amphiaraos lays emphasis upon noble birth (cpvp and heredity by recognizing in his 

son Alkman the renewal of his own two gifts, i. e. martial prowess and mantic 

ability. In the second part of the prophecy the focus shifts to Adrastos and his joyless 

return to Argos due to the death of his son Aigialeus. 83 

Just like Apollo's prophecy in O1.8, Amphiaraos' prediction exhibits a 

number of peculiarities. First of all, the prophecy seems to have no recipient, 84 while 

the verb atvioo-oIcau (to speak in riddles) in line 40 proves inappropriate in so far as 

the prediction is anything but obscure. 85 The second problem concerns the doom of 
Adrastos and his return to Argos. In lines 32-42 which precede the prophecy, Pindar 

cites a catalogue rehearsing the athletic victories of Aristomenes' family and 

complements Aristomenes for following the footsteps of his maternal uncles and 

having earned the very words (Ao7ov co'Qe1s 38) that Amphiaros uttered during the 

second expedition of the Epigonoi. Although Pindar does not specify in what way 
Amphiaros' prophecy constitutes praise for Aristomenes, it can be inferred that it is 

quoted in order to illustrate the idea of heredity and inherited excellence. Seen from 

this point of view, the reference to Adrastos in the second part of the oracular speech 
is irrelevant to the explicitly expressed aim of the mythical example because it does 

not bear an analogy between the victor and Alkman as exemplifications of the power 

of inherited excellence. 86 Miller and Pfeijffer interpret this digression as an instance 

of fictive mimesis of spontaneous text production. 87 According to Miller, Pindar is 

here imitating the common psychological phenomenon when, while telling a story in 

83 Slater (1979) 69-70 argues instead that the main point of the prophecy lies in the contrast between 
unsuccessful fathers and successful sons and not in the notion of heredity. 
g' See Pfeiffer (2004) 228 `Amphiaraos..... does not address anyone explicitly, nor is there any sign 
that anyone in the story is even able to hear what he is saying'. 
85 Schol. ad Pyth. 8.57a (Drachmann II, 211) note that aivio-ootcar here does not mean `talking in 
riddles' but that it is employed as an equivalent of the verb ciirocpS 'j 'oaaw. They cite Hom. 11.13.374 for 
justification. However, given that aivio-ooogar introduces a prophecy, it is reasonable to argue that the 
verb retains part of its primary sense. 
"See Burton (1962) 182; Famell (1932) 195; Pfeijffer (1999a) 438ff; Miller (1993) 31-4. 
87 Miller (1993) 31-4. See also Pfeijffer (1999a) 438. 
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illustration of something, we are carried beyond the point of relevance. 88 Although 

this is a possibility, I believe that Pindar's digression is functional and serves other 

purposes. 

As in the case of 01.8,1 would suggest that all the above ̀peculiarities' are 
deliberate and aim to engage the listeners' attention and encourage them to resolve 

these difficulties by making other associations. As already mentioned, the two main 

themes of Amphiaraos' prophecy are success-nobility (as this is expressed in 

Alkman's victory) and failure (as this is expressed in Adrastos' shameful return to 
Argos). Interestingly enough, the diptych heredity-victory / failure constitutes a key 

element in the ode's encomiastic part as well. We have seen that Amphiaraos' 

prophecy is preceded by a victory catalogue of Aristomenes' relatives (35-38) which 

serves to highlight the idea of inborn excellence. In the section that follows the 

prophecy, Pindar refers to the four opponents whom Aristomenes defeated at Delphi, 

laying particular emphasis upon their shameful and joyless homecoming: 

rsreao-t ö" e"ýcýreTE V'4 &Y 
owAdTTQC1 xaxä tppovFwv, 
roil of e vooros otu s 
170. r twos Fv I1 iSi , XQIS T, 
oüös /CoAovrwv irae uaree' ai yAw5 yAvxüs Leo-FV %cipty xarii Aaüeas ö' FxSpwv a7räoeot 
lrrJ)o-o-ovrt, ovhSooe4 öeaaygevor. 

(81-87) 

The apparent parallels established between Amphiaraos' prophecy and the way in 

which Pindar refers to Aristomenes' victory invite us to correlate mythical prophecy 

and recent victory. 

In addition to the thematic links, this correlation is also conducted by 

something else. One of the most perplexing and obscure passages in Pyth. 8 is the 

one that follows Amphiaraos' prophecy: 

TolaVra aLEv 
hp9Py7ar' A/Ccprdpjos. xaipwv N xai aurö 
AAKA6va o-re(pvolo-I 4L &), oaivw öE xal üuv(p, 
yetwov örr 

POI xat xTEävwv o Aaý Etu v 
üncivTao-ev rövrr yas o zcoa) ov aao' aot? taov, 

's Miller (1993) 31. Cf. Fennell (1893) 241, who takes the example of Adrastos as an anticipatory 
illustration of the general reflections expressed in the final triad. 
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vrevAanvv T' er To ovyrovo1o"I Texvars. 

(55-60) 

This passage has raised much debate among scholars and various interpretations 

have been suggested. 89 One of the major problems concerns the identity of the 

speaker. According to one of the scholiasts, the chorus speaks here in the persona of 

the victor `th a7rÖ TOL %OQov TO 7re00w7rov i. uaovp'vou TOU v 1, ix?; xoTo;. i9° As he asserts, 

on his way to Delphi Aristomenes must have received a prophecy regarding his 

future victory at the Games. Scholia 82 and 83a suggest instead that the prophecy 

was delivered to the chorus and that the choral voice is primary here. 91 I would 

rather align with the party of scholars who argue that the first-person is Pindar and 

that the prophecy was delivered to him. 92 Another problem concerns the identity of 

the person who delivers the prophecy. The scholiasts, followed by the majority of 

scholars, assert that the prophecy must have been delivered by Alkman, 

Amphiaraos' son, to whom Pindar refers in line 57. Although at first glance this 

suggestion seems to be the most probable, Pindar's reference to the speaker by 

calling him `neighbour' and `guardian of his possessions' (58) renders it 

problematic. As Hubbard has succinctly shown, it is more likely that the prophecy 

was delivered by Amphiaraos at his oracle in the vicinity of Thebes, since there is no 

evidence of an oracle of Alkman neither at Thebes nor at Aigina. 93 

Interestingly enough Pindar conceals the content of that prophecy thus 

creating a hermeneutic gap. This paralipsis is noteworthy. 94 This is the first and only 

time that Pindar confesses to such an `epiphany' and one would naturally expect that 

he would at least elaborate upon this experience. Various speculations about the 

content of the prophecy have been proposed. According to Pfeijffer, Pindar does not 

89 One of the major problems concerns the nature of Pindar's experience. Some critics argue for a 
vision in a dream after sleeping next to the statue of the hero, e. g. Slater (1979) 69; others argue for 
an actual epiphany, e. g. Norwood (1945) 4 and Burton (1962) 182-3. 
90 Schol. adPyth. 8.78a (Drachmann If, 214). 
91 This suggestion found acceptance, among others, by Slater (1979) 68-79; d' Alessio (1994) 135-6. 
Burnett (2005) 231 and n. 22 supposes the existence of a shrine of Alkman on Aigina visited by the 
chorus before its departure to the games. 
92 See e. g. Wilamowitz (1922) 441; Farnell (1932) 195; Bowra (1964) 340; Lefkowitz (1975) 179-85; 
Pfeijffer (1999a) 540-5; Hubbard (1993). 
93 Hubbard also points out that there is no evidence that Alkman had oracular powers. On the 
contrary, according to tradition it was his brother who inherited his father's prophetic powers (195 

n. 8). Hubbard's view is followed by d' Alessio (1994) 135 n. 60. 
94 On paralipsis see Genette (1980) 52. 
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mention the content of Amphiaraos' prophecy because he wants to leave it open to 

his audience to believe that he may have foretold something regarding the political 

situation at Aigina, which at the time was in a very difficult situation. 95 Even though 

this is a plausible suggestion, I believe that the view advanced by the scholiasts and 

the majority of scholars, namely that the prophecy probably concerned Aristomenes' 

victory, is more probable and makes more sense. 

At this point the plausible question arises: why does Pindar decide to conceal 

any details about his visionary experience? Taking into account the `peculiarities' of 

Amphiaraos' insight, its semantic similarities with the depiction of Aristomenes' 

victory and the fact that the recent prophecy was delivered by the same seer at the 

same place (Amphiaraon), I would suggest that Pindar wanted his audience to 

correlate mythical and recent prophecy and see them as one and the same thing. 

What was revealed to him by Amphiaraos on his way to Delphi was the exact same 

prophecy which the seer uttered in the past in regard to the Epigonoi. 96 Such an 
interpretation helps us to explain the three peculiarities identified above regarding 

Amphiaraos' mythical prophecy, namely mention of Adrastos, the use of the verb 

afvio-aoµai and the prophecy's lack of a specific recipient. Reference to Adrastos' 

unhappy return to Argos foreshadows the return of Aristomenes' defeated 

competitors, while the lack of a specific recipient might be taken as a hint at the 

prophecy's eternal value and its potential to have many different recipients 

throughout time. As far as the verb aivioo-ouai is concerned, it seems to retain its 

semantic value if we consider that Amphiaraos' otherwise straightforward prophecy 
bears a deeper meaning; although it predicts the expedition of the Epigonoi, at the 

same time it seems to predict Aristomenes' victory as well. Pindar chooses this 

specific verb to function as a sign-post for his audience that what follows is actually 

a riddle. Once again, the twofold reference of Amphiaraos' speech is made possible 

95 Pfeijffer (1999a) 441. More specifically Pfeijffer argues that the prophecy might have predicted `a 
definite punishment of Athens and of pro-Athenian elements in Aigina, and a restoration of the old 
political set-up'. On the historical and political background in Pyth. 8 see Pfeijffer (1995). 
6 Robbins (1997) 273 challenges Hubbard's claim that the prophecy was uttered by Amphiaraos 

declaring that, `The sentence that begins at line 56 xaiewv öe xai au *... makes little sense if 
Amphiaraus is the subject of the subordinate clause. Why should Pindar 'rejoice and praise Alcmeon' 
because Amphiaraus delivered a prophecy? ' Yet, if we accept that the mythical and recent prophecies 
are the same, then it makes abundant sense why Pindar rejoices and praises Alkman. Van `t Wout 
(2006) reaches the same conclusion as me, arguing that `Pindar's vision is presented as the source of 
the information contained in the preceding passage'(16). Yet, she follows a completely different line 

of interpretation. 
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through the use of direct speech which dechronologizes the prophecy thus making it 

omnitemporal. 

7.5 Conclusion 

As mentioned at the opening of the chapter, 97 scholars normally take mythical 

prophecies in Pindar to function as auspicious portents for the victors, a kind of 

kledon. 98 As I have tried to demonstrate, the prophecies' structure in direct speech is 

a clear indication that Pindar's intention was more ambitious and complex than that. 

If Pindar had structured the prophecies in indirect speech, they would have been 

introduced with a verbum dicendi in the past tense and therefore their enunciation 

would be reduced to an event taken place in the past, at a specific time and place. 

Furthermore, they would have lost their efficacy as speech-acts, since speech-acts 

retain their illocutionary force only when they are spoken. By casting the prophecies 

in oratio recta Pindar manages, in addition to a straightforward gain in immediacy 

brought about by dramatization, to dissociate and liberate them from temporal and 

spatial constraints and to invest them with eternal and symbolic value thus 

projecting their force and reference onto the present and future as well. So, not only 
is the past treated as it were present but also the present is retrojected into the past. 

In the light of this, one could also argue that through this process the present of the 

performance does not just passively find itself being invested with eternal and 

symbolic value but is actively invited to bestow eternal value on the past of the 

myth- just as the audience is invited to not only participate in the glory of the athlete 

but to actively bestow it on him. In addition to providing the highest praise to his 

laudandus, direct speech also enables Pindar to afford the audience an intensive and 

unique experience; by presenting future and past victories as fulfilments of a divine 

plan and as renewals and revivals rather than as mere reflections of past events, 

Pindar collapses past, present, and future and invites his audience to experience time 

as a unity. To put it differently, direct speech enables Pindar to enact the `static' time 

that his poetry seeks to unveil. 

97 See p. 175 and n. 1, this chapter. 
9' On kledones and kledonomancy in general see Peradotto (1969) 2-10. 
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CHAPTER 8 

OLYMPIAN 10: A CASE STUDY 

In order to illustrate the remarks drawn in the course of the thesis, let me close this 

study of the notion of time in Pindar by taking a close look at a specific epinician. 
Although a number of odes would provide apt examples for a case study, I have 

chosen 01.10, an ode which profoundly articulates Pindar's strong belief in the 

immortalizing power of his song, and in which time occupies a central position. ' 

01.10 celebrates Hagesidamos, a boy wrestler from Western Lokroi in southern Italy 

who won his victory in 476 BC? The poem opens with a somewhat strange request 

which grounds it on the very moment of its performance: 

Töv bAvvcrrrovixav ävayvwre Ivor 
APxeaQ1rou aar'a, 7T41 4ppevös 
ew YýYPanzar" ykuxv yäp av? - /hF. kos OcOeIclcav 

FrA 1a. 9'- 

Pindar asks to be read where in his mind is written the name of Hagesidamos, 3 son 

of Archestratos, because, as he claims, he has forgotten his indebtedness to compose 

an epinician celebrating his Olympic victory. 4 As has been observed, the verbs 
aväyvwTs (1) and riyearrrat (3) allude to the existence of a contract between Pindar 

(debtor) and Hagesidamos (creditor) and serve to present the song as part of a 

`commercial transaction' .5 Although Pindar's assertion that he has forgotten his debt 

has been classified as a poetic topos by some scholars (, egos-motif), 6 it is reasonable 

to assume that there must have been a certain delay in the delivery of the song, 

' As Hubbard (1985) 69 has remarked: 'this ode [01.10] is an orchestrated reflection upon the nature 
of time'. For discussions of the ode see Nassen (1975); Kromer (1976); Mullen (1982) 185-208; 
Hubbard (1985) 60-70; Verdenius (1988); Palaiogeorgou (2000) 44-87. 
2 The ancient scholia give both the seventy-fourth and seventy-sixth Olympiads as possible dates for 
the ode's performance. Yet, as the fragmentary list of Olympic victors in P. Oxy. 222.1.16 has shown, 
the victory must have taken place in the seventy-fourth Olympiad, that is. in 476 BC. 
3A somewhat similar expression occurs in Aesch. PV 789: jv eyypcüpov ab µvVcoo-a d &rois rppevZY. 
° For the idea of the mind as a place where information is stored and kept see also Nem. 4.7-8. Cf. 
Aesch. Cho. 450 and Eum. 275. 

Nassen (1975) 221; Kromer (1976) 422; 
6 Schadewaldt (1928) 278 n. l; Bundy (1962) 1 n. 4; Gildersleeve (1890) 213. 
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especially if we take into account the fact that the audience knew when the victory 

was achieved.? It is, however, apparent that there is a touch of exaggeration in the 

claim which is certainly not without a purpose. On the one hand, the `tardiness' of 

the ode creates a sense of urgency which, as we have seen, is one of the things that 

Pindar seeks to evoke through his narrative. On the other hand, Pindar's confession 

that he has forgotten implicitly brings to the fore a very common Pindaric idea; the 

insufficiency of human memory and the fact that mortals are forgetful. 8 If Pindar has 

forgotten the relatively recent victory of Hagesidamos, what will happen in the 

future? The issue of forgetfulness is explicitly addressed in the final antistrophe; it 

is, however, significant to acknowledge that it is latent in the backdrop from the very 

beginning. 

Pindar then apostrophizes the Muse and Truth, the daughter of Zeus, 

imploring them to ward off from him `the charge of harming a guest friend with 
broken promises': 

w Moio-', LUA ov xai 3vrdri7e 
ÄA i&e, a A'6s, oeS- %ee% 
EQLXETOY I eva WY 
Fviirav 4AIT4FYOV. 

(3-6) 

What strikes us here is the play on the semantic meaning of AAaSeia which is 

deliberately flanked by the verb ! 7aAavSi vouar (3) and the noun 'ieu"&os (5). As 

already has been noted in Chapter 4, the initial meaning of AUSera was not 
`veracity' in the sense of `truthfulness' but in the sense of `not-forgetting' (a+A. $W). 9 

It is also significant to remember that archaic AAäSeta has a subjective nuance and 

denotes not what is objectively `factual' or `real' but what an individual takes as 

`factual' and `real' according to his own experience. Both meanings seem to be at 

stake here; Pindar's poem will manifest the truth (i. e. that Pindar did not break his 

promise) and at the same time will secure Hagesidamos' name from obscurity, 

blame and oblivion. 

7 See Nassen (1975) 224. Race (1997) 1.160 pays attention to the fact that 476 BC was the year when 
Pindar also composed 01.1,2 and 3 for Hieron and Theron. 

See e. g. lsthm. 7.17: ä{. cvä over öe ßporoi.. 
9 See Ch. 4, pp. 109-10. See also Kromer (1976) 425-6. 
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Pindar continues declaring that the future which approached from afar has 

shamed his ßa, 9ii xe oc, namely his indebtedness to write a tribute of praise for the 

victorious Hagesidamos. Nonetheless, he promises that he will fulfil his contract and 

pay his laudandus back with interest: 

exa&v brzA 4)v o ALUWY xeovos 
e &ov xaratovuve ßa, 9v %QEOs. 
öaws öe ll o-ai öuvarös öýer"av Faiuooupdv 

roxos. oearw vuuv ýz pov EAro-o oh vav 
o7T xüua xaraxMooov eeov, 
öiry re xorvöv Aöyov 

opia av raio-o kev i; xaeiv. 
(7-12) 

Pindar here adopts the `coming representation' of the future1° and depicts chronos as 

an agent that brings events and deadlines to fulfilment. Seen from this perspective, 

chronos is presented both as a source of forgetting and as a kind of a threat. The 

simile of the wave and the pebble which follows in lines 9-10 is of particular force 

and vividness. Although scholars do not agree on the origin of the image, " they 

unanimously take the floating wave to refer to the torrent/rush of Pindar's verse and 

the rolling pebble to the poet's shame; the torrent of Pindar's verse will wash his 

shame off like a floating wave washes over a rolling pebble. 12 Despite the consensus 

of opinion on the issue, as I will try to demonstrate, this simile needs to be related to 

the immortalizing power of song rather than to the idea of shame. However, I will 

save further discussion of this for the end. What needs to be emphasized at this point 

is that the poet's apology and guilt add a touch of spontaneity to the ode and evoke 

the impression that it is created on the spot. In so doing, Pindar manages to engage 

in a kind of conversation with his audience and render them active participants in the 

song (pseudo-intimacy). The phrase xotvöv Ao'7ov in line 11 is usually understood by 

1° See Ch. 1, p. 8. Cf. Vivante (1972) 108: 'the term of his [Pindar's] debt is a sign of time closing 
upon him, and the payment suggests the wave rolling pebbles into the hollow of the shore'. 
,I Schol. ad 01.10.13a-m (Drachmann I, 311-12) assume that the image comes from the sea and, 
therefore, that the floating wave stands for the torrent of Pindar's verse. Modern scholars, however, 
take the image to refer to a river in the mountains rather than to a wave. See Farrell (1932) ad 9-12 
and Bowra (1964) 19ff; Norwood (1945) 11-12, offers a somewhat different interpretation. 
According to him, the image alludes to `the work of the gardener who irrigates his land, making a 
channel for the bubbling water that thrusts along all the little pebbles in its course'. It has also been 
suggested that the image of the pebble comes from Homer 11.21.257-64. 
12 See schol. ad 01.10.13a-m (Drachmann I, 311-12). Even though the majority of scholars endorse 
this interpretation, it has been suggested that the pebble might also refer to the idea of indebtedness 
(cf. abacus-pebble); see e. g. Finley (1955) 120. 
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scholars to refer to the agreed contract between Pindar and Hagesidamos. 13 This is a 

plausible interpretation, especially if seen in conjunction with the commercial 

vocabulary of the first strophe and antistrophe. Yet, there is no compelling reason 

why one should not accept the interpretation `common concern' suggested by the 

scholia, 14 or even take the phrase as a proleptic allusion and trace in it Pindar's 

confidence that through his song Hagesidamos' name will be spread in time and 

place, thus becoming a concern for people all over Greece. 15 

Heretofore Pindar has set the stage for his song, introduced the victor and 

communicated his poetic intentions. His focus then shifts to Western Lokroi, whose 

main credentials are given in a single stroke. He extols the Lokrians for their poetic 

sensibility (K&J ona 14) and martial prowess (XV xeog Ael; s 15), laying special 

emphasis on the ArpexEra that rules their city. Arpexera means ̀ truth' in the sense of 
`strictness', `punctuality', `precision' and `accuracy' and, in this aspect, is distinct 

from the AAc Saia evoked in the first strophe. 16 The Lokrians were notorious for their 

strictness due to the severe laws that the Lokrian Zaleukos had written in the seventh 

century BC. '7 This point helps us to explain the prominence of commercial 

vocabulary and imagery in the poem and reminds us once again how deeply rooted 
the epinicians are in their socio-politico-historico-economical context. The mention 

of Ares at 15 serves as stepping stone to the mythical exemplum of the Krixvera wcäxa 

which follows in lines 15-16 and where Herakles is said to have been defeated by 

Kyknos in battle. 18 The version alluded to here contrasts with the one found in 

Hesiod, where Herakles kills Kyknos in their first encounter. As the scholia inform 

us, here Pindar is probably following a variant attested by the lyric poet Stesichoros. 

This suggestion gains in support if we consider that Stesichoros was a western 
Greek and that anecdotes link him with Lokroi. 19 According to that version, Kyknos 

13 See e. g. Norwood (1945) 112; Farell (1932) 80; Gildersleeve (1890) 215. 
14 See schol. ad OI. 10.15a (Drachmann I, 313); Race (1997) ad loc. translates as ̀ general concern'. 15 This is the interpretation suggested by schol. ad 01.10.15b (Drachmann I, 313): BTI U iro)J& uv eoza, 
OTOpATmu Cf. ýuvöv 477kUtov b'roQ, Siuo-a, AS-10Y (01.7.21). 
16 As Gidlersleeve (1890) 215 noted, Atrekeia is truth as `straightforwardness' and 'unswerving 
accuracy' while Alatheia is truth as ̀ candor'. 
17 See Kromer (1976) 428 n. 14 and 429 n. 15. On the Lokrians' eunomia see also Pl. Ti. 20A. 
18 Kyknos was the son of Ares. 
19 Steph. Byz. s. v. Mc raveos, informs us that Stesichoros was from Matauros, a city in southern Italy 
which was founded by the Lokrians. See also Aristotle Rhet. 2.21.1394b-95a where he refers to a 
riddle told by Stesichoros to the Lokrians. 
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prevailed over Herakles because he was aided by his father Ares. 20 This mythical 

exemplum enables Pindar to draw in the narrative Has, Hagesidamos' trainer; 

Hagesidamos owes to Has a debt because through his expertise he disciplined and 

honed his excellence and helped him win his Olympic victory, just as Ares helped 

Kyknos to defeat Herakles and just as Achilles supported Patroklos. 21 But in 

addition to innate excellence and training, Pindar continues, a victory requires divine 

favour (Sýeou" ozv hall a: s) and effort as well. Only a few, he exclaims, `have won 

without effort that joy which is a light for life above all deeds' (23-24). 

This maxim is ilustrated by the mythical account that follows and which 

dwells on the foundation of the Olympic Games by Herakles. 22 The mythical- 

narrative can be roughly divided into two sections: the first part (26-42) deals with 

the events that precede the foundation of the Games and the second part (43-77) 

with the foundation itself. The transfer to the mythical past is made by the use of the 

relative pronoun öv (24). In the kephalaion of the myth Pindar summarizes the 

events which led to the foundation of the Games, stating that Herakles founded the 

contest after he had killed the sons of Molion, Kteatos and Eurytos, 23 who tried to 

prevent him from exacting his wage for cleaning the stables of their uncle, king 

Augeas. 24 In the main body of the account these events are narrated in more detail: 

Herakles killed the Moliones, because they destroyed the army he had brought with 

him from Tiryns in the valleys of Elis, and then ruined Elis, the homeland of the 

20 On Herakles' encounter with Kyknos see Janko (1986) 38-59; Hubbard (1989) 137-43. Contrast 
Rose (1957) 110-16. 
21 Burgess (1990) 275 argues that the reference to Achilles and Patroklos carries erotic overtones and 
serves to define the relationship between Hagesidamos and Ilas/Pindar. 
22 There were two traditions for the founder of the Olympic Games, both of which are mentioned by 
Pausanias; according to the most prominent one, the Games were founded by the Theban Herakles, 
while the less known version attributed the foundation to a Herakles Idaios from Crete. For the 
second version see Farnell (1921) 130. 
23 On Herakles' encounter with the Moliones see Bernardini (1982) 55-68. The Moliones appear in 
Homer (11.2.620-621 and 11.750-752) and Hesiod (fr. 17 M-W). Cf. Ibykos 285 PMGF where the 
Moliones are said to have been born from a silver egg. As has been suggested by a number of 
scholars, the allusive character of Pindar's account indicates that Herakles' encounter with the 
Moliones was known to his Lokrian audience. 
24 The task of the cleaning of the stables was not a flattering one for Herakles and it is not perhaps a 
coincidence that 01.10 provides the first reference to the story. As we are told by Diodoros (4.13.3), 
Eurystheus entrusted this Labour to Herakles in order to insult him (URestos Fvexev). It is significant 
that Pindar does not describe Herakles cleaning the dung from the byres but merely introduces this 
task in order to illustrate the maxim that 'few have gained glory without effort and toil'. Of all the 
Labours this one was also the least favourable in Greek art. In fact the only monumental picture of it 
is on the east porch of the temple of Zeus built around 470-456 BC, where Herakles is represented in 
full motion with Athens in his side. A literary source of the fourth century mentions also a statue of 
Lysippos which has not survived. See Brommer (1986). 
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`guest-cheating' king Augeas25 It is important to note here that although a few lines 

later the foundation of the Olympic Games is presented as fated, the doom of the 

Moliones and Augeas is not. On the contrary, it is presented as the outcome of 

insolence (LmzeQpiaAor 34; z rßtov 29; icras 37) and lack of counsel (äßovAt 41). The 

episode with the Moliones alludes to the mythical exemplum of Herakles and 

Kyknos thus tracing an inner ring. 26 Likewise, Augeas' failure to pay his debt to 

Herakles and the adjective ýeva7rcizas ascribed to him hark back to the first strophe 

where Pindar mentions of his own failing to meet his obligation and asks the Muse 

and Truth to ward off from him 'vnrav UtToýevov. 

After the destruction of Elis, Herakles gathered all the booty in Pisa. There he 

plotted a precinct for Zeus, built altars for the twelve gods, made a resting place for 

banqueting and gave to the hill of Kronos its name. During the founding ceremony 

the Fates and Chronos stood nearby: 

o ö' äe' ev Ilion no-aºs b2ov Te o~rearöv 
ll 'v TE 7r5aav Aras äaxº, uos 
vioö oza, 9/L TO Ci EOV äkaos naTpi /CEyi Tw. 

Mei ae ira arc AArºv /LEV by' EV xa3aeip 
alEXQ/VE, TO' N X1/X) 4) df'0V 
Eý72XE Ne=u Au71v, 

TºFccio-aºs aöpov AArpeou 

/LETa &2 ax' C VL XTWY &GOY" xai iräyov 
Keovou lreoo"UP38pyearo" 7rpoo"»E Tae 
vt vv4cvos, k OivoAaos Sexe, ßQ6%eTO rroAA 

v: co62i. TaUTT, L a' eV 7fQWT0y0Yld TEAET4 
7raQ 0Tav /v äQa MoTeaº oZEaöv 
0 T'E EAE7%WV FGOVo; 
aa 

iav k TU/LOV 
XQJVOS. 

This is a dense and significant passage and it is no wonder that Pindar saves for it a 

place in the centre of the ode. Through his mythical account Pindar makes us 

witnesses of the birth of both `Olympia' and the Olympic Games. By demarcating 

and organizing the land at Olympia (holy precinct of Zeus, banqueting area, twelve 

altars), Herakles transforms the unqualified space into place, namely into space 

loaded with cultural and social understanding. This automatically invests whatever 

lies within the demarcated area with special significance and meaning. The wild 

25 Pindar's indifference in chronological precision is evident in the locutions 7rpöo-e irori (31) and 
ömSev oü iroAA6i' (35-36). 
26 In both cases Herakles defeats his opponents after he had first been defeated by them. 
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olive trees, the pines, oaks, poplars and shrubs planted in that space become now 

part of Zeus' `sacred grove' (Altis), a place of contact between the divine and the 

human worlds, and are invested with symbolic value. Furthermore, the river 

Alpheos, whom Herakles used in order to clean Augeas' stables, is now for the first 

time explicitly named and is given a place next to the twelve Olympian gods. 27 

Finally and most importantly, the unnamed hill of Kronos is plucked out of 

anonymity and is given the name `Kronion'. This transformation of space into place 

is followed by a ceremony which is attended by the Moirai and Chronos. The 

presence of the Moirai, who preside over births, is not inappropriate here since the 

ceremony constitutes the actual `birth' of the Olympic Games (7rewT0y0v., T ? 2Tc ). 

Two of the things that grasp our attention in the passage are the presence of 

Chronos and his representation as standing still (iraeaOTav 52). Both can be 

explained if we accept the suggestion made in Chapter 1, namely that Chronos is 

here associated with Kronos28 Through this identification, Chronos is invested with 

a cosmogonic dimension and is portrayed as a sovereign power that orders the 

universe (revealer of Truth) and encompasses all coming-to-be and passing away. 29 

Seen from this perspective, chronos here represents all-time and contrasts the linear 

chronos of the first strophe which is presented as an active agent in the happening of 

events. It is also notable that, while in the first strophe chronos is associated with 

forgetting and falsehood, here it is allotted the ennobling title of the `only assayer of 

genuine truth'. 30 This sublime description is followed by the kephalaion-ring which 

rounds off the mythical account. As Pindar says, ̀ [Time] in its onward march clearly 

revealed how Herakles divided up that gift of war and how he then founded the 

quadrennial festival with the first Olympiad': 

Xpovos. tö öe o-acpavec iwv dröpow xaTF4ppao-ev, 
örro räv aoAe/Loro ööo-rv 

27 Pindar omits to specify that Herakles cleaned the stables by diverting the Alpheos river. Yet, the 

word &eröc in line 37, which suggests water, seems to be a veiled allusion to the event. 
28 Ch. 1, pp. 14-16. 
29 The cosmogonic dimension and the stillness of chronos do not contradict each other. See Schibli 
(1990) who points out that after the creation of the world, chronos/Kronos is no longer actively 
involved in the affairs of the gods and men but retreats to heaven and is identified with the celestial 
sphere. 
3 It is significant that Alatheia is here ascribed the adjective etetymos which means 'genuine', 
`factual', 'real'. This points to a distinction between the Alatheia revealed by chronos and the 
Alathefa of Pindar's song. 
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aX'O. Iva ötelwv e, 9vE xai 
7rEVraerr)QiO önws ices 

4o7aoev Eoprav O1 V 'OAVAMDt rechTq. 
vtxatpoetatal re. 

Notably, the static and all-encompassing Chronos of line 55 here turns into an active 

force and is credited with the disclosure of the acts of Herakles. Yet, unlike the 

chronos of the first strophe, which is depicted as a threat, no such associations are at 

stake here. On the contrary, it is the positive aspect of chronos as a source of 

Alatheia which is emphasized and foregrounded. This passage from a `static' to a 

`moving' Chronos is notable and worthy of further examination. Why does Pindar 

represent Time the way he does and what is he trying to achieve? 

Considering the association of the Olympic Games with chronology, and the 

fact that the counting of the Olympiads was one of the first strategies used by the 

Greeks in reckoning time, the representation of Chronos at the founding ceremony 

seems to make abundant sense. Just like the birth of Christ, the first Olympic Games 

come to be the event which initiates a new period and `determines the axial moment 

in reference to which every other event is dated'. 31 Serving as a kind of calendar, the 

Olympiads come to harmonize cosmic time with human/lived time thus initiating the 

beginning of history. 32 Given that time starts counting, so to speak, from the first 

Olympiad, the forward movement of Chronos in the passage cited above seems to 

graphically represent this development. Appealing as it may be, this suggestion 

cannot, however, be adequately supported. Although we know that the counting of 

the Olympiads was widely used since the third century, there is no evidence to 

suggest that this method had been accepted as a general chronological system to date 

events by Pindar's time. 33 This leaves us with another possible interpretation of the 

passage, which seems more plausible. As already mentioned in Chapter 1, for the 

Greeks the beginning and ending of a year was not fixed but differed among the 

various cities. At Elis the year probably began in summer, with the summer 

31 Ricoeur (1988) 106. 
32 See Ricoeur (1988) 109 who argues that the calendar re-inscribes time experienced in cosmic time 
because it enables us to assign moments of lived time to moments of the cosmic time and vice-versa. 
In his words, the calendar `cosmologizes lived time and humanizes cosmic time' 
33 See Ch. 3, p. 64 n. 33 
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solstice. 4 As Synkelos (Chron. 368.13) states, the Olympic Games were held at the 

beginning of the year: t)Avp Trias öe iazt crap' "E, Ur r, Terpaezr; prxö; xPövos, of xara 

rqv OVJUAu pcoo1rv aexouEVOV rou Frous o 'haniaxör äywv äyszai. Seen from this 

perspective, the representation of Chronos during the first Olympic ceremony 

becomes clearer: the static chronos symbolizes the completion of a year, while its 

forward movement indicates the beginning of a new one. 

By transforming the space at Olympia into place Herakles `inaugurates' its 

history, while by giving the Kronion hill its name he plucks it out of obscurity and 

gives it a place in historical time. 35 In the light of this, one could say that in OL 10 

Herakles is presented as the direct intermediary between humans and the divine, or 

to put it otherwise, as the one who inscribes the fragmented human chronos on the 

complete chronos of the gods. At first sight Herakles' role as a mediator between 

human and divine time might seem quite odd mainly because the hero is usually 

associated with space rather than with time. 36 Yet, as has been convicingly pointed 

out by Feraboli, Herakles is actually a hero who shares a close relation to time and 

its computation. 37 This observation also finds support in Pindar who often associates 

Herakles with time. 38 

The kephalaion ring is followed by the poet's request for the names of the 

first Olympic victors, a request which looks back at the very first line of the ode 

where Pindar asked to be read the name of Hagesidamos. The Muse is not directly 

addressed here, she is however implied. 39 Pindar's question is followed by a long 

catalogue containing the names of the first six Olympic victors accompanied by their 

homeland and the event in which they excelled (stadion, wrestling, boxing, four- 

chariot race, the discus and the javelin). The list, which lacks any elaboration and 

aesthetic value, has been described as flat and dull, 40 and as `business-like' 41 This 

34 This suggestion contrasts the scholia ad 01.3.33a (Drachmann I, 114), where it is noted that the 
Elean year began in the month Owov. 9i64 at the time of the winter solstice. See Samuel (1972) 95-6, 

who the challenges the truthfulness of the statement. 
35 On the importance of naming in Pindar see Segal (1986); Kromer (1976) 423. 
36 See e. g. his travels to the Garden of the Hesperides, to the Underworld, to the Hyperboreans etc; cf. 
Pinney and Ridway (1981). 
37 Feraboli (1986) 125-35. 'It is also noteworthy that in their accounts on the Orphic Theogonies, both 
Damaskios and Athenagoras inform us that Time had two names: `unaging chronos' and Herakles; 

see West (1983) 178-80, esp. 192ff where he discusses Herakles' association with chronos. 
38 See esp. Nem. l and 01.3. 
39 See Ch. 4, pp. 93-4. 
40 Fell (1932) 84. 
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has led some scholars to suggest that Pindar had probably derived his information 

from an authoritative source. 2 Yet, it is significant to recognize that, 

notwithstanding its simplicity, this catalogue had ritual significance for the Greeks; 

it deals with the very beginning of the Olympic Games, with the archai, a prominent 

theme in Pindaric poetry. 43 The catalogue also gives the beginning of a genealogy, a 

genealogy of Olympic victors to which the name of the young Hagesidamos has now 

been added. Although we do not have information for all the victors cited on the list, 

the fact that most of them are from the region of the Peloponnese seems to be an 

indication that they may have been among Herakles' army. 

The catalogue is followed by a description of the nocturnal celebration that 

crowned the first Olympic Games and special emphasis is laid on the light of the full 

moon44 which here seems to carry a symbolic meaning and reflect the completeness 

and perpetual light that illuminates the life of victorious athletes. In lines 79-80, this 

initial festive celebration is equated with the present celebration at Epizephyrian 

Lokroi: 

iapxais ög 77eoTepars bro'g YOr 
xai vuv eawvuuiavxdprv 

vixas ä7FQ6xou xEAaäjooAa, »a ßpovrc v 
xai 7rupaäaaAov ß los 
öpo-7xzünou Lrös, 
ev a7ravrr xpaTer 
a''awva xeeauvov c apora- 
Ai&2 o-a öe AoAaä ireö; xdAaaov 

iavziä er EceAiwv, 
Ta 7lae' cWh Aipxo xpov(p Aev cpavzw 

(78-85) 

Although the expression xai vuv points to the temporal distance between past and 

present, at the same time it serves to collapse and span this distance. Accordingly, 

the present moment is seen as a re-enactment of the archetypal ceremony; past and 

present merge and the audience is now explicitly invited to experience the unity of 

41 Norwood (1945) 114. 
42 Norwood (1945) 114. 
43 See Ch. 3 for specific references. Accounts of games and victors are to be found in many poets; see 
e. g. Hom11.23.257-897 (Funeral Games for Patroklos); Hes. Sc. 301-313. 
44 The Olympic Festival was held during the second or third full moon following the summer solstice 
and the Games just a few days before that; see 01.2.19-20. Most of the festivals were associated with 
the lunar cycle (see e. g. Nem. 4.35). As Parker (2005) 193 points out, festivals `had a proper and even 
`natural' relation to the cycle of the stars and seasons. ' 
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time. A thing that attracts our attention in the passage is the emphasis laid on the bolt 

of Zeus which is called `fit emblem in every victory'. The Olympic Games were 
held under the aegis of Zeus; therefore, it is not surprising that Pindar sees Olympic 

victories as an outcome of Zeus' will. Furthermore, as Mullen noted, it is possible 

that this reference is an allusion to the story according to which Zeus had marked 

Altis as a sacred place by striking it with his lightning before the arrival of 

Herakles 45 Another thing might be at stake here; as scholars have observed, the 

thunderbolt was the emblem of the Epizephyrian Lokroi and it figured on their 

coins 46 Therefore, the reference to Zeus' thunderbolt serves as a praise for the 

Lokrians as well and serves to launch the poem into the `here and now'. The use of 

the dative xpöv(, in line 85 is also notable. In contrast to its previous occurences in 

the poem, chronos is here portrayed merely as a texture/frame of events. Whereas in 

line 55 chronos is the one responsible for revealing the events, here Pindar's song is 

merely said to have happened ̀ in time'. 

The last strophe of the ode is dominated by a simile where the present poem 
is compared to a son who is born when his father has already reached old age. This 

son, Pindar says, fills his old father with utmost joy because he guarantees the 

preservation of his name and fortune and the continuation of his oikos. Implied in 

the succession of the old father by his son are two different times: old age and death 

bring to the fore the finite time of human life, while the succession by a son the 

biological rhythm that constantly gives birth to new generations. 47 As Kromer 

rightly observes, in the simile `time is seen as a generative/destructive force, for it 

brings about old age but it may also allow for the birth of a son who will grow up to 

inherit his father's wealth' 48 This idea is a recurrent one in Pindar; in 01.9 Zeus is 

said to have brought the pregnant daughter of Opous to Lokros, who was then 

childless, `lest time destroy him and impose a destiny with no children' (60). 

Likewise, in Partheneion I Pindar declares that whosever `house does not fail of 

children and is not completely overwhelmed by the force of necessity, lives free 

as Mullen (1982) 190-1. 
d6 See Nassen (1975) 235 n. 59 and Mullen (1982) 191. 
47 As Csapo (2005) 258 observes on the institution of marriage: 'Marriage is a way of perpetuating 
the family line and therefore conceived as a kind of cultural immortality, a second best to the natural 
immortality of the gods. Through the cultural institution of marriage man can rise to a midpoint 
between the natural mortality of beasts and the natural immortality of the gods. ' 
48 Kromer (1976) 434. 
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from painful toil' and enjoys `immortal days', despite the mortality of his body (14- 

19). 

Certainly, a victory in the Olympic Games, the greatest of all athletic 

competitions, was the highest achievement and paved the way towards immortality. 

Pindar emphasizes the potential of an Olympic victory to freeze time and confer 

eternal glory and renown on an athlete's name by associating the Kronion hill with 

chronos. As is the case with the Isle of the Blessed, Olympia seems to have a 

different temporality. 49 Seen from this perspective, Hagesidamos' victory is 

presented not merely as a victory in boxing but also as a victory over time; a victory 

which leads to a `new life' and initiates a new beginning. Nevertheless, an Olympic 

victory alone without a song of praise is not enough. As Pindar notes, a virtuous 

man who arrives in Hades without having been praised in song is like a man who 

has no heir; his earthly achievements will have but a short life (8eaXi -re TFp7rvoV 93) 

and his name will be forgotten. Just like the belated son who safeguards the 

continuation of one's name and oikos, the present poem will preserve Hagesidamos' 

name and contribute to his immortality. 50 As Pindar asserts addressing 
Hagesidamos: `Upon you, however, the sweetly speaking lyre and melodious pipe 

are shedding grace (ävaniao"Fi xae'v) and the Pierian daughters of Zeus are fostering 

your widespread glory (eüei xA os)'. In the first antistrophe Pindar declared that 

Hagesidamos' victory is a `common concern' leaving it to be implied that the 

present song will spread his honorandus' fame in time and space. By the end of the 

last antistrophe the glory of Hagesidamos is defined as already widespread and 

`traditional'. 

At the beginning of the final epode Pindar proudly exclaims that his task has 

been accomplished; `by lending a helping hand' he has praised Hagesidamos and 

has drenched the race of the Lokrians with honey: 

eyw ae avverpairröaevos o7roua¢, XALTöv DSO 
Aoxp& v 440'Ma-ov, fh AIT, 
evcivoea n Arv xaTa/ eiX&)v- 

7rai&' zeaTöY (a') A , %eOTeaTOu 
atMo-a 

(100-105) 

49 See Ch. 2, pp. 14-16. 
so See Gildersleeve (1890) 220: 'As the child keeps up the name, so the lyre keeps up the fame'. 
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The verb 4W17rro-ov and the participle xaraße-Oxwv hark back to the opening simile, 

where the poet had compared his song to a flowing wave. Yet, what strikes us in this 

passage is Pindar's confession of `earnestness' (o7roJc), as well as the epithets that 

he ascribes to Hagesidamos (Fearöv) and the Lokrians (xAuT i' i9vos, eüävoea nöArv). 

We have said above that the vocabulary employed at the opening of the poem 

alludes to the existence of a contract between Pindar and Hagesidamos. Yet, in the 

course of the ode Pindar makes the best of his potential to show that his song is 

much more than a repayment of a debt. His relation to his laudandus is not merely 

contractual but is based on friendship and love. 51 Unlike the Lokrians who are ruled 

by Atrekeia (Strictness), his poem is governed by Alatheia which stands for a 

different kind of truth. In her discussion of the poem Kromer has pointed out that 

these two kinds of truth are contrasted throughout the ode and that at the end 
Alatheia proves to be superior. 52 We have seen in Chapter 4 that for Pindar precision 
is not always desirable; as he declares in Nem. 5.16-17, `not every exact truth is 

better for showing her face' (ov Tot äiraoa xee8iwv / (paivorora neöowwirov aä351' 

ATQEx*- ). Pindar's aim is not to provide a plain list with precise facts but a lavish 

tribute and an artistically contrived song which will stand out for its grace. It is not a 

coincidence that throughout 01.10 the delicacy and sweetness of his song receives so 

much attention (72w" tdAos, tröwoa jwAlra, a&an s ? vea, 'Yhxvs aO, U 
,/ 

AITI). 

This last point is eloquently articulated in the ode's last simile where the 

victor Hagesimachos is likened to Ganymede: 

Tb Mov xeareovza xepkk i x¢ 
ßwp v crap' t)Aüarov 
xeivov xara xpovov 

I'alo Te xaXv I to cue xexpauevov, a Imre 
ävaräea ravvu'jaer Aopov a- 

AaAxe ovv Kvnpoyeva 

` It is notable that the word xäprv is employed four times throughout the ode. See Burgess (1990) 279 

who points out that the simile of the belated child and the father `allows the creation of a familial 

metaphor for Pindar's relation to Hagesidamos'. 
52 Kromer (1976) 421-2. 
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At that exact moment of the victory (xEivov xarä xpövov), Pindar says, Hagesidamos 

was as beautiful as Ganymede who, although mortal, gained immortality. 53 The ode 

ends thus, in a remote and unspecified moment in the past (7r0TE). As in Nem. 1, 

Nem. 10,01.4 and Pyth. 9 which also end in myth, Pindar does not have to return 

back to the present, for once again the distance that separates past and present 

collapses. What happened to Ganymede irow has just happened to Hagesidamos 

now: just as youthfulness with the aid of Aphrodite averted shameless (Aval a) 
death from Ganymede, so Pindar, inspired by his laudandus' Olympian victory, has 

averted death from him. Like Herakles who joined human and divine time, so Pindar 

has inscribed Hagesidamos' name and victory on the complete divine chronos. 
Through his song Pindar has eternalized the fleeting moment of the victory. 
Although Hagesidamos cannot be ageless and immortal like the gods, he can, 
however, receive eternal youth and immortality through song; for all time to come 
he will be remembered as at the time when he won at Olympia `beautiful of form 

and imbued with youthfulness'. 54 

In the light of the above, let us now go back and reconsider the simile of the 

wave and the pebble in the first antistrophe. One thing that grasps our attention in 

the simile is the placement of the words %%ovos and xe'Oc at the end of lines 7 and 8, 

and the strong acoustic effect reached by the complex Xe. I believe that this 

arrangement is intentional and that Pindar wanted his audience to notice the link 

between the two words and interpret the ensuing metaphor in the light of this 

association. In view of this, although I agree that the flowing wave of the simile 

stands for Pindar's verse (%Q os), I would prefer to associate the rolling pebble not 

with the poet's shame, but rather with the cause of this shame, namely the xpövos of 

line 7. The participle Amoou'vav attached to the pebble supports such an 

interpretation in so far as movement is a distinctive trait of xeo'voc. It is also notable 

"According to mythology, Ganymede was transferred to Olympos by Zeus who, aroused by the lad's 
beauty, transferred him to Olympos to be the gods cup-bearer and adolescent lover. See O1.1.44-45. 
Cf. Kromer (1976) 435 who apart from the issue of immortality sees other implications in Pindar's 

use of the myth of Ganymede. 
54 Burgess (1990) 281 emphasizes the erotic overtones of the last strophe arguing that by the end of 
the poem the financial relationship of the first strophe has been transformed into an erotic one. 
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that the verb livo-oar is used in close association with time in 01.4.55 If this is the 

case, then what the poet seems to say through this metaphor is not `let him see now 

how the torrent of my verse will wash over shame', but rather `let him now see how 

the torrent of my song will wash over time'. While in lines 7-8 time (XQ6Vos) is said 

to have shamed the poet's debt (Xeios), Pindar is now promising to do the exact 

opposite: his song (xpios) will wash over the rolling time (xeövos) thus making the 

victor's name immortal. 56 Once again the performance is transformed into an arena 

where the poet must stop and master chronos. The harnessing of time is, however, 

gradual and is only completed when the poem ends, just like a wave which `grows 

and swells with time, until it finally becomes so large and powerful as to dwarf all 

else' 57 

Through his song and the assistance of the Muse and Truth, Pindar manages 

not just to ward off his shame and the charge of harming a guest friend but also to 

gradually `ward off and `master' (" aAxE) the passage of chronos which brings to 

mortals shameless death. 58 What is worth mentioning here is that this gradual 

harnessing of time is mirrored in the way in which Pindar employs the word chronos 
in the poem: in lines 5-6 chronos is presented as a threat and as a source of 
forgetting, in line 55 is initially presented as a sovereign power which assays 

genuine truth without being actively involved in the affairs of men and then as an 

active agent and a source of remembering. In line 85 chronos is merely the texture 

within events occur while at 102 it merely denotes a point in time, a moment which 

Pindar's poetry manages to capture and immortalize 59 By the last epode, the 

threatening force of the first antistrophe is not a threat anymore. 60 

55 O1.4.1-2: Teat yap Dear / üirö rroix: Aoc, o' uiyyos aor 'is AtoviAzval 
ja' 

e'=Arav. See also Isthm. 8.14-15 

where time is depicted unrolling the course of time: Woos y4e aimv err' civöpio-i xpetaTar, / iAioo-cuv 
ßiou'ro' ov, cf. Isthm. 3.18: xAtvöop. 'va, S 4u' at;. 
56 See also lines 97-99 where Pindar asserts that through his song he has drenched with honey the city 
of the Lokrians, an image which also implies a kind of immortality. 
s' Hubbard (1985) 63. 
58 Burgess (1990) argues that throughout the poem Pindar presents himself as a kind of pedagogue for 
Hagesidamos and that in doing so he praises not only his laudandus but also himself. Although I 
agree that the poem contributes both to the praise of Pindar and Hagesidamos, I believe that the 
emphasis is upon the immortalizing power of Pindar's song and his ability to transcend time. 
59 A somewhat similar observation is made by Hubbard (1985) 65, although from a different point of 
view. 
60 Nem. l offers an analogous example. At the beginning of the poem (46-47) chronos is depicted as a 
force that rushes forwards and brings things to a telos. By the end this chronos is turned into the all- 
chronos of the gods. 
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From the very opening of the ode a sense of urgency and rush is created 

through Pindar's reference to the delay of his song, which is enhanced by the ode's 

allusive and selective style and the rapid alternation of themes and imagery. This 

urgency finds expression in the floating wave of the opening simile which gradually 

frees the poet from accusation and plight. Yet, despite the ode's forward and 

sequential movement, its structure negates a purely linear perception: the repetition 

of images, vocubulary and themes, and the inner concentric rings invite the listener 

to constantly move backward and forward, make associations, draw inferences 

between what precedes and what follows, and see the present through the scope of 

the past and the future through the scope of the present. By the end of the ode 

everything seems to blend together in perfect harmony and even though the 

epinician stops at a moment in time subsequent to its beginning, one gets the 

impression that no time has lapsed during the performance; the poem closes exactly 

as it opens, with the victorious Hagesimachos. Seen from this perspective, Pindar's 

song likens a pendulum: although its movement from side to side is supposed to 

reflect the passage of time, its constant swing conjures up a feeling of arrest and 

stillness. 
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CONCLUSION 

And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time 

T. S. Eliot `Little Gidding' 

Time occupies a central place in the Pindaric Epinicians; its flow and constant 

movement constitute a permanent concern and references to its different forms 

(chronos, aion, kairos, hora) abound in every single ode. The great significance 

allotted to time is not difficult to explain considering that the overarching aim of 

epinician poetry is to surpass and transcend time. Pindar depicts chronos as a 

cosmogonic power, as an active agent, and as a texture and frame within which 

events unfold; everything is created by and exists in time. As I have tried to show, 
however, chronos' personification and endowment with power and dominance does 

not imply an archaic or undeveloped mentality. On the contrary, it needs to be seen 
in conjunction with the epinician genre, its conventions and ideology. 

Although Pindar acknowledges the existence of a single time that embraces 

everything, he distinguishes between four different time-zones. The divine realm is 

permeated by non-sequential time and is in a state of absolute `being'; for gods 

everything is eternally present and their temporality includes knowledge of the past, 

present, and future. In the Istrian land, the Underworld and the Isles of the Blessed 

time is also non-sequential. In these time-zones there is no change and their 

inhabitants enjoy a perpetual `present'. In the fourth and last time-zone, the human 

realm, time is sequential and everything is subject to change (the diurnal alternation 

of day and night, the growth and withering of humans and nature). Due to these 

vicissitudes and mortals' ignorance of the future, human life is experienced as full of 

suspense and contingency and humans feel they are playthings at the mercy of an 

ever-changing time. Yet, Pindar never adopts a pessimistic stance towards the 

human condition and his poetry never echoes the elegiac cry of a Mimnermos. As he 

points out, virtuous men and victorious athletes can lead a peaceful life, infused by 

the brilliance of Zeus, even within the human realm. Just like Herakles and Perseus, 
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who as a recompense for their deeds' were allowed to travel to the Istrian Land, 

where they shared -if only for a time- the bliss and perpetual light enjoyed by the 

Hyperboreans, so righteous men are given the privilege to enjoy a kind of stability 

and rest. 

However, as Pindar reiterates, this kind of stability cannot last for ever. The 

passage of time brings change and mortals are forgetful; therefore, one's name and 

achievements are covered with darkness and are thrown into oblivion, if they are not 

commemorated in song. Poetry is the only possible means by which the present can 

endure the corrosive work of time and be ensured a place in the future. Tradition in 

the form of songs and stories is the only possible access to the past; therefore, 

discourse is the only means through which future generations will get to know the 

present as well. Although Pindar cannot make the victors immortal, like the gods, or 

makrobioi, like the Hyperboreans, or remove them from transience and from 

nature's cycles of decay and growth, he can offer them a metaphorical immortality 

by fashioning for them through his song `a permanence.... amid these rhythmical 

alternations'. Z By commemorating a victor in his poetry Pindar releases his name 
from transience and process and prevents chronos from washing it away in its never- 

unfailing stream. In the light of this one could say that poetry serves to transform the 

sequential time of human temporality into non-sequential, in so far as it guarantees 

that a man's KOs will remain acO»ITov for live toy % o'vov (Isthm. 5.28). 3 As Pindar 

proclaims in Isthm. 4, `If something is praised, then it will become eternal and so 

continue to live through time', and the same idea comes again to the fore in fr. 94a 

where he exclaims that despite the mortality of body, humans can have immortal 

days (43c Yazat b'z' ßeorois a1zeeat, o4 a 8' Fo-ri Svaröv. 11-15). Poetry's power to 

transcend time is most evidently articulated in the example of Achilles who, 

according to Pindar, was translated to the Isle of the Blessed not because of his 

righteous way of living but because of Zeus' concession to the pleas of his mother 
Thetis. As Nisetich has rightly pointed out, this translation of Achilles indicates not 

t Scholars do not agree regarding the time of Perseus' visit to the Land of the Hyperboreans. 
Köhnken (1971) 177 and Burton (1962) 9, place it after the killing of the Gorgon, while Slater (1979) 
64 n. 5 places it before. 
2 Segal (1974) 410. See also his elaborate discussion on Isthm. 3 and 4 (1981) 69-86. 
3 For poetry as kleos see Goldhill (1991) 69-166. 
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only divine favour but poetic power as Well .4 Like Thetis who rescues her son from 

the darkness of Hades, Pindar has the power to save his laundandus from shameful 

obscurity. He can give lasting form to his victory and invest his name with light 

which cannot be extinguished. 

Apart from conferring immortality on a victor's name Pindar also aims to 

unveil to his audience the complete divine chronos. Due to the broader purview he 

enjoys as the protege of gods, Pindar can see that behind the phenomenological 

contingency and unrest which besets human existence there is order, stability and an 

unbroken and all-encompassing timeline. Although he is aware of the notion of 
`becoming' in time, his main concern is not to stress the linearity of time, as an 
historian, but rather to close and bridge the gap between heroic and historical time 

and emphasize their similarity and continuity. His role as an encomiast is to present 

the recent victory as a renewal of the glory of the past and to assure his patrons that 

their present bliss and prestige will continue in the future as well. This cyclical view 

of time is mirrored in the way Pindar structures his narratives. Through the 

technique of the ring composition, the circular chronology, the bold shifts and 

transitions and an arsenal of other rhetorical means, Pindar seeks to lead his 

audience to apprehend the close connection between past and present and experience 

time in its unity. This point is most eloquently exemplified in the mythical 

prophecies, whose direct mode of representation conjures up the impression that 

they refer simultaneously to past and present. The feeling of stability and arrest 

evoked by the narrative techniques and by Pindar's tendency to draw everything into 

the temporality of the narration in order to achieve, what Mullen has called, the 

`ecstasy of the moment', finds physical externalization in the circling motions of the 

chorus. As a result, an epinician performance is invested with special qualities and is 

turned into a unique moment where the victor, his family and community are invited 

to experience ̀ eternity in an hour' and be eternalized for all time. 

Pindar's confidence in the immortalizing power of his song is evident 

throughout the Epinicians; no other Greek lyric poet has proclaimed with such 

vigour poetry's efficacy to surpass time or has so vividly dramatized his `battle' with 

time. What strikes us even more is that Pindar does not merely intimate his poetry's 

4 Nisetich (1988) 2. 
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efficacy to transcend time but actually tries to turn his poems into time. As we have 

seen in Chapter 5, Pindar structures his narrative in such a way as to be experienced 

as time. Not only this, for he also ascribes to his song exactly the same 

characteristics that he assigns to chronos. 5 First of all, he always associates his song 

with movement and keeps emphasizing its capacity to travel across time and space. 

As he declares in Isthm. 4.40-41, a thing `goes forth with immortal voice (cocwväEv 

FeirEI), if someone says it well'. Interestingly, the verb Fenw, which is here employed 

to express the song's movement in time, is the verb that is normally used to express 

the movement of chronos. 6 Secondly, Pindar often refers to his song by using the 

traditional motif of the path (or"p v) of song. 7 In 01.9.47 he exhorts himself to raise a 
01 clear-sounding path of words for the Lokrians (6 '7rewv oTaov) and in 01.1.110 he refers 

to the helpful `road of words' (öööv Aoycwv) that a future Olympic victory of Hieron's 

would provide! This poetic path has many alternative routes; it constantly opens up 

a matrix of possibilities which it then closes down, exactly like chronos. In Isthm. 4.1 

Pindar refers to the countless roads available to him in every direction ("Eon pi 
SFwv Fxant tcueta iravra xFAw»os). Noticeable is also the example of Pyth. 11.38 where 
he portrays himself standing in a crossroad unable to decide which route to follow. 

Apart from the path metaphor Pindar also likens his song to a flux. In Nem. 7.12 he 

refers to the `streams of the Muses' (goat"o7t Moro-äv), and at 62 he claims that he will 
keep away dark blame `like streams of water' (ü&ros wnn eoas). In Isthm. 7 mortals 

are said to forget what is not `yoked to glorious streams of verses' (xAvrais =dwv 
poaicrtv). In addition to the above, it is notable that Pindar often comments on the 

variegated character of his song by using the adjectives Wo; and l oios, which in 

00.95 and 01.2.33-34 are used to denote the alternations of chronos. In Pyth. 10.54 

he compares his song's transition from one theme to another to the flitting of a bee 

(hr' ! UoT' 3JUov was 
, aD twva Sivat Aoyov), while in Pyth. 11 he refers to his Muse's 

duty to move this way and that (3)Jkonr' LUq, raeaoo S ev 42). Furthermore, Pindar 

presents his song as a source of both remembering and forgetting. On the one hand, 

poetry can perpetuate forms of the past and can keep something alive forever. This 

s See Ch. 1 
6 CE fr. 70b: HHQiv /L 1/ L ? ire o%o, vorrye, d r' ¬Lo, aä /at Sve44wv. 
7 Hom. Od. 8.73. 
8 On the path-metaphor in Pindar see Steiner (1986) 76-86. 
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idea is nicely expressed in Nem. 7.14-16 where poetry is likened to a mirror that 

reflects the past: ;ei; öe xaAäs Fo-orrreov io-a &v Fvi o i)v Teöirqi, / el Mvauoo-vvas Ixazr 

Anraeiaulrvxos / eve7)Tar airotva µoy wv xllvzar"s '7rEO v aoiSa7s. 9 Just like chronos which 

in fr. 159.1 is hailed as `the saviour of virtuous men' (av'eä, v alxa/wv Xeovos o-wT97e 
deio-ros), poetry is the only means by which an athlete's name can enter eternity. Yet, 

on the other hand, poetry can also contribute to oblivion by concealing dark aspects 

of the past not worthy of commemoration. Last but not least, Pindar keeps 

emphasizing the truthfulness of his song and its aversion to lies; his poetry is 

presented as a manifestation of Alatheia, just like chronos. One could also refer here 

to the fact that Pindar often designates his poem as a kairos. Although in those cases 
kairos bears a normative sense, a temporal sense is also at stake in so far as by 

enacting the kairos (what is appropriate), Pindar manages to turn the unqualified 

chronos of the performance into a kairos (opportune moment). 
In funerary texts found in Egyptian tombs (the so-called Coffin-Texts dating 

back to 1800 BC) and in the Book of the Dead, dated around 1400 BC, the dead 

persons are represented exclaiming phrases of the type: `I am Tomorrow! Yesterday, 

it belongs to me! ' or `I am Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow'. 1° According to 

Brandon, these declarations indicate the Egyptians' attempt to transcend time by 

means of assimilation with it: 

the Egyptians sought security from Time by becoming Time 
itself- by comprehending within their own being, through their 
ritual identity with Osiris, the three temporal categories of Past, 
Present and Future. " 

One could argue that perhaps a similar intention lies behind Pindar's practice of 

appropriating chronos' qualities for his song. Pindar tries to transcend and overwrite 

chronos by assimilating his song with it. In this way he does not only safeguard the 

perpetuation of his poetry throughout time but also manages to present himself as a 

maitre du temps. 

9A similar metaphor occurs in Eur. Hipp. 425. However, here it is Time, not poetry, which is said to 
hold a mirror. 
10 Brandon (1972) 372. 
11 Brandon (1972). 
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